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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

(Los Angeles, Calif.)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1955

United States Senate,

Subcommittee of the Committee on the

Judiciary To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency,
Los Angeles^ Calif.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1 : 25 p. m., in room

518, Federal Building, Los Angeles, Calif., Senator Estes Kefauver

(chairman) presiding.

Present : Senator Kefauver.

Also present: James H. Bobo, general counsel; William Haddad,

consultant; and Harold Lane, field representative for Congressman

diet Holifield.
. .„ ^

Chairman Kefauver. The subcommittee meeting will please come

to order.
. ^ ., -r^ ,•

Today the Senate Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile Deliquency

begins the first of 3 days of hearings on the problem of juvenile de-

linquency.

Before I discuss our purpose in these hearings, let me take this

opportunity of expressing my personal thanks to many civic officials

—

State, city, and county—and the many organizations that have coop-

erated with the subcommittee staff during the past few days. That

staff tells me that the friendliness and the assistance of both the local

and State officials, and others, have greatly enhanced our work.

I want to particularly express my appreciation to some of the

officials of the General Services Administration and Internal Revenue

Department—Mr. Stillwell, Mr. Campbell, and Mr. Kroger, and to

the field representative of Congressman Chet Holifield. Congressman

Holifield gave us his assistant, Mr. Harold Lane.

This subcommittee is composed of Senator Wiley of Wisconsin,

Senator Hennings of :Missouri, Senator Langer of North Dakota,

Senator Daniels of Texas.

We had planned that three members of the committee would be

here today, but at the last minute, it was impossible for Senator

Hennings and Senator Langer to come for this first meeting. AVe do

hope that Senator Langer will be here tomorrow, because personally

I do not like to hold one-man committee hearings. But we had our

arrangements made, and we feel that we must carry on.

Last year this subcommittee held three hearings in California. We
visited San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego. At that time

the candidness of California public officials and private citizens en-

abled us to collect valuable information, on the causes of delinquency,
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wliicli have been included in the official report of the Senate, and
have been of much assistance to us in considering legislation.

I want to assure all of the witnesses that their testimony will be
read and thoroughly studied by the members of this subcommittee
and by the United States Senate.
From these California hearings and other hearings across this coun-

tiT we have been able to piece together the pattern of juvenile crime.
We learned that juvenile crime manifests itself in many ways: Some
children take to narcotics; some children run away from home and
get into trouble; others join teen-age gangs and plunder and frighten
the whole communities. Vandalism and robbery are other outlets for
juvenile frustrations.

This year we are investigating the various forms of juvenile delin-
quency which we found occurring in community after community.
Although only about 4 or 5 percent of our Nation's children get into
trouble with the authorities, this is still far too many for the advanced
status of our society—a society with the know-how, the ability, and
the interests necessary to overcome this menace.
Our subcommittee found that in 1953 over 435,000 youngsters came

before the juvenile courts. But this figure represents only part of the
total number of children who come into conflict with the law. Con-
servative authorities estimate that over a million and a quarter adoles-
cents get into some kind of trouble each year. Most of these children
are, of course, released by the authorities.

I wish I could report that the situation has altered for the better in
1954. According to the statistics, it did not. But we have liad some
encouraging reports that there have been fewer number of conflicts

with the law among juveniles here in California last year than in
preceding 3'ears.

Children under 21, as of the present time, commit 72.6 percent of all

automobile thefts, 62.9 percent of all burglaries, 54 percent of all

thefts, and 51 percent of all arrests of property offenses. Even 36.3
percent of all men arrested for rape are boys under 21 3'ears of age.

Incidentally, sex crimes in the last 12 years have increased something
like 110 percent throughout the Nation.
What accounts for this sordid picture ?

The causes of juvenile delinquency are as complex as are our society.

A Nation torn between war and peace presents additional threats to the
security of our young people. I think of delinquency as the scum
that rises to the top from the imperfections within our society. As
the imperfections are cleared, delinquency will decrease.

I want to tell you that all of the picture is not sordid, because in

the last year and a half I have never seen as much interest in any
subject matter, any problem as that which has been manifested by
public officials of all levels of government and what is more important,

by individual parents, citizens, church, school, and the home, in get-

ting at the cause and taking action at the local level, and trying to give
our young people a better opportunity and to eradicate to the extent we
can juvenile delinquency.

I think I should say also that no nation ever had a finer bunch of

youngsters than we have in this country today; 95 or 96 percent of
our teen-agers, are intelligent, physically strong, morally good, train-

ing to be good and useful citizens. But the number that we have that

are not are too manv-
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In our earlier report we recommended several ways in wliicli the
Federal Government conld speed along this decrease in delinquency.
For instance, we reported that inadequately staflFed schools contrib-

uted to the delinquency problem. Crowded classrooms and meager
counseling staffs prohibited the schools from carrying out its role in

preventing delinquency. We say that the community has the choice of
paying out money now for better schools or paying out more money
in the future for bigger jails and larger police forces. We also made
recommendations for better housing and better mental health pro-
grams.
Some 25 other bills have been introduced by this subcommittee to

correct other more specific aspects of the juvenile delinquency pro-
gram.
But when Congress handed us our assignment it asked us to do

more than just draft a legislation ; it instructed us to probe into the
causes and cures of juvenile delinquency—to make a nationwide sur-

vey. It ordered us to focus public attention on juvenile delinquency,
and this we are trying to do. We are here in Los Angeles today to

focus attention on how California is meeting the challenge of rising

juvenile delinquency.
Today we will hear from the public officials who have the final re-

sponsibility for caring for California's young people. Many fine

efforts have been undertaken and carried out in California, which we
will discuss later, and many in Los Angeles. Their experience with
juvenile delinquency control makes them especially qualified to speak
to us and to the Nation about their work.

I have long admired California's enlightened approach to this

serious situation. Your youth authority, your ranch and forestry

camps, all are activities which other interested groups should know
about.

But for all the fine work here in California, it takes more than just

State and local authorities to handle this complicated problem. A
part of the solution rests with other institutions.

Three institutions exert a major influence on the course a child will

follow in later life : that is, of coui'se, the home, the church, and the
school.

Although a child who comes from an insecure home can grow into

a fine outstanding citizen, he will nevertheless, have been handicapped
by this earlier environment. In the last analysis, it is the parent
who can exercise the strongest authority in the development of the

well-adjusted personality. The witnesses today, I am advised, w^ill

show how the parent can better meet this responsibility.

The church, too, has an added responsibility. The church is no
longer a 1-day-a-week affair. Society expects the church to extend
its influence and activities into ever}^ day of the week. The citizen has
now looked to the church as a weeklong gathering place. This is

especially true of the children of this country. Churches with pro-

gressive attitudes on the handling of teen-agers can and do exercise a

strong preventive hand in curbing juvenile delinquency.

Today church representatives will tell us of their activities to pre-

vent delinquency, prevent children from going wrong.
One last word about delinquency : In our national hearings we found

that one of the weakest links in the attack on this problem was the

lack of proper rehabilitation programs. It is true today that 100,000
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young people who have been convicted of some kind of crime are in

jails along with hardened criminals. There is no special training or

schools for them. It is true that in 98 percent of the cases there is

very little rehabilitation to get them adjusted back into a normal
productive life. But here in California the work of the youth au-
thority and the special projects like ranch and forestry camps present
one of the most encouraging approaches to this rehabilitation program.

If adequate care and attention be given to the child once he goes
wrong, he can again be set on the right track. The saving to society

will not only be in terms of dollars and cents but also in the terms of
human life.

Tomorrow our subcommittee will study the relationship of crime
and violence movies to juvenile crime.

I am happy to say that we have had the finest possible cooperation
from all parts of the movie industry in our approach to this problem
in getting this information that we want and need.

On Friday we shall continue the investigation of the relationship

of pornographic materials to delinquency.
Mr. James Bobo, this small young man at my left, is our chief

counsel. Mr. Bobo, do you have any comments or any information
that you wish to present before we call our first witness ?

Mr. Bobo. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I have two resolutions I would like

the record to show. The first is the resolution authorizing the sitting

of this committee.
Chairman Kefau\^r. The first is Senate Resolution Xo. 62, which

will be read into the record at this point, which is the resolution creat-

ing this subcommittee. The second is a resolution passed by this sub-

committee authorizing the chairman and such other committee mem-
bers as may be present to hold these hearings here on June 15, 16, and
17. This will also be read into the record

:

Calendar No. 54, S4th Congress, 1st session. Senate Resolution 62 (Kept.
No. 51), in the Senate of the United States, February 21, 1955. Mr. Kilgore,
from the Committee on the Judiciary, reported the following resolution ; which
was refered to the Committee on Rules and Administration. March 10, 1955,

Reported by Mr. Green, with amendments.

RESOLUTION

Resolved, That in holding hearings, reporting such hearings, and making inves-

tigations as authorized by section 134 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of

1946, and in accordance with its jurisdictions specified by rule XXV of the
Standing Rules of the Senate insofar as they relate to the authority of the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary to conduct a full and complete study of juvenile delin-

quency in the United States, including (a) the extent and character of juvenile
delinquency in the United States and its causes and contributing factors, (6)
the adequacy of existing provisions of law, including chapters 402 and 403 of

title 18 of the United States Code, in dealing with youthful offenders of Federal
laws, (c) sentences imposed on, or other correctional action taken with respect
to, youthful offenders by Federal courts, and (d) the extent to which juveniles
are violating Federal laws relating to the sale or use of narcotics, the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, or any subcommittee thereof, is authorized from March
1, 1955, through July 31, 1955, (1) to make such expenditures as it deems advis-
able including no more than $2,000 for obligations outstanding and incurred
pursuant to Senate Resolution 49, agreed to February 4, 1955; (2) to employ
on a temporary basis such technical, clerical, and other assistants and con-
sultants as it deems advisable; and (3) with the content of the heads of the
department or agency concerned, to utilize the reimbursable services, informa-
tion, facilities, and personnel of any of the departments or agencies of the
Government.
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Sec. 2. TJie expense of tlie committee under this resolution, which shall not

exceed $125,000, shall he patd from the contingent fund of the Senate by vouchers
approved by the chairman of the committee.
Sec 3. This resolution shall be effective as of March 1, 1955.

RESOLUTION

Resolved hy the Su'bcommittce of the Committee on the Judiciary to Study
Juvenile Delinquency in the United States, That pursuant to subsection (3) of

rule XXV, as amended of the Standing Rules of the Senate (S. Res. 180, 81 Cong.,

2d sess., agreed to Feb. 1, 1950) and committee resolutions of the Committee on
the Judiciary adopted January 20, 1955, That Senator Estes Kefauver, Demo-
crat of Tennessee, and such other members as are present, are authorized to hold
hearings of this subcommittee in Los Angeles, Calif., on June 15, 16, and 17, and
such other days as may he required to complete these hearings, and to take sworn
testimony from witnesses.

Signed by Senators Kefauver, Langer, Wiley, Hennings, and Daniel.

Mr. BoBo. We also have a communication, Mr. Chairman, from Gov-
ernor Kni<^ht which reads as follows

:

Regret impossible to be with you today, and all the more so because of my
deep interest in subjects which committee will discuss extensively. Have asked
California Youth Authority to be present and to represent State. As you are
aware, California last year, despite its tremendous growth in population, had no
increase in juvenile delinquency. The Youth Authority is vested by law to

handle this subject at State level. Accordingly I am sure that the committee
authority's testimony illuminating and beneficial.

Cordially,

Goodwin J. Knight, Governor.

Chairman Kefauver. I think the mayor will probably be here later,

and will either have a message or a personal appearance from the at-

torney general of the State, the Honorable Pat Brown, who has also

been invited to come and testify. Is there anything else, Mr. Bobo?
Mr. BoBO. That is all at this time.

Chairman Kefauv^er. Mr. Bobo, who is our first witness?
Mr. BoBO. Our first witness is Chief W. H. Parker of the los Angeles

Police Department.
Chairman Kefauaer. Chief Parker, we are glad to have you with

us, and it is good to see you again.

Mr. Parker^ Shall I take the oath ?

Chairman Kefauver. We don't think we will swear some of the wit-

nesses, unless you are going to talk about other people. You might be
going to talk about some others.

Mr. Parker. I usually do.

Chairman Kefauver. I guess it would be better to swear you, then.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM H. PARKER, CHIEF OF POLICE, LOS

ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Parker. First, Senator, the mayor has asked me to convey his

respects to you and the committee and has also requested that in my
capacity as chief of police of the city of Los Angeles that I am repre-

senting liim here today in this hearing.
Chairman Kef.vuver. Chief Parker, how long have you been chief

of police of Los Angeles? I have been coming out here for some time,

and 3'ou have been here a good many years to my knowledge.
Mr. Parker. Well, I guess a number of years as chief. I have been

chief of police since August 0, 1050.

Chairman Kefauver. And you have jurisdiction over all of Los
Angeles County ?
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Mr. Parker. Just the city of Los Angeles.

Chairman Kefau^^er. Just the city of Los Angeles ?

Mr. Parker. That's right. There are 46 cities in the county.

Chairman Kefauver. How large is Los Angeles now ?

Mr. Parker. Los Angeles lias an area of about 460 square miles, and

a population in excess of 2,100,000 people. Of course, we serve an area

of over 5 million people, and a great deal of the travel in the area is

through the city of Los Angeles by many of the people who do not live

in it, as they go about their daily business.

Chairman Kefauver. The metropolitan area of Los Angeles is about

what, now ?

Mr. Parker. Of course, the civic center portion of the city is follow-

ing the trend of all large American cities, the population is actually

decreasing, and it is increasing in the suburban areas. For instance,

in the San Fernando Valley at the present time it is considerably in

excess of 600,000 people who are living there. It is estimated that we
will have a po])ulation of 1 million in that area by 1970.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, do you want to ask Chief Parker

any preliminary questions before he testifies?

Mr. BoBO. Chief, we would like to know something of the juvenile

squad that you have in Los Angeles at the present time.

Chairman Kefaua^er. Perhaps you are going to tell us about that

in your general statement.

Mr. Parker. Perhaps we might start, if I might suggest, with the

general picture from the police viewpoint in connection with the sub-

ject matter before the committee.
Chairman Kefauver. Why don't you tell us first about your general

organizational setup to deal with juvenile delinquency.

llr. Parker. Thei-e is a juvenile division in the Los Angeles Police

Department that is part of the control bureau. There are 212 police

officers of various ranks assigned to the juvenile division. They are

represented in all of the geographical divisions of the department as

well as in the central headquarters. And working with the other forces

of the department all cases involving juveniles, either by reason of the

conduct of the juvenile or by reason of a juvenile being the victim of

criminal conduct on the part of an adult, are investigated by the per-

sonnel of the juvenile division.

Chairman Kefattv'er. What is the age of a juvenile ?

Mr. Parker. Well, under the law in this State anyone under the age
of 18. That is the age demarcation that we utilize.

Chairman Kefauver. If they are over 18 they are treated as other
adults?
Mr. Parker. They are treated as other adults. As far as the police

department is concerned, but that might not be the ultimate situation
after the court has opportunity to handle the individual. They may
be committed to the youth authority's care at a greater age, but that is

a determination to be made by the court. We treat all persons over
the age of 18 years or of the age of 18 as adults as far as discharging
our responsibilities are concerned.
There is also a section of the juvenile division that we call the youth

service section. They are concerned with the activities that the de-
partment is engaged in, such as the auxiliary police program and the
Junior Band and Boy Scout activities. That is a part of the juvenile
division.
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Of course, that is a phase of the department that is not necessarily

its responsibility.

Perhaps we would make that quite clear if I might become tech-

nical for a moment, the term "crime prevention" is used rather broadly

and loosely. In reality it divides into two terms: crime prevention

and crime repression. Crime prevention activities are those things

that are done to prevent people from becoming criminals, and that

is not the essential responsibility of the police. Crime repression are

those activities that the police engage in to discourage persons with
criminal tendencies from committing crimes. And I think it should
be made quite clear that the primary responsibility of a police de-

partment is crime repression. Although we do engage in the crime
prevention field, either formally through department activity or in-

dividually through members of our department who in their commu-
nity may be engaged in youth activity work.
Chairman Kefauver. Go right on.

Mr. Parker. The situation in Los Angeles, as far as the problem
of the juvenile is concerned, is somewhat encouraging. So that you
may have the exact data, I am reading from a report that indicates

crime and arrest trends from the 1st of January 1955 to and including

June 12, 1955, and a comparison of those trends over the same period

in 1954.

It is interesting to note in that period that arrests of adults in the

city of Los Angeles increased 9.1 percent over the same period last

year while arrests of juvenile increased 4.1 over the same period last

year. That trend has been quite constant, and it would indicate to

me that the juvenile behavior is superior to the adult behavior on a

ratio basis.

Of course, I have long been convinced we are making a serious

error when we attempt to separate the juvenile problem from the prob-

lem of society as a whole, because I believe that the troubles that we
have with the youth of the community are those that arise from the

patterns that have been set by the adults. And we well know that a
child ])atterns after the adults with whom he is brought in constant

contact.

So that actually we have a greater adult delinquency problem in the

city of Los Angeles today than we do a juvenile delinquency problem.

Some trends are interesting, and if the committee would care for

a copy
Chairman Kefatjvt.r. Will you give us the numbers that you are

talking about in this 9.4 percent ?

Mr. Parker. Yes ; I will. Arrests of all types, excluding traffic cita-

tions, for the period from January 1, 1955, through June 12, 1955, for

adults, amounted to 92,657. That means that that many times an indi-

vidual was temporarily deprived of his liberty and booked in a police

station or jail.

That compares with the figures of 84,953 for the same period of

1954, and that gives us the increase of 9.1 percent.

In the juvenile situation for this period, that is, during 1955, there

were 4,297 juveniles investigated and booked. They were placed on

the record of the department as having been arrested.

That compares with 4,126 for the same period last year, or an in-

crease of 4.1 percent.

If the committee would be interested, I have one copy of this general

statistical report.
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Chairman Kefauver. Yes ; we are interested, and we will file that
as a part of onr record.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 1," and reads
as follows:)

Exhibit No. 1

Los Angeles Police Department weekly administrative report, week ending
midnight June 5, 1955

Offense

Robbery
Felonious assault
Burglary
Burglary and theft from auto
Grand theft
Pickpocket
Purse snatch
Petty theft
Auto theft

,

Worthless checks

Total'

Crimes reported

Last
week

61

92
312
260
35
20
11

199
150
128

Year to
date

1,305
1,867
7,209
6,562
813
518
173

5,150
3,160
3,875

1,258 30,632

Last year
to date

1,812
1,992
8,513
7,936
818
629
269

5,341
3,348
4,467

35, 125

Percentage
of change

-28.0
-6.3
-15.3
-17.3
-.6

-17.6
-35.7
-3.6
-5.6
-13.3

-12.8

Arrests

Last
week

307

Year to
date

1,762
1,193
2,304
355
668
32
3

1,185
809
632

8,943

Last year
to date

2,061
1,129
2,326
476
622
44
7

1,103
851
710

9,329

Percentage
of change

-14.5
+5.7
-.9

-25.4
+7.4
-27.3
-57.1
+7.4
-4.9
-11.0

-4.1

' Includes attempts and juveniles.
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Mr. Parker. Now ; this report you have before you is a little com-
plex and it needs some intei-pretation. The graphs are somewhat self-

explanatory in that they purport to show first the following: The
graph on the upper left of the page indicates all the arrests, juvenile

arrests, that is, during 1955 as compared with 1954. Then, of course,

the 1954 picture represented by the broken line is complete, while
you will note that the black solid line representing 1955 breaks with
the month of May, which is the period covered by this report, that is,

the year through the close of the month of JSIay.

I think it is interesting to note in that graph that in the months of
April and INlay, arrests of juveniles were actually lower than in 1954.

There you will note that the blank line has dipped down beyond the
broken line in both of those months.
Now, the graph to the right compares to the juvenile arrests so

far in 1955, that is, through the month of May, with the 5-year average.
While we are talking about 5-year averages, we must realize that the
population growth in the Los Angeles area is continuing at a very
rapid rate, and these figures are not translated in terms of popula-
tion ratio. Of course, we realize, of course, there are more people in

here today than there ever were before in the history of the city.

Nevertheless, in month of April the juvenile-arrest activity was
actually below the average for the preceding 5 years ; which begins to

support my contention that the problem in Los Angeles as far as the
police phase of coping w^ith the juvenile delinquency is concerned, is

not alarming when you consider the increase in population and the
increase in adult delinquency.
We purport to show in the center of this report trends in two specific

types of arrests. And you will note that one column shows the num-
ber of narcotic arrests in the first 5 months of 1955 as compared with
the number of narcotic arrests in the first 5 months of 1954. It is

rather alarming in view of the general trend to find that there were
53 arrests in narcotics, that is, 53 juveniles arrested for narcotic offenses

in the first 5 months of this year as compared with only 18 arrested
on such offenses for the same period of 1954.

Mr. BoBO. Referring to those narcotic arrests. Chief Parker, were
they for the possession, sale, or peddling of marihuana, heroin, or
what?
Chief Parker. They cover the whole field : Possession, transporta-

tion, sale, or addiction.

Mr. BoBO. Do you find a great many juveniles involved in the sale ?

Mr. Parker. Well, no. Juveniles are involved more in the using
of narcotics rather than its actual sale. But this presents a very seri-

ous problem to us, and I would like to bring this comparison out again :

On curfew arrests we know just the reverse, that there were only 31
such arrests in the first 5 months of 1955 as compared with 77 such
arrests in the first 5 months of 1954.

But a situation has arisen in this State that has seriously interfered
with the ability of the police to cope with the narcotic problem. The
Supreme Court of the State of California in the case of People v.

Charles H. Cohan and others handed down a decision—T don't have
the date of the decision—it was a couple of months ago, in which for
the first time in the history of this State they have invoked the evidence
exclusionary rule in criminal cases, because they said in effect that if
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in the opinion of the court the evidence was obtained in any manner in-

consistent with the guaranties in the fourth amendment to the Con-

stitution, or the constitution of the State, that evidence will not be en-

tertained regardless of the crime with which the individual is charged

or regardless of the degree of guilt.

We have had a number of cases dismissed recently in our local courts

on the basis of that decision, and I am talking now about narcotic cases,

cases involving substantial amounts of narcotics where the guilt of the

defendant was not in question at all, but merely the manner in which

the evidence was obtained.

Now, I don't want to leave any impression that I am against the

Constitution—quite to the contrary—but I don't believe that the inter-

pretation that is being placed upon the fourth amendment is a true

interpretation. I am talking now about the portion of the amendment
that is a guaranty against unreasonable searches and seizures, and I

mean that in terms of present-day conditions that these searches that

have resulted in the seizures of this evidence have not been unreason-

able despite the fact that a great many judges and prosecutors do not

agree with me.
I would like to illustrate what I mean by an actual case. The police

officers working in the narcotic field know that an individual is a

narcotic peddler. Now, that is a known fact to them. So they place

him under surveillance. At that time we were aware that considerable

amounts of heroin were coming into this area from the east coast, and
we w^ere totally unable to determine how it was being shipped. While
they had this peddler's house under surveillance the postman came by
and took from his bag a package, looked at it, and tossed it up on the

porch, and proceeded on. The known peddler recognized by the of-

ficers came out and retrieved the package and went into the house with

it. Shortly after that the officers entered the house and found the pack-

age in the closet that contained a kilo of pure heroin, about 2 pounds
and 2 ounces, or about $300,000, of heroin on the market that had been
shipped second-class mail from the Bronx in New York. That peddler

was convicted.

But under the interpretation of the Calian decision he would have
been turned loose by the court and released from custody and put back
on the street ; because they would have held that that heroin was seized

in an unreasonable search.

Now, from the standpoint of getting a search warrant, without labor-

ing this committee with our local problems, that presents a very com-
plex legal problem, because you must be able to describe not only the

place to be searched, but the things to be seized. And you first have
to know that it is there before you can even apply for a warrant.
But that sort of thing has given us considerable trouble and it will

reflect itself in this juvenile field because if we cannot successfully

stop the peddling of narcotics, why, they are going into the hands of

juveniles.

This decision has been so technically construed that we are pre-

cluded from proceeding in criminal prosecutions where evidence is

found in an automobile unless we can establish that it was there be-

fore we searched for it.

The attorney general of California has appointed a committee of

10 people of which I am proud to be a member, to study this situation
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from the standpoint of remedial legislation. For the purpose of clari-

fication the Supreme Court of California in handing down its decision

in the Cahan case quoted with approval the Supreme Court of the

United States, who when applying the exclusionary rule, said

:

It is not a conimaiid of the fourth amendment but is a judiciary created rule

of evidence which Congress might legate.

In other words, it is not a duty placed upon the Court by the fourth
amendment at all ; it is a gratuitous act on their part to do what they
termed "curb the lawlessness of the police."

Chairman Kefauver. Can you give us the citation of that case, or
a copy of the opinion ?

Mr. Parker. I will be pleased to leave a copy with the committee.
Now, in that same connection I would like to quote from a prose-

cutor, Bradford M. Crittender, district attorney of San Juaquin
County, who in a speech, called the Decision We Asked For, which
was given at a peace officers' convention, the peace officers of the
State of California in their convention on May 21 last, talking about
this decision said, and I would like to quote in part from his speech

:

In the San Francisco Examiner for May 4, 1955, one of the justices of our
State supreme court is quoted as saying, in commenting on the decision, "The
individual should have liberties to know that as long as he does not openly vio-

late the law that he is safe." This opens up a new field and concept. As long
as you break the law secretly it is all right. Such a position is incredulous and
amazing. I wonder if the justice thinks crimes are committed in the public
square or on the courthouse steps? Has he never heard of the stealth, secrecy,
and high degree of security in operations of the Communist Party in this coun-
try? Sabotage and violent revolution are not planned in the open forum of a
schoolhouse or auditorium. Bookmakers don't set up their business in the
public parks, or in the courtrooms of our halls of justice. Crime, Mr. Justice,
is planned in secrecy and executed where? Under those circumstances most con-
ducive to avoiding detection.

Now, once again those are not my words. I am quoting you the
speech delivered by District Attorney Bradford M, Crittenden, of
San Joaquin County, and he ably states the dilemma in which we find

ourselves.

I bring that to your attention merely to point out that until this

matter is straightened out either by an additional explanation from
the Supreme Court—because you see, they did not explain the de-

cision—they did not draw the lines of the areas in which they believe
we can work without coming in conflict with the fourth amendment;
they merely said, "From this day forward the exclusionary rule is in

efi'ect in California period."
They also say in the dictum, "You need not necessarily follow the

Federal decisions."

So that you can readily see that we have guides, in that the State of
California did not have the exclusionary rule until the Cahan case,

and there is no case law on those areas. Because it has been immaterial
on criminal prosecutions in the past as to how the evidence was ob-
tained. And at the end, the court, in its dictum said, "We need not
necessarily follow the Federal rule."

We find ourselves in a veritable quandary. We are not going to try
to work our way out of it, and we are not going to give up, that is wliy
we are striving to get some Federal legislation. But it is an important
point and I believe that this narcotic thing, which is one of the areas

64765—55 2
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in which we are hindered the most, is going to have its effect upon

the juvenile situation in this community until something can be done

to give the police the proper authority with which to combat this

narcotic menace.
I think that's probably all I should say about that.

Mr. Young. Mr. Senator, I wonder if I may
Chairman Kefauver. Wait just a minute, please.

Mr. Parker. Once again, I want to reiterate that I am not quarrel-

ing with obeying the Constitution. I am a lawyer, as you know.

Senator, and I have been since 1930, and I am an officer of the court as

such and I have taken an oath to uphold the law and defend the Con-

stitution not only as a lawyer but as a police officer. But it is the

right to differ that makes this country what it is, with the interpreta-

tions that men place upon things. And I am dealing with the word,

"reasonable." 1 don't believe it is unreasonable to go into a narcotic

peddler's house, whom you have reason to believe has bought a kilo of

narcotics that was just delivered to him—you would never get it under

a warrant—it wouldn't be there when you got back if you did get the

warrant. That's my whole point.

Chairman KeExVU^^er. I have read the California case. Does it fol-

low the general cases of the Supreme Court of the United States?

Mr. Parker. Well, they merely invoked the exclusionary rule such

as United States has long since done, but then in the dictum they said

y\'e need not necessarily follow the Federal decisions.

Chairman Kefauver. So there is some confusion about it now ?

Mr. Parker. There are some cases that have been appealed by the

district attorney where they were dismissed on motion without going

to trial, and we are hoping that the supreme court of this State will

give us some clarification on it in some of these cases that are coming

up now, and if not, we can get something out of the legislature at the

special session next year clarifying the laws of search and seizure and

the laws of arrests.

Chairman Kefau^^er. Well, I know that the Supreme Court rule

may place some burden or hardship on enforcement officers, but I have

always thought it fairly clear in following the Constitution—I am
not familiar with this matter here

Mr. Parker. Well, I just wanted to call that matter to your atten-

tion. I am not asking at all that the committee do anything. I can

tell you frankly that I seem to be in the minority on this question, but

I believe eventually I will prevail.

Chairman Kefauver. We are glad to have your explanation of what
the condition is.

Mr. Parker. Well, that just about sums up about all I have to say

unless the committee has some further questions.

Chairman Kefauver. Do you have any, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. Chief, there is one question that I would like to ask

relative to one situation : What is the situation on automobile thefts in

California? It is shown on one of the charts.

Mr. Parker. It is shown on the chart here. We had a very satis-

factory decrease in crime in this area in general until this certain

situation came along, then our arrests have dropped considerably since

then. But the auto theft situation is reflected in this report you have
before you, and it indicates that from January 1 through June 12, 1955,
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there was a decrease of 4.8 percent in auto thefts. However, that gen-

eral decrease has reflected in all of our major crimes and to a greater

extent in auto thefts. Of course, auto thefts will always be a problem
because of the vast number of cars available, the exposure of the car,

the facility with which you can get to them, and the ingenuity with

which you can start them even without keys. So that we will probably

always be faced with the that problem. And in those cities where there

is a large concentration of automobiles, such as Detroit and Los
Angeles, you will find that the rate is quite high.

Mr. BoBO. I noticed that you mentioned that there was a great in-

crease in the importation of heroin from the east coast. Have you
noticed it in any decrease in the importation in narcotics, either mari-
juana or heroin, from the Mexican border area ?

Mr. Parker. I was not singling out the east coast, but we happen
to know from particular information we had that this particular

peddler was getting his supply from the east coast, although a great
deal of our narcotics come from the Orient and some from Mexico.
They are coming in from three different directions. But this particular
case, which is a factual case did involve the supply from the east coast.

Chairman Kefauver. Chief Parker, I am interested in this youth
service squad that you speak of in the police department that has
responsibility over trying to foster interest in the Boy Scouts, junior
band, things of that sort. How many do you have in that service, or
about how many ?

Mr. Parker. There are about 30 people involved in that activity.

Chairman Kefativer. Just what then do they do ?

Mr. Parker. They have a deputy auxiliary police program wliich

consists of about 3,000 young people in its organized activity, we have
a camp in the mountains and they are taken up there for 4 weeks out-

ing in the summer and also in the winter. And then they are broken
down by our police divisions, as we call them, and they have social

activities and instructions in athletic activities. The things that are
generally done in youth group activities. But they are identified as

a group sponsored by the Los Angeles Police Department. We have
thirty-some Boy Scout troops. In fact, I understand that we sponsor a

greater number of Boy Scout troops than any other police department.
And we also have men working in the field in these troublesome areas

working and attempting to find out what is causing the friction, pri-

marily, racial friction, they are out there not waiting for trouble

to develop, but out there attempting to find out what the irritations

are and alleviate them before something happens .

Chairman Kefauver. What kind of penal facilities do you have
for youngsters ?

Mr. Parker. Well, the police department
Chairman Kefau^^er. Of course, that is not in your jurisdiction.

Mr. Parker. We have some of our own. That is, Ave have liolding

cells at the juvenile headquarters, and no other j^ersons are kept there.

And then, of course, w^e have to have an order from the court before

there can be any detention, any hearing, and then, of course there is

the juvenile hall which is under the control of the county of Los
Angeles. They are getting ready to build a new one with more ade-

quate facilities. But we have no problem as far as the police depart-

ment itself is concerned in the way of adequate facilities or for the
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temporary custody and segregation of the juveniles from the adult

persons.

Chairman Kefauver. If a juvenile is convicted and sent to a train-

ing school or is to be placed in incarceration, where does he go ?

Mr. Parker. "Well, the committed juvenile is committed to the youth
authority, and I believe you have someone here from the youth auth-

ority. Then they have a number of different places that they might
send a juvenile, depending upon the individual himself. I believe

they can tell you more accurately just what they do. We don't have
the problem such as they are having in JNIichigan where 15-year-okl

boys are going to the penitentiary. We don't have that.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, you have the youth authority and you
have pretty good training schools for them. Then, as I get your
testimony, you are holding 3^our own or maybe doing a little better

than holding your own insofar as handling the juvenile problem and
juvenile delinquency is concerned, considering your population is

slightly on the decrease in the city of Los Angeles, you would say?
Mr. Parker. No, the population
Chairman Kefau\^r. I say considering the population

Mr. Parker. I would say that while there might be a slight rise

—

of course the chart shows that there is a fluctuation, but the last two
months would indicate that we dropped below. So that the most re-

cent information indicates that we are doing better than holding

our own. In spite of the increase of the population there were less

juvenile arrests in the first 5 months of this year as compared to what
they were in Ido-i. So if we can take that as a trend there is consid-

erable improvement.
Chairman KEFAU^'ER. Well, as a law enforcement officer and chief

of police for quite a number of years is there any word of counsel you
would like to take this opportunity to give to the people and to the

organizations and clubs and service groups that are trying to coop-

erate to give our children a better chance and to lessen juvenile de-

linquency ?

Mr. Parker. Yes, Senator, I have some ideas on this problem, not

only as the result of years of experience in police service, amounting
to almost 28—it will be 28 years as of August—but I think many times

we have lost sight of the fact that there has been a catastrophic

change in the pattern of American living, and we have gone a long

way from the type of rural life that I know I enjoyed, I might say, as

a young boy. Now I think that has left its mark upon the behavior

pattern of children. I do believe that the pace in which we live, the

habits of our people are such that they are not conducive to a healthy

atmosphere in which to raise children in many cases. I believe that

parents are thoughtless in many cases because they do things they

don't want their children to do, I mean, in the presence of their chil-

dren and they expect the child will not emulate them. Perhaps the

husband was talking about the winning or losing of a bet on a horse

race, and yet he doesn't want the child to gamble. Perhaps they

don't think anything of drinking in front of the child, but they don't

expect the child to drink alcoholic liquor. It is a danger that there

is a trend among parents to turn to agencies of government and pri-

vate organizations for assistance in discharging the parental obliga-

tions.
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There is one factor that I tliink is not impressed enough upon all of

our people, and that is morality and ethics. I believe that many of

us have forgotten what the words mean. And once again I will not

segregate, I will not separate, rather the juvenile problem from the

adult, because I think they are one. If we make an artificial barrier

on age and say "This is one grou]) of people and this is another one,"

they are not; they are one. In talking at one of the universities about
25 years to come I was asked if I had any suggestions of how they

could improve their curriculum, and I said, "Yes, I believe in every-

thing you teach that the ethics of the situation should be taught,"

I think it is time that the Ameican ])eople took stock in themselves,

that they looked in mirrors at themselves, and not at other people to

find out what is causing their children to misbehave. That's about

all I care to say.

Chairman Kefaua'er. It is difficult to expect no juvenile delinquency
where you have so much adult delinquency?
Mr. Parker. That's my entire point.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much, Chief Parker, for
your contributions and your suggestions and advice on this com-
mittee. We want you to know that we are anxious to cooperate to

help in any way that we can on the Federal level, and we would be
very happy hearing from you and obtaining your suggestions or rec-

ommendations at any time they are pertinent.

Mr. Parker. Well, sir, you will probably be hearing from me.
Chairman Kefauver. I want to thank you and all of your staff.

Mr. Young. Mr. Senator, would I be out of order in asking a ques-

tion to Chief Parker and the committee here?
Chairman Kefauver. What is your name ?

Mr. Young. Jack R. Young.
Chairman Kefauver. What is your business ?

Mr. Young. 335 South Cloverdale Avenue, Los Angeles 36.

Chairman Kefauver. Wliat is it you want to ask the committee?
Mr. Young. I am a motion picture cameraman by profession, I have

been for over 30 years, and 25 years in the city of Los Angeles. And I

have lived here and in our State of California. It was with reference

to the juvenile delinquency here pertaining to the motion picture in-

dustry as well as the juvenile delinquent
Chairman Kefauver. Get down to your point. What is the matter

you wish to bring out?
Mr. Young. With all due respect to police commissioner—Chief

Parker—and police and law enforcement officers, as a law-abiding
citizen and as a loyal American—and I say that without fear of con-

tradiction •

Chairman Kefauver. We don't want you to make a speech. If you
have some questions you want to ask, do so.

Mr. Young. Chief Parker stated as to the amendment of violating

the homes on the narcotic evidence. I am quoting the press that it

has been ruled that the police department was in violation in our city

and State and throughout the United States as to violating a home
and entering without a search warrant. The attorney general so ac-

cepts that decision. Chief Parker still defies that decision. Chief
Parker failed to state that one of our juries in our city court, here,

told the police department that they could easily obtain a search war-

rant within a short space of time to enter such homes when they had
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that evidence. And it has been ruled that they are in violation, and
as an American I stand on that violation. And I state as a loyal

American, not a Communist—that I am opposed to communism

—

thank you, sir.

Chairman I^fauver. Thank you very much for your contribution^

Mr. Young.
Our next witness is Mr. Emmet Daly, the assistant attorney general

of California who is here from San Francisco. He is from the office

of Attorney General Pat Brown, and he has to catch a 3:30 plane.

You may make it yet, Mr. Daly.
We will change our order to allow Mr. Daly to tell us what we can

do about juvenile delinquency.

TESTIMONY OF EMMET DALY, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL,

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Daly. Mv name is Emmet Daly, and I am assistant attorney

general of the State of California. My headquarters are in San
Francisco.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Daly, you are here to represent Mr.

Brown ?

Mr. Daly. That's correct.

Chairman Kefauver. You are his assistant?

Mr. Daly. I am assistant and in charge of our crime prevention

bureau of the attorney general's office, and in that capacity very much
interested in the subject of the inquiry before the committee.
Chairman Kefauver. How long have you been in this position?

Mr. Daly. I liave been with Mr. Brown in tliat particular capacity

almost 4 years. Prior to that I was assistant district attorney with him
in San Francisco. Prior to that I had 5 years with the FBI through-
out the United States.

Chairman Kefauver. All right, Mr. Daly, we will be glad to have
your opinion about this problem and how you are getting along in

California and what the difficulties are, and what suggestions you
have for this committee.
Mr. Daly. I don't have any statistical data to give you because I

know that you are going to have various heads of the departments, such
as the department of correction, the youtli authority, and others. Mr,
Brown has told me to tell you that if there are any specific statistics

w^liich you would care to have that our bureau of statistics can furnish
you with, just let us know and we will get that for you. He wants to
cooperate in every possible Avay with your committee.
Now, the subjects that have just been discussed by Mr. Parker, I

might direct your attention to one phase, which is tliat of narcotics,
because there has been so much talk about it.

About a year and a half ago the attorney general set up two com-
mittees, one in San Francisco and one in Los Angeles, of outstanding
professional and lay citizens to engage in a study of that specific ques-
tion of narcotics. Following a year study we prepared a report which
was submitted to him, and as a result of that report, we have now
presented to the recent legislature in Sacramento a bill known as as-
sembly bill 2334. That bill in substance sets up for the first time in
California a commission on narcotics.
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I might say that in our study we went to San Quentin Pentitentiary.

We went down to Chino to the correctional institution for men, and
we talked to a number of addicts and peddlers, and from them we
learned this one important fact : that most men who were addicts and
peddlers told us that if something had been done for them when they

were young, when they first started their addiction, when they first

started marihuana—because that seems to be the pattern—they take

very innocently a cigarette of marihuana and maybe a few more, and
gradually they want something stronger, and end up as an addict.

Chairnian Kefatjver. Many times thinking it is smart to smoke
marihuana ?

Mr. Daly. That's right. That's right. It is done either as a dare or

because the party is inquisitive, one or the other. Rarely is it just a

desire to smoke marihuana.
However, we found tliat through the testimony given to us by the

various addicts, it seemed to be rather universal that if something had
been done at that stage of their addiction^—other words when they were
17, 18, and 19—they might have prevented going on to the ultimate end
that we saw when w^e saw them u]3 in such a place as San Quentin.
So this new bill which I have just referred to, 2334, is going to set

up for the first time a treatment facility, and it is aimed particularly
at the juvenile. The treatment facility will work substantially as

follows : If a boy or girl is arrested for narcotic addiction he may go
before the court and on being convicted he may be placed on probation,
and then as a term of that probation he can be committed to a treatment
facility.

Those treatment facilities will be operated by the State in various
parts of the State, and we believe that through the medical help of psy-
chiatrists and trained conscientious personnel who will be assigned to
that work, that we may prevent a lot of these youngsters from going
on into the more serious forms of addiction.

I just want to say that to you.
Chairman Kefauver, Well, I think that's a wonderful thing to do,

Mr. Daly. We have at Lexington, Ky., as you know, the Federal Hos-
pital for Narcotic Addiction.
Mr. Daly. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Where many young people who do become ad-

dicted are treated, and many of them are cured and get over their ad-
diction. Our experience has been, in the first place, that this is not
known of and it is not used and that is generally as it should be, and in
the next place it is in the eastern side of the United States. There is

no similar Federal facility in this part of the country. I think this
treatment facility that you are talking about will do much to restore
life and health to many, many young people, and I hope the bill

passes.

Mr. Daly. It has passed. Senator, and I believe is on the desk of
the Governor now for his signature.
There is one thing that I would like to comment on very briefly

because I am intensely interested in it, and that is the effect wliich alco-
Jiolism has on deliciuency. When I was Avith Mr. Brown as assistant
district attorney we had a problem of some 85 perceiit of all arrests in
the city and county of San Francisco coming directly, shall we say,
from the abuse of the handling of liquor. Mr. Brown asked me to make
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a survey, and as a result of that survey we set u]) a clinic which is

known as the Adult Guidance Center in San Francisco. We are get-

ting on an average of about 100 cases a day. It has been in existence

now since 1948 and it is known as the 150 Otis Street Clinic. We have
trained psychiatrists and medical personnel there who take the alco-

holic and attempt to do something with him. We are actually turning
them back into profitable work again, back to their families within
10 days; whereas the usual format in the old days was to arrest them
and to use the parlance of the police, kick them out the next morning,
or give them 6 months in the county jail.

So we do feel that the work done up there has been very helpful. It
lias shown that something can be done in the field of alcoholism if you
treat the person who is an alcoholic and treat him medically and give
them an opportunity to become rehabilitated.
The reason I want to mention it in relation to delinquency is this

:

We have a followup program on most of the persons who go through
the clinic, and if I recall correctly, the figure is around about 05 per-
cent of the men and women who have gone through the clinic, who
tell us that looking back over their case histories, their problems came
from an alcoholic parent. In other words, either the mother or the
father was an alcoholic to a point where the family was broken up,
and the child then seems to automatically follow in that footstep.

So if we can do something intelligently from a medical viewpoint
in the treatment of the alcoholic, we believe that we might in days to

come or years to come, do something profitable in preventing a great
many from becoming alcoholics.

Chairman KEFAU^^«:R. Mr. Daly, those treatments were followed up
by the case workers to see what happened ?

Mr. Daly. Yes. We had quite a bit of that work done.
Chairman Kefau^t:r. What pei'centage of restorations have you

found ?

Mr. Daly. On the first group of persons that went through the

clinic we had a 6-month followup when we could see what could be
done, and 52 percent of the men and women—and incidentally these

persons had been taken right out of skid row—the ones I am referring

to now, as they say, were the bottom-of-the-barrel type of alcoholic

—

every one of them had come from skid row—and so it is generally said

that you can't do anything with that type of person—nevertheless,

a 6-month followup of them showed that 52 percent were working
and sober 6 months after they got out of the clinic.

Chairman Kefauver. That's a remarkable percentage.
Mr. Daly. That was a very fine record.

Chairman Kefau^-er. This is being done in San Francisco ?

Mr. Daly. This is being done in San Francisco.
Senator Kefaumsr. Is that the only county where it is being done?
Mr. Daly. Along that line, yes; but may I also say this, Senator,

that you may be interested in knowing that the State legislature has
set up now a State alcoholic rehabilitation commission, and at the last

legislature they have agreed upon a budget of $204,000 for the com-
ing year. They are going to set up, I understand, a comparable clinic

in Los Angeles ; and $50,000 has been allocated for that, and the com-
mission, as I understand, will sort of model itself after the work that

is being done in San Francisco. So we are making some progress.
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Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Daly, that's one of the things our com-
mittee is interested in, is getting experiences that are worthwhile that

people in other cities know about as to the result of some successful

experience in a large city like San Francisco. We are glad to know
about it. Is there anything else you want to tell us 'i

Mr. Daly. There are so many phases to this problem—I might
say this: That having read as much as I can on it, there is a great

authority, Sir Bert, who has stated that there is some 160 separate

reasons why we have delinquency, and any one of them may be the

dominant cause of delinquency. And the longer I study it, the more
I am convinced that that is true. That we have to come down to

certain overall things, and I believe, as Chief Parker has stated, your
family, your parents, and again, shall I say in your alcoholic pic-

ture, where we know that delinquency comes from alcoholic parents

—

and another thing we have to realize in California is this new popu-
lation that is coming in at an average—I believe the rate is today

—

of 1,000 a day. Another thing being that there is so many families

moving. I believe the average move is six times a year in California.

It is rather hard for a child growing up from any age up to 17 and
18, if his family is moving on an average of 6 or 8 times a year, to

get any roots in the community.
Chairman Kefauver. You don't mean that the average family in

California moves 6 or 8 times in a year ?

Mr. Daly. There are statistics to that effect.

Chairman KEFAU^^R. That's a lot of moves.
Mr. Daly. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Anyway, 160 causes, one may be dominant

as to this child and one may be an important thing as to another ?

Mr. Daly. Yes. Lack of religious training and lack of education.

And it can be biological, some difficulties the boy has.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, any questions that you want to ask
Mr. Daly?
Mr. Bobo. No questions.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, you give the attorney general our best

wishes, and we thank you very much for your contribution.
Mr. Daly. I am very happy to be here. Thank you, sir. I was

very happy to meet you, Mr. Bobo.
Mr. Friedman, May I have the attention of the committee for a

moment ?

Chairman Kefauver. What is your name ?

Mr. Friedman. Phillip Friedman.
Chairman Ivefauver. Phillip Friedman ?

Mr. Friedman. That's right. I listened to Chief Parker and At-
torney General Daly, and they confined most of their remarks to

crime amongst adults and what was being done or what was not being
done, and quoted statistics. And we are well aware that there are
two kinds of lies

Chairman Kefauver. Well, Mr. Friedman, just a minute, please.

What is the question you wish to ask ?

Mr. Friedman. The question is, The two speakers have not men-
tioned anything in the line of prevention or what has been done by
the two gentlemen in the departments that they represent to remove
the power of suggestion to the young delinquent in becoming an addict.
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Chairman Kefatjver. Mr. Friedman, I don't think 5^our point is well

taken.

Mr. Friedman. I understand the committee is interested in juvenile

delinquency and not in crime.

Chairman Kefauver. They have given experiences that are useful

to the committee. In our hearin<^s we will try to deal with all aspects

and phases of it, and if you feel that you have anything that may be
worth while to the committee we invite you to see one of our staff mem-
bers and tell him what you have on your mind. And there is a tall

gentlemen there, just tell him what you have in mind, and if it will be
worth while, we will call you too.

Mr. Friedman. Thank you.
Chairman Kefauver. I understand that Mayor John M. Lawson

of Glendale, Calif., is here. Mr. Lawson was to be a witness, but I
heard that he didn't have any testimony that he wanted to give. But
I understand you want to be recognized, Mr. Lawson ?

Mr. Lawson. Thank you, Senator. We have a little test here. I am
supposed to be dead now because of this atomic-bomb test.

Chairman Kefauver. Are you already dead or are you going to be
buried by the test later on ? Do you have to leave, Mr. Lawson, to go
back to Glendale ?

Mr. Lawson. I will have a rather close schedule.

Chairman Kefauater. Well, we appreciate your presence here, and
we will be glad if you will let us know of any suggestions or any com-
ments you have. If later on you wish to testify, we will give you an
opportunity to do so.

Mr. Lawson. Thank you.
Chairman Kefau^^er. Kev. Raymond I. Lindquist, pastor of the

Hollywood First Presbyterian Church.
Mr. Lindquist. Thank you, sir.

Chairman Ivefauver. Reverend Lindquist, you are the pastor of the
Hollywood First Presbyterian Church, is that correct ?

Mr. Lindquist. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. How many do you have in your congregation ?

Mr. Lindquist. We presently have 6,300.

Chairman Kefauver. How long have you been pastor?
Mr. Lindquist. For 2 years, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. You have been pastor somewhere before that
time?
Mr. Lindquist. I was in Orange, N. J., in the historical Presbyterian

Church there for 19 years.

Chairman Ivefauver. That's longer than I would have expected.
Mr. Lindquist. Thank you, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Are there any preliminary questions that you
want to ask, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. I don't think so.

Chairman Kefaum3r. We are glad to have you with us, and we
appreciate that the churches of all denominations have perhaps
next to the family the greatest influence in this problem that we are
concerned with, and it has been very heartening to us to see the broader
approach to the problem of child opportunity by all of the churches,
all denominations. We certainly will be glad to have your comments
and recommendations, or anything you have to tell us.
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STATEMENT OF REV. RAYMOND I. LINDQUIST, PASTOR, HOLLY-
WOOD FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Mr. LiNDQUisT. We are trying* in the First Presbyterian Church in

Hollywood to meet that very situation that was brought up by a
person in this audience today : In other w^ords, a preventive approach,
but along with that we have a rehabilitation program. We have a
Sunday school numbering about 6,500; naturally in that .group we
draw many boys and girls who are potential juvenile delinquents.

We have made a study of the membership of our Sunday school in

terms of jjarental background, and in 1 of our groups we find that
52 percent of the group comes from broken homes.
Now, this program indoctrinating the youth of our country with

deep and abiding faith in God and in country and in themselves, too,

Senator, we find that helps them, gives them the kind of foundation
that will overcome the background of a broken home. Among the
79 young men that we have studying for the Christian ministry right

now, many of them come out of broken homos, but they have overcome
that initial difficulty because of the kind of program that they have.

We use a club approach for the week-day activities. You spoke
a little while ago. Senator, of the fact that the church today is no
longer expected to be of a simply a 1-day a Sunday alfair and at

cur institution we are constantly working every day in the week.

We have now 27 different clubs for boys and girls. And in these

clubs we find that 50 percent of the memberships comes right out of
the community and outside of the boundary of our cliurcli and Sunday
school religionships. And because of this we find that the preventive
method of helping, combined with the rehabilitation program, work
out pretty well.

I can cite, for example, a number of cases

Chairman Kefauver. Reverend, just tell us of your experience and
what you know.
Mr. LiNDQUisT. Yes; just this last week we had a certain call, a

call from a certain school in our area, where 2 fifth-grade boys had
gotten into a great deal of difficulty ; 1 of them on the way home from
school had gotten into a fight with another boy and had completely
disfigured him. That boy is in the hospital and will be for some time.

But, we have already sent one of our members to tliat school, and he
is very quietly studying this boy on the playground and in the school.

He will quite accidentally meet up with him today or tomorrow\ He
will invite him over to our week-day activities program, and espe-

cially to our skating rink. AVe have just built a $12,000 skating rink.

The boy will get started there. We will give him a little.job, perhaps
repairing skates. From that he will go into a club, perhaps into the

King's Men or 1 of the other 27 clubs, but tlie point that we try to

accomplish, to get another boy, an older boy, interested in him to pal

up with him to prove to him that somebody really cares that he
amounts to something. AVe have learned that as soon as the boy finds

out he is wanted, somebody cares for him, he begins to respond, and
he wants to measure up to what that other fellow thinks of him.
Chairman Kefauver. You mean, Reverend Lindquist—I have foiir

children so I know something about it—that he is going to look u]) to

someone, whether it is a Dillinger, a racketeer, or a good person?
They are going to find someone to look up to and emulate ?
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Mr. LiNDQUisT. A young person seems to be incurably romantic.
He has hero worship in his very bones. Of course, we have a number
of athletes on our staff. For example, right now working at our place,

back from Princeton Theological Seminary, is Don Wihnont, all-

American football player, and naturally, these boys flock around a

fellow like that. They see this gi^eat big chap and they find out he
has a definite interest in them. Well, they respond at once, and get

right in and go to work.
We have brought back for this staff this very weel^ six additional

young men from universities and from seminaries around the country
who are at worlv on this matter. If we can face the insecurity of those

boys and girls and help them realize that that insecurity isn't the basic

condition of their character and of their life, they have a marvelous
way of responding.

just 2 years ago we had a young man—I have forgotten what par-
ticular grade he was in in higli school—but he had a police record

—

the police got in touch with the director of our weekday activities, Mr.
James Ferguson, a former star athlete at UCLA, and he very quietly

arranged it so lie would bump into this boy. They got to know each
other, and then Mr. Ferguson invited liim over and said, ''Would you
like to play basketball ^ We luive a good gym."'

And they brought him over and inside of a year and a half that

boy had not only left this area of delinquency, but he was a positive

force for good.
Now he is the associate director of one of our clubs and has signified

his intention of going into the Christian ministry.

We have 3 young men studying for the ministry now out of the 7&

young men, as I said before, who have former police records, and
have been rehabilitated thi'ough this program in M'hich we try to

place every boy with another person. We don't believe it is possible

for us to have the wholesale approach ; we have got to work with them
individually. But once we get them into the club, it seems that it is

just a short while before they are interested in doing something for

the club, maybe helping to organize another club, and helping to

advance the fortunes of tlie club. For example, three chibs thi_s past

w^eek voted to undertake the complete support of several Korean
orphans.
Chairman Kefauver. You mean the kids themselves?

Mr. LiNDQUisT. Yes, the Ivids themselves. The kids who have been

in trouble are now trying to help other people out of trouble.

Chairman Kefattver. Let's see, Eeverend Lindquist: You have
6,000 in Sunday School ^

Mr. Lindquist. Yes, a little more.

Senator Kefauver. And out of that number you say that you form
clubs. How many clubs do you have ?

Mr. Lindquist. Now we have 27 clubs, but those clubs aren't neces-

sarily formed out of the Sunday school group. The Sunday school

group, you see, meets on Sunday, and they are a type of person who
rarely gets into juvenile delinquency problems. What we are doing

is to help to man to a certain extent these clubs with boys and girls

from Sunday school ; constituting a corps of fellowship to which we
can invite the delinquents. The delinquents come in and get enjoy-

ment, and, to use the theological term, "regenerated."
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Chairman Kefauver. Reverend Lindquist, yon work in yonr nei<i:li-

borhood regardless of what their religion may be?
Mr. LiXDQinsT. It doesn't matter what religion or what color or

M'hat race. We have within the contines of onr chnrch Negroes,
Koreans, Japanese, Spanish speaking people, and Chinese. So the
great majority, by the very nature of our background as a church, are
the type of person that we have in this city, the American folk who
come out and settled in this ]:>art of the country.
Chairman Kefauver. How do you finance the staff for these clubs?
Mr. LixDQUisT. AVell, we put it right into our church budget. I

Mas figuring up today that in actual cash outlay we put about $26,000
n year. This doesn't seem very much, but for a church that's quite

a bit; because it comes right out of the voluntary giving of the people.

We don't have any type of underwriting for it. We have no great
group to give us large amounts of money. But, in addition to that
amount of casli that we ]:)ut out, we probably have another twenty-five,

thirty, or forty thousand dollars in terms of service.

Chairman Kefauver. You mean volunteer service ?

Mr. LixDQUiST. Volunteer services of all kinds.

Chairman Kefauv-er. Yon mean volunteer service ?

Mr. LixDQuiST. Volunteer service of all kinds.

Chairman Kefauv'er. And that is important, isn't it ?

Mr. Lindquist. Well, w^e find that that is very good for the person
servicing, and it is very splendid for the people who are served.

Chairman Kefauv'er. Reverend Lindquist, we have been told, and
I think it is true—that in the past, that particularly one of the short-

comings of the church as far as juvenile delinquency was concerned
that there has been too much reliance just upon the sermon, however
good it may be, and Sunday school, however good that may be, and
may be some Bible meeting once a week ; and an absence of setting up
these functions which children can take an interest and join in to
bring them into the religious life. Do you think that is true ?

jNIr. Lindquist. I think you are absolutely right. Senator, we are
trying to get these boys and girls—the girls don't give us the same
problem in this area that they used to give us in the East—we are
trying to get them expressing their own personality style. Therefore
we have all kinds of trips away to the mountains, out to the shore,

horseback trips, and like activities in addition to our athletic con-
tests and that kind of work. I find that it doesn't take very long

—

and there is no pressure in that regard—before a boy begins to ask,

"What is the angle in this ? Why are you interested in me ? Nobody
has ever taken any interest in me before. Here you have just come out
of the blue?"
In fact, we have some boys up at the church this afternoon from a

high school club that is notorious. Two former members of that high
school club are in San Quentin right now. AYe have given those boys
gymnasium space.

Chairman Kefauver. You mean the high school gang ?

Mr. Lindquist. High school club. It is an organized club.

Chairman Kefaus'er. Yes.
]\rr. Lindquist. And, of course, one thing to do in the high school

—

and the people there know it—would be to suppress it, but then they
will go underground. But this particular club has been given space
at the cliurch for their basketball activities and for skating and out
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of that group ali?ady there has began to appear some of these fruits

that we have began to expect out of this kind of work.
Now, what happens really—and this is the main business of the

church—it is not simj^ly to rehabilitate young people who have gone
wrong, it is not simply the going wrong of young people who seem
to be all right now—but what we are trying to do is to build some-
thing infinitely greater, and that is an underlying faith upon which
they can build solid character and true home life ; so that they will not
repeat this endless frustrating pattern which we find in evidence now,
and they can take a real step forward, and when they have children
they will be able to give them the kind of homes they ought to have.

Chairman Kefauver. A great step in checking juvenile delin-

quency, do you agree with me, if churches and schools generally

would recognize that in this 20th century living, particularly in the

cities, that they must be more and more the center of wholesome
activity meeting together, getting young people together for some
purpose other than letting them go out on their own and get into

trouble ?

Mr. LiNDQuiST. Yes. I think there is a twofold problem with the
young person today: One is the problem of the insecurity, just basic

insecurity which drives a young person to a feeling of frustration.

He gets out on the town and he starts coming home later and later

and nobody is there—both parents are working maybe on the night
shift, and then he goes to school tired the next morning, and pretty
soon he is on edge and he gets into a fight and he starts his long down-
ward journey. But unfortunately there are juvenile delinquents in

homes that seem to be perfectly all right, in homes on the right side

of the track, for example. And these people, the young people, are
out for the "kicks," they are out for adventure. So you have two differ-

ent tugs at their interest : One is the sense of insecurity and the other
is the sense of boredom. Well, there is nothing to do. We will grab
this car. It is standing in front of the church, let us say, and some-
body did a year ago, drive down to the beach, have a swim, leave the

car there, take another car back and park it where the}' had left the
first car. Or, as the 14-year-old boy did in New York, grabbed a car,

drove it all the way out here, and had a whole series of car thefts in

his record.

But somehow we have gotten him into a club. As far as I can tell

he is completely rehabilitated at the present time.

Chairman Kefauver. That's wonderful.
Mr. LiNDQUiST. Of course, it isn't verj?^ dramatic and the numbers

aren't as large as one would like. We are trying constantly to in-

crease that number. But I think in the cases where this program
takes hold we have someone who is really on the way to start a new
generation and more than that, several generations of law-abiding
character and church center of activit}^ and self-respecting personali-

ties.

Chairman Kefauver. Anything else, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. That is all.

Chairman Kefaua-er. Reverend Lindquist. Thank you very
much, and we follow with interest j^our good work.

Mr. Lindquist. Thank you, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Mrs. Rosalind Weiner Wyman.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. EOSALIND WEINER WYMAN, COUNCIL-

WOMAN, FIFTH DISTRICT, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. Mrs. Wyman is a councilwoman of the fifth

district of Ix)s Angeles. It has been the privilege of the chairman to

know Mrs. Wj'^man for a number of years. We are certainly privileged

to have her testify before our committee.

Mrs. Wtman. Thank you, Senator.

Chairman Kefauvek. To add a little charm and grace to the hear-
ings.

Mrs. Wtman. Thank you, very much.
Chairman Kefauver. Mrs. Wyman, how long have 3'ou been a coun-

cilwoman now?
Mrs. Wyman. Well, Senator, counting back it will be 1 year and 10

months.
Chairman Kefau\ter. In addition to being a councilwomen you have

a family ?

Mrs. Wyman. No, I have been married only 10 months. I am on
my 10th month of being married. I have no family yet.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, in this country, we always look to the
future.

Mrs. Wyman. That's true. I also draw my experience in going
through college. While I was going through college I worked my way
on the playground so I have had some experience with young people
of the community in that way.
Chairman Kefau\xr. We certainly will be glad to have your state-

ment, including your suggestions and your counsel.

Mrs. Wyman. Senator Kefauver, I draw^ my experiences firstly

from the councilmanic district that I represent. And, although
actually it is brief, it is somewhat of a good story in reference to

juvenile delinquency. I think tliis is based on the fact that the dis-

trict or the area that I represent is the middle and the upper middle
class. I think when we find that there is proper housing and there is

the least amount of broken homes, and where there are added church
facilities, recreational facilities, available to the teen-agers that the
crime ratio is clown and I think basically that we key our recreational
facilities for the very young person. In other words we have swings
and slides and we have the various things on our playgrounds, but the
teen-ager is not interested in slides and swings and ping-pong and
these various sports. I think this is basically where we have missed
with them. I think it is not reaching them.

I found out when I was on the playground as well as in my work
here, that the teen-ager is at the age maybe where he is dating or
maybe where he is interested in his own activities. And I find that
if we help them in supervised activities such as, let us say, coke parties,

or recording sessions, or something like tliat, then yve are reaching the
teen-ager and can draw^ them into supervised activities.

Chairman Kefauver. Mrs. Wyman, your district includes the Bell-
air and Westwood areas ?

Mrs. Wyman. Yes, it does. I have Bellair and Westwood at the
extreme western end of my area, and of course this is the upper and
middle class. I have w^hat we call 2 subdivisions or 2 ]:)olice stations
from which the police would arrest these juveniles ; one is the Wilshire
station and one is the West Los Angeles station.
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Looking at our statistics for 1954 we find such crimes as offenses

against family and children. You find none in our area and you find

none also out in the West Los Angeles area along those lines.

I would like to feel that it is a fact here that the parents are giving

good supervision, because I don't think any witness will testify before

you and not say that it is up to the parents primarily to give good

leadership to their children. And I don't care who you are you just

can't give what a parent can give if they are willing to give to their

children. We have hired professionals to try to fill the vacuum and

sometimes they have to, and I am glad that today we are at least ex-

pending a little money for that. Of course, there is a lot of argument

that we spend money this way, but I would rather be spending it in

preventing than later saying that we have to put them in penal insti-

tutions. Of course, this is an old argument as to where you are spend-

ing your money. And looking down at the figures in my district we
find that for crime—I'll give you an example of it—on the east side or

the central area we have a total of the various crimes such as homicide,

Inirglary, auto thefts, assault, and all the crimes with which you are

familiar. I found in an area such as the central area, which would

be more or less down here, that we have about 1,500 committed. In

our area you will find crimes amounting to 467 in comparison. So you

see, there is quite a difference. As I say, I think it is due to the tact

that we have proper housing and we have proper facilities. Someday
maybe we will get to the realization that we need more police officers

and various influences around in the areas where there are broken

homes and where there are people who have no place to play—no

recreation. I don't think a kid wants to bring a friend home unless

he has a place to bring them. He would rather hang out on the street,

which I think is a very bad situation.

Chairman Kefauver. Don't you usually find that in slum areas you

have a much higher juvenile delinquency rate?

Mrs. Wtman. Yes, much higher, Senator; and that is why I said

"overall," in my councilmanic district, where you have proper facili-

ties, the crime ratio goes down.
There is also a great move by the younger people toward religion,

and I think this is probably one of the healthiest things we have seen

in a long time.

I was listening to Reverend Lindquist very closely. I happened to

know him, and he and his group are doing an excellent job. I think

we will find that over the last 5 years the adult groups and church

groups have increased, and I think every church should have a teen-

age or a young adult group. I think the tendency has been to take

care of the very young or the old and to forget the teen-agers. For
example, we have the deputy auxiliary police group in the city which
is doing a fine job, but it is not getting to this group of youngsters.

In other words, these 15-, 16-, and 17-year-olds need someone to look

up to as a leader, and they can't get into organizations like the deputy
auxiliary police group, and I do feel that we must provide recreation

for these teen-agers.

As chairman for the parks and recreation committee in the city, I

am trying to do what I can along these lines.

Chairman Kefauvek. You are the chairman of the recreation and
parks committee of this council ?
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Mrs. Wyman. Yes, that is true.

Chairman Kefauvek. And you are the second chairman of the

health and welfare committee ?

:Mrs. WY:\rAN. Yes.

Chairman Ivefauvek, I think your point is well made, and I say

that from my own experience.

Mrs. Wyman. They don't want to go on a swing or down a slide,

and they have to have something else.

And, Senator, I think sometimes there is a great hesitancy, which

is a natural expression around 13 or 14, where the children want to

mix and want to start to have coeducational activities. And, if

properly supervised, I think that is the time certainly when they

should "be taught to engage in such activities as dancing and coke

parties. We tried these at my playgi-ound, and I tell you, I don't think

anything was more successful, including some of the rougher boys

who thought first that it was sissy stuff, and they felt that they were

still going to go and lift things off cars. They needed other boys to

look up to, and we later found out that it turned out to be the boj who
was a good ballroom dancer in the affair that the other boys were look-

ing up to. I think this type of experience is an excellent one for

youngsters, and I think we should encourage it under proper super-

vision.

I don't know whether anybody has spoken of this yet, but we have
a new experience in connection with the hot rods. I don't know if you
follow this much as yet.

Senator Kefauver. I haven't heard about it out here.

Mrs. Wyman. Let me briefly tell you about it.

We know that boys in hot rods are dangerous going down city

streets, and they were cutting in and out, and they could leave every-

body at the signal. They w^ould be away by the time you are just

starting up. I mean, they cruise, which is the term they use when
they start off', at about 60 miles an hour, which is pretty good for any
car. And really they have worked hard on these hot rods. These
are not proper things to be used in the city streets, and it has just been
recently that we have finally gotten an area where on Saturdays and
Sundays they can go out under supervision, which is alwaj^s the right

way to do it, if you can get them supervised. And now there are groups
that go out to Hansen Dam and they have the hot-rod races which are

conducted under proper supervision and the boys are learning the

safety rules in reference to the track, and it is taking them off' the
streets. This, of course, is a step forward. But it took many years
for people to feel that we should let tliem have this form of expression.
In other words, it again means tliis : Do you encourage this expression
or do you say "Xo"? I think the minute you say '^o" just blankly
and flatly then they are going to do it some other way.
But in this way you have a proper supervised place for tliem, which

is the way to do it, I feel. I think we have progressed along these
lines. I think many times if you give the young teen-ager an opport-
unity then- mind will work out their own problems pretty w >il in a
group situation, and I have found in some areas that tliore are some
pretty bad children. I don't know. It seems like the old democratic
principle that they learn nothing through their ears, they go on grow-
ing up finding out the democratic way, and that self-discipline among

64765—55 3
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themselves. And if they are given a chance at some type of a program
that they can themselves work out, sometimes they come up with very
good ideas and very good solutions. I guess maybe I am giving a little

different testimony. I don't feel that it has been too long since I have
been in that teen-age stage, and I have been close to them, and I have
enjoyed my work very much in connection with the recreation for

young people.
Chairman Kefauver. Mrs. Wyman, don't you feel that among our

people generally there is more interest in activities along the lines you
are talking about than there has been in the past years ?

Mrs. Wyman. Yes, I feel that there is a great deal of improvement,
and I think that we are beginning to become aware that this is some-
what of a problem that we do have to cope with. I certainly hope that
the young person does not get into a penal institution such as was
rather prominently displayed—I think it was in Mississippi—where
15-year-olds were incarcerated with hardened criminals away up in

years.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, that happens in a lot of i^laces in the
United States.

Mrs. Wyman. That's true. I think we can be very proud of what
is going on in California with our youth authority and our juvenile

hall. I don't know if the representative of the supervisors spoke of
that, but it is an excellent place, our juvenile hall, because this is

usually the first step where the youngsters meet officers of the law.

And I think our juvenile hall is certainly a step forward, because the

children are treated with such kindness that they realize the law is not

necessarily something to fear. I think the first contact with the child,

especially first-offense children, who are teen-agers when they first

come in, is so important, that very first contact with them.
^
And I

think that in all areas if they could have something like our juvenile

hall, which is a special place where there are only juveniles in there

and they are treated with kindness, and learn that you don't have to

fear a police officer, that it would be a wonderful thing.

Chairman Kefauver. That's very important.

Mrs. Wyman, you have a report. May I see it ?

Mrs. Wyman. Yes, I have a breakdown in all the various areas of

the city by precincts, where the stations are.

Chairman Kefaua'er. This is a report showing the number of ar-

rests in the various precincts in the city of Los Angeles, is that true?

Mrs. Wyman. The section that I was referring to—I was trying to

show you the breakdown where the better section is with proper homes
and no slum areas. You will see at the bottom of each column the

totals there.

Chairman Kefauver. Then you have the age and the offense. I

think this is a good report. I have seen one of these. May we have
this and we will file it as an exhibit ?

Mrs. Wyman. Senator, may I return this to you. I borrowed this

from the library. I have to return it on my library card.

Chairman Kefauver. You tell the library we will get one.

Mrs. Wyman. I will get one for you which shows the breakdown
and what I am trying to prove with reference to slum areas which

I think are very rare.

Chairman Kefauver. How many members of the council are there?
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Mrs. Wyman. There are 15 of us. We just had a very hot session

yesterday.
Chairman Kefauver. What happened ?

Mrs. Wyman. We lost—well, I don't know how to put it. It was
defeated. We had a very long session. I don't know how many hours

long it was, but it sort of set a precedent for us.

Chairman Kefauver. How much of your time do you give to being

a councilwoman ?

Mrs. Wyman. Senator, it is a full-time job. We meet 5 days a week,

and we are the only legislative body in the world that has no pro-

vision for recess or adjournment. Our trems are 4 years and we are

supposed to have no vacation. There is no provision in our city

charter for it. And we serve on three committees. As I say, we meet

5 days a week. It is a full-time job—if you do it properly—every

single member of the city council is serving on the basis of it being

a full-time job.

Chairman Kefauver. Is there anything else, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. No, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much.

Mrs. Wyihan. I am sorry about our weather. I wish I could do

better for you. Don't hold it against us, and come and see us soon.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, I think you have less smog this time

than you had before when I was here. Of course I was here one day

when^I didn't see anything but smog.

Mrs. Wyman. That's a county problem.

Chairman Kefauver. We will take about a recess for la minutes.

(A short recess was taken.)

Chairman Kefauver. The committee is glad there are present here

a number of men and women who are either presidents or chairmen

of various organizations who have programs or are trying to do some-

thing in the interest of opportunity for our young people to control

and lessen juvenile delinquency, and we appreciate your presence.

Among those who are here are Mrs. Neft', who is president of the

Lawyers' Wives of Los Angeles and Mrs. Krug, who is chairman of

the juvenile delinquency division of that agency.

I am aware of the eiforts that these ladies and their organizations

and others here are making, and we appreciate your being here.

Mr. Miley is here to bring a word from Commissioner John Anson

Ford.
Mr. Miley, will you come forward ?

Mr. Arthur F. ISIiley. I am here to represent Supervisor John

Anson Ford.
r^-, ^ •

i

Chairman Kefauver. Sit down, Mr. Miley. The chairman has

known Mr. Arthur F. Miley, the field representative for the Honor-

able John Anson Ford and the board of supervisors, third district of

Los Angeles, and we appreciate your interest in our work and your

greetings from Mr. Ford.

We will be glad to have you state whatever you wish, Mr. Miley.

Mr. Miley. First I would like to say that Supervisor Ford, because

of previous engagements, which have tied him up at the present time,

wishes to extend greetings to you and the conmiittee, and, of course,

a very pleasant stay in our city. We hope that the weather gets better

for you.
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The reason why he asked me to appear here was because I have been
a field deputy for him for l7i/2 years. Primarily my interest in the
office as it was divided up was people and all their problems—old
people, young people, sick and poor and alcoholics, and so forth.

I retired on January 1, but because of the fact that that has been
my assignment for some 17 years he asked me to appear and read a
statement for him. So he has given me a statement to read which
I will read.

Chairman Kefauver. How long is that statement, Mr. Miley?
Mr. Miley. Oh, about 2 or 3 minutes.
Chairman Kefauver. All right, sir. "Will you read it fast?

STATEMENT OF JOHN ANSON FOED, MEMBEE, LOS ANGELES
COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS (READ BY ARTHUR F. MILEY)

Mr. Ford. The causes and cure of juvenile delinquency present one
of the most complex social problems of our day. As indicated below,

many factors not present when life was simpler contribute to the de-

parture of boys and girls from normal living patterns.

My comments are based largely on more than 20 3^ears service as a

supervisor for the largest county government operation in this country.
During most of these years the county probation department, the
county's five juvenile forestry camps, El Retire School for Girls, and
the county's detention home, known as Juvenile Hall, have been part
of my committee assignments. Years of observing the administration
of these jirojects have given me a broad field for observing delinquency.

Basically city life is not wholly normal or natural for a young grow-
ing boy, or even a girl, whose nature more naturally responds to life in
^"he wide-open spaces. Unavoidably city restraints in a score of ways
irk the growing youngsters.

Youtli found it hard, particularly a few years ago, to change from
the war psychology of hate and destruction for the enemy, to a psy-
chology of tolerance and cooperation for the gang in the next block
or the crowd from another elementary or high school. Undoubtedly
war has contributed indirectly to many of our youth problems.
While small children have little or no regard for differences of race

or color, adolescent youth and very young men and women are apt to
give much emphasis to these differences, in an intolerant spirit. From
this, much strife and even bloodshed results.

Los Angeles colored youth and those of Mexican ancestry find them-
selves in difficult social situations. Economic necessity and/or lan-
guage handicaps tend to make many of tliese youth drop out of school
before graduation. Unequipped for trade and with few if any skills,
they increasingly resent being forced into unskilled work ; they become
sensitive and resentful of alleged social inferiority. Integration into
self-support and self-respect in a society dominated by a middle class
Anglo-Saxon psychology is not easily achieved by them. Even Boy
Scounting and YMCA connections are shunned by many who are
resentful of what life has brought them.

It should be emphasized also that the many-sided social changes
takmg place disconcertingly and simultaneously in all classes are re-
sulting m delinquency of boys and girls for reasons quite distinctive
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from those cited above. Vandalism is one of the inexplicable otl'enses

occurring in alarming proportions. Automobiles produce temptations

to violate speed laws and moral laws. Violence dominates too many
movie and television plots. The appalling percentage of divorces in

this county (almost equal to the number of marriages) is one of the

greatest contributors to delinquency. No child can escape suffering

when the two persons who are his first and greatest sources of love and
security divorce and discredit each other.

To meet all these conditions and many more not enumerated, our
socially minded leaders, far too small in numbers, have tried heroi-

cally, almost desperately, to combat these trends. Youth centers,

well equipped and manned, are being multiplied. The YIVICA has

revised its procedure to emphasize neighborhood activities rather than
branch YMCA buiklings; the Jewish people are fostering a social

program which is family-centered ; the Catholic Church has success-

fully furthered Boys Scouts and Catholic youth programs, etc. Many
Protestant Churches are devoting special emphasis to youth activi-

ties both on Sunday and weekdays. The value of these religious in-

spired efforts cannot be overemphasized. But the tragic part is that

thousands of homes have no church contacts. The American Legion,

the Masons and other fraternal orders are bringing a percentage of

their own youth into well-ordered programs for young people.

Los xVngeles County, through the probation department, has as-

signed 10 socially trained deputies to be gang leaders—leaders who
really befriend and guide many gangs otherwise without the pale of

accepted society.

As others doubtless will relate, the county's boys' camps and the
State youth authority camps are doing much to restore and rescue a
percentage of the boys who have taken first steps in the wrong direc-

tion.

From what I have touched on here, the remedies for delinquency
may be summed up by saying : Our homes must do much more ; our
schools are not yet meeting the full need; and our churches are not
yet going into the byways and bringing in these unfortunate youth.
The harvest is truly plentious but the real laborers are too few.
Chairman Kefau\t;r. That's a very fuie statement, and it has some

good recommendations, and j^ou tell Mr. Ford that we appreciate it

very much, Mr. Miley.
Mr. Miley. I might say one more thing. As Mr. Daly, the assist-

ant attorney general, spoke on the Governor's committee on alco-

holism, the board of supervisors has appointed a committee on alco-

holism, of which I am a member, trying to implement something
along the line of alcohol clinics in southern California. So what
will become of it, I do not know. The committee is a new committee
just started, and we hope that the county through the clinic will be
able to do something which will relieve some of the alcoholic prob-
lems which have been cited here before as the cause in the liomes by
example of juvenile de]inquenc3\ That's about all I have to say.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much, jVIr. Miley. We ap-
preciate your coming.
Mr. Miley. Thank you.
Chairman Kefauver. The next witness will be the ReA^ Andy

Griffin, ptastor of Emmanuel Methodist Church, Los Angeles.
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STATEMENT OF REV. ANDY GRIFFIN, PASTOR, EMMANUEL
• METHODIST CHURCH, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman KErAu\^R. Is that right, Reverend ?

Mr. GRirriN. That's correct, at 830 South Herbert Avenue, Los
Angeles.
Chairman Kefauver. How large is your church and how long have

you been a pastor ?

Mr. Griffin. My church is located in an area in which my con-

stituency belongs to another major denomination, and consequently
on Sunday mornings our congregation is a very small congregation

—

30 or 40 people. However, we work in and our major ministry is with
the youth groups in the community that attend other churches.

Chairman KEFAU^'ER. Will you tell us all about it, Eeverend ?

Mr, Griffin. That church is located in an area where there is an
apparent need for concern for the behavior problems of young people.

This is our major ministry. We are only one of the several institu-

tions and agencies maintained by the Methodist Church in tliis area.

Concerning the recognition, the theoretical, and the basic comments
regarding the delinquencj^, I concur with Dr. Lindquist and Super-
visor Ford and others who have added their comments.

Ninety-eight percent of the teen-agers and young adults that we
are working with are members of another major denomination. Of
course, financial support cannot come from the very small congrega-
tion of the church. For this reason the Missionary Society of our de-

nomination and the service clubs of southern California, as a result

of lectures I have made in those organizations, ai-e the basis of our
financial support.

Facilities are very small and in state of bad repair. Private homes,
a hospital executive's conference rooms, and county recreational facili-

ties furnished the settings for our activities.

At the moment I recognize these facts about the youth situation

in our area. For one tiling, there is a very significant growth in the

kind of group that is not identified with any established agency, pub-
lic or private, but rises spontaneously out of the community and be-

comes autonomous and entirely gregarious in its own rights. These
groups are not anti-authority groups. Actually, they seem to be

searching for supervision acceptable to their particular needs.

They accept behavior-problem youth and behavior-problem youth
accepts them. In other words, this particular group seems to fill a

void that I have felt. The kind of group that will accept the kind of

kid that is not acceptable in the so-called youth groups, the differ-

ence between that kind of a group and the gang group, this seems to

be the void.

No. 2. The supervisors or sponsors of these groups are being drawn
from the ranks of the average citizen. These folks are ready to help

but are conscious of their inadequacy in handling behavior-problem

youth. A very significant group has developed in the county proba-

tion department called the group guidance section. These men, proba-

tion officers under the direction of Carl Holton, probation officer of

the county, are helping to supplement the efforts of these unskilled

sponsors for these groups.
To make it very short, it seems to me that the need to help kids that

the average citizen wants, has had for some time, is being met by these
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men out of the probation department, the fi^roup guidance section, that

are comincr out and helpincr us and supplementing our own inadequacy

with skilled guidance. To meet tliis is one of the most sigmhcant de-

velopments and growing aids to deliquency situations.

No 3 The new developments in supervision have somewhat lessenea

the skepticism of public facilities in permitting groups to have activi-

ties and to function where they once had skepticism bordering on tears

;

in other words, do we let the behavior-problem group or the groups

bordering on behavior problems use facilities where the masses o±

youth attend?
. ^ p r>

• 4.- ,

No. 4. I have the privilege of serving as 1 of 9 appointive com-

missioners of public welfare in this county, and one of the duties ot

this o-roup is the granting of permits to conduct teen-age dances.

Now ''this body has developed the policy of interviewing sponsors and

teen-agers belonging to clubs that are appearing for a teen-age dance

license And out of these interviews have come significant hints as to

their problems. The commission then has instructed one ot the com-

missioners to visit with these groups that are getting licenses and to go

over some of their problems with them. In this way it comes to the

attention of societv and agencies representing society that these groups

do exist in the coiiimunitv and then we in turn act as referral agencies

to the other groups that can help them with their problems.

I feel there is a need for an agency which will have a good rapport

with such groups as these, to be composed of men and women who

have had, bv virtue of personal experience or association with behavior-

problem vouth, an adequate background to deal with tliem. in the

vernacular of the communitv, let me say. Senator, that some ot our

groups in areas where behavior problems are prevalent, ]ust don t dig

squares, that is all. t ^. ^t- j. a i, „

And there is a need for this kind of a coordinating effort, feuch a

group could keep close contact with club patterns and problems

The previously mentioned group guidance sectioii ot the probation

department seems to be working toward this end Precedent va ues of

this kind of an organization have been established by groups known

as the Federation of Social and Car Clubs ot California and the East

Los Angeles League of Clubs ; who, with only the help of citizens from

the community, have taken groups once hostile m their behavior to-

ward one another and found common grounds for them to coordinate

their efforts on. And in so doing do away with the hostile feelings.

And tliis has resulted in an emphasis on kids spending the money that

they make on their teen-age dances on cliaritable activities. For in-

stance, the city of Hope had recently much of their income come from

these car clubs that were out soliciting funds throughout the J^os

Ano-eles area. And I feel that not all of them but many that I know

of, the vast majority of tliem, the kind of kids that are in these groups

could very easily be borderliue behavior problems if they didn't have

somewhere to channel their activities.
^

Incidentally, these groups are earning their own money. They don t

seem to be boUiering Mv. Ochoa or Uv. Nevada's group particularly,

the federation. j\Ir. Ochoa and Uv. Nevada are here today.

They have not asked any money from merchants in the community.

They haven't solicited the community. Tliey are using moiun' from

their teen-age dances to buy their jackets—other group meetings that

they have.
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Recapping quickly some of the things: Liquor continues to be a

growing problem. School dropouts represent a serious problem. How-
ever, the laws of California provide for youth over 18 to enter college

without taking full high school courses. The East Los Angeles Junior
College has made rapid strides in their area, and many young people

who never finished high school in the east Los Angeles area particu-

larly are going to school now and seeking an education at the college

level.

Generally speaking I echo the optimism of Chief Parker. However,
1 feel that the general tone is still tense, and with this tenseness comes a

great opportunity to work with youth groups which seem to be rapidly

taking the place of the old gang pattern.

Chairman KErAu\'ER. Thank you very much, Reverend Griffin, for

your interest and your statement. We appreciate your observations
very much.
Are there any questions, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. No.
Chairman Kefatjver. Thank you very much.
Mr. Ralph Johnson, superintendent of the Twin Pines Ranch, Ban-

ning, Calif., will be our next witness. Mr. Johnson has to go back to

Banning here very shortly. It is good to see you, sir.

Mr. Johnson. Thank you. How do you do.

STATEMENT OF EALPH JOHNSON, SUPERINTENDENT, TWIN PINES
RANCH OF BANNING, CALIF.

Chairman Kefatia^r. Mr. Bobo, will you ask Mr. Johnson the pre-

liminary questions ?

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Johnson, you are superintendent of Twin Pines
Ranch in Banning, Calif. ?

Mr. Johnson. That is right.

Mr. BoBO. How long have you been superintendent there?
Mr. Johnson. Seven years.

Mr. BoBO. xVnd prior to that time your experience was with youth
or some other service ?

Mr. Johnson. I was with the United States Indian Service at a
youth boarding school for Indians in Riverside, Calif.
Mr. BoBO. And what type of a ranch camp is Twin Pines ? What

type of program.
Mr. Johnson. Twin Pines Ranch is a high school for youth with

problems, youth which you refer to as delinquents. We started with
2 boys and at the present time we have 64. There has been some
250 boys go through the ranch program. Out of our ranch program
we now boast, if you want to call it boast—but we are very happy to
say—that there is an 82 percent rehabilitation of these youths from
the ages of 15 years and 9 months through 18 years.

It is entirely different, and it is a new ap]3roach to the treatment
of youth with problems, in that we, as Chief Parker mentioned, have
gotten away from the rural way of living. But that is not so at Twin
Pines. We have gone back to the rural way of living.

Mr. BoBO. Twin Pines is operated by the State or by the county?
Mr. Johnson. By Riverside County and subsidized by California

Youth Authority. That's the State of California.
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In building- this prooram we found it necessary to first make a

home for tlie boy ; secondly, to jiet him back on his education, because
so many of them were boys who had left school for different reasons,

and many of them were habitual truants.

We have a very fine academic program which is a credit. It is a

credit even to a point that we belonp; to an athletic league which is a
member of the California Athletic Board or wiiatever it is.

The next thing we thought about was, if this was going to be a good
home we would give them the academic subjects and next would be
to teach them to use their hands profitably and we started out on just

a little old ranch ; at the present time we are constructing all of our
buildings, which are made out of cement blocks which are also mads
at the school itself. And to do this we couldn't get the traditional

type of counselor. We had to get a counselor who was a craftsman,
an artisan at the trade, a man who was sympathetic toward boys
with problems, a man who could teach the boys to use their hands
properly and a man who could use a lot of horsesense in his counsel.

And it has paid dividends. Of course, we also have special trades be-

sides the building trades, and then we have a very fine agricultural

program. The next was religious guidance and we left that up to

the Ministerial Association at Banning and the priest of the parish.

The priest comes up on Saturday morning and conducts his service

and on Sunday morning occasionally we have a pastor come from
below. But the boys would much rather conduct their own services

right at the school. And if you ever want a spiritual lift come up
to the ranch on a Sunday morning right after a good ranch breakfast

and see what the boys can do in conducting their own program.
We had to give the boys many, many traditional niceties that makes

for a good home ; that is, on Easter Sunday, a basket of Easter eggs
in front of their plate ; on a boy's birthday a cake and everybody sings

Happy Birtliday ; on Mother's Day, cards to send home, or Father's

Day cards, if it is that day, and a big Christmas. Those are not paid
for by the county ; they are paid for by the people of Kiverside County
who have been very nice to us. Ancl I must say this, that the social

contact we have with the public has been one of the big features toward
rehabilitation at Twin Pines.

We lean toward dramatics also. Everybody has a bit of dramatics
in them. They like pageantry and so we go to pageantry.
Speaking about rural living, on the day a new boy comes to Twin

Pines Ranch he is met at the gate by an old ranch surrey pulled by two
beautifully matched horses. And he is met at the gate where it says
"Howdy Partner" with a warm handshake because we feel at Twin
Pines that a warm handshake is the helping hand that the boy has been
looking for.

And then with the superintendent the boy rides down a tree-lined

dusty road toward the ranch, and he is told what is expected of him

;

that there are no rules and regulations; that we live on tradition at

Twin Pines: there are no fences, there are no locks, that there are no
barred cells, and there are no guards. There is no punishment, there

are no roUcalls, that we live as a person Mould live in a good home.
Runaways are very, very few. Of course, if a boy leaves the ranch

he understands he never comes back. But the boy understands all of

this by the time he reaches the office where he is registered. And he
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is not committed to the ranch; he is placed at the ranch because we
do everything we can to relieve any stigma being attached to the ranch.

Mrs. Johnson and I work constantly—we have to. Eight at the

present time we are receiving invitations anywhere from Blyth, Calif.,

to Ontario and from Barstow to Newport Beach, inviting us to attend

the commencement exercises of boys who are going to graduate. It is

pretty hard to set yourself that far, but we do our best.

Chairman Kefauver. You mean boys that have been to the ranch

and who have gone back to school ?

Mr. Johnson. Who have gone back to school, who would never have

graduated had they not had the benefits of the Twin Pines program.

I would like to invite you on Friday afternoon and the rest of your

team to come out and see 14 boys mount a stage, an outdoor stage,

dressed in caps and gowns to the tune of an organ, playing in the

mountains, and receive their diplomas like any boy in any public

school would receive them. I would like very much to have you come
and see that.

On graduation exercises that we see in so many institutions they

ask, "Is the boy ready to leave?" The party that is going to take the

boy away from that facility picks up the boy and before the boy has an
opportunity to say goodbye to some of friends he is taken away.
At Twin Pines Ranch we do differently. On the day of graduation

we hitch the hitching rack outside the bunkhouse and there are many
horses bridled, and we do have horses there too—What is a ranch
without a horse?—on that morning the horses are saddled and bridled

and hitched to the hitching rack outside the bunkhouse. That is

indicative of how near the boy is going to leave that day. Over the

breakfast table, after the dishes are cleared away, the superintendent

announces who is going to graduate, and then each staff member talks

to the boy. Sometimes it is an admonition, but mostly always praise.

And it goes on that wa}" through the day until the noon hour, when
we have the boy seated at the guest table with his guests. It is an
honor table. After the meal is over, he is presented with a farewell

gift, which is a wallet and the next presentation is made by the super-

intendent, and that is the money he has saved while he has been at the

ranch. We do pay them 25 cents a day for their labor there, for

their work. We then go to the corral, which is some quarter of a mile

away from the boys' bunkhouse, and around the old ranchhouse, and
there in the center of the corral is a huge white snubbing. And around
that snubbing post we form a human wagon—tlie men do and the

boys—and in the meantime the superintendent, riding in the surry,

and the graduates riding on their favorite horses, ride up to that area.

When we get there, the buggy is racked some 40 yards down the road

headed out, and the graduates hitch their horses to a hitching rack

outside the tack room which is adjacent to the corral gate.

We then go in and join this wagon wheel. As soon as this forms,

it starts whirling around to the tune of Roll on Wagon AVheel. The
song ended, the iDoys and the wheel breaks and we separate all over the

corral. And then as they reform the wheel spoke by spoke, with the

graduates standing a short distance away, the first boy walks in and
the last boy turns and admonishes that "T" stands for truth—always

be truthful. The next boy walks in, the last boy turns and admonishes
the youth who is leaving "W" stands for "Winner," always be a winner
and so on until all the letters of Twin Pines Ranch have been used.
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The wheel formed again with the new boys in it, they start rolling

again to tlie tune of EoU on "Wagon Wlieel. The wagoii wheel breaks

this time and they form a gauntlet at the corral gate. The graduates

walk out througli the gauntlet and unsaddle and unbridle their horses

and hang their gear in the tack room for the last time, and lead their

horses clown the gauntlet and turn them back into the corral. And
then as they go out they have an opportunity to shake hands and bid

goodby to every fellow' on the ranch, statT members and ranch hands

included. The superintendent meets them at the gate, and then as

we walk to the ranch surry, which you have pictured there some 40

yards down the road, all the ranch hands and staif members lean over

the fence singing a farewell song. I can't sing it, but I can repeat it

:

We sure do hate to see you go,

To us you have been a pal, you know,
But go if you must, we'll watch the dust
As you ride on down the road.

It's been swell to have had you here,

So so long and be of good cheer
You hear us all say, "So long partner."

And then as we step up in the buggy we all shout "So long partner."

And away we go to this huge ranch gate where it says "So long,

partner," and it is there that the superintendent bids goodby to this

fellow who spent a little while where surely God must have spent a

lot of time.

I have just a few of these. It is an entire quotation of the ranch.

Chairman Kefauyer. These and your pictures will be made exhibits.

This is a marvelous effort, Mr. Johnson, even if it affects only a few

boys.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 3," and reads

as follows :)

Exhibit No. 3

Twin Pines Ranch, Ralph Johnson, Superintendent

Nestled in a picturesque little valley on the northern slope of stately and

majestic old Mount San Jacinto peacefully lies Twin Pines Ranch, a resident

high school for boys with problems. This ranch home is 11 miles southeast of

Banning, Calif., and is under the jurisdiction of the Riverside County Probation

Office. There are 320 acres of laud within its borders, 40 of which are set

aside for the proposed physical plant; another 50 or 60 acres are suitable for

and will be devoted to agricultural projects. The remainder of the land blends

from rolling hills to rough mountainous terrain, wild with chaparral, scrub

oak, sycamore and pine trees.

The sole purpose of Twin Pines Ranch, its general program and curriculum,

is the true rehabilitation of the boy. Therefore, if the four basic needs of a

boy with problems are love, attention, recognition, and adventure, then this

ranch with its mountains, valleys, rocks, trees, and lakes is ideally situated for

the youth to find adventure.
Staff members are selected for their ability to work with boys that are socially

maladjusted. They are men who are sympathetic, understanding, patient, and

can teach them to use their hands for legitimate, profitable gain. A boy who
has confidence in an adult with those qualities cannot but feel that he is wanted,

is recognized and loved. Tliat type of staff member gives the youth the atten-

tion needed to reestablish the confidence within himself so vitally needed to

carry him through his adjustment period.

Inasmuch as the curriculum is suited to the needs of youth whose malad-

justment to society often manifests itself in intense dislike of traditional

schooling, it is of the utmost imjmrtance that our curriculum be one that Is

suited to the needs of the boy, rather than attempting to mold him into a pat-
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tern which he has already shown no desire to follow. Since its inception, much
lipservice has been paid to the educational philosophy of "learning by doing,"

but in actual practice, this ideal fell far short of fulfillment. Certainly the

opportunity to make "learning by doing" a reality has been achieved at Twin
Pines Ranch to a degree seldom possible in the usual school situation. Any
curriculum which failed to take advantage of such an opportunity would there-

fore be little more than useless, and all our aims are toward vital and func-

tional teaching which would help these boys better to make their peace with
themselves and their environment.

In all cases, we attempt to relate closely the academic subjects we teach to

the vocational education with which we hope better to equip these boys to get

along and gain recognition without recourse to antisocial means. Such a cur-
riculum must of necessity be highly flexible in order to fit into the needs of

the individual, and in order to help him to find out for himself the field in which
to find his greatest worth and happiness. In the event we find individuals whose
aptitudes and abilities are such as to warrant higher education than the sec-

ondary level, we stand ready to help them achieve such a goal.

In vocational education, we attempt to use every possible means to teach

useful skills by actual work on jobs necessary to the building and maintenance
of a well-run ranch, so that the boy can look to his finished job and know that

he has really made a contribution to the general welfare. We purposely avoid

"pseudowork" hastily put together for instructional purposes, and just as easily

demolished as soon as completed. Under the guidance and instruction of our
counselor instructors, the students in vocational education construct the build-

ings in which they eat. sleep, attend school, work, and play. Besides the build-

ing trades classes, there are several special trades, which the boy may select

as his vocation. These special trades are machine shop, both types of welding,

tin and coopersmithing, auto mechanics, cooking and baking, and laundry opera-

tion. Vocational agriculture is an important part of our educational system.

Here, also, the practical application is productive as well as instructive.

On the academic side of the curriculum, we believe that mathematics can
best be taught by helping the boy to see for himself the necessity for its use
in planning and completing work within the broader skills we are attempting to

teach. Our aim in English is to help the boy express himself satisfactorily, both
orally and in writing, so as to establish better communication between the boy
and bis ranch and his home environment. Under social studies, good citizen-

ship, of course, can best be learned by being a real contributing member to the
everyday life of the ranch. But since we cannot live in a vacuum, we believe

that we should help the boy to become aware of what is going on in the world
today, and the possible effects of those occurrences upon himself. Also, being
a citizen of democracy, we should create in the boy a reasoning respect for the
rights of others regardless of nationality, color, or creed.

Although we will be hampered for some time to come by lack of equipment
and modern playing fields, we believe that we do best to concentrate almost
entirely on games with a great deal of carry-over value for the individual so

that he can continue to work off surplus "steam" through worthwhile recrea-

tional activities even after leaving the ranch. Physical education is a required
subject in the regular educational curriculum. In order that our boys be given
wholesome contacts with the community at large, as well as lose some of their

selfish devotion to themselves by participating in team sports, we are very
fortunate to have been invited to be a member of the Arrowhead League. Our
participation in this league makes us a member of the California Interscholastic
Federation (C. I. F.).

In the rehabilitation of the boys through the educational process of social

living, our aim is to give each individual boy the guidance necessary to help

him evaluate his abilities and preferences, and to make his own decisions as to

what occupational and formal school woi-k will be of the greatest help to him-
self while at the ranch, as well as to his future success in life. The boy must
learn to make his own decisions if the rehabilitation program is to be of last-

ing value. Methods used to carry out this purpose :

(1) Counseling and guidance by ranch supervisors and the teachers through
personal interviews and in group instruction in the classroom and on the job.

The teachers help each boy to find a new attitude toward hooks and the class-

room. By patient instruction, they will endeavor to get the boy to discover for

himself that he is able to do the basic or elementary subjects that before seemed
impossible. Thus, confidence is gained and self-expression realized. The work
supervisors help the boy to discover and develop his occupational interests and
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abilities through trial aud error, and by the supervision of his efforts on a par-

ticular job.

(2) Correlation of classroom and field work accomplished by daily coordina-

tion of their specific activities by teachers and work supervisors. The boys are

thus made to realize in concrete form the connection between their classroom

studies and their work projects.

(3) Orientation period of testing the boy for the most effective placement in the
school and work program. Also, he is given an opportunity to choose his

vocation

:

(a) Time—3 weeks more or less.

(ft) Temporary assignment of each boy to a job in order to learn his apti-

tudes and preferences.
(c) Formal tests given by the teachers to help the boy to find out for him-

self what his deficiencies in school work are and what he must do to correct
them. Also, they help to uncover the boy's particular interests and abilities.

The boys are granted high school credit for formal instruction and occupational
experiences at the Twin Pines Ranch High School. In creating a new social en-
vironment, it is proven that self-direction on the part of the boy is essential to true
rehabilitation, work and study on a voluntary basis ; rewards rather than punish-
ment ; learning by doing.
The newcomer to the ranch is immediately a part of the program by his accept-

ance on the part of the group. He is not placed in an indoctrination group to do
the dirty work until he is replaced by another new boy, nor is he ever placed in a

punishment work group. This is an educational institution and it is impossible
to truly educate by punitive tactics. Difiicult jobs are manned by rotating boys
from different shops and cleanup is done by all boys the first period after break-
fast. All boys make dirt, so all boys clean up the ranch grounds. Home atmos-
phere builds confidence and self-expression through the feeling that each boy has
a place and is wanted. Such an atmosphere fosters the realization that each boy
has his own special contribution to make to the enjoyment and welfare of the
ranch as a whole. Fewer rules and regulations, minimum supervision, less re-

striction, and no staff coercion have been replaced by group control, which is the
outgrowth of self-direction, confidence, and appreciation. The boy must be im-
pressed with a sense of responsibility toward the group, that all the liberty and
attention he receives is not carte blanche to infringe upon the rights of others.
The ranch attempts to provide a homelike atmosphere for him by providing

him those traditional niceties that a good home provides by helping him celebrate
his birthday, and holidays, particularly Christmas. These special events are no
longer just accepted ; they are appreciated and looked forward to. Ranch atmos-
phere will give the zest of concrete things to do, love of out-of-doors, a wholesome
channel for a boy's natural love of adventure and achievement. What is a ranch
without horses, and what are youth years without the advantage or privilege
of caring for or riding horses? Twin Pines Ranch has its stables, tack room,
corrals, pastures, and horses. Riding in the hills atop his favorite horse, a boy is

at peace with the world. Swimming, fishing, hiking, and horseback riding—all

these, plus regular hours, plenty of good food, plenty of sunshine, and a chance
to be clean tend to make him a better physical specimen, which in turn helps his
mental state. For once in his life, he is finding himself in an environment rela-
tively free from anxiety.
While at the ranch, the boys receive a small daily wage with which they must

purchase personal necessities, i. e., toilet articles, writing materials, haircuts, etc.,

and confections and soft drinks. By this method, staff members have an op-
portunity to teach them the value of a dollar and how to save because, when leav-
ing the program, they receive their savings, which can be a helping hand as they
start life anew away from the ranch.
During the slow steady growth of the boy population, as well as the physical

plant, traditions have infiltrated into the program to the extent that they are
now a potent power which not only directs the boy at the ranch, but also guides him
when he returns to society. Many of tlie traditions are purposely dramatized
to stir his emotions, making lasting impressions upon the youth.
At the entrance to the ranch, a large white ranch gate has been erected upon

which has been carved the words "Howdy Pahdner." The superintendent greets
each new student ranch hand beneath this huge gate with a hearty handshake.
Perhaps that handshake is the helping hand that the boy has long been looking
for. The boy and the superintendent drive to the ranch house, about one-half
mile away, in a ranch surrey drawn by two well-matche<l paint horses. During
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the drive, the superintendent tells the youth "Why Twin Pines Ranch," and the

results that will be attained if the boy forgets his past and builds only for the

future. If the boy comes to us in a rebellious state, fearful of the new environ-

ment into which he has been thrust, he cannot help but lose that fear on this

buggy ride down a tree-lined country road past the glistening waters of the lake

upon which white ducks are resting. At the end of the road, the sight of the

rustic old ranch houses appeals to the inner soul of the boy which edges out much
of the "inner rebellion" ; this is the objective of a good ranch therapeutic program.

Arriving at the ranch office, his parents' address is verified so that a personal

letter may be sent notifying them of his arrival. He, then, is introduced to a
chief counselor, who fits him out with his ranch outfit and assigns him to his

"brand." The brand leader takes over, shows him the ranch and acquaints

him with the other brand members with whom he will be identified while at the

ranch. To round out his reception, at his first meal, the boy is introduced and
made welcome by the entire group singing the ranch welcome song. Seeing and
hearing the entire student body participate in his welcome has a stabilizing

effect, making him feel that he is accepted.

Each boy is assigned to a counselor to whom he may go for advice, consola-

tion, and guidance. However, realizing that there are clashes of personalities

between individuals, the youth is told that he is privileged to go to any counselor

that he finds to his liking. On-the-spot counseling is effective and is in keeping

with the homelike atmosphere, but by far the most effective and impressing

counseling is over the chucli-wagon tables, after meals, to the entire jrroup.

So much freedom and so little supervision during the boys' free time does

not mean that the staff members have a lackadaisical attitude such as "out of

sight, out of mind." They believe a disturbed youth must work out his own
problems; therefore, he shall supervise himself and his actions. Little acts

which might be considered antisocial can be straightened out by group control.

Social contact with the public away from the ranch is attained by attending

the theater in the village every Saturday. This is not a reward for the con-

formist, but everyone's treat. When we say this is not a punitive but educa-

tional institution, we mean just that. Some boys just cannot do everything

right; should thev be punished for this? Is it not better to teach a boy that he

is entitled to allbenefits as any other boy and not to put forth his right foot

occasionally to selfishly gain benefits, but rather show his appreciation for our

kindness by an honest endeavor to do right?

Visitation of service clubs who hold dinner meetings at the ranch has been

a wonderful social contact. Businessmen and women taking time out to come
up and break bread w^ith the boys take away that self-planted stigma and re-

plant the seed of self-respect and confidence. Occasionally, groups of young
people come to the ranch for community sings and folk dancing. Music hath

charms; so does a wholesome young lady who will spend her evening that a

disturbed youth may enjoy dancing and singing.

There comes a time when the ranch program has completed its work and the

staff members feel that a youth is ready to go back to society. Without graphs,

charts, or a file crammed full of useless scribblings on paper, how do we know
when a boy is ready for graduation? Some people facetiously call it the intui-

tive system. But who cares what it is called? Ours is a feeling that he is

ready. This day is one long to to be remembered by the graduate, the staff

members and the remaining ranch hands. If a program such as ours is actual

and not the "lip service" type, then members of the staff have learned to love

the boy, and his absence from the ranch program is surely and sincerely to be

felt.

It is a tradition that any morning when the boys arise and find horses saddled

and bridled hitched to the hitching post outside the bunkhouse, that is gradua-

tion day. The number of horses is indicative of the number of boys graduating.

After the breakfast dishes have been cleared away, the superintendent an-

nounces the names of the graduates. Then w-hile all are assembled in the chuck

wagon, the staff members each say their parting words to the graduate. Some-

times they are admonished, perhaps counseled or advised. The words spoken,

good or bad, are always as the staff members look at the boy and his future

—

above all else, they are truthful. This is sort of a "pop to boy" deal at the time

of breaking familv ties. The remaining ranch hands go to the regular program

while the graduating boys invariably go to the stable, saddle their favorite horse

and ride over the hills. On their return, they usually confer with their adviser

and best friends for a few moments, then go to the ranch office and receive the

statistical report on their payroll account.
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At lunch time, the graduating boys are seated at a special table. When
lunch is over and the tables cleared, the boys' best friends present them with a

traditional graduation gift, a wallet. The superintendent then presents the

check covering their savings. Guests are called upon to say a few words, and

after that the graduates are given an opportunity to say what is in their minds.

The next person called upon to say something to the graduates is a boy selected

at random (usually a fairly recent arrival), to say a few words in behalf of

those who are staying at the ranch.

This particular session at an end, the staff members and ranch hands gather

in the corral and form a human wagon wheel around the snubbing post. The
superintendent, driving in the surrey, and the graduates riding alongside astride

their favorite horses, go into the corral, join the wagon wheel, whicli rolls around

as the bov.s sing Wagon Wheels. The wagon wheel brealvs, and as it is re-

formed, spoke by spoke, with new hands joining in, the graduates standing near-

by are admonished by the last boy in each spoke—"T" stands for truth, always

be truthful ; "W" stands for winner, always be a winner, and so on until all the

letters of Twin Pines Ranch have been used as admonitions to the graduates.

Twin Pines Ranch is spelled by the spokes in sequence, then the entire group

pronounces the words and the wheel again rolls on. The boys form a gauntlet

to the corral gate through which the graduates walk to their horses. They

unsaddle and unbridle the horses and hang tlie gear in the tack room for the

last time, turn their liorses into the corral and as they walk out through the

gauntlet, thev receive that friendly slap on the back or a farewell handshake.

The superintendent meets them at the corral gate and walks with them to the

surrey and as they walk, the entire group, leaning on the corral fence, sing

these'words : "We sure do hate to see you go, to us you've been a pal you know,

but go if you must and we'll watch tlie dust as you ride down the road. It s

been swell to have you here, so smile and be of good cheer, for as you ride away,

you'll hear us all say * * * " (and as the boys step up in the surrey), the boys

at the fence about, "So long, pahdner !"
^ ,-, ^. u

The superintendent drives the boys in the surrey past the old rustic ranch

house by the lake with the ducks swimming gracefully about, up the tree-lined

road to the ranch gate where upon its huge beam is carved these words: bo

long, pahdner." Beneath this gate, the superintendent bids so long to those

young men who spent a while where surely God must have spent a little more

time than elsewhere.

Mr. Johnson. That is what I am here for.

Chairman Kefauver. If it is done here and there it amounts to a

whole lot.

Mr. Johnson. I would like to see these all over the country.

Cliairman Kefauaer. How long would a boy stay ?

Mr. Johnson. That is up to him. When he comes to the ranch we
say it is up to him, and when we feel that he is ready we will send him

out. The average length of stay is about 11 months. There are some

who have left at 614 months.
Chairman Kefauver. And where do the boys come from ?

Mr. Johnson. From Riverside, Orange, and San Bernardino

Counties.

Chairman Kefaun'er. How do you get them?
]\Ir. Johnson. They come fi'om the juvenile courts, from the pro-

bation departments and they are placed there by the juvenile judges

of the courts.

Chairman Kefauver. And it is financed by the county with some
assistance from the youth division of the State ?

Mr. Johnson. That's right, sir. And a lot of our money—that is

what makes the ranch very appealing and a success—is the helj) that

we are getting from the comnmnities.
Chairman KEFAu^^•:K. This is a great record that you are making,

but I wish we had more Twin Pines Ranches.

Mr. Johnson. I hope so too, sir.
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Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much. Good hick. If any of

you good people have an opportunity you would do well to go out to

Twin Pines Ranch.
You are Leon Roy, executive secretary of the Catholic Big Brother

organization ?

Mr. Roy. That's right, of Los Angeles.
Chairman Kefauver, Of Los Angeles.
ISIr. Bobo, do you wish to ask any preliminary questions ?

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Roy, how long have you been with the staff of the

Big Brothers ?

Mr. Roy. Four and a half years.

Mr. BoBO. You deal specifically with youth?
Mr. Roy. Youth who are in trouble or who in the opinion of the

authorities are heading for trouble.

Mr. BoBO. Would you tell us something about it ?

STATEMENT OF LEON ROY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, CATHOLIC
BIG BROTHER ORGANIZATION, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Roy, Yes. I will be very brief.

Our agency, too, is interested in juvenile delinquency, and more
specifically in the Catholic boy who is behaving in a manner which
is not acceptable to the community at large. Our primary interest

is with the boy who, in the opinion of tliese authorities, is in danger
of becoming a delinquent in the more serious sense of this word. Our
goal is responsible citizens for tomorrow, and to this extent our agency
does not differ substantially from most others which come to your
attention. How we reach our goal, liowever, is unique in the Big
Brother movement, which is nationwide with offices in many of the

princi])al cities. We have in Los Angeles also a Jewish Big Brothers,

and a third nonsectarian agency which is in the process of being
organized.

We are particularly fortunate in that we have at our immediate
disposal in this city over 100 men who are sufficiently interested in the

welfare of youth to s])end a few hours each week or so with the boy
who has been brought to our agencies. These are professional and
businessman who recognize that their community responsibilities

transcend their own lawabiding contact and financial support of State

and private welfare institutions. These men are willing and able to

make an additional contribution, and it would be a serious loss to the

welfare of this community should they not be afforded the opportunity
to do so.

• But it is not only for the sake of using this important resource

in manpower that we introduce these men to an individual boy; our
primary concern remains with the boy who also benefits from this

type of association. Experience has shown us, as has been said earlier

here this afternoon, that a boy in the process of his development
seeks to pattern himself after someone or his ideal. This is a well

recognized process, and probably is at the core of this investigation,

because boys are susceptible to pictures and influences. It is their

need to imitate just as it is their need for an idol and some recogni-

tion, and, of course, boys will satisfy these needs one way or another.
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It is in recognition of these facts that we introduce our boys to a

big brother, such a man as I have described, who by frequent and
close association wins the boy's friendship and respect, and eventu-

ally becomes his idol. This process whereby a well motivated and
able man exerts his influence on a boy has proven its worth many
times over, not only in our own agency but throughout the country.

An element necessary in the success of this work, and one which
we enjoy, is the cooperation and help of our county juvenile court

and juvenile police departments. It is the basic understanding of

children's behavior on the part of the representative of some of these

departments that makes our contributions toward better citizens of

tomorrow possible.

We are interested in boys between the ages of 8 and 18. We are

particularly interested in having these boys referred to an agency
such as ours from the police who are generally in the position of

having these boys first come to their attention when they behave in

a manner which is not entirely acceptable.

I believe that briefly explains our program.
Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much, Mr. Roy. I know

we are all interested in the Big Brothers' effort. It is a wonderful
influence all over this country. You have 100 men who are willing

to give some of their time and thought and effort to this cause ?

Mr. EoY. That's right, and who give considerable of their time and
considerable of their thought and patience to these boys.

Chairman Kefauver. How many boys, let us say, in the course of

a year, do you reach in this way ?

Mr. Roy. Last year we were able to work with 758 boys.

Chairman Kefauver. Just how do you do it? Do you meet every
so often and meet with their Big Brothers and the Big Brothers keep
in touch with what they are doing ?

Mr. Roy. Exactly, sir. I think you have heard of this program
through an investigation in Washington where a representative of
our national organization spoke to you on the committee.
A boy who needs this type of association, comes to our attention,

and we find in his immediate neighborhood a man who is willing

and able and has sufficient patience—because it does take patience
to assume this responsibility—to spend some time with this boy. He
will do various activities with this boy of a nature which are interest-

ing to both. Through these activities, which are only a method of
reaching this boy, he will win the boy's friendship and his respect
and his confidence, and he, the Big Brother, will become the person
that every boy needs to look up to at some time in that boy's life.

These associations will last frequently on a lifetime basis. We have
a big brother who some years ago acted as a big brother to a little

brother, and in addition to standing up for him in the process of his
marriage, he is now serving as a godfather at his child's baptism.
Chairman Kefau%^r. It is important and wonderful because it is

the giving of one's own thought and time and attention to the child.

We think this is one of the marvelous efforts throughout our Nation,
and we certainly want to encourage you in what you are doiug. I
think it has meant much to tens of thousands of kids all through this

country. We thank you very much.
Mr. Roy. Thank you, Senator.

647G5—55 4
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Chairman Kefatjvee. We are glad to see.

A little while ago Mr. Ed Ladeck who has been helping the com-
mittee and who is Congressman Eoosevelt's fieldman was here, and
I just wanted to tell him how grateful we are for his assistance.

Mr. Nort Sanders is our next witness.

Mr. Sanders. My name is Nort Sanders and my position is chief,

Community Services Division, Probation Department, Los Angeles
County.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, will you ask Mr. Sanders the pre-

liminary questions? Then give Mr. Sanders an opportunity to tell

us what he knows about this situation.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Sanders-, how long have you been with the Probation
Department of Los Angeles County '?

Mr. Sanders. Sir, since January 1939.

Mr. Bobo. And you work under the direct supervision of Mr. Carl
Holton, is that correct ?

Mr. Sanders. That's right.

Mr. BoBO. The function of your department would be to accept from
the juvenile courts those who are committed to the probation depart-

ment by the juvenile courts ?

STATEMENT OF NOKT SANDEKS, CHIEF, COMMUNITY SERVICES
DIVISION, PROBATION DEPARTMENT, LOS ANGELES COUNTY

Mr. Sanders. "Well now, the particular division of work that I have
is our connnunity services and that includes the crime and delin-

quency prevention work in my department. In my particular office

of work we do not handle the investigation and supervision of cases

for the juvenile court; we have the community organization program,
the coordinating council program for developing community interest

into a concerted effort in correcting community factors that contribute

to delinquency. We have the group guidance program, incidentally

the staff' that Andy Griffin referred, to that are assigned out into the
so-called gang areas of the county. That staff works full time and
exclusively in these so-called gang areas Avith very hard to reach
youth. We also staff the county committee on juvenile relations and
provide the county coming-home program.
Mr. BoBO. Would you tell us something about the work that your

community services division does with youth gangs and relative to

them ?

Mr. Sanders, Yes, sir. Our department has taken responsibility

in this field since 1941. That was at the time that there was consid-
erable gang warfare, the so-called zuit-suit or pauchuca-riot days.

We entered the field because all agencies at that time were asked to

help in any way they were equipped to do so because of the com-
munity crises. We also faced very real problems in our juenvile-court
work in handling the case of a boy who would be brought before the
court involved in gang activities. Very frequently, or usually would
not be the youngster who precipitated the difficulty, but one who hap-
pened to be picked up. And in returning him to the community with
directions that he should not associate with boys with whom he has
been in trouble, he should have certain restrictions that would put him
in direct conflict with the prevailing pattern of life in the community
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where he liA'ed posed such problems such that we were anxious to do
it for that reason. "We also felt that principally in all fields and cer-

tainly in the welfare and youth field prevention must be in insepa-

rable partner of treatment. And we hear a lot now about detached
Avorkers, progressive casework, and protective services, and actually

these have been the basic elements of our program siiice 1941. It was
essentially an experimental project, and because of your time factor

1 won't go into details, except to say that this stuff of 10 positions

encompass and are assigned to work in the various gang areas of the

county.

We took on as a responsibility group cases that would parallel our
particular responsibility to individual youngsters. There are many
youtliful i^roblems, parents who need help in counseling, but that is

not the responsibility of the probation department. It is to take only

those cases where the problem is so acute that for the welfare of the

individual and the public government has a definite responsibility.

Therefore, the gang referrals that our department takes are only those

in situations where investigation has shown that the youth groups are

beyond the reach or resources of existing programs. The situation in

the county has had its ups and downs in the gang-warfare situation.

These clubs, and hostility between them, has been mostly broken down
because of a countywide federation of the youth clubs. So that in

fact in all instances these particular groups have been converted into

a club type of operation. They have their membership cards. They
have learned to elect leaders by the democratic process rather than by
the leader taking over.

I am telescoping this very briefly because in many instances it took
many months to gain the confidence and support of these youngsters,
most of whom are members of our minority groups.
At the present time, we can say that in the county the gang type of

violence, the gang type of delinquency, is well down and has main-
tained a low-frequency situation for quite a period of time. I think
that 1 of the reasons, 1 of the main reasons contributing to that,
Senator and Mr. Bobo, has been the fact that experience has shown
that the best way to approach this type of problem is, of course, an
early detection. But it is the integration of effort on the part of the
various agencies.

We find that law enforcement now in effect talks the same language
as our staff persons, as does, for instance, church influences, such as
Reverend Griffin's with the private agencies. Therefore, in the com-
munity we have been able to accomplish more of the team approach to
meet the needs of these youngsters.

I think that that has been one of the very significant constructive
trends in the field of work, has been the demonstration of our various
agencies to cooperate as a team and mutually approach this particular
problem.

We now are working, incidentally, with about 26 groups in 19 areas
throughout the county. One of the main changes that happens is

that instead of these groups being all localized in the downtown or
eastside area we have found that they have gone out very frequently
more to the periphery, because our outskirts now have become so
densely populated that youth faces the same problems there that they
used to face in downtown Los Angeles.
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Mr. BoBO. You find in any of yoin* gang problems here that adults

are in any way leading these youth gi"oups or youth gangs ?

Mr. Sanders. I would say, sir, only to the extent that these are

very naturally loose groupings. They are loosely structured gangs.

In other words, they are an accumulation of those youth and young
adults who happen to live in the neighborhood or community.
In response to your question, insomuch as some of the young people

in these areas are what we would call legal age, adult age—maybe
they are over 18—maybe 21 or 23—but so far as adult leadership for

positive criminal activity is concerned, I would say there has been in

our experience a total absence of that. In fact, our gang warfare out

here has not been the predatory type for committing planned criminal

acts; it has primarily been an expression of their hostility and in-

security by competing for status with other comparable groups. Most
of their overt criminal actions have been in reference to other groups
of youths such as themselves, rather than against public individuals

or the public generally.

Mr. BoBO. In the California youth gang situation, then, you don't

have a condition where you will have one block gang interlocked with
a district gang, interlocked with a city gang, as we have found ?

Mr. Sanders. No. We don't have that type of situation. Most of

the grouping here actually results, I would say, in—this is a field for

security by these youngsters, and you will find that the constituents of

the groups, the individuals, actually do not desire to get into a fight.

They personally don't want to. But there is this esprit de corps:

there is this feeling of being chicken ; there is the feeling of loss of

status if they don't show at least at some levels that they can be

superior to some people. But it is not an organized process such as

you refer to.

Mr. BoBo. And the detached program which you use is used effec-

tively to combat youth gangs ?

Mr, Sanders. Yes. From the very beginning we recognized certain

things, that you have to meet these young people at the level where
they are and under the conditions where they are. You can't expect
them to come into a building centered program. You have to go out
on the street corners and you have to go out to the neighborhoods and
you have to establish rapport by gaining their confidence, which is

pretty slow, but gradually it can be done, and then using the influence

to divert their type of gi'oup expressions away from those that en-

danger public welfare.
The only other thing that I would be inclined to say is this : I heard

you earlier talking about the matter of statistics in reference to the
delinquency pattern. I know that we have been quite alarmed by the
reading of such things as over a 4-year period, 1948 to 1952, it increased
29 percent, over the Nation about 5 times the ratio of the youth popula-
tion, and then the Bureau of Census tells us that in 1960 the youth
population will be 40 percent more than it is in 1952 ; that these are

pretty discouraging factors. With no smugness whatsoever, we can
at least indicate that I think likely through community effort, citizenry

interest, and agency responsibility—we do know that in the first 5

months of this year as against the first 5 months of last year the
records of the juvenile division of the police department show approxi-
mately a 3 percent increase in juvenile arrests.
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Now, when we check our school enrollment, the youth normally of

the delinquency age, junior high school and high school, at the same

time we had a 3 percent increase in juvenile arrests we had a 9.1 in-

crease in the enrollment numerically of youth in our high schools and

junior high schools, which I think may be more or less a tribute to the

agency than it is a tribute to the community.

One of the things that I think I might mention, and which I think

is very pertinent, is that we are finding that there is a real eagerness

on the part of youth to be involved in that very democratic process,

to be involved in planning for affairs that affect them. In our 94

coordinating councils throughout the county they have developed a

youth coordinating council where high school youths are meeting and
are taking res]:>onsibility for sharing, and how they can contribute

constructively to community betterment. I think it is developing

future community leaders, and we have found that the youths have

a real eagerness to participate. And I think when we face the drop
of figures in many of our youth problems and so forth we must realize

that youth of the high school age has a real potential and will earnestly

accept the challenge if we in the field can provide it for them.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Lane, are there any questions you wish

to ask Mr. Sanders ?

Mr. Lane. Yes. Mr. Sanders, you said that these young people

would not respond to a building ty])e program and you had to go out

into the streets and invite them to come in.

Mr. Sanders. Yes.
Mr. Lane. Do you mean that that is a particular type of youngster,

or would you mind elaborating on that situation ?

Chairman Kefau^^r. Let's talk louder. Nobody can hear what is

going on here.

Mr. Sanders. The question was whether we found that we did
have to go to meet the youth rather than utilize the existing facilities

or expect them to come in. That was very consistently a factor, yes, sir.

As I mentioned, the gang activity that we referred to, involving

the minority group youth, is also related to the youth in the less dense

areas of the community. These youths were never oriented into being

personally able to feel that they could successfully participate in

constructive recreational programs and programs of other types.

They felt that they were not wanted, and they felt that tliey did

not belong, and they felt less secure. And they wanted to belong to

a larger group as something to be attached to. And it was very

necessary to go right out and meet the youtlis and accept them where
they were with their existing problems, establish tlie relationship, and
then use that gradually to work with them and develop a confidence

and a willingness to accept some of these other things that ai'e more
readily available to people of average means in our community.
Chairman Kefau\t.r. Thank you very much for your statement,

Mr. Sanders. We appreciate your telling us about what you ai-e doing.

Our next witness is Chief R. E. Parker, chief of police of Pomona,
Calif.

I swore Chief Parker of Los Angeles, and I tliink I had better

swear you, too.
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TESTIMONY OF R. E. PARKER, CHIEF OF POLICE, POMONA, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. You are Chief K. E. Parker of the city of

Pomona, chief of police of that city ?

Mr. Parker. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, will you ask him any preliminary

questions you wish ?

Mr. BoBO. Chief Parker, how long have you been chief of police

of Pomona, Calif.?

Mr. Parker. About 514 years ; since December 9, 1949.

Mr. Bono. How large a city is Pomona ?

Mr. Parker. Approximately 50,000.

Mr. BoBO. On your police force how many officers do you have
assigned ?

Mr. Parker. We have 59 uniformed personnel.
Mr. BoBO. Are any of these assigned specifically to juvenile delin-

quency work?
Mr. Parker. Yes, three.

Mr. BoBO. Three officers are assigned to that work ?

Mr. Parker. Yes.
Mr. BoBO. Do 3'ou have any type of juvenile program within the

police department, such as a PAL Club or Boy Scout activities ?

Mr. Parker. Yes, we do have a well-rounded program. "VVe feel

we are keeping abreast of juvenile delinquency in Pomona.
Chairman Kefauser. You are a big man, Mr. Parker, and will you

just turn this way so that everybody can hear you ?

]Mr. Parker. I said we do feel that we are keeping abreast of juve-

nile delinquency in the city of Pomona in the use of a positive-type

program. I would like to point out that the honorable councilwoman
of the city of Los Angeles almost scooped me on one of them.
In 1950 the city of Pomona had a lot of problems, hot-rod problems

created by hotrod racing, and every night we were receiving calls

from irate citizens w^ho were demanding that these disturbances and
the danger to their homes be taken away. It didn't take us long to

realize that we couldn't quell the exuberances of youth. We put on
extra officers and we couldn't chase them down.
And so in an effort to bring the hotrodders under control we de-

cided to join them. We certainly couldn't beat them. So one of the

officers, who is a racing enthusiast himself, went to the clubs and ex-

plained the nature of the complaints and because of his enthusiasm
in the sport was able to become a member of the club. And at a later

date the officers of the city of Pomona let them use their local clubroom
as a meeting place.

We had organized activities for the hotrod clubs. We had what
we call contests for car cleanliness, car safety, and so forth. The club

members would lose points by having their car unsafe or unsightly.

Chairman Kefauver. Have you got a place where they can race

or run out there ?

Mr. Parker. Yes; we do. In 1950 the club meiiiliers said, "Well,

you policemen don't want vis to race, but where can we race ?"

So we started looking around for a place for them, and we finally

found an old airport in San Bernardino County that had been aban-

doned, and after meeting with the San Bernardino County Board of

Supervisors we did obtain permission to use that. I think ours was
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the first law-enforcement agency in the United States to sponsor such

a track. We did receive inquiries from the boys to join the hot rods.

After several difficulties in getting insurance we did open up m 1951,

and the opeiiing date was such a success that there were hotrodders

that came from as far away as San Diego and camped on the strip all

night to run the next day.
-, j. , -i x

Since that time the program has been such a wonderful success tliat

the city of Pomona, in cooperation with the Los Angeles County Fair

Association, formed a league in the city of Pomona and contributed

^5,000 and put a well-organized strip in the parking lot of the Los

Ano-eles County Fairgrounds. Since that time the calls coming into

the'police department complaining about hotrod racing are practically

nonexistent. Before that they used to drive into the local drive-ins

and drink beer and curse and create a disturbance, and then the police

were cliasing them down the street, and that certainly has been al-

leviated. „ . ^^. - -r» - 1 T
The annual statistical report of the California Highway Patrol dis-

closed that since 1950 there has been approximately a 10 percent in-

crease in accidents each year involving youths under the age of 18, 18

or unquestionably under the age of 20. While the city of Pomona has

had approximately a 21-percent increase m population our accident

rate in that category has been less than 9 percent. We feel that that

has a very direct reference as to how well the program is working.

Also the youths around drive-ins, who formerly created a very

great disturbance, have ceased such activity, and that condition has

been alleviated. And at the same time they have contributed over

«oO 000—they are incorporated as nonprofit—these donations go to the

city of Hope, the March of Dimes, and so forth, the Children's Home.

And they have also given prizes and trophies to other types of clubs

that have that activity.
.

We feel in the city of Pomona that if you give youths a chance, that

thev will come through, and we feel that the American people have an

inherent desire for individualism. We feel that the youth certainly

strives to get recognition such as any other person. \\e have a well-

supervised program, and we have channeled their enthusiasm, and we

feel that youth will come through.
. . . i .-, .

Keferring to the problem of seasonal activities by youths, and par-

ticularly Halloween, in 1952 they practically burned the city of

Pomona down. These groups would go out and set fire to palm trees

and burn telephone lines. And in one section to the south, they turned

on so many hydrants, lire hydrants, that the fire department was un-

able to fight the fire, and generally destruction was caused throughout

the city. ^We realized that this couldn't be an annual program for the

youth ; we decided to create a reo-ular Halloween committee. The com-

mittee was composed of members of the PTA, the YMCA service

clubs, and so forth. Plans were immediately drawn for a safe and sane

Halloween. This blueprint included the organization of parties not

only available to, but attractive to every boy and girl of junior and

senior high school age. For the junior high schools, the parties were

of the carnival type with games and other means of group activity,

and a dance was "provided for the members of the senior high school.

A few days prior to Halloween of 1953 a member of the police de-

partment and of the fire department appeared at assemblies at these
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high schools and made a straightforward appeal to the young citizens

to participate in the planned activities and to refrain from destructive

type of celebration.

The activities of this program can be quickly summarized by saying

that since its initiation Halloween has become an enjoyable event in

Pomona, looked forward to by adults as well as children. No extra

policemen are required for patrol duty on Halloween nights, and our
businessmen no longer expect to find their store windows soaped the

morning following Halloween. In fact, as a result of these activities

we haven't had one window soaped or one fire hydrant opened or one
bit of vandalism on Halloween. This is certainly an indication of
what youth can do if given an opportunity and if given recognition.

We had a gang problem in the city of Pomona. In February 1952
two elements of Pomona's youthful society were readied for open war-
fare. Because of a series of circumstances beginning with an insult-

ing handshake, the situation grew to warlike proportions. This de-
partment was in receipt of inside information indicating that nearly
200 youths were about to set upon a Mexican neigliborhood with such
weapons as rifles, shotguns, sidearms, hand grenades, dynamite, and
homemade bombs. One skirmish between these two factions resulted
in several cars being nearly demolished and the hospitalization of at
least two individuals with serious injuries.

Because of the imminence of the crisis, the idea of a truce meeting
between the factions was hit upon and successfully carried out. Since
that time there has been no group violence between Caucasian and
Mexican-American groups.
Chairman Kefauver. Chief Parker, I don't like to interrupt, but

the people in the back can't hear you at all, so they are misbehaving
a little bit back there. Will you speak louder ? If you would speak
louder, may be you would have better attention from the back row.
Mr. Parker. The leaders and the outstanding members of each group

did come doAvn to the police department, and we did appeal to them
to settle their differences in a democratic manner, and as a result we
talked them into forming clubs and so forth, in which the county
probation department, as Mr. Sanders pointed out, has done a wonder-
ful job. Our local merchants and our local service clubs have fol-

lowed through, and the same boys that were wielding bic3'cle chains,
clubs, can openers, knives, and so forth, at each other, are now getting
first prizes on their floats in the parades. One of them was a float

made upon a religious theme called "United Under God," and it was
certainly wonderful to see those same fellows, who were booing the
police department and creating these disturbances, riding down one
of our main streets on a float.

One of our officers was killed in the line of duty, and one of these

clubs donated a considerable sum to the officer's widow, as well as

making good donations to charitable groups.
We feel that by the police department taking the initiative in estab-

lishing fellowship among the youths is certainly putting us well on
the way in crime prevention.
The police department has several programs in which they put on

dances for the youths, sponsor baseball leagues, and they also send one
man to the California Boys' League in Sacramento as a counselor.

I believe that is about all I have to offer today.
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Mr. BoBO. Chief, I wonder if in a city the size of Pomona you

ever have any narcotic problem with marihuana or heroin ?

Mr. Parker. Yes, we have had, but it has been at a very minimum.
Kecently, I think—it was about a year and a half aj^o that we had our

major case wherein we had one boy who was selling marihuana to

A'ery young juveniles. We were able to apprehend the subject as well

as tlie boys who did smoke marihuana, and as a result of investigation

he is in prison now.
Through informants, through friends we made through organized

activities we have the names of every juvenile who has ever bought

or smoked marihuana, and we do keep a good file and record of that,

and through adequate counseling we feel that the marihuana problem

is well on its way to solution in Pomona.
Chairman Kefauv^r. Well, Chief, we are very glad to know of the

activities over in Pomona as you aspire to carry it out with such suc-

cess, and we a])preciate your coming and being with us today. I think

it an ap])ropriate place" in the record to insert Chief Parker's article,

Harnessing the Hot Rodders.
(The article referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 4," and reads as

follows:)

Exhibit No. 4

Harnessing the Hot Rodders

Over the fireplace in our old family home where I was born, hung an old

family heirloom, a tapestry in which was woven the following inscription :

"There is so much good in the worst of us,

And so much bad in the best of us.

That it ill-behooves any of us.

To try and find fault with the rest of us."

In those days, while I could read the words, I never understood exactly what
they meant and the important philosophy hidden in them. Their truth didn't

really sink in until later years, especially when I entered the field of law enforce-

ment.

"There is good in the worst of us and bad in the best of us."

Every city and village in this fast-moving age of the automobile, the airplane
and supersonic travel, have had their trouble with speed—speed on the high-
way—speed causing death by the thousands each year—speed that involves
mature grownups as well as juveniles. The hot rodder is only one aspect of
the major problem of our age, and for the most part we have not intelligently

recognized this ; consequently we have gone off the beam in trying to solve the
hot-rod problem. '

In Pomona we finally woke up and applied a little psychology and homespun
remedy to get the kids on our side—the side that would enable them to let off

steam in an orderly and controlled fashion without endangering life and limb
of us oldsters, who were every bit in need of a safety belt in our day as the kids
are now.

First of all, we became aware of the fact that the kids with their "souped up"
hot rods were not all bad. They were a nuisance, a hazard, and a menace,
but somewhere and somehow was an answer to flieir prol)lem. How to let them
have their fun—let off steam—yet not do it where lives would be in jeopardy
and where the law enforcement would have to be continually tracking them
down, giving them the feeling they were lawbreakers, delinquents, and that the
cops were against them.

In reality, the kid driving and "revving up" a hot rod was not a criminal

or a juvenile delinquent. We knew that from tlie arrests we had made. Wiien
we looked at tbeir crimes in the light of what we had done in our teen-age

years, we had a guilty conscience.
Society and congestion had grown up around the kids, but society had not

learned how to harness the devilment, exuberance, and tack their boisterous

sails along orderly lines.
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Every negative approach had been tried. We had so many laws and ordi-

nances on the bool^s even tlie officers couldn't keep ti'ack of them. There were
speeches galore on the subject of the hot rodder. You are all familiar with
the literature in the field, yet the answer was not to be found in roundtable
discussions alone, but positive, intelligent, and understanding action was neces-
sary. As a last resort we dropped the idea of trying to "beat" the hot rodders
and decided to "join" them, gain their confidence, and by so doing lend respec-
tibility to their sport.

The hot rod problem has been with us for a long time. All brought by a keen
spirit of competition between each owner of a hot rod, an extremely hazardous
condition resulted by the use of city streets during dark hours for race track
activities. As you are all aware, this caused many complaints from irate citizens

<3emanding the hazards to their safety and the disturbance to their peace and
quiet, be stopped. Public sentiment, aroused by lack of control, caused large-
scale drives against hot rodders by law enforcement officers in southern Cali-

fornia. The problem was of such magnitude the California State Legislature en-

acted laws making it illegal for any person to i)articipate or be in attendance at
such races. This had just the opposite effect and hot rod activities increased.
Many fatal accidents occurred as the result of a young hot rod enthusiast trying
out his "souped-up buggy" at every opportunity. Several spontaneous hot rod
clubs were formed, but they lacked organization and purpose and continued on
their merry way of giving the public and police officials a constant headache.
A traffic officer of the Pomona Police force, a racing enthusiast himself, was

appointed liaison officer between the Pomona Police Department and the hot
rodders. In contacting the different clubs and explaining the nature of com-
plaints received by the police department, yet showing an interest in their activi-

ties, this officer was able to gradually establish a spirit of understanding and
fellowship among them. Some progress was noted in the initial stages. At one
of the many meetings, the police department offered to donate the use of the
officers' club rooms one evening a week for the hot rod club to use as a meeting
place. The offer was accepted. This move proved to be mutually advantageous
as it brought the hot rodder.s and the police department closer together, and
afforded an opportunity for each to gain a more thorough understanding of the
other's problems.

Efforts were made to find a place for a hot rod track. No one would listen
to our plea. Finally, "we cracked the ice" at an old abandoned airfield in San
Bernardino County. Another setback—insurance ; we finally, after many dis-

couragements, obtained a i)olicy from Lloyds of London. We were open for busi-
ness, and our opening Sunday was a huge success. Several hundred cars came
to w'atch those "rambling wrecks" roar down the track.

And, let me tell you this—the old adage, "nothing succeeds like success" is true.
People flocked to our aid—prizes, timers, and all were offered. We were a going
concern and "off to the races" in every sense of the word.
We later, through the help of the city of Pomona, leased the parking lot at the

Los Angeles County Fair Ground. The track is better and the attendance is con-
tinually increased.

An extensive safety program was initiated into the club's curriculum and added
life was given to the club's activities through the medium of supervised "poker-
runs", time runs, secret-destination runs, and planned group tours. To stimulate
interest further, an activity chart was set up to bring out the spirit of competi-
tion. A point system was established wherein the club members could gain or
lose points according to their degree of participation in the program. The incen-
tive used to stimulate interest in acquiring tlie most points was in the shape of a
large perpetual activity trophy which is awarded to the winner semianniially.
There was such high competitive spirit and interest among the club members
that the membership was tripled in a short time. The activity chart and point
system were largely instrumental in decreasing the number of citations issued
to "hot rodders" and complaints i-eceived. The hot r(Klders have become a force-
ful group for the promoting of a sound safety program throughout tlie com-
munity. Their spirit and desire to be helpful have accrued to the benefit of every-
one. The energy of this youthful group has been channeled along sound and
progressive lines. It can be proudly stated that through the coojierative program
carried on between the hot rodders and the local police department, there has
been a sharp decline in accidents involving the younger drivers. Also, nightly
calls received by the police from complaining citizens concerning racing hot rods
on the city streets have become practically nonexistent. Whatever problems
still existing is usually caused by those who have no knowledge of the program.
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ThP alliance between the police and hot rodders has caused the young drivers

^n a vJ^lTlaid S;\?i.n.perly supervised drag strip. The hot rodder is no longer a

iirnhipm in Pomona—he is i»art of a program. ^ ^ . * ti;„v»
^

T^^riiinualstatistical report in the State of California Department of High-

^vav Patrol di^fosed that/since 1U50 there has been ';>PProxim^^itey 10 percent

increase in accidents each year involving drivers under the age ot 20. Duung the

^ameper^d in Pomona we have decreased accidents in^x,lving those "n<.^f
' ;» ^y

qCercent "Operation Dragstrip," deserves most of the credit for tl»s record

of'whfch-ourXartment is' mighty proud. It ^^^l^rTZZTi^^ttr^Si
it is realized that Pomona's population m the 19u2-53 peiiod has lucieasea

''''Snf que.stTon that has been asked by numerous law enforcement agencies

considering the use of a hot-rod program in their respective communities is

"whSare^he future possibilities of a program of this type in relation to traffic

^""Thrfuture of such a program depends entirely upon the way the activities

of tSLfclubs are conducted'in the future. In -d-- to i^asure prop^^^

of these clubs, there must be proper supervision and organization. Ihis super

V sion if carried out bv the police on a friendly basis, can serve as the means

oSuHng i we 1-regulated program. If the youthful driver of today is trained

properly in his driving habits during the early part of his driving career, and

members of law enfoi-cement are participating in his education, then there is

!r good chance that his future driving habits will be better regulated, and thus,

o-uarantee a safer traffic future for his community. » v, „
"

If the vouth of today can be taught safety now through the use of such a

program, "as the supervised hot-rod program, then drivers of tomoriw will not

be as accident prone as the drivers of today are. Not only will many lives be

saved but insurance rates will be decreased, both which society is interested in

Gaining the cooperation of the hot-rodder in today's traffic safety program is

tomorrow's insurance for greater safety on our highways. With this Program

not only has law enforcement succeeded in suppressing traffic problems, but the

close relationship formed between young people and the police will serve as a

deterrent to juvenile delinquency in other respects.

And so, if the old adage, "There is so much good m the worst of us and so

much bad in the best of us," is true, it behooves us, the law enforcement agencies,

through our planned prevention programs to try and bring out and accentuate

the good and to control and correct the bad. If we find, through the use of some

type of program, we have successfully converted a troublesome element into a

cooperative and law abiding segment of society, then we, as members of law

enforcement, are doing our job.
, .,. i, i. /i/i i oo

If you have the same problem in your community and the hot-rouder naa

exhausted your patience, scared your citizens, and "raised Cain" in general,

why don't you trv to join them and by leadership and enthusiasm guide them

along accepted channels without throttling the spirit that has made America

the great nation that she is.

Chairman Kefau^t:r. "VVlio is our next witness, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. Bobo. Mr. Eugene Breitenbach.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE BEEITENBACH, MEMBER, CALIFORNIA

YOUTH AUTHORITY

Chairman KEFAmTi:R. All right, Mr. Breitenbach.

Mr. Bobo, will you ask Mr. Breitenbach some preliminary questions ?

Mr. Bobo. Mr. Breitenbach, you are with the California louth

Mn Brmtenbach. I am a member of the California Youth Author-

^^"j^irBoBO. You are a member of the board of the California Youth

Authority?
Mr. Breitenbach. That is correct, sir.
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Mr. BoBO. For how long have you been with the California Youth
Authority ?

Mr. Breitenbach. Since June 28, 1953, sir.

Mr. BoBO. Will you tell us something about the composition of the
California Youth Authority ?

Mr, Breitenbach, The California Youth Authority is composed of
a director and four members of the board appointed by the Governor
with a confirmation by the State senate.

Mr. Bobo. And it has jurisdiction over all youth institutions?

Mr. Breitenbach. We have the responsibility for the classification,

segregation, and parole of youthful offenders who are under the age
of 21 at the time of apprehension.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. Breitenbach, I believe that the youth authority has

instituted 1 or 2 outstanding programs within the last year. Would
you tell us something about those programs ?

Mr. Breitenbach. Yes ; I will be very happy to, and I should state

preliminarily that I am appearing here today at the request of the

Honorable Goodwin J. Knight, Governor of the State of California,

and the Honorable H. G. Stark, director of the California Youth
Authority.
We are all mighty pleased that this committee is interested in learn-

ing more about the problem of juvenile delinquency in California, and
are, of course, very glad to cooperate with the committee to the very
best of our ability.

The most significant development in California in the way of pre-
venting juvenile delinquency and crime occurred just recently. Gov.
Goodwin J. Knight inaugurated a few weeks ago this most significant

development in the history of the prevention of delinquency in this

State.

On April 27, 1955, Governor Knight promulgated a program of
statewide town meetings in a letter addressed to the mayors of all in-

corporated cities in California and to the chairmen of the county
boards of supervisors throughout the State.

I would like for the record, if the committee please, to read this brief

letter into the record.

Chairman Kefauver. Either read it or we will have it printed in

the record at this place, Mr. Breitenbach.
Mr. Breitenbach. The only reason that I request that I read it is

because it draws the outlines of this program, and I will read it.

Chairman Kefau^^er. Suppose you read it, then.

Mr. Breitenbach. This is addressed to the mayor from the Gover-
nor:

My Dear Mayor: California held the line on juvenile delinquency in 1954.
While the Nation generally reported increases up to 15 percent during the year,
statewide statistics just compiled by the youth authority show that the delin-
quency rate has actually decreased in California. This has been accompished by
neighborhood and community agencies which have done an effective job of
coping with the problems facing our children.
The California Youth Authority has provided outstanding leadership in the

field of delinquency prevention and youth rehabilitation. Although we held the
line last year, delinquency is still a matter of major concern to our citizens, and
I am convinced that we can make further progress by immediate statewide com-
munity action. Now is the time to attack the problem by early detection and
local treatment of delinquents and potential delinquents.

I am requesting that you and all mayors and all chairmen of boards of su-
pervisors call together in an old-fashioned town meeting the interested agencies
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and organizations in our community to evaluate existing facilities and pro-
grams and to study tlie local aspects of delinquency and delinquency preven-
tion. Such an old-fashioned New England town meeting as I am suggesting, to

be successful, must bring together in free gathering all groups and individuals
in the community who have direct or indirect interest in children, or have fa-

cilities or programs to assist them.
The tradition of citizens gathering togetlier to express their individual ideas

about matters of common concern is as old as the history of our country, and
continues as a sturdy manifestation of our inherited passion for free speech and
political action.

I am sure the citizens of your community will welcome your leadership in

naming a group to plan a town meeting for your city. Many communities
already have mayors' committees on juvenile delinquency which could plan
the program. Where these do not now exist, they might well be formed, or an
established organization such as the communi-ty council or the welfare council,

et cetera, mig-ht serve as a planning committee for your town meeting.

Anticipating that you will join this program I have directed the field officers

of the youth authority to give every assistance in planning these meetings.

Their services and specially prepared technical material may be obtained by
writing to Mr. Heman G. Stark, director of the youth authority, directly in

Sacramento.
I plan to call a statewide council in April of 1956 to study the reports of these

town meetings and to develop a master plan for the improvement of these

services in California.

In preparation for this conference I am asking the Governor's advisory com-

mittee on children and youth, and interested State departments, to prepare a

statewide balance sheet on youth services so that the conferences may have this

material available. Upon completion of your meeting I would appreciate re-

ceiving a copy of your findings and recommendations.
Cordially,

Goodwin J. Knight, Governor.

Now, if the committee please, to date more than 200 communities

have already indicated that they would hold such town meetings.

The proo-ram is taking hold in a wonderful way. This is a grassroots

prograni^to combat juvenile delinquency at the local level, where we
believe it can best be handled.
Under the governor's direction the youth authority is getting out

two publications. One is entitled "Planning Handbook for Town
Meeting." And I would like to submit for the purpose of the record

a copy of it.

Chairman Kefattv^er. It is a very useful exhibit and wdl be made
a part of our record.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 5," and reads

as follows
:

)

Exhibit No. 5

Planning Handbook for Town Meetings on Delinquency and
Delinquency Prevention

the town meeting tradition

Many changes are taking place in community life today. People are moving
about more freely than ever before. Community ties are fewer and roots are

more shallow. Life generally is more complex. Families are finding it more
difficult to remain strong and united. As our cities steadily increase in size,

their problems rapidly multiply. Citizens tend to leave the development of

community life to chance, or to shift the total responsibility to government.
Throughout California thinking people are seeking ways and means of strength-

ening local community life through increased citizen knowledge and participation.

Everywhere there is a growing eagerness to learn from one another. The tradi-

tion of free and open discussion is as old as the history of our country. It is

perhaps for this reason that the New England Town Meeting has persisted in

only slightly altered form for nearly two centuries.
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WHY TALK IT OVER

Juvenile delinquency is a serious and continuing aspect of community life.

Gov. Goodwin J. Knight has reported that we have "held the line" in California

in 1954 while the Nation was reporting increases in delinquency up to 15

percent. We can be proud of our record in controlling delinquency last year,

but we must face the fact that the problem is still large and serious. We must

further recognize that the prevention and control of juvenile delinquency, to be

effective, must be pursued primarily in the community. Only by constant com-

munity vigilance will we be able to keep delinquency within bounds. Only by

concerted community action can we make further progress through a more
effective local attack on the problem.

PURPOSE OF THE TOWN MEETING

The town meeting's main function should be to clarify viewpoints on prob-

lems relating to delinquency prevention and control ; to present and study new
ideas ; to encourage citizen thinking and discussion ; and to stimulate community

planning and action to combat delinquency. Free discussion by the group

should be the focus of the meeting, rather than lectures in which the audience

participates passively.

The results of your town meeting will also make a valuable contribution to

delinquency prevention and control throughout the State. Governor Knight has

asked that the findings and recommendations of each town meeting be submitted

to him as early as possible, in preparation for a statewide conference he will call

in April 1956, at Sacramento. The reports and recommendations of the town
meetings will serve as a framework for this Governor's Conference, will provide

the springboard for discussions at that meeting, and will be used to develop a

master plan for improvement of services to youth in California.

PLANNING THE TOWN MEETING

The following outline of duties and responsibilities for town meeting leaders

is not intended as a complete check list but only as a general guide.

Prior to any assignment of responsibilities, the board of supervisors and the

mayor or city council should direct heads of county or city departments related

to youth services to give full cooperation to town meeting planning committees.

Mayor or chairman of hoard of supervisors

Informally discusses idea of town meeting with others likely to be interested.

Clarifies understanding why town meeting is to be held—its value, purpose, and

objective.
Selects tentative date after conferring with others to avoid any conflicts.

Looks for existing sponsoring group, such as a mayor's committee or county-

wide committee, coordinating council, or welfare council, to plan and carry out

town meeting.
If no such group exists, appoints a broadly representative planning committee.

Appoints planning committee chairman.
Looks for possibility of an existing community agency to furnish stafE service

to the planning committee and the town meeting itself.

Obtains financing for necessary expenses : mailing, printing or mimeographing
announcements, programs, and final reports. This may be done by a small

appropriation of public funds or by a 50-cent meeting registration fee.

Planning committee chairman

Accepts overall responsibility of town meeting leadership, planning, and man-
agement in behalf of mayor or chairman of board of supervisors.

Confers with mayor or chairman of board of supervisors and other interested

people in the community for ideas and suggestions regarding the town meeting.
Convenes the committee and assists mayor or chairman of board of supervisors

in familiarizing the committee with the town meeting idea, the focus, preliminary
objectives, and purpose of the meeting, and tentative plans developed to date.

Keeps the mayor or chairman of board of supervisors advised of developments-
and gets his approval on matters where needed or advisable.

Coordinates or obtains full committee approval of the work of subcommittees..

Planning committee

Prepares a statement on the purposes and objectives of the meeting.

Reaches agreement on date and location of the meeting.
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Makes decision on scope of attendance, how public is to be informed at the
meeting, and who is to receive invitations.

Agrees on the use to be made of, and the time to be allotted to, the opening
session, discussion meetings for smaller groups, and the closing session. Con-
siders use to be made of consultants (individually or in panels) at discusion
meetings.
Determines the number of section meetings or discussion groups, what the sub-

ject matter for discussion will be in each group, the size to which groups will be
limited, and the method to be used for assigning participants to a specific section.

Develops a program in detail

:

Time general sessions and section meetings are to be held.

Determines need for, and responsibilities of, discussion leaders, recorders
for section and general session meetings, section coordinators, and any other
necessary meeting personnel. Section coordinators and discussion leaders
should be selected as early as possible and invited to susbequent planning
committee meetings.

Decides on topic for general session spealier, if one is to be used.
Considers such matters as welcoming remarks, invocation, color ceremony,

national anthem, introduction of special guests, and announcements for the
opening session.

Determines whether luncheon or dinner meetings are to be held.

Agrees on method and technique to be used in obtaining reports from the
individual sections, in reporting findings and recommendations of individual
sections to the general meeting at the closing session, and in preparing an
overall report or proceedings of the meeting for submission to the board of
supervisors, the mayor, and the governor.

Authorizes subcommittees to be appointed by a planning committee chairman.
These might include

:

Arrangements : Responsible for obtaining meeting rooms for general ses-

sions and section meetings, seeing that they are properly set up for the meet-
ings, that necessary equipment and other facilities are available, et cetera.

Editorial : Responsible for getting program mimeographed and preparing^
final report or proceedings.

Publicity : Ivespoiisible for press, radio, and television publicity before,
during, and after the town meeting.

Registration : Responsible for planning and carrying out pre-meeting reg-
istration and meeting registration, or otherwise obtaining a list of those
attending, their aflSliations, and addresses. (This may be assigned to a local

civic group.)

Discn^ssion leader

Helps group to define and select the problems that it wishes to discuss, to see
that all points of view are given a chance to be aired, and to keep the discussion
directed toward the problems under consideration.

Clarifies and summarizes the progress of the group from time to time and tries

to maintain an atmosphere in which the maximum number of people can par-
ticipate in the discussion. Sometimes this requires limiting opinions or state-

ments to two minutes.
Assists recorder in the preparation of a summary of group discussion for pre-

sentation at the closing session and in preparing a final written report of the
section for the proceedings.

Recorder

Functions of the recorder are to put down on paper the major points devel-
oped by group thinking. One convenient way to do this is to develop an outline
such as

:

Main issues or problems brought out.
Main differences of opinion among gi-oup members.
General conclusions agreed upon.
Specific final recommendations made and to whom they were directed.
Other information.

Develops significant highlights of the group discussion for use by newspaper
reporters or publicity chairman.
Works with the discussion leader to prepare section report for the editorial

committee or those responsible for preparing the final report.
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Section coordinator

Meets with planning committee to become familiar with town meeting plans.

Responsible for making final check on physical arrangements for his section -.

Public address.
Heating, lighting, and ventilation.

Seating arrangements to facilitate discussion.

Charts, visual aids, exhibits, blackboards.
Maintains attendance lists.

TRAINING OP TOWN MEETING LEADERS

A good planning committee trains its corps of assistants before the meeting
begins. Some of these assistants, such as the recorders and coordinators, will be

assigned personnel from participating agencies, and they may have prior experi-

ence in conference participation. Others will have no previous experience. In
such a situation, team training becomes essential. This training need take only

a few hours for a small town meeting, but it may require a full day for larger

programs. Training should be the responsibility of someone from the planning
committee who is thoroughly familiar with the town meeting plan and method
of operation. It should include a full description of the nature and purpose of

the town meeting.

General sessions

The first general session explains to the group the organization and plan for

the town meeting. Productive thought and discussion will be reached more
quickly if the opening session :

Creates an atmosphere in which the participant feels that he is important to

the success of the meeting. It is important that the participants be made aware
that all major decisions will be made by them.
Reviews some of the problems leading to the calling of the town meeting. The

participants should understand that the meeting will consider both their sug-

gested problems as well as the leader's suggestions.
A good town meeting takes time for a final session which is as important as

the opening session. Here the entire group gets the essence of the program and
a clear sense of the findings of the town meeting through hearing the reports
of the individual section meetings. They make any necessary final decisions,
and plan ways to carry out those decisions through group or individual efforts.

Public commitment leads people to carry good intentions into action. The final

session then should become a commitment session in which those attending
publicly endorse the findings of the meeting and, at least by implication, declare
that they will carry out its recommendations.

Town meeting followup

A successful meeting requires some kind of followup. A preliminary decision
as to the type of organization needed to follow up on the town meeting should
be made by the planning committee. This plan or an alternate plan should be
detailed and endorsed by those attending the closing session. Some of the recom-
mendations will be directed to specific organizations and agencies. No permanent
new organization should be created unless no representative coordinating group
exists in the community capable of furthering the recommendations.
The followup committee might have the following functions :

To forward reports of the meeting to the mayor, to the board of supervisors,
and to the governor.
To carry on the work of stimulating community action on the recommendations

of the meeting.
To develop plans for reassembly of the town meeting from time to time, to assay

results and lay new community plans for effective action.
To plan for the creation of a county committee on children and youth, advisory

to the board of supervisors.

Mr. Breitenbach. And the other is a workbook for those attending
town meetings, entitled "An Outline of a Commimity Program for
the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency." This is still in the course
of printing, and we will be happy to present it to the committee for
inclusion as an exhibit.

What we desire is to learn the local problems and local conditions
which revolve around the causes and prevention of juvenile delin-
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(juency at the local level. As an important part of this town-meeting
program each connnunity will prepare a balance sheet setting forth

the positive and negative factors on such items as health, welfare,

recreation, and so forth, for youths in each local community. This
information will he assembled foUoAviug the town meeting.

In Los Angeles (^umty alone two community agencies liave joined

forces alreadv and have oifered assistance to the mayors of their com-
nuuiities for tiie holding of almost 100 town meetings througliout this

county and the preparing of balance sheets from the information
obtained. The coordinating council, who actually hold these meet-
ings, and the Los Angeles County Welfare Planning Council will then
compile balance sheets on youth for each community. These reports

will then be integrated in a statewide report based on the world of all

the otiier counties which will be ])resented and discussed at a state-

wide conference to be held in April of 1956.

The mayors, county supervisors, courts, probation officers, and en-

forcement agencies throughout the State of California have cooperated
loo percent with the Governor in carrying out this town-meeting
program to date. It is believed that this has tremendous possibilities

for the prevention of juvenile delinquency and crime.

Xow, if the connnittee please, I would like to present one or two
brief statements regai'ding why we believe what the factors are which
liave enabled us in California to hold the line, as it were, against

further increase of juvenile delincjuency during the past year. They
are three in number:

Xo. 1. These figures are l)ased upon a decline of police arrests.

Xo. 2. They are based upon a decline in probation cases.

Xo. o. They are based upon a decline in the number of commit-
ments to the youth authority in proportion to the approximate 5

percent increase in population during the same period of time.

We believe that tlie holding of the line in California has been
accomplished through at least two developments peculiar to Cali-

fornia, which we believe your connnittee will feel are also noteworthy
contributions to this field.

Xo. 1 is the provision of a forestry camp program for boys, which
has been so successful that people all over the w^orld are visiting us

to study it. You have heard this afternoon the dramatic story from
tlie director of tlie camp at Twin Pines.

The other development lias been the spirit of cooperation between
all tlie agencies in this field, such as the courts, the i)robation depart-

ment, law-enforcement agencies, schools, and local comnnmity meet-
ings. This spirit of cooperation is one of the very wonderful factors

in our work as a State agency, and has led to making possible such
things as the town-meetings program in which we are engaged.
There is one other matter that I have been asked by our committee

to comment upon, and that is the matter of the effect of television ])ro-

grams u])on certain as]:)ects of juvenile delinquency.
Xow, it is our belief that television is one of the greatest media for

the dissemination of constructive information programs. The over-

all majority of the programs are instructive and entertaining. While
we have made no specific study of this particular problem here, it is

reasonable to assume that certain impressionable and easily suggestible

youngsters are infiuenced in a damaging way by scenes of assault.

•4705—55 5
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violence, and the actual modus operandi of violent crime such as rob-

bery, mayhem, assault, and similar offenses. It is the considered opin-
ion of some of us working in this field that programs that fail to pro-
mote respect for law are often injurious to such young people. Like-
wise, programs that show someone being knocked out in various
episodes frequently tend to make that type of behavior acceptable to

impressionable young minds.
However, we feel that certain television programs when properly

presented have a very constructive influence on the lives of children
and can be a great factor in the prevention of juvenile delinquency and
crime. And we are encouraged to see more of these programs being
developed, and we are hopeful that the entire field in the prevention
of juvenile delinquency and crime will be increasingly presented and
interpreted in an educational and constructive fashion.

I would like to comment briefly, if I may. on certain pending legisla-

tion which we feel has great promise in this particular field. We are
pleased to learn that there is pending in the Congress of the United
States constructive legislation dealing with the prevention of juvenile
delinquency and crime. We believe that House bill No. 3771, Senate
bill 894, and the Kefauver bill. Senate bill No. 728, are very construc-
tive.

There are three additional suggestions that we would like to make
at tliis time regarding the latter piece of legislation. These are very

minor, but we feel that they might be helpful.

First, we feel that the provision for some group administration
through the Federal Advisory Council on Juvenile Delinquency
sliould be changed. We believe that group administration is not as

strong as centralized administration. In other words, the Federal Ad-
visory Council, we feel, should be an advisory power only, and that no
administrative power be given to it.

Secondly, we feel that youth training schools should be represented

on the Federal Advisory Council.

No. 3, we feel that specific agencies should administer the grants and
aid. In other words, we believe it should be the counterpart of the

youth authority in the various jurisdictions, since an agency of this

sort deals with field services and is familiar with the problems of local

delinquency prevention.

I would like to comment on one further thing. Mr. Phillip Green,

newly appointed chief of the bureau of delinquency prevention serv-

ices in the Federal Children's Bureau, was formerly chief probation

officer of San Francisco County. We are happy to see that the Chil-

dren's Bureau has recognized at this date the work that he has accom-
plished in this field, by choosing three of our State people for impor-
tant positions in delinquency prevention under this bureau, including

Mr. Phil Green, who is heading up this project.

Gentlemen of the connnittee, I believe that concludes my presenta-

tion here today.

Chairman Kefauver. Unless there are some questions this committee
would like to ask Mr. Breitenbach, we are certainly grateful for your
coming here and for this report. I want to say tliat I think the sug-

gestion for toAvnhall meetings to study and consider problems at a local

level, allied with the townhall process, is a very, very good one. We on
this committee have been trying to get started a so-called capital city
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program in Avhich we get tlie governors of the States Avorking with

the mayors of the capital cities to try to make a model of cooperation

of all o"^f the agencies and groups dealing with delinquency in the cap-

ital cities; feeling that from the capital cities the information would

disseminate to the other cities of the States, and the members of the

legislature could come in and they would go back to their connnunities

and they would carry the message as to what is being done in the

ca]>ital city. Of course, it is a long-range program, just like the town-

hall meetings, but I certainly want to connnend Governor Knight on

this towidialT meeting plan, and I suggest, of course, in the townhall

meetings in something is decided upon it is followed through and other

meetings held to see that the program works.

Mr. liKErrENBACii. That is correct. We plan on holding connnittee

meetings and meetings throughout the State for the purpose of imple-
mentation of the reconnnendations of the statewide meetings next
April 1956.

Chairman Kefauver. You say that 200 cities or towns have already
responded favorably ?

Mr. Bkeitenbach. That is correct. Senator Kefauver.
(liairman Kefauver. How many meeting have been held?
Mr. BRErrENBAcir. I couldn't give you the exact number of meetings

that have been held, but a number of them have. One of the most suc-
cessful developments has been in the city of San Francisco itself.

Chairman Ki-^pwuver. And then the forestry camp idea I think is an
outstanding program. It has great possibilities. I hope it may be a
program in which the Federal Government may be of some assistance
by way of aid to the States in getting the forestry camps established
and sustained.

How many camps do you now have like Twin Pines ?

Mr. I^KEiTEXBACii. ^Xe have three camps that are operated by the
California Youth Authority, in which we have the complete respon-
sibility or, rather, for which Ave have the compete responsibility and
control. In addition, Ave have throughout the State a great number of
camps Avhich are oAvned and operated by the local probation depart-
ment, such as Taa^u Fines operated by the Riverside County Probation
Department, to Avhich aa'c giA'e a subsidy in the operation. These would
number, I think, possibly 16 or 17. They are developing several vouth
camps this summer, and I Avould say tlie exact number is still chang-
ing from AA'eek to AA'eek.

Chairman Kefauvp:r. Where are the three that are totally main-
tained locally ?

Mr. Breitexbach. The nearest one is Camp Gold, Avhich, of course,
is located in the Sierra Nevada JNIountains near Yosemite National
Park. The next nearest Avould be Cam]) Ben Lomond, which is near
Santa Cruz on the coastal plain. A third camp is at Pine CiroA-e,

AA'hich is about -"Jr) miles from Sacramento.
Chairman Kefauver. Hoav many do you ])lan to have after the pro-

gram gets under Avay ?

Mr. I^reitenbach. I am not certain at this time whether we are con-
templating the development of any additional forestry camps OAvned
and operately exclusively by the California Youth Authority. That
Avill depend entirely upon the increase in the number of commitments
to the authority. But so far as the public is concerned, there are at

the present time plans underAvay for the development of a camp in
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Orange County, Santa Clara County, in the northern tier of counties
north of Sacramento, and a number of others that are constantly being
developed by the communities. As a result of these, the local agencies
are able to handle those marginal cases that might otherwise have been
committed to the California Youth Authority; leaving to the Cali-
fornia Youth Authority those most difficult types of youngsters to re-
habilitate. So it is a great saving from the standpoint of finances
involved to the State, and is particularly a saving again in that it

enables the people engaged in the program to train the youngsters
near their own homes where it can be most effective and most con-
venient.

Chairman Kefauver. How many young people on the average do
you have in these three camps that are around the State ? I mean the
total number. You don't need to necessarily break it down as to each
place.

Mr. Breitenbach. At Camp Gold our population as of April 1955
was 106 ; at Ben Lomond the population was 60 ; and at Pine Grove
the population was 89.

This varies, of course, from time to time as releases are made and as

new boys are transferred from our various correctional schools. I

would say that the average number of boys that are being trained in

the cam]:)s owned and operated by the local probation department
would be in the neighborhood of between 50 and 60.

Chairman Kefauver. And what is the appropriated or budgeted

funds for the camps that you have per year ?

Mr. Breitenbach. I would have to supply that from our budget.

Senator. I could get it for you. It would be readily available.

Chairman Kefauver. If you would give us the information about

the cost of the organizational set up and other details we will be very

glad to have it.

Mr. Breitenbach. Do you want the per capita cost and the total

cost, Senator ?

Cliairman KErATJ\TER. Yes.

Mr. Breitenbach. Very well, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Any other questions?

Mr. BoBO. No.
Chairman Kefau\t^.r. We certainly appreciate your coming and

beino: with us, Mr. Breitenbach.

Mr. Breitenbach. Thank you, gentlemen. It is certainly a pleas-

ure to be here. • 1 J TJ-

Mrs. Krug. Senator, has any provision been made for girls ^ It

seems as though all of these activities are directed toward the boys.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, I think that is a question which is very

good, Mrs. Krug. And by the way, Mrs. Milton Krug is chairman

of the juvenile delinquency committee of the California Lawyers'

Wives Association, is that correct ?

Mrs. Krug. Yes.

Chairman Kefauver. Where did Mr. Breitenbach go to? I hope

he is going to tell me that they don't have any girls to take this re-

habilitation course.

Mr. Breitenbach. I think that is an excellent question. I cer-

tainly agree.
. .

Answering the question directly as to whether any provision is

being made or contemplated for the handling of girls in minimum
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security facilities, such as camps, there is now m preparation and
conteniphition, I am informed, m the county of Santa Barbara, per-

haps either acting alone or in cooperation with tlie county of Ven-
tura, phms for the development of a facility for o;irls similar to these

boys' camps that are nov»' operated and owned b}- the probation de-

partment. The exact form that this facility will take I doirt think

is yet completely determined, but I think that it will be quite similar

to our camps.
You may recall that at one time there was in the county of Los

Angeles a number of years ago a camp for girls, but there were con-

siderable dilliculties encountered in the handling of the girls in the

mininnun security setting, and in the operation of that camp. We
are going to observe with very great interest the development of these

plans in the county of Santa Barbara and in the county of Ventura.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Breitenbach, you tell them that Mrs.

Krug can go and get the story from you.
Mr. Breitenbach. There are, of course, many cities—and I am

sure IjOS Angeles has part-time day camps for girls and boys too.

Chairman Kefauver. I assume that there is a smaller percentage

of girls in the group that needs some camp facility, but I think they

ought to be provided for. too.

]\Ir. Breitexbacii. "\^^ell, I quite agree. The ratio between the num-
ber of girls and the number of boys in the youth authority will run
approximately 87 percent boys and about 13 percent girls. That will

give you some idea of the relative amount of difficulties which the

girls and boys encounter in the group living together.

Chairman 'Kefaumsr. You might want to talk with ]\Irs. Krug some-
time about her program.
Mr. Breitenbach. I will be very happy to do so, j'es, indeed.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you.

Mr. Breitenbach. Thank you, Senator.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BOGGS, CONSULTANT, HUMAN RELATIONS
COMMITTEE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. You are ]Mr. John Boggs, consultant on the

human relations connnittee of Los Angeles County ?

Mr. BoGGS. Yes, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. We are veiy glad to have you with us.

Do you want to ask any preliminary questions, Mr. Bobo ^

Mr. BoBO. Would you describe to us what the work of the human
relations committee is ^

Mr. BoGGs. The Los Angeles County Committee on Human dela-

tions was established by the county board of supervisors in 1944, and
at the time of its establishment it Avas given the responsibility of seek-

ing out the causes of racial conflict and attempting to solve them by
whatever means it could devise.

The committee at this time consists of o7 members; 25 lay people

who are ap]X)inted by each of the county boards of supervisors from
the districts they represent, and 12 heads or assistant heads of county
departments.
Mr. BoBO. For how long are they appointed ?

Mr. BoGGS. One year.
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Mv. BoBO. And in what way does this deal with juvenile delin-

quency, and what is the effect of this committee in working with it ?

Mr. BoGGS. Well, it has been the feeling of those of us who have
been concerned in the field of human relations that there is a very
definite tieup and relationship between the poor human relations and
juvenile delinquency, and very recently we have conducted a survey
among the juvenile probation officers in the probation department,
seeking to determine whether or not in their experience they have
discovered a relationship existing between poor human relations and
the activities of the juveniles and their delinquent acts. This survey
is not yet completed, but I would like to give you some information
that we have preliminarily gotten from it.

For example, these probations officers have indicated throughout
this survey to our committee that in all 5-1 junior and senior high
schools in Los Angeles County there is a definite i-elationship between
juvenile delinquency and the relationship that exists between young-
sters of different racial and cultural backgrounds.
For instance, they have indicated

—

21 of these men have indicated

that gang fights can be directly related to poor human relations in

many of the areas that they have observed, and that these gang fights

come as a result of rumors circulating among youngsters indicating

hate and prejudice on the part of all persons concerned, and the ex-

pression of attitudes on the part of adults—poor human relations atti-

tudes with respect to persons of different racial groups; that these

attitudes as expressed by adults find a sometimes responsive chord in

the delinquent acts that the children of these people perpetrate in con-

nection with their relations at school and on the street.

The groups that are for the most part indicated by these offices as

being delinquent in their acts stemming from poor relations are Anglos
versus Negroes, Anglos versus Mexicans, Mexicans versus Negroes,
predominantly, and in each of the nine areas that the probation dei)art-

ment has divided as a means of doing its work with facility, there is

some indication that tensions are directly related in many instances

to poor human relations, and the acts of juvenile delinquency come as

a result of these attitudes.

Mr. BoBO. Do you have any program witliin the schools or among
the juveniles to deal with improving the relations of humans ?

Mr. BoGGS. The Los Angeles County Committee on Human Rela-
tions, in cooperation with 60 private agencies in this community, are

at present working with the city schools in assisting in the develop-
ment of a program designed to relieve tensions between the various
racial and cultural groups at those institutions. We have had several

meetings with the assistant superintendent of the higli schools and
junior high schools, and just over the past 2 months Ave have had 6

or 7 meetings with high school principals, many of whom have asked
these agencies to come in and assist them in setting up various pro-

grams for in-service training, training programs for teachers, per-

haps designed to relieve them of some of their prejudices, and, sec-

ondly, to help them develop intercultural programs.
Mr. BoBO. Has there been any school or any area where this whole

project was done on this type of work ?

Mr. Bc»GGS. Not to my knowledge in this county at this time.
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Chairman Kefaumcr. In other words, Mi-. BogfTS, you think uiuiues-

tionably a lot of the gang conflicts grow out of tliis antagonism of one
against the other?

Mr. BoGGS. Yes.

Chairman Kefauver. And you feel that if you can <ret growimps
to do right and understand, why, then the children are pretty likely to

do that, also?

Mr. BoGos. Yes. This we are trying to get over to the adult groups
that our committee works with, and through the committee coordinat-

ing, possibly throughout the country, we feel that if we can get the

adults in the community to realize the effect of the expression and
attitudes many times on juvenile delinquency, that this problem will

in some measure be recognized and steps taken to do something about it.

Chairman Kefau\'er. The only thing you can do is publicize the

problem and do something about the educational process to remedy it.

Mr. BoGGS. That's about it.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much, Mr. Boggs.
Mr. Tutak, would you come around, sir ?

STATEMENT OF JOHN TUTAK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES
TIMES BOYS CLUB, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. You are executive director of the Los Angeles
Times Boys Club ?

Mr. Tutak. Yes, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Will you tell us about it ?

Mr. Tutak. The Los Angeles Times Boys Club is one of some four-

hundred-odd members of the Boys Clubs of America. We have these

units all over the United States, and the vast majority of them are sup-
ported by the community chests in the cities in which these boys clubs

are located. However, this one is supported completely by the Ix)S

Angeles Times charities. I don't know what the other papers are going
to say about this, but as long as they will excuse me I will proceed
with it.

Chairman Kefauv'er. We understand you are doing good work and
we like to hear about good work, and I am sure they will appreciate it

just like we do.

Mr. Tutak. Incidentally, the philosophy and policies and the prac-
tices which we follow at the Times Boys Club are similar to those fol-

lowed by the other boys clubs all over the country, which are supported
by ))rivate funds.
Chairman Kefau\t:r. But your club is supported
Mr. Tutak. Completely by the Los Angeles Times charities, j^es.

Chairman Kefauver. By the Times charities ?

Mr. Tutak. That is correct.

Chairman Kefauver. How do you operate ? How numy boys do you
have (

Mr. Tutak. We started in 1944 in an old building on North Broad-
way, just a couple of miles up from here. Today we have a program
housed in a facility for which the Times charities ex])en(led some
$50(),0()(), and last year we sjient $1()S,()()() in oui- operating budget. We
have a membership, last year, of 2,001 boys and 3r)() girls. We have a
very, very simple philosophy, sir. Basically it is that people need peo-
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pie. I think one of our great facts is that we as people haven't been able

to convince one another how very important we are.

For example, I think that one of the most valuable assets which we
have in this country—and I am sure we will all agree—are these kids^

kids like this in every single community in the United States. There
are millions of them. And I think if we look at these kids all over the

United States and say that they all need to be loved and need to love,

that they all need recognition, that they all need status, that they all

need to be treated with respect and with dignity, and that every one of

them has within himself something to contribute to some other indi-

vidual of some other group, that many of the problems which face us

in regard to juveniles will be eliminated.

Chairman Kefauver. This is a tine picture. Do you want to give it

to the committee ?

]VIr. TuTAK. It is the only one I have.

Chairman Kefauver. I guess the answer is "No", then.

Mr. TuTAK. I think one of the other items that we believe in so

thoroughly and try to practice to our own limits is that no matter

what an individual makes it has value, whether it is something like

this or something like this or this, or a mural, or this, or a mural 8

feet by 10 feet, which on canvas was painted by this boy over a period

of 13 months. This mural and this drawing have exactly the same
value. This is no worse or no better than is this mural. This we
feel is a very, very important concept in working with people no

matter who they are or no matter where they are.

For example, if we think of this guy here, who incidentally has
been-—there have been many of them like him who have been called

a pacheco—he is a member of one of our group clubs—he is attending

the Southern California Youth Association meeting, and he is listen-

ing so intently because he has to report back to his club at our agency.

We have all kinds of programs there, and these are pictures of

them, if you care to look at them. But again I can't leaA^e them Avith

you. The program itself, no matter what it is all about, is what is

important. And we have had everything from boxing, fencing, tackle

football, social group clubs, and arts of every kind. We are open 62

weeks a year, 6 days a week, and the children may come at any time

they want to after school.

Chairman Kefauver. You mean from anywhere in the city or any
race, creed, or color ?

Mr. TuTAK. Our membership is limited only on a geographical

basis to those children between the ages of 6 and 20 who live in Lincoln
Heights or the area served by the Nightingale Junior High and the

Abraham Senior High School. The reason we chose this area is this

:

We found that back in 194:4 and 1945 that practically all the gang
fights which occurred in the community during those years—this was
the pacheco gang warfare time, as you know—occurred among chil-

dren who were going to either one of those two schools or back
again, or even on the school grounds themselves.

I would like to refer back to a statement made by Mr. Sanders of

the probation department. I am going to say it perhaps a little

stronger than he did, because I am a worker in a private agency. I

think that some of us have a tendency to follow a pattern of work
which has outlived its usefulness in a large part. Now Ave have, I
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think, 15 social group clubs or gnno;s, as some people call them—they
are going to become social groups—but they have many other groups

also—there are a number of these groups that would not come to our

boys club because they looked upon it as "sissy." 80 we sent out

workers, just as the group in the probation department does. AVe

sent out workers to those hills and to the east-side area, and met these

groups right on the streets. One of these groui)s met last December

m a locker room of a playground clubhouse, and that is as close as

they would get into an agency program. This is a gang on its way

to becoming a social group club. They are shown here in this picture

working on a poster in our shop, on a poster for a dance they are

holding. And here is their way of making a contribution as a group.

This is~their tirst attempt at a constitution. This is their club which

we are helping them to form.

Chairman Kefauver. What you have been showing us are the ele-

mentarv rules written out by the boys themselves ?

Mr. tuTAK. That is correct, for their own behavior as a group. This

is the first step that we are taking to help them, from within them-

selves, learn what are acceptable social values and attitudes and be-

havior patterns.

Chairman Kefauver. This is very interesting.

Mr. TuTAK. December 1954. A-1. Ice skating. That's the date.

And then the next group. 15 cents a w^eek for everyone.

Rules on the bus : No spitting outside of the bus or car. Xo holler-

ing or yelling in the bus. No swearing, profane or abusive or ob-

scene language. No pushing when skating.

Who may join club. Little Clover only. Only 25 may join. Club

is to have 'a membership card. Club meets on Friday night. The

name of the club is—they didn't decide on the name at that time, but

they have it on the poster.
. .

Here is another club. The Cobras up in Happy Valley. This is

a ganir. Thev wouldn't come to the club at all. And here were some

riiies that they made for their first camp trip to Sequoia.

Incidentally, for the teenagers—a teenager goes to camp that is

sponsored by^our group, he himself will take the opportunity and the

effort to think and plan and organize his own camp group, and even

]:)lans so far as to set the fee. For instance, the Cobras went to the

Sequoia farm last summer, and here is the way in which they planned

that trip.

Chairman Kefaitver. Well, it is too long to read, l)ut No. 1 is no

smokinir in the bus except at breaks. No alcoholic drinking before

or during trip. No night prowling in cabins. No kiiife-throwmg

at each other.

I think you might make a copy of that and give it to us.

(The copy referred was not received prior to printing.)

Mr. TuTAK. Here is another group. Incidentally, this grou]> meets

every Tuesday night. They met last night again. This grou]-* was

started, incidentally, by a group of six junior high-school girls who
were referred to us by the junior high in our comniunity. They were

such a disturbing influence that the girls' vice principal asked us it!

we wouldn't work together with the school to help these girls develoj)

some acceptable social pattern of behavior. These girls call them-

selves by the name of "Killerettes.'' The club name has been changed

now. It has become a coed club. And we just took that out of their
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notebook. Every club has its own notebook, which is kept in the

group chib supervisor's office.

That is a copy of a letter which they wrote. I think around a year
ago or so one of the local groups wrote it.

Chairman Kefauver. Suppose you read that letter.

Mr. TuTAK. This is to the editor and it appeared in the Daily News
of January 7, 1954

:

We are boys and girls of the Bebops Club. We would greatly appreciate it

if you would not call us such names as punks, hoodlums, and ratpacks in your
paper, because in our club we have different nationalities and we have respect

for each other, not only in our club, but in our State, country, and other countries.

Our parents wonder why you call us teenagers such rough names. They are
losing confidence in its. In your paper you call us these names and it is getting

us in bad with the people in our district. We want to be friends with all the

people and we cannot unless you stop calling us all those names. When we walk
down the street people call us such names as ratpacks and hoodlums, and by
those names we are losing our reputation.

M.\RY ESTEVAN,
Bebops Clu'b Secretani.

There are some 40 members in the Bebops Club.
Chairman Kefaiwer. We thank you very much for telling us about

this. I think you are doing fine work.
Do you have anything else you want to add ?

Mr. TuTAK. Yes, I do. I feel that if we consider that nothing in

this comitry is more important tlian these kids in any community in

the United States, this is perliaps one of the major ways in which we
can help all of the people to develo]:) positive and meaiiingful values

and attitudes and l^eliavior patterns in our society here, no matter
where we are. I feel that we ought to have more money appro})riated

for research in tlie whole area of human growth and development,
and, further, I feel that we ought to accept this fact: That it is an
expensive job to work with people once they have developed these un-
liealthy social attitudes, and it is very, very expensive. However, it

is more economical to start at wliatever point they are in this negative
development, and try to rehabilitate them than to just let them ])rogress

backward.
Chairman Kefauver. We agree with you fully about that.

We thank you very much, and we wish jou good luck in your
future work.
Mr. TuTAK. I hope you have time to come over and see our clubs.

Chairman Kefauver. If we have time we certainly will come. We
are about to recess at this time until tomorroAv morning, and Ave do
have one other witness, Mr. Eeynolds Ochoa. Mr. Ochoa, would you
rather testify in the morning first thing or this afternoon ?

Mr. Ochoa. At the committee's convenience. Whatever Avill be
convenient to the committee.
Chairman Kefauver. We are going to start at 10 o'clock in the

morning, but we will start 15 minutes earlier if you Avill come and be
with us in the morning. We Avill appreciate that.

Mr. Ochoa. I certainly Avill.

Chairman Kefauver. If there is nothing else at this time, the com-
mittee Avill stand in recess until 9 : 45 tomorroAv morning.

(Whereupon, at 5: 15 p. m., Wednesday, Jime 15, 1955, the subcom-
mittee recessed until Thursday, June 16, 11955, at 9: 45 a. m.)
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(Motion Pictures)

THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1955

United States Senate,
Subcommittee of the Committee on the

Judiciary To IN^^:sTIGATE Juvenile Delinquency,
Los Angeles^ Calif.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 : 10 a. m., at room
518, United States Post Office and Courthouse building, Los Angeles,
Calif., Senator Estes Kefauver presiding.

Present : Senator Kefauver.
Also present: James H. Bobo, counsel, and William Haddacl and

Carl Perian, consultants.

Chairman Kefauver. The subcommittee will come to order.

Tliis morning the subcommittee is continuing its extensive study of
the mass media in order to determine the impact of these media on
the youth of our Nation.

Earlier this year the subcommittee issued a report on its study of
crimes, brutality, horror, and sadism in comic books. In a short while
we shall issue our report on the effects of crime and horror television

programs on juvenile delinquency. Both of these subjects were part
of this larger study of the mass media.
Today we will study the effect on juvenile delinquency of crime,

violence, and sex in the movies. We will also examine the manner in

which these movies are advertised.

I would like to make it clear at the outset that this subcommittee
has no preconceived or final conclusions concerning the effects of
movies on children. Above all, we do not wish to create the impres-
sion that we have censorship of the movie industry in mind.
We have continuall}' denounced censorship in all forms. We have

adhered to the concept of regulation by the industry itself, and the
industry generally, I think, does do a fine job in regulating itself.

As a result of our report, the comic book industry appointed a so-called

czar to insure that "good" comic books were produced. And I liope

that this program of the comic book industry works out.

I would like to reiterate this denunciation of censorship today. We
honestly believe that the majority of the people in the film-making
business, the great majority, are sincere in their efforts to make good
])roducts. I know they are presented with the problem of nudcing
products that attract audiences because, after all, they are in business,

the free enterprise business to make money. They can't just have
programs that will be altogether educational. They have got to have
movies that will sell to the public.

71
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The industry would readily agree that no harmful movies should
be seen by American youngsters. The cooperation afforded us by the

industry in our study attests to this fact. Eric Johnston and his office

greatly assisted both my staff' and myself in our study, and we have
been in touch with them for several months now.
When our investigation was first announced, some industry repre-

sentatives expressed concern about our purposes. As we progressed,

however, their attitude toward us, toward our study, has changed.
Now I think they are convinced that between us we can examine the

trade and come up with some conclusions that will be beneficial both

to the industry and to our investigation of the mass media.
In recent months, the subcommittee has been receiving an increas-

ing amount of correspondence from intelligent people throughout
the country. These people are concerned about an increase in what
is felt to be unnecessary movie violence. They complain of excessive

brutality, sadism, and illicit sexual behavior in motion pictures.

Many of these letters link the increase in the brutal nature of many
juvenile crimes with this increase in crime and violence in movies.

We on the subcommittee realize that to say bad movies create addi-

tional delinquency is far-fetched. You cannot say a child will see a

movie and then commit an act of delinquency. But we do feel that

with the prevailing world conditions, with the uncertainty of the

draft, with the lurking thought of atomic destruction, with all of

these as background an atmosphere of violence is being conveyed by
the mass media.
While these media are, on the one hand, reflecting the behavior of

the older generation, they are, in turn, forming the minds of the

younger generation, and that is where our greatest danger lies.

While social scientists at this time cannot fully pinpoint the exact

relationship between movies and children's behavior, they do feel

that to allow the indiscriminate showing of scenes depicting violence

or brutality constitutes at least a calculated risk to our young people

;

a risk we cannot afford to take. The same scientists strongly feel that

these films are often viewed extensively by the type of children who
can least afford to see them, that is, by emotionally unstable children

who have already developed behavior of a sadistic or brutal nature.

These children may gain support and ideas from a similar type of

film.

While these contentions have not been proven by controlled ex-

periments, scores of clinical psychologists and psj^chiatrists, surveyed

and heard by the committee—men and women w4io have handled
emotionally warped delinquents—feel that the mass media provide

fertile material for furthering the antisocial behavior of their parents.

The subcommittee has also received numerous complaints about the

advertising of motion pictures. Readers of even the most respectful

family newspapers have noticed an increase in w^hat they consider

bad advertising. They report to us—sending us clips from news-

papers all over the country—that these advertisements have reached

a point close to the obscene in some few cases. By implication and
innuendo these ads appear to remain within the l)ounds of discretion,

but their total impact, especially on imprissionable young minds, can

only be provactive. The technique will also be looked at today.

In these advertisements supercharged sex is sometimes the key-

note. Purple prose is keyed to feverish tempo to celebrate the natural-
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ness of seduction, the coiuloiiability ol" adultei y, aiul the spontaneity

of adolescent rehitions. Let me stress to you that tliese ads only

rejjresent a })oi-tion, and I think a small portion, of the total adver-

tising^ content. Yet it is the portion the sulx'onnnittee is concerned

with.

The rapid growth and acceptance of motion pictures and its in-

fluence on American morality and ethics has added to the responsibili-

ties of the industry. These responsibilities present a direct social

challenge to the inchistry here in Hollywood. The industry has will-

ingly answered this challenge. Both the movie industry and the ad-

vertising people have, of their own free wnll, initiated a code to

control their activities, which generally I think is a very good code.

Today we shall hear how this code is working. We shall also

hear about the positive contributions of the movie industry to the

betterment of our way of life. I am sure that the executives here
today will point with justifiable pride to the many fine pictures which
have helped to fight delinquency, even as the bad pictures might have
helped to create delinquency.

In other words, I want to tell the members of the industry we are

here not for the purpose of just trying to point out the bad. We want
to recognize and appreciate the fact that the industry, generally, has
been a fine influence for the good, great media for entertainment and
education of oiu- people, not only in theUnited States but throughout
the world.
And it is our purpose to, in some little way, try to work with the

industry for even the performance of a greater good, particularly in

the field of juvenile delinquency and the impression that pictures

make upon our young people.

Is Mr. Mooring our first witness ?

Mr. BoBO. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Y^esterday we had one other general witness

on organizations, dealing with juvenile problems we didn't get to hear,

so, Mr. Mooring. I will ask you to step aside a minute and we will call

you back.

Mr. Moomxc. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF EENALDO OCHOA. FEDERATION OF SOCIAL AND
CAR CLUBS OF CALIFORNIA

Chairman Kefauver. How do you do. What is your name?
Mr. OcHOA. Renaldo Ochoa.
Chairman Kefauver. You ma}' make j^our statement. You will

make it brief, won't you, sir?

Mr. Ochoa. I will make it brief. It is just more or less an outline

of what I haA^e been doing.
Chairman Kefauver. Sit up closer and talk louder.

Mr. OciiOA. I just want to

Chairman Kefauver. Tell us about your organization and what
you have l)een doing.

Ml'. Ochoa. The organization of Fedei-ation of Social ami Car Clubs
was organized in 1952.

Cliairman Kefauver. The organization of what?
Mr. OciiOA. Federation of Social and Car Clubs of California. The

reason for the organization was due to the fact
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Chairman KEFAU^^ER. What are you in the organization?
Mr. OcHOA. I am the founder and one of the directors of the organi-

zation. The reason for the organization was tlie fact that we were
having mucli trouble with the automobile clubs here, hot rods and
custom cars in dragging along the streets.

Mr. Navarro, cofounder of the organization, and myself got hold of
some of the agencies, such as the Community Chest and others, to try
and sponsor these car clubs, in order to give them leadership.

These organizations told us they were not here to liandle anything
such as car clubs, due to the fact of the liability they would construct.

Therefore, we found it and deemed it necessary to try and make
some type of an organization to give them leadership ; thus the
foundation of this organization. The program of this federation is

set by the kids themselves and not by the directors. They will tell us

what they want to do and we, in turn, go out and help them and work
along with them and see their program come through.

I will give you more or less right now what this program has been
along the charitable lines. They have contributed to the March of

Dimes. They have contributed to the Community Chest, to the Citj'

of Hope and, of course, the pet organization of this federation is the

Sister Kenny Foundation, due to the fact they gave a party for the

kids, and helping children 2 and 8 years suffering. They have actu-

ally taken this as their pet charity.

They have helped to establish a toy loan library in their district.

They have given Christmas baskets. They have collected used toys

and painted them and hxed them and given them out at Christmas-
time ; the same at Thanksgiving.

It is nice to know tliat the teen-agers themselves, the kids them-
selves, have set aside four scholarships for theirs. They have given 1

to Roosevelt High, 1 scholarship to Garfield High School, 1 scholar-

ship to a student from East Los Angeles Junior College, and another
scholarsliip to a member of the federation.

The aims and purposes of this federation are mainly to establish

drag strips and for better recreation and dance facilities. Drag strips

were offered to us by many county officials, city officials and State of-

ficials as far back as 41/2 years ago.

We haven't been able to get them as yet. The trouble mainly lies

in trying to get the land. Finance backing is there, both by private

enterprise and different agencies, for these drag strips.

So far as the dances are concerned, we have been using recreational

facilities of the county. They are said to accommodate six to seven

hundred kids. We have had as many as 1,700 kids at these dances,

which goes to show if you give them clean and wholesome recreation

the}' will attend that recreation, instead of going out and doing things

they shouldn^t be doing.

Another thing about that is of great importance here is the fact

this federation is self-sustaining. All of the expenses are met through
the media of the kids themselves in having sponsored different activ-

ities. The cooperation of many of the businessmen has been given

greatly. Also, the sheriff's office and many of the county and city

agencies. However, this cooperation has not been financial as much as

it has been moral.
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Tn conclusion, we foe! this way about juvenile delinquency: We feel

throuiih resolution of the federation, and it is the kids tliemselves, that

much of the juvenile delin(iuency is due to the fact of lianoiuf:^ out on

street corners and out in the streets, because the playgiounds, the

recreation dei)artnient does not have a program—they have beautiful

playgrounds, but they do not have a program tliat interest the kids

enough to attend those programs.
We also feel that the educational system needs some revamping. We

feel we need more trade schools after high school and more business

scliools, where the kids can attend at a minimum cost or at a cost to the

government, and not making it compulsory to attend.

The liquor problem with the kids, as discussed in the federation, is

such we feel the federation can only advise them to stay away from

hKluor. But the main problem lies iii the State Board of pAjualization

and the liquor control districts to make the laws and legislation a little

rouglier on both giving and selling liquor to the kids.

That is about all.

Chairman Kefaitver. We thank you very much. Mr. John Anson
Ford lias written that he has been in touch with your federation and

it has been very successful. You have more than 20 clubs in the fed-

eration. Is that right ?

Mr. OciiOA. That is riffht. A combined membershi]:) of about 2,000

kids.

Chairman Kefauver. 2,000 kids. That is very fine work you are

doing and we appreciate your coming here.

Mr. Oc'HOA. I hope we have been of some use to the committee.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you.

Mr. OcHOA. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MOORING, MOTION PICTURE AND TELE-

VISION EDITOR, CATHOLIC TIDINGS, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. JMr. IVIooring, you have a statement, don't

you ^

Mr. Mooring. I do, yes.

Chairman Kefauver. You can read your statement or you can

file it and it will be printed in the record, or tell us what you want

to tell us.

Mr. MooRixcx. As you already know, my name is William Moor-

ing. I live in California. I was born in Britain and now am an

American citizen.

I am the television and motion-picture editor of the Catholic Tid-

ings, the local archdiocese and newspaper, and I am syndicated

weekly to some 50 other Catholic newspapers throughout the ITnited

States and Canada and other parts.

I would say on this subject that criminal violence, human brutality,

sadism, and other psychopathic disorders have been iiicreasinglv and

majorly stressed in movies and on TV during the past 2 years. Mr.

Kric Johnston of the Hollywood Producers has admitted this, has pub-

licly admitted it. In many instances this viciousness, I think, has been

accomplished by ditl'erent treatments of sex. This howevei-, the film

and TV i)eople seem anxious to deny.

As to the forms in which these and other recent films have been ad-

vertised, they have in many instances violated all tenets of public
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decency, fair play, and commercial honesty and seem to be approach-
ino- that line that suggests we only go from here to obscenity.

With apparently good reasons, the Hollywood producers have many
times claimed that American films reflecting the better aspects of our
national experience, our culture, oui- character and ideals have helped
to create to the world favorable impressions of what we call very
proudly "the American way of life." Thus the film people tacitly

acknowledge the power of the movies toward public attitudes and
thinking. Therefore, programs glorifying crimes and criminals, con-

doning loose morals or revealing low forms of living must have a cor-

respondingly damaging effect or. at least, a potentiality that way.
Perhaps more so because of the fascination of evil and the inequitable

impact of violence on the imagination of young people.

There are films whicli polish the apple for America, so to speak.

But they are not enough, if, as so often happens, it is the same old

apple with which Eve temped Adam, and by this time lias gotten

rather rotten at the core.

Without discounting the highly dramatic and technical merits of
some of the films that I could mention, I would cite Blackboard
Jungle, The Wild One, Big House U. S. A., Kiss Me Deadly, Black
Tuesday, Cell 24oo, Death Kow, among many films having a poten-

tially harmful influence on behavior patterns, particularly those of
young men and women at a high pitcli of sexual curiosity and
imitativeness.

It is difficult and fairly inaccurate to connect by documentation this

increase of crime and immorality on the screen, with the current alarm-
ing rise in juvenile delinquency. However, my personal observations

over some considerable ]:)eriod, borne out by the findings of some police

investigators, turn up quite disturbing indications. When Marlon
Brando in The Wild One was in release it played at many children's

matinees. It attracted large numbers of young people, including youth-
ful motorcycle parties, such as in the film, was shown terrorizing peace-
ful conununities.

I saw young men at several of these shows dressed like Brando in

leather jackets. It was clear they identified themselves with the ar-

rogant character he played in the film. And they put on his swagger,
and some of them went off recklessly on their motorcycles, just like the
gang in the picture.

I wouldn't suggest that this impression was a deep or permanent one.

I do say it was not a good one. It to some extent immediately under-
mined them with respect to the authority, at least to the management
of the theater. And I think we have had, even before this chain of
films, a number of films dealing with bad cops, bad policemen, in which
the emphasis was developed against good law an^l order by lowering
the respect of youth for police activities and personnel.
Now, Chief Parker told me himself that he felt that the effect was

not only on juveniles here, but upon adults who, because they lost that

respect and sense of cooperation with the law, might tend not to in-

struct children in such proper respect.

Xow, more recently, among the large number of youths attending
Blackboard Jungle, some of the theater managements reported un-
usually loud, noisy, belligerent behavior and some disturbances which
followed on the parks or the streets. For obvious reasons it is more
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clittic-ult to observe the direct etieet. if uiiy, of. say. that situation in

Uhirkboard Jiui<;le which dealt with an incorrigible teenage boy at-

tempting rape aaainst the teacher. Incidentally, she was shown to ha,ve

otl'ered s()ine provocation. I donbt whether a film of this dramatic in-

tensity can fail to arouse some imitative behavior. At least, it must set

loose inherent tendencies to violence, even if.when it resiches construc-

tive conclusions, is conmiensurate in dranuitic i)o\ver with its graphic

exposures of violence and hoodlumism.

I do not think that Blackboard Jinigle has this balance, although I

will say it was an intelligent, well-directed, beautifully produced pic-

ture, technicallv, and in a certain sense artistically.

I might express an opinion—I do seem to be using the personal pro-

noun too nuich. Mr. ('liainnan—1 believe youths already involved in

crime and violence will innnediately identify themselves with the ring-

leaders in Blackboard Jungle. And the measure of villainy shown

in the film would suggest to their minds the measure as heroic leader-

ship which thev themselves imagine they have. I am not suggesting

that expose about social structures or criticism about public institu-

tions, such as schools, prisons, hospitals, et cetera, should not occur in

screen drama, nor that some producers who choose such subjects lack a

deep and proper sense of public responsibility.

I do sn<»-<'-est, however, that caution and sane dramatic balance are

necessary ^vhen crime and juvenile or adult sex situations are real-

istically"^ posed in movies and television. And I do not think this cau-

tion has been exercised during the past 2 years.

Some producers argue that since the screen enjoys tlie same con-

stitutional right to freedom of expression as the press, that anything

that can be described in print, in books or publications, newspapers,

so forth, can, with equal freedom from all restraint, be safely and

justifiablv described in motion pictures. This takes no cognizance of

the much more powerful impact motion ])ictures have on everyone,

young and old, especially wlien they are conveyed to mass audiences, in

the iiewly improved wide scieen technique, with these wonderfully

amplified sound effects.

Again it is sometimes argued in Hollywood for every picture deal-

ing with crime, brutality, hidden sex, the movie industry turns out a

dozen morally good and decent pictures. This poses to my mind a

whole string of fair balance.

When someone takes i)oison, the sure antidote is not found by

reachino; down a bottle from a crowded shelf labeled "nonpoisouous."

Imitative behavioi- undoubtedly can be inspired by films in which

crime is validlv presented with "taste and restraint. This is an impoi--

tant admission to make, because we see that sometimes crime and such

things are handled with restraint.

Now, on May 19. 1951, Johnny Belinda, an excellent film for adult

audiences, was'shown at a children's matinee in Buena Park, Calif.
:
it

was a Saturdav afternoon. In it a deaf and dumb girl was criminally

attacked by a' brute. The scene was sensitively ])Iayed by two out-

standing and capable actors, Jane Wyman and Stephen McNaulty.

It was absolutelv essential to the story. I believe the scene could not

have been more delicatelv ])resented in view of its nature.

Yet, police records and theater timetables indicated to me that

shortly after witnessing that scene on the screen a young man named

64765—55 G
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McCracken, since executed, folloAved a little girl out of that theater,

waylaid, attacked, and murdered her.

Now, if criminal A'iolence of this kind, chastely presented in well-

balanced plays, can arouse murderous passions in borderline cases,

such as this—I am thinking of police evidence that the man had a
previous record of degeneracy—can we safely assume that the effect

of ill-balanced sensational crime and sex films, such as are now on
the increase, are having no serious effects at all upon many incipient

offenders, and even to an extent upon the apparently normal but
highly impressionable youngsters who are in the usual way well
behaved.

I feel it must be true, also, that shocking details of crime and inti-

mate sensational revelations of illicit sex adventure in the steady
stream of movie and television shows plays a sinister ])art in enlarging,
if not creating, a desire for what are sometimes called stag or party
])ictures, namely the type of pornography witli which this subcom-
mittee has been predominantly concerned.
As sure as marihuana leads to heroin, morally vicious pictures create

a desire for pornography. And I would connnend probabilities of
such connections to investigation by this subcommittee and to the
leaders of the motion ]:)icture and television industry, whom I would
like to say I believe to be imbued with a fine sense of citizenship and
resjionsibility to the public in the main.
From those who defend a ])olicy of no restraints because movies

and TV deal in intangible ideas and not tangible commodities, I have
heard the argument that young people by habit have come to regard
the show as something to be enjoyed, not necessarily believed and
certainly not imitated. If this were true, would you think that so

many people, especially the young ones, would take examples, say,

from the happier aspects ancl characters currently popular?
We see that millions of youngsters now clamor for Davy Crockett

hats. And millions of children i)lay gangsters with wooden guns and
with an Edward (1. Robinson snarl. It would be easy to say this is

a passing craze, but do we know that; are we sure? Are we certain

that these ideas Avhich take root in the young mind do not bear fruit

later? I think other matters prove that we would be wrong in taking
that line.

Now, if it is important—and the commercials do tell us that it is

—

that the physical health of the children shall be protected by giving
them the right kind of cereals for breakfast, it seems to me much
more important that their moral health should be protected by giving
them the right kind of ideas from the motion picture and television

screens.

I acknowledge very freely that producers try to cater to every hu-
man type in Hollywood. The current emphases in screen drama are

usually drawn from what the ]Droducers conceive to be subjects of
major current interest to the public.

There is an identity, of course, upon stage plays and novels, and
today it is sadly evident these sources, often with the aid and approval
of many who would call themselves literary or dramatic critics, are

increasingly politic. I would ascribe tlie present trend toward crimi-

nal violence and salaciousness in pictures and television partly to this

pollution and partly to the following causes

:
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1. A vigorous and easily uiulerstandable competition between mo-
tion pictures and television, with the movie people insisting that

television is getting away with it and why sliouldn't they, and vice

versa.

•1. The desigji on Hollywood's i)art, sharpened by some limited suc-

cess of some of the sensational foreign pictures which have been im-

ported to this country, to strive for what they call a larger adult

content in American motion pictures. Here 1 would say there is a

prevailing fetish, however, that only those screenplays that deal inti-

mately or sensationall}' with the sordid side of life contain the most
desirable elements of adult appeal. I think this rather smears adults

Avith adultery.

I think we have excellent examples in recent production of films,

which could be described as of strong adult appeal, but which were
made without any ort'ense to anyone, and without twisting the bad in

life to make it look good, honorable, or acceptable.

I could mention Marty, which deals with the life of a man living,

rather, "boiling," and working hard—it is nice to see someone work
on the motion pictures—yet found that he had ideals. He would
hunt around with the boys—if that is what it is called—but he got

tired of that. The picture show^s what he desired stamped him as a

man of high ideals. He wanted to find a good woman, not a pretty

one, not a glamorous one. He wasn't looking for Marilyn Monroe.
He was looking for a wife he could respect, love, admire, and stay

with.

Then also East of Eden, also eminently adult in its view and well

treated, I think, did not deal with the necessarily revealing facts in

such a way as to play upon the emotions or to overstimulate the emo-
tions of any young people or old who might see it.

HoM-ever, where a pursuit generally is for this thing called adult

or mature entertainment, the result most often evident to this critic

is an adolescent preoccupation with sex or a false emphasis on human
quirks and aberrations. And unless, as a result of this committee or

some other influence, there is a change in the direction of this trend of

crime and violence, we may soon find ourselves plunged into new
horrors dealing with sexual and mental aberrations.

Then, too, tliirdly, there is in Hollywood an increasing resistance

to anything and everything identified with censorship. I under-

stand that this committee has reached conclusions on that subject.

And I am not surprised, because, as the word connotes interference

by faultfinding busybodies with the rights of others to please them-

selves, censorship naturally is abhorrent to the American mind.

But too often no intelligent distinctions are drawn by the Holly-

wood producers between what is called bluenosed censorship and the

very sane editorial restraints i)ro]K)sed by Hollywood's own voluntary

production code. "We here in this country are proud of a free press,

but we know, too, that fi-eedom does not confer ujx)!! editors the right

to publish anything, and we know that they exercise their editorial

prerogatives sometimes rather lightly, we think, to curtail oH'ensive

matter in newspaj^ers.

What then is wrong—and some critics do allege there is something

wrong—with the idea of a production code such as is in existence, but

Avhich I shall, in fairness, submit is not being properly operated

today? I think it has become a little too indulgent.
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I believe there is oppressino; need for a voluntary code with teetli

in it, and an administration with the will and knoAv-how to enforce

it and to regulate television programs. And I think here we have a

key to the situation in which we find our motion pictures, because

until and unless some control is achieved in television, movie pro-

ducers with some apparent justification will continue to chafe against

the reins of their own movie code and produce the kind of pictures

we have been having in larger and larger numbers. Thus the vicious

circle of competition on the lowest moral level may well continue.

While questions of personal judgment and opinion naturally are

involved, I would say that many recent movies have violated the rules

of the Motion Picture Production Code, either in letter or spirit, and
sometimes in both. And I would include in this the picture Son of

Sinbad, a picture w^ithout any appearance of any purpose to entertain,

except in the same way that burlesque and other similar forms of ex-

hibitionism are held to entertain. This I fail to see on the screen at

all and I fail to see how it got by the code.
Not As a Stranger. This is a very excellent picture, think, about

a young doctor, a young American fellow who is anxious to become
a great doctor. He marries a woman, it is true, to get her money to

get through medical college, and then later is drawn into some kind
of mesalliances with an adventuress.

But the study of the human types involved is interesting, vivid, and
well done. Yet in one particular s])ot there is introduced a symbolical
connection between the natural urges of 2 animals and the sexual

urges of '2 human beings. It is done by a pattern known to film peo-

ple as crosscutting.

We first see the human characters coming together in obvious desire,

and then we see the animals attempting to do so but separated by a

gate. Eventually, cutting back and forth from this scene, which
reaches a crescendo of emotional excitement, we see the man lean over
the corral, release the latch, uniting the animals. Whereupon he closes

in upon the female.
As a revelation of fact, I think it brings nothing to us we are not

all familiar with. I don't think it shocks us. I am not thinking pru-
dishly, I am trying to think prudently.
What does this convey to the young, impressionable mind? It

clearly makes no distinction between humankind, which we believe to

be governed and conditioned by reason and some conscience in these
matters, and the lower animals whom nature and God have arranged
shall be brought together purely by natural instinct. The inference

to be drawn by youth then is that sex. being a powerful appetite, and
in a particular case a youth feeling that urge shall indulge himself
instinctively without exercising either his reason or his conscience
or listening to his conscience.

I think that is bad. But I think those things should not be passed
by the code, and I think it violates the tenet in the code wherein it

says that low forms of sexual behavior shall not be held to be the
generally accepted thing.

The Seven Year Itch. I tell you. I would scratch it if I could,
because, while it may very well be filled with laughter and oppor-
tunities for laughter by sophisticated people, I think it is generally
bad influence, that we laugh at the Avrong things. There are certain
things in mv book, there are certain things at which we do not laugh.
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We do not laiio-h at our mothers. We do not laugh at God. AVe do
not hiu<ih at tlie lixw if we are ^jood citizens.

Now, these people lau<ili at the law and they laugh at some of those

innnutable principles which not only catholicwise—I am not speaking
as a Catholic, although I happen to be one—but by Christians, Jews,
and all good Americans, I think, are accepted as immutable principles.

Chastity and fidelity are not to be laughed at, even in a motion picture.

Five Against the House is a story about college boys wlio, for fun

—

and here it is in the same milieu as The Seven Year Itch—for the sake

of fun conceive of and start to plan and carry out a holdu]i in a Reno
gambling joint. I don't have nuicli respect for those kind of ])laces,

so if it is held uj) it is tlieir own business, but the law says they shall

not be. The law says no one shall do these things. Of course, these

boys didn't need the money ; they were only doing it for the "kicks."

What message does that convey to the not-too-cleeply-thinking youth
who sees it ? Doesn't it rather appeal the idea generally in a laughing
way, because of the fact it creates laughter, that it is perfectly all

right, as long as you are not serious about it and will give the money
back afterward?

Kiss Me Deadly. I wouldn't dilate on that ; no. The usual mixture
of Mickey Spillane trash and crime and—I think they call them dames.
The Aery word itself so often used in the advertising connotes exactly
that disrespect for womanhood which I think these kind of films may
tend seriously to increase.

Cell 2455—Death Row, the Caryl Chessman story. Everybody
knows it because there is a credit on the screen which says it is his

story. But the film gets by the code presumably because it technically
does not offend against that rule wliich says that the criminal in

modern, times shall not be identified and referred to in this, film.

Now, I always thought the credits were a pavt of the films. I stand

corrected b}^ the Motion Picture Association code authority, which
passes this ])icture and this picture goes out as a justification, prac-

tically, in a sense, of what this man did. He tries to tell them not to

do the same thing, but he also tells tliem that the reason why he became
a juvenile criminal was because of advei'se social conditions besetting

his youth and his family was poor and he was an underprivileged boy,

and here tlie film repeats this theme wliich has been used ab initio in

films of tliis tyi)e, always im]>uting that a class matter is involved in

this question of juvenile crime, when we know all the time it is not
always poverty which breeds this kind of juvenile crime, unless one
includes that kind of poverty one sometimes finds in very wealthy
homes, the poverty of parental example and guidance.
Big House, IT, S. A. Here again, on a technicality, we ^lei a quite

fi'ightful story of childhood. It has always been held by the code
that cliild kidna])ing is a subject so urgent and so fearful in this

country, in vieAv of tlie criminal history, that it should not I)e too

graphically ]^resented or even ])resented at all on the moti()n-])ictui-e

screen.

It is said that it shall not be presented. It is said in the code it shall

not be presented as a theme. So here a producer conceived the idea

of introducing M'hat he called a major theme of prison break, relegat-

ing the theme of kidna])ing, child kidnaping, to a secondary signifi-

cance.
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I submit that that would be impossible in an}^ drama, because by
its nature this type of kidnaping is bound to supervene or prevail

over any theme in any particular picture, and in this case we see that

the child is kidnaped, and the details of the kidnaping are given,

how the ransom was collected. The onl}^ corrective applied through-
out the whole theme is that corrective so often considered sufficient

by so many people, which I think is very much inadequate, the con-

clusion of crime being punishment.
What is so interesting to me, also, at this time is that many drive-in

theaters have recently turned to this type of crime and violence and
sex picture. The drive-in was once regarded as practically sacrosanct

to family entertainment, because the people could take the kids along
in the car. It is changing very much, not only here on the coast,

but I understand throughout the country. These verv vicious pic-

tures are now being booked with more and more frequency in drive-

ins. And I am told this change in policy changes with an apparent
change in clientele.

I have information that was given to me confidentially which indi-

cates that some drive-ins here in California and elsewhere not only

show the pictures that are calculated to provide emotional excite-

ment for some young people, but they condone and even to a degree

encourage behavior that obviously appeals for some police action.

The general technique, as I understand it, that an eye is blinked

at certain cars which are directed to certain parts of the amphitheater,

and the understanding young patrons take along with them is they

need not be overly concerned with the entertainment quality of the

picture, that there will be no police patrol passing by and no inter-

ference from the manager.
Now, I think I have said all I should say and perhaps too dif-

fusely. I would perhaps round up my talk this Avay, by saying it is

m}^ belief, and I believe this very strongly, that most of the major
producers in Hollywood, and I believe in television, are sincerely

desirous of providing good, well-balanced entertainment for the pub-
lic. They are bound to do so, because—incidentally, I did fail to

mention this: They are faced with problems abroad as well as at

home. Some countries regulate the films that are shown to children.

In Britain, for instance, they have three classifications. The British

Board of Film Censors, a nonstatutory body, permits children unac-

companied to see only such pictures as are rated U, for universal

exhibition.

Those rated A, for adult exhibition, may l)e seen by juveniles but
only when accompanied by responsible adults, who obviously give

parental or some such consent.

Films rated X, as horror, sex and crime films are rated, may not be
shown in any circumstances to any person in Great Britain under
the age of 18.

Now, this system or something of its kind may very well become
an insistent demand on the part of a large segment of the American
public, unless something is done to prevent young and impressionable
children, even teen-agers, from seeing the type of film which is pro-

duced mainly for adult consumption.
I would leave you with the thought that I believe the industry does

try to produce a variet}', as it must, of films which deal with the
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varieties of life. There has been some preoeeupalion with these

violent subjects, that in developing them there has been a great deal

of indiscretion, that in advertising them there has been a flagrant dis-

regard for good standards of taste and even of common decency.

I believe, not only the presence of this connnittee here in this town
and the result of its inquiry, but also the facts that have now been
brought to the minds of the leaders of the motion-picture industry,

will result in improvement.
Thank you very much.
Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much, Mr. Mooring. You

have given us a carefully prepared and documented analytical state-

ment, which we are grateful to you for.

Mr. Mooring. Thank you.

Chairman Kefauver. How man}^ papers do you write for, Mr.
Mooring^
Mr. Mooring. I think there are 47 in America and 3 in Canada, in

addition to some supplied in Europe through various Catholic news
agencies. I would say about 50 here and in Canada.
Chairman Kefauver. Do you have any questions, Mr. Bobo?
Mr. BoBO. Yes. sir.

]\Ir. Mooring, you have spoken of a great increase in crime and
violence in the movies. To what do you attribute this increase in crime
and violence ?

Mr. Mooring. Well, to the three points. I would say to a tendency
to confuse the provisions and operations of the production code, with
censorship on the part of some producers. There is resentment against
the code and they try not to—they try to avoid its objectives. That is

one thing.

Violent and very well understandable competition between movies
and television, l)ecause the movie people feel they have this additional
competitor right in the homes. I am bound to say I agree with those

who argue if it is proper to shoot crime and violence right in the draw-
ing room or living room of an American home, then it isn't improper
to show it on the motion-picture screen where at least there is an
element of choice involved. On television it is thrown right at the
people.

Something, it seems to me, must be done b}^ the television people to

clean this situation up. and I think, as a result of it, the movie people
would take fresh courage and get back to making their own voluntary
production code work.

INIr. BoBO, Do you think that the American public demands this

type of picture or that the motion-picture industry sets the demand
for the American public ?

Mr. Mooring. It would be churlish for a critic to deny that box-
office results of some of these pictures indicate tliat tliere is an element
of public denumd, but in my opinion that should not be the deciding-

factor.

While obviously the motion-picture and television people are in busi-

ness to make money—quite obviously so—they do have an additional
responsibility. They are not to consider themselves free to sell any
kind of motion picture, and I don't think they really wish to feel free
to sell any kind of motion picture.
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They do want to give a picture whicli is popular to the largest

possible number. I would say here that I think it is somewhat like

a vein of coal in a mine, which might suddenly give out. We find

that trends and demands for certain types of films give out. The
public for a time has a run on this or that or the other.

I would say here that I believe that this crime and violence has to

go in two directions. It either will peter out or it must become pro-

gressively worse. That places the motion-picture producer in a diffi-

cult position. Each succeeding producer who makes another, to add
to this chain of crime and violence pictures, must make it more vio-

lent, he must make it more sexy, you see. And unless he does, then
the appetite for that type of picture is satisfied, and some other type

of picture for the time being becomes predominantly in demand.
I think that is proved by the history of the cycles in the motion-

picture business, although I don't deny perhaps the aptitudes of the

motion-picture peo])le themselves, as well as the appearances of

public demand, control the type of picture we are getting here and
now and then.

For instance, if there is a certain type of play on Broadway dealing

w^ith, as now, certain miserable aberrations, somebody else will intro-

duce it in another play on Broadway.
The fact that Hollywood draws very heavily upon Broadway

results in Hollywood's attempt to bring that kind of thing to the

motion-picture screen, and when one motion picture has been made on
that subject others are made, until the sky is the limit. I thing very,

very largely the trend we notice now has developed out of this cycle

habit in motion-picture production.

Mr. Bono. You si)oke of a symbolism in a ])icture involving

2 animals and 2 actors at the corral. Do you think that a juvenile,

a person of juvenile age would interpret a scene such as this in the

same manner in which an adult would interjn-et, such as yourself?

Mr. Mooring. Yes, I do. I think—I am thinking now of knowl-
edgable children. I would say that American youth generally is very
well poised.

I am not one who subscribes to the idea it is inherent in the Ameri-
can nature, this passion for crime and sex, I believe that people in

America are usually very well imbued Avith a fine sense of citizenship

and decency. I think it is too bad on so many of them that this aspect

of delinquency, in a minority sense, has to be so emphasized.

I think in this specific case an average intelligent youth, of average
intelligence, would see this and what he would likely get from it

would not be arrived at so much through—be arrived at so much
through his mind as through his senses and his emotions. Down
there would be im])lanted a feeling that instinct is important in these

matters and there is nothing per se wrong in yielding to an urge.

Now, what I would suggest is that a picture should not convey that,

because, as we must acknowledge, if we are not on the way to social

anarchy, and fast, that we must acknowledge in these matters man is

controlled and conditioned by reason and by conscience; neither of

wdiich have any effect or hold on an animal.

I hope I make that clear. I am giving a long answer. I do think

that children are influenced, emotionally perhaps more than mentally,

but, nevertheless, any boy who starts to think about it couldn't get any
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other eonohisioii than it was (\\ute all ri<j:ht i'oi- Robert Mitcliuni, so why
shouldn't it be quite all ri<>ht for him.
Mr. BoBO. Do you think the cumulative effect of scenes such as this

or scenes of violence and crime might have moi-e of an impact than just

viewing one scene such as this ^

Mr. MooRixo. ^>>11. yes, obviously, because there is more opportunity
for con-ective thinking, and there is also a distraction from that major
thing in a case wliere sex or a violent scene is posed briefly. The eii'ect

may be shocking. In fact, indeed, it is, I am sure. And I think it is

put in for that purpose. But its eti'ect might not be so permanent,
might not be so deep, for the reason there is put in the film other things
that distract.

Still, however, it is a fact that a large number of pictures I have not
documented, but which I could so easily document have contained,
while being excellent pictures otherwise, have contained unnecessarily
brutal scenes of fighting.

Strange Lady In Town, there is a terribly brutal fight in it. Is it

necessary to mix it up this rough!}' (

Chairman Kefaitm^ii. Mr. Mooring, what is your opinion of the
^'oluntary code, of the Motion Picture Association's code?
Mr. Mooring. My opinion, Mr. Chairman, of the code is conditioned

b}" my belief in the Ten Commandments from which it derives. I be-

lieve the code is a workable document. I believe it puts not the slight-

est hindrance against the development of the art and technique and
craft of motion pictures.

That, to the contrary, by recognizing and outlining immutable
principles and by particularizing as to liow the drama can be devel-

oped in conformity with ideas and facts and principles which w-e

accept, that the code helps the motion-picture artist who is in good
faith and who cares to understand his moral philosophy.

I think that too few do understand that. I think perhaps very
naturally, as so often happens to us all, this code has presented itself

to the minds of numy writers, producers, et cetera, as a list of taboos,

of don'ts ; don't do this and don't do that.

We know what happens to juveniles and we know what happens to

Julio when we say, "Don't do that," he then wants to do it instantly.

And I think that the code does, in a sense, invite on the part of the

writers who don't care to study it from any other point of view, that

it invites an effort to defeat it, to step around it. to write around it;

and there is a challenge in it to that exent.

But if we could get them to understand, if tliey woidd trouble to

understand that it can constructively help them to make drama more
true to life and, therefore, more acceptable to people, then we should
find tliat the code is a workable and (]uite wonderful instrmnent of
self-regulation, far, far preferable to any kind of superimposed cen-

sorship which, in common with born Americans, T ablior.

Chaii-man Kefauvku. Have you had an opi)ortunity, sir, of study-

ing the television industry's code {

Mr. MooKixc;. ^'es, sir, I have made a study of it and I lind it not
difl'erent in its provisions from that of the motion-picture code. It

is perhaps not in all respects as complete, and it should be made as

complete.
More particularly, however, I have found Avhat is lacking in tele-

vision is an administration to enforce the code, and it seems to me
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from the prooTams I so often see that perhaps a copy of the television

production code on most of the producers" and writers' desks in tele-

vision is very near the bottom of the pile, and it is not too frequently

consulted.

Now, in motion pictures we have an administration and I am sure

we have an administrator of very high principles, Mr. Geoffrey Shur-
lock. I have disagreed with some of the tindings he has reached, but

I certainly would like to say here that I have the utmost admiration

for his uprightness and his good judgment and his tine experience.

Now, in television there seems to be nobody doing that.

Chairman KErAU\'ER. Mr. Mooring, in order to eliminate the com-
petition in the extent of crime and violence between motion pictures

and television, which is one of the elements that has led to some de-

terioration of both, I expect there is going to have to be substantially

the same code and same strict enforcement or compliance with the

code in both industries.

Mr. Mooring. Yes.

Chairman KeFxVuver. If that competition is going to be eliminated.

Mr. Mooring. Yes, indeed.

Chairman Kefau\'er. All right, sir. Anything else ?

Mr. BoBO. That is all.

Chairman Kefafver. AVe appreciate your contribution.

Mr. Mooring. Yes.

Chairman Kefauver. You have made a digest of some important
points which were not l)rought out in your statement, which will be

printed in the record, Mr. Mooring.
Mr. Mooring. Thank you very much.
(The document referred to was marked ''Exliibit No. 6," and reads

as follows:)

Exhibit No. 6

Statement of William H. Mooring on Current Trends and Effects in Motion
Pictures and Tele\'ision and Their Potential Bearing Upon Juvenile
Delinquency

general survey

Criminal violence, human brutality, sadism, and other manifestations of psy-
chopathic disorder, liave increased noticeably in motion pictures and on tele-

vision within the past 2 years.
Official Hollywood admission of overemphasis upon violence has been made

by Eric Johnston of the Motion Picture (Producers) Association. (See Holly-
wood Reporter and Daily Variety, May 2.3, lOS.j.)

Concurrently and in many instances coincidentally, the treatment of sex in

motion pictures and on television has been less restrained, although so far no
admission of this has been made officially by the Hollywood motion-picture or
television producers.

Direct effect of these trends, separately or combined, may be difficult to

connect by documentation with prevalent increases of juvenile delinquency.
Nevertheless fair argumentation, backed by some documentation, will suggest,

if not prove, that behavior patterns, esi>ecially among juveniles at impression-

able age levels, are immediately and directly conditioned by motion pictures

and television programs of high emotional content and criminal or immoral
suggestibility.

Motion picture producers have many times claimed that American films,

incidental to their reflections of American culture, or what is commonly called

the American way of life, inform and edify a worldwide public by and through
their manifold representations of social, economic, and domestic advantages
enjoyed by the American people at large.
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This argument implicitly claims that movies in which American working
peoi)le are shown driving elegant, late-model autos, living in comfortably mod-
ern-equipped homes, wearing good clothes, enjoying the best services of beau-
ticians, medical doctors, dentists, etc., and indulging freely in an endless variety
of sports and recreations, create throughout the world a powerful impression
of a nation, economicall.v prosperous and socially idealistic.

Allowing that many films take dramatic license to exaggerate the ease with
which, for instance, a working girl acquires an enviable wardrobe or a laboring
man sports an expensive car, it appears true that Hollywood's motion pictures
have helped to create abroad some impressions of American well-being, self-

reliance, and general knowledgability.
If this be true—and I tirndy believe it is—then the power of constructive

suggestion wielded by the motion picture is officially acknowledged and proudly
claimed by American film producers.

It cannot reasonably be argued that this suggestibility in motion pictures ends
there. We must recognize its destructive potentialities also.

Motion pictures dealing with social disorders within the American system
(instance. The Blackboard Jungle. On the Waterfront, The Wild One) or with
l>revalent American crime patterns (instance. Big House, U. S. A., Black Tues-

day, Cell 2455, Death Row, Riot in Cell Block 11) must be said likewise to im-

press the minds of spectators wherever the.v are seen.

Indeed, since evil has for many persons a stronger fascination than good,

the impact of films featuring criminal violence, brutality and sexual immorality
must be said to exercise correspondingly greater influence upon human behavior.

For youths especially, the personal element in pictures calls for considera-

tion. A film projecting violence and antisocial rebellion among youthful char-

acters may present greater dangers of exciting imitative behavior among the

young when it is i)layed out by a movie at'tor whom youths widely accept as a

popular hero. (Instance, Wild One, starring Marlon Brando as the arrogant

leader of a belligerent, antisocial gang of youthful motorcyclists who terrorized

peaceful communities.)
During the public run of this film, I visited several theaters showing it. In

each in.stance youths were predominant in the audience.

Some were in motorcycle parties; wore leather jackets like those shown in

the film.

Either during or after performances, many affected the postures of Brando
and his gang.

This film was shown at many matinees given especially for children and
youths.
Youths have predominated at many of the more recent showings of the Black-

lioard Jungle. I have the assurance of one police investigator that at one Los
Angeles suburban theater, where the management claimed the behavior of
.voungsters was usually good, this film was accompanied by noisy misbehavior.
Youths left the theater affecting the swagger and diction of the hoodlum actors
and disturbances among them followed on the streets and i>arkinii- lots.

It is not suggested that this impression had taken permanent or even deep
TOots among the boys, but there appears no reason to doubt that the emotional
effect of the film was strong.

In this district there have been many recent instances of vandalism in the
schools: a situation directly corresponding to some in the film. If the effect of
the film is not to increase such vandalism, at least it is arguable that it cannot
be expected to decrease it.

For obvious reasons it is more difficult to observe any direct effect of a situa-
tion in the Blackboard Jungle, wherein an incorrigible, teen-age schoolboy was
shown to attempt rape against a teacher (who offered some provocation). How-
ever, sex situations of this type, when the.y occur in a context of crime and vio-

lence, may strike the emotions of youthful spectators with momentous force
while at a high pitch of excitement.

I do not suggest that films entertaining a spirit of inquiry or criticism toward
our public institutions (schools, prisons, hospitals, et cetera) should not be
made.

Nor that producers who make such films are lacking in a sense of social

responsibility.

I do suggest that, allowing, for example, that the Blackboard Jungle was a
powerfully dramatic and technically excellent example of screencraft (thus sharp-
ening its potentiality as a conditioner of collective opinion or individual thought
and behavior), it should have reached constructive conclusions commensurate
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in power with its graphic exposition of youthful gangsterism. In my opinion^

it did not, although, unlike the Wild One, it did commit its heroic interest to

a popular star (Glenn Ford) who was seen as on the side of law and order.

Moreover it implied, as have many other films bearing on the theme of juvenile
delinquency (instance, the earlier Dead End films), that juvenile crime is attrib-

utable to social causes : poverty, bad housing, et cetera, whereas in fact police

and court records will show that juvenile delinqueucy often nourishes in com-
fortable circumstances where only the poverty of parental love, guidance, and
example, plus a surplus of financial advantage, can be offered as a cause for

youthful graduation into crime.
Those who defend unrestrained realism in motion pictures and television

have advanced the following arguments :

1. That the habit of moviegoing has accustomed youth (and others) to

accept a film story as something to be enjoyed, not necessarily believed, let

alone imitated.
2. That it is impracticable to gear the dramatic content of motion pic-

tures to the quirks of a small minority (presumed) of "border-line" men-
talities, viz, deviates, sadists, molesters, and so forth.

3. That what is true to life is wholly acceptable in films and is given
expression through media such as books, newspapers, comics, and therefore
is equally valid and safe for the screen.

This first argument a]ii">ears to have some value, although it cannot be applied
to all, or even with certainty, to a majority of young people who see movies and
TV shows.
The second argument also projects an element of truth, although if, as it

implicitly admits, the incipient criminal or social moron can be excited to imita-
tive behavior, the same in varying degrees is true of us all. Everyone of us is

subject to temptation and the incidence of persuasion from the screen must
depend upon individual circumstances, conditions, and character qualities no-
body can definitely fix.

The third argument takes no cognizance of the fact that dramatized images^
on a screen are far more powerful in their effect upon the human mind and
imagination than the printed word. New and wonderful methods of picture
magnification and sound fidelity employed in the latest movies have increased
this power.

It is arguable that no precautions in presenting crime in motion pictures can
guarantee that imitative criminal behavior will not result.

For instance, Johnny Belinda, an excellent motion picture produced in 1947-48,
was shown at a children's matinee held in a Buena Park (Calif.) theater on
May 19, 1951. In the film there occurred, with perfect dramatic validity, a
scene of sexual attack against a deaf aad dumb girl. This scene was filmed
with the utmost restraint : it was essential to the story.

Yet on that afternoon, fi'om that theater, within a short time after this attack
was witnessed on the screen, a young man named ]\[cCracken followed a little

girl out of the audience, lured her to his rooms, attacked and murdered her.

According to police evidence he was a typical "border line" case.

Motion-picture and television producers must cater to patrons of every human
type. They must endeavor—and I believe do earnestly endeavor—to turn out
a continuous stream of entertainment reflecting, in unlimited varietv. the verities
of life.

This leads them to cater to all tastes on as many levels of human intelligence
and appreciation as they, and those they employ, can comprehend or share.
Their emphases are drawn from what they conceive currently to be subjects

of major public interest. If crime and violence assume an upswing in our
social and national experience, it follows that the Hollywod movies reflect that
upswing in a corresponding increase of screenplays featuring violence.
This may presently indicate a vicious circle in which the motion picture and

television borrow criminal color from current circumstance and passes it on to

society, at some peril of increasing the momentum of the prevailing evil.

There is, at present, some evidence of increasing public demand for more
effective restraints on the content of movies and TV, and of the low, suggestive,.

vulgar, and misleading advertising used in connection with many of them.
Censorship, as it connotes arbitrary suppression of ideas, is abhorrent to

many Americans. Superficially film censorship is understod to involve a denial
by a minority of faultfinders of the rights of others to choose freely what they
shall see on the screen.
This oversimplification of the issue is attended by an absence of clear <lefini-

tions.
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It is not censorship if and when a film prodnoer edits a screenplay for the pur-

pose of making it more widely acceptable to the public.

The newspaper editor claims a right to exercise precisely the same function

in giving ns the news. Many feel that in the.se days certain elements of our free

pi-ess indulge their liberties to a point of license, but at least it is never argued

that we have a censored pi'ess.

In the early 1030's, the American m(jtion-picture industry, through the MPPA,
voluntarily adopted a Code of Production Standards.
This consisted of a number of rules with given reasons for each rule.

Based broadly on the Ten Commandments, these rules defined the moral and
ethical principles by which matter involving crime, sex, vulgarity, profanity,

costume, racial, and national sentiments should be evaluated and related to

screen drama.
It is apareut that the current trend toward excessive crime and salacious sex

treatment in films is pai-tly attributable to some failure of performance on the

part of film jiroducers who are pledged to observe this code and the industry-

app(iinted oflSpials wliose task it is to administer it.

There is a belief among some film producers that this code, in spirit and effect,

is censorious. They comjilain that to observe it, letter and spirit, is to hamper
the artistic expression and mature development of the motion picture.

Main arguments employed against the code are

—

1. That it restricts production of films of adult appeal.
2. That, since TV jiroducers are bound only by token acceptance of prin-

ciples and practices emb<»died in the film code and do not maintain an ad-
ministration strictly to apply them, TV is correspondingly freer than their
movie competitors to engage in sensational appeal to tlie public.

?>. That the Supreme Court has ruled that the screen enjoys the same
constitutional rights to freedom of expression as the newspaper press and
that tlierefore the pulilic shall have the sole right to decide what is fit and
acceptable in movie and TV entertainment.

The following counterarguments are offered :

1. The Production Code f)fters no restrictions to those engaged in producing,
writing, or' directing films who care to understand and give effect to its moral
philosophies and ethical principles. To the contrary, it provides a key to validity
in the drama by alining worldly conflicts between good and evil with immutable
principles laid down by Judeo-Christian law. There prevails a common mis-
conception that "adidt" entertainment involves preoccupation with the sordid
side of life. The result is that many so-called "adult" films (including some ex-
ploiting juvenile crime and violence) betray, on the part of those responsible
for them, a palpably adolescent approach to sex problems and situations.

2. It is true that the TV industry, under its standard of practices and .so-called
Television Code, presently fails sufficiently to curb, either in qualit.v or x'elative

quantity, its representations of crime, violence, and sexual immorality. The
result is fast-growing public resistance and a loss of public following (and con-
sequently of partonage for commercial sponsors).

o. The Supreme Court has not ruled that the constitutional rights of a "free
.screen" or of a "free press" include the right to present any idea that may come
to a film producer's or editor's mind. While the Supreme Court has handed down
no legal definitions, it has tacitly acknowledged that that which is ob.scene, in-
cites to violence, or otherwise jeopardizes law and order is subject to legal re-
straints on the screen as in everyday life.

FOREIGN COMPARISONS

Overseas importers of American films almost unanimously oppose those in
which violence and brutality are dominant features.
The British Board of Film Censors, a nonstatutory body which commands

the respect of the British film industry and the public at large, has recently
banned public exhibition of:
The Wild One; Cell 245.">. Death Row (based on the criminal case history of

condemned kidnap-rapist Caryl Chessman) : Black Tuesday (in which a con-
demned gangster escapes from the electric chair, takes hostages and coldly
kills several of them) : Wicked Woman; and Cry Vengeance—and Blackboard
Jungle has been refused a certificate and negotiatiims are proceeding.

Other recent films have been subject to heavy eliminations resulting in dam-
age tu. (ir destruction of, story continuity.
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Warning has been given by the British Board of Film Censors to the Hollywood
producers that no film scenes involving excessive brutality, criminal violence,
or extreme and salacious sex situations will be accepted for public exhibition
in Great Britain.

It is worth noting that the British Board of Film Censors operates a system
of film classifications.

Only films classified "U" may be seen by all. Those considered of purely adult,
emotional appeal are certified "A" and may be seen by children only if and
when accompanied by a responsible adult.

All films of a horrific nature, or which deal in brutality, sadism, cruelty or
questionable situations involving sex, are certified "X" and may not, in any
circumstance, be attended by persons under the age of 18.

That the British Board of Film Censors has refused several of these recent
crime and sex pictures any kind of certification at all indicates the grave view
they take of their likely effect upon the national culture and upon immediate
prcjblems of maintaining public n)orals and good law and order.

It is the official British view that the films mentioned as having been banned
are not acceptable even for adults.

Yet here they have been or are being shown, Avithout let or hindrance, to
young and old alike.

Most of the continental European films which reflect a heavy emphasis on
social unrest or moral turpitude, where these are accepted at all, are granted
only the "X" certificate in Great Britain; hence youths under IS do not see
them.

This situation can be compared again with that existing in the United States.

The most gravely condemnable motion pictures—morally and sometimes polit-

ically subversive—are imported into this country from Europe, Mexico, and
other countries, to be shown to all and sundry: teen-agers, young children, and
adults. That such films fretjuently are released only in so-called specialty

theaters not generally patronized by youngsters oft'ers the one faint hope that
their poisons may not prove as virulent as if the.v were given blanket release,

as are most Hollywood films, in the chain and neighborhood theaters.

We are led, however, at this point to observe the influence of these so-called

realistic, adi;lt dramas, imported from abroad, upon the minds of some Holly-

wood impresarios.
There is evidence that a class of filmgoer which for some inexplicable reason

is identified with the intelligentsia attends specialty theaters by choice and habit.

Many of these persons rarely go to regular run theaters.

It is to woo their patronage, or so it is argued, that many in Hollywood strive

to invest their own screenplays with the type of adult appeal they acclaim in

these foreign sex dramas. (Instance, One Summer of Happiness, a young couple

swimming nude, then lying together with natural results ; The Bed a group of

sex episodes totally ignoring accepted and traditional American standards

;

LaRonde a roundabout of sex exchanges among a group of lustful characters

—

and many others.)
That some artistic quality is evident in some of these films may be admitted

without any acceptance of the the(n-y that they may, with public prudence, be
made available to the young people of America. Or that, with any sense of re-

sponsibility to the mass American movie public, Hollywood producers may accept
the mores common to the European screen drama, in pressing this sin and crime
trend to ultimate developments.

CONCLUSIONS

That a dangerous trend in crime and sex treatments has recently taken shape.
That it can and should be checked by intelligent and respectful application of

the existing Motion Picture Production Code.
That the television industry should adopt and practice an identical code of

ethics and morals, and set up an administration with teeth in it, to accomplish
uniform and constant controls.

Th.'if the only alternative to these steps is censorship b.v State or civic bodies
(within such limits as are set by law).
That if and when such limits should px'ove inadequate, there will arise a public

clamor for remedial legislation.
That while it is happily true that many motion pictures and TV programs

originating in Hollywood exercise benefic effect uiion millions, it is fallacious to
reason that the good they do balances the harm which results from a smaller
number of crime and sex films.
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By making a woman house-proiul or beauty conscious, you do not minimize

anv'traits slie may have toward sliop-lifting.

Feeding junior from a gleaming ice-box or giving liini a lift m a late-model

Cad will not stop him from holding up the gas statiim on the corner.

Crime does not have to i>ay as long as it holds thrills.

DOCUMENTATION

While interpretation of production code rules involves matters of opinion, there

seems little room to doubt that the following tilnis were in violation of code rules,

either as to letter or spirit, and in many instances, l)oth (Mr. Mooring's accusa-

tions) :

Black Tucsdaii.—Introduced brutal killings, a new and iinique trick for con-

cealing a gun. a perfect pattern for crime (escape from the just process of law),

and excessive brutality. All these are expressly forbidden by the production code.

Bi(/ Hon fie, C'NA.—i)ealt with the kidnaping of a child (which became a main
theme despite efforts to cover the fact by introducing prison break as a secondary

theme). It also introduced excessive brutality and gave details of the crime of

kidnaping in violation of the production code.

CcU 2Jf5o, Death Jioiv.—Dealt with the life of a notorious criminal of current

times and identified him in the screen titles, thus, while side-stepping the rule

against use of the criminal's name in the film, it violated the express purpose of

the rule. It also contained intimate reference to sexual intercourse detailed

partl.v by pictorial means then confirmed by sound effects.

Soil of ^iiihad.—p]xploits seminudity which the production code forbids, com-
ing under the heading of immoral actions. It also presents dances identifiable

with sexual actions and. after the fashion of burlesque, is intended to excite the
emotional reaction of an audience through exposure and movement : all code
violations.

Kis.s Me Deadly.—^'iciously combines criminal brutality and sex salaciousness
in violation of the production code.

Fii^e Against the House.—Presents a pattern of crime conceived by four young
college men (one of them populai- film-TV hero. Guy Madison) and executed for

fun by methods most calculated to inspire others with a desire for imitation,

contrary to the production code. It also highly suggests reference to sex.

Violent Saturday.—Powerful dramatically and technically of high caliber,

explicitly details the methods of a bank robbery crime in violation of production
code. Some scenes also appear to break the rule against excessive brutality.

Sot As a Stranger.—Links animal mating by direct symbolism with an illicit

sex adventure between a man and woman, thus imputing instinctive animalistic

nature to humankind and inferring that low forms of sex relationship are the

accepted thing (by implying they are not subject to rea.son but only to animal
instinct )

.

Many other examples are available.

It is noticeable also that of late, drive-in theaters, once regarded as almost

sacrosanct to family entertainment, have shown with increasing frequency the

worst examples in crime and sex films.

Reliable information suggests that this trend is not accidental, but coincides

in some instances with conditions that invite immediate police action.

At certain drive-ins cars occupied by young couples are directed to specific

parts of the theater where it is understood their behavior will be subject to no

interference by theater attendants.

DOCUMENTATION B

Son of Si]ihad.—Appears to present nothing of appeal to mature-minded adults,

is described in a Hollywood trade press critique as "an affront to the public in-

telligence." Its burlesque-type parade of seminude females may very well excite

the passion of young men at impressionable stages of sex curiosity. Moreover

the film appears to be designed.on exhibiti(mist lines for that specific purpose.

The Seven Year Iteh.—Deals with adultery and illicit sex as subject for fun.

The technique employed, rather common of late, is to presume that the illicit

adventures existed only in the imagination of the characters and did not in fact

occur. Tins method ijermits of the characters talking about, and going through

the forms of sexual promiscuity without any restraints. If the film is aimed at

adults, the fact is that adolescents will be free to attend and many may be im-

pressed that sexual promiscuity is an easy, acceptable, laughing matter; not

violation of the virtues.
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STATEMENT OF RONALD REAGAN, FREE LANCE ACTOR,

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Chairman KiiFAuvER. Mr. Ronald Reagan will be our next witness.

Sit down, Mr. Reagan. How are you ?

Mr. Reagan. Thank you.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Reagan, we are glad to have you with us.

Mr. Bobo, will you ask Mr. Reagan some preliminary questions^

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Reagan, would you tell us within what capacity you
are associated with the motion picture industry •

Mr. Reagan. I am wdiat is termed a free-lance actor. This is the

status of most of the actors in the motion picture business. There is

very little continued employment: only a few hundred out of our
8,000 actors are under contract with studios. The rest of us work
when we in the studio and the producer get together on a script.

In addition to that I have served as an officer and am presently serving

as an officer of the Screen Actors Guild which is the actors union.

Mr. BoBO. As an actor, Mr. Reagan, and in the motion picture in-

dustry, I am sure you have heard recently of some of the complaints
or suggestions about too much crime and violence or brutality within
motion pictures.

I wonder, would you give us your feelings on this subject as an
actor ?

Mr. Rp;agan. Well, ]\Ir. Bobo, if I could correct you slightly, I

have been in the picture business since 1937 and I have never known a

time at which the picture business wasn't being criticized for some-
thing. Lately they seem to be dwelling more on crime and violence.

I don't know how I could answer that without perhaps getting kind
of lengthy or talking about personal references.

I just finished a western movie in which I did a scene, T adminis-
tered quite a drubbing to my partner in this picture. The story is

about a misunderstanding between those of us—the two of us who
are good friends. Now, a very great dramatic part of this picture

depends in the fact I, misunderstanding my friend, start the fight

and he won't fight back.

My principal concern with pictures is tliat they are a part of the

theater. They are theatrical entertainment, and while there are very
few rules that hold for theatrical entertainment, one I have alw^ays

subscribed to and I l)elieve is basic is that you cannot have success-

ful theater unless your audience has an emotional experience of some
kind. If it is comedy, they must laugh. If it is tragedy, they must
cry.

Now, I don't know how you can get over the dramatic point of a
story of two partners who come to a misunderstanding that leads al-

most to blood enmity or killing between them, and then find them or see

them find their way back to their friendship, without showing the

extent of their hatred at this one point for each other. And to do that
we have a scene that, of course, will appear to be brutal.

This is taken from a story by Bret Harte. I think Bret Harte was
a pretty good writer of the particular period of the mining days in

early California.

I think the heritage of our country is based a great deal on those
early days of violence here in the West. I don't know how you por-
tray accurately without trying realistically to show what took place.
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A little while ago I was in a picture based on the Korean war, called

Prisoner of War. It came from the stories of the first 60 repratriated

prisoners.

Some people complained because the picture was too brutal. Well,

a lot of American kids went over to the war and a lot of them went
through and lived through in reality what we tried to portray.

I am sorry, but I don't see what is wrong with letting the American
public, who are free to either buy the ticket or not buy the ticket

—

what is wrong with letting them come in and see a sample of what
the American kids in the Armed Forces went through, who had to

fight that war for them. You can't do that by flashing a notice on
the screen and saying, "We don't want to show you this, it is terrible,

but awful things happened to this fellow," and then go on with the

story. You have to portra}^ what took place and what happened to

him.
As I say, to try and answer this I have to ramble all around. We

are in the field, as I said, of theatrical entertainment.

I remember some years ago when the rackets were running rampant
in this country, that we did a picture out here supposed to show the

protection racket in the Midwest in the food markets. How the gang-
sters would threaten and if you didn't pay protection they would
come in and ruin the stock.

There is political censorship in the State of Ohio. In Ohio these

censors cut out of this picture every scene that showed what the

racketeers did. The result was that your picture went out the window,
because you had a wonderful picture about the FBI and policemen
who were chasing gangsters, but you never saw anything that the
gangsters did. The result was the audience didn't know what the

fuss was all about or why they were bad men, because they never
saw them being bad.
In all of our crime and violence pictures there is one thing that I

believe is true, has to be true, and is true of every picture that has
ever been made in Hollywood : crime never pays. Right always tri-

umphs.
Now, if we are going to try, and in a picture in addition to enter-

tainment we are going to try and instill in the audience respect for

law and order, and the idea that right is to triumph, you certainly

have got to go some distance in showing how evil the wrongdoers are

;

and I think this basically we have done. Naturally, there are going
to be some men who are not going to produce pictures with the same
good taste as others.

I think the greatest mistake the critics of the motion picture indus-
try make is to refer to it as an industry, and think that when they
talk to us they are talking to General Motors or General Electric, one
company, that if they can get one person or one board of directors to

make a decision the problem is solved.

The Screen Actors Guild has over 400 signatories to our contract,

over 400 individual producers or producing companies making mo-
tion pictures. These men are a cross section of American life. And
it stands to reason that some of tliem are not going to have the same
ideas, the same principles, tlie same good tastes as others.

We have a voluntary production code. I don't care what other
witnesses have said, I believe that in all the years I have been con-

64765—35 7
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nectecl with the picture business by and large 99 percent of the time
we subscribe to that code, and I believe it is a voluntary censorship.

It is a program of self-restraint that is unequaled in any other form
of communications in our land or in the world. I know of no publish-

ing industry, I know of no records firm, I know of no radio or tele-

vision station, no other form in the communications industry that

has the same self-restraint as does the motion picture industry.

Well, I had better stop and let you ask another question.

Mr. BoBO. I think no one would take exception with you that in a

picture we must portray certain activity. We can go at times beyond
the bounds in a picture by too much killing to get across our point, or

too much crime, wouldn't you think, in some pictures '?

Mr. Reagan. Yes. As I say, there are bound to be individuals who
I think, no matter with what sincerity or good intentions their idea of

telling the story, let us say, do not have the same good taste that

another producer might have or another director or writer.

In the last analysis, however, isn't the American citizen, with his

money at the box office, the best judge of what he wants to see?

Mr. BoBO. I think that is probably true. We are speaking more
here today in the realm of juveniles, those 16 and under. We some-
times wonder whether or not they are capable of making their minds
up as to what would be good or what would be bad.

Mr. RexVgan. Well, then, I wonder if the piogram begins with the

motion picture industry, because I have never pinned down the per-

centage, but I think that by and large the greatest majority of our
pictures come from published stories, books and plays that have
already been staged. There are very few original stories in the over-

all percentage that account for some 350 pictures a year.

Now, I read in the paper this morning that one of the pictures that

was going to be mentioned was Blackboard Jungle. I saw Blackboard
Jungle. Before I saw it, I read it in the Saturday Evening Post. It

was available on the newsstands to anyone that wanted to read it for

15 cents. As a matter of fact, I read an editorial connnent of what a

forceful story it was, how powerful. I thought the picture very faith-

full}^ portrayed tlie story. They did not exaggerate or take over at

any time and go oft' on any tangent. They stuck to the story.

Now, in seeing the picture, sure, there was violence. But I think

any one of us realizes this situation does prevail in certain educational

institutions in the country. And you have to look at the end result,

and I think the end result to any youngster that was in there had to

be, as it was with me—I am certainly not a youngster any more—had
to be a feeling of disgust for the boys who were on the wrong side of

the fence. There had to be a certain feeling of triumph when the one
boy was won over and became a leader for the right.

And as a sort of a sideline, I thrilled to another message I read in

the picture. I thought it was a great tribute for a very much maligned
and misunderstood and abused segment of American humanity, the

schoolteacher. I thought it portrayed this very dedicated group of

people we don't pay enough, don't do enough for; it showed their

selflessness in dealing with this problem and sticking with it.

Mr. BoBO. You would say as an actor, Mr. Reagan—I notice you
mentioned the story was in the Saturday Evening Post—that possibly

if you were portraying a part on the screen that I probably would
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derive more of an emotional experience watching you portray it than

reading the story, and it would have more of an impact upon me.

Mr. Reagaist. Yes ; I hope so. If not, we are all out of work.

Mr. BoBO. There was another question I was interested in. You
also have a television program, which I saw the other night.

Mr. IIeagan. That is right.

Mr. BoBO. Do you think in choosing the material for the television

program there is any more restraint put upon the subject matter that

you would choose for a television program than what you would

choose for a motion picture ?

Mr. Reagan. Yes, there very definitely is. Of course, there is also

a very definite economic reason there. You have in television a differ-

ent kind of censorship. You have to get your script past the sponsor,

so you very quickly learn what sort of thing the sponsor wants and

doesn't want, and this is the way you read stories and submit them to

him.
I think the element enters in, in television that you are going into a

home. I think you select stories on the basis of the hour of the eve-

ning. In our program, we realize that the children are still up and
they are going to be sitting with their parents. It isn't a matter of

whether we are going to be moral or immoral on the screen. We try

to pick a story that we think won't cause a family fight; that mom and
pop and the kids will all agree that they can at least look at it and get

something out of it.

Mr. BoBO. I think that is all.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much, Mr. Reagan.
Mr. Reagan. May I impose on you for just one more statement?

I have been hearing some of the testimony this morning and—I am
imposing, because I know this is not the proper province of your com-
mittee, but there is something that has always disturbed me and dis-

turbs me very much right at the moment, and that is about this hue
and cry about the motion picture industry and what effect it might
have on youth.

I happen to be a parent. I am as concerned as any other parent

with whether my children see things that are vulgar or obscene or

brutal. I realize I can't wrap them in cotton wool in this day and
age ; that they only have to go as far as the front page of their daily

newspaper to see the seamier side of life.

I think as a parent my obligation at home is to bring my children

up in such a way that when they are exposed to vulgarity and ob-

scenity and brutality they will be able to properly evaluate it and
make a decision and put it in its right place.

The thing that worries me very much about what is being done to

the motion-picture industry, or what is being talked to the motion-pic-

ture industry is something I can't lick with my children at home.
Ours is a first-generation business, and I am very much worried about

my children and all the other children their age, an entire generation

that is going to grow up taking it for granted it is all right for some-

one to tell them what they can see and hear from a motion-picture

screen, because when they grow up and take our places as aduhs I am
afraid they will be mentally conditioned to where then somebody can

tell them it is all right to tell tliem what they can read and what they

can hear from a speaking platform, and what they can say and what
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they can think. If that day comes, of course, we have lost the coL4
war.
Thanks very much.
Chairman Ivefavuer. Thank you, Mr. Reagan.
We will have about a 5- or 6-minute recess and then carry on about

25 minutes more before lunchtime.
(Short recess taken.)

STATEMENT OF DR. FREDERICK J. HACKER, CHIEF OF STAFF, THE
HACKER FOUNDATION, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

Chairman KEFAU^'ER. Dr. Hacker, we know you are a well-known,
eminent psychiatrist. I believe you are chief of staff of the Hacker
Foundation for Psychiatric Research and Education. Is that correct i

Dr. Hacker. Yes, sir.

Chairman KE^Au^^ER. Will you tell us a little more about your
background, experience, and training?

Dr. Hacker. I was born and raised in Vienna, and went to medical
school and graduated in Switzerland and had all my postgraduate
training in medicine and psychiatry in this country at Columbia Uni-
versity, and particularly at the medical clinic at Topeka, Kans. The
last 11 years I have had my own clinic here in Beverly Hills. At-
tached to it is a psychiatric foundation which is dedicated to research
and education. It just so happened this last year our main topic has
been juvenile delinquency, the various causes and reasons and forms
of expression of it.

Right now the committee catches me at the right time, because I
am still full of a whole year of discussion of it. As a result of that,

I made only a very small, short statement. Otherwise I would have to

give a series of seminars. I don't want to impose to such an extent,

so I made just a very short statement about what I consider to be the

main points of the situation at the moment.
Chairman Kefau^'er. Dr. Hacker, do you wish to read your state-

ment or file your statement and speak orally ?

Dr. Hacker. Well, psychiatrists are usually much better in answer-
ing questions and arguing on whatever it may be. But if you want
me to read this very short statement, it will just take 2 minutes.

Chairman Kefauver. You read your statement, Doctor.
Dr. Hacker. Social scapegoating attempts to single out the modern

media of mass communication—movies, television, comic books, and
so forth—as the main culprits responsible for all that ails the world.
Obviously, no such simple cause-and-effect relationship exists. In
the intricate pattern of modern society, every so-called effect is pro-

duced by innumerable related causes and itself gives rise to manifold
other effects.

Therefore, it cannot be stated with any degree of dispassionate

scientific accuracy that movies or other mass media cause juvenile

delinquency, but innumerable clinical observations prove that they
not only describe but often contribute to, or at least shape the content
of, criminal activity.

Movies, as a whole much more adult and restrained than television

or comic books, show awareness of social responsibility by voluntary
submission to a code. This expresses the basic conviction that even
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entertainment and realism have to live up to some minimal educa-
tional and moral standards. Pictures may have become better than
ever, but, while only a few of them stimulate and exploit vile aggres-
sive impulses, many of them depict extreme brutality as a natural
function of ordinary living, and most of them rely heavily on the
outcome of physical combat as an eminently satisfactory means of

solving human problems.
The technical perfection of the movies provides an excellent identi-

fication and crystallization model for the vague and unformed atti-

tudes of the adolescent. The often-prevailing general atmosphere
of violence in movies and other media of mass communication pro-

motes hero-worship of the criminal, ridicule of thoughtfulness or

sensitivity or any type of intellectual pursuit, and thus produces
the confusion of brutality with rugged masculinity. The code's

strictly enforced taboo against overt salaciousness frequently permits
the uninhibited display of orgies of brutality, which are, in fact,

hostile manifestations of a perverse sexuality. This deterioration of

the noble American dedication to action into violence for its own
sake represents a distinct social danger, and there is probably a

definite, though extremely complex, parallelism between the general

brutalization of our youth and the increased violence in media of

mass communication.
To investigate in detail these relationships may be one of the most

important tasks of psychological and sociological research of the im-
mediate future.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo.
Mr. Bobo. Doctor, do you feel that in crime-and-violence movies

youngsters will have a tendency to seek out this particular type of

movie ?

Dr. Hacker. Yes, and I believe some studies indicate that—and this

speaks not against the movies—about twice as many delinquents

—

that among the compulsive movie attendants there are twice as many
delinquents than those boys and girls that are not delinquents. In
other words, there is a relationship between moviegoing and delin

quencjT^ or between a very insistent television-viewing habit and delin-

quency.
However, I would like to state emphatically I do not mean to imply

by that the movies produce the crimes or that there is a parallelism
between the attendance of movies and that this has the causal effect

of producing the crime. It is much more so that the criminally more
inclined are those that are more exposed to that, that do not know
what to do with themselves and therefore seek very often this kind
and form of entertainment.

Mr. Bobo. Do you feel an emotionally disturbed child may gain
ideas from brutal scenes or scenes of sadism or scenes of illicit sex?

Dr. Hacker. I think there is no question about it, because I see it

daily in my practice, that they actually copy some of the violence as

depicted in movies. Of course, it could be argued, on the other hand,
if they would not coi)j that pattern they possibly might copy
another one.

That, therefore, the description of violence in the movies may just

act as a trigger mechanism and not be an essential cause.

But we certainly do see in our clinical practice, without a question
of a doubt, innumerable crimes are distinctly influenced in their
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conception, in their perpetration and even in some details by certain

models that were gained by the mass media of communication, movies,

television, comic books, et cetera.

Mr. Bono. The visual coupled with the sound media of communi-

cation, would it have more of a serious impact on emotionally dis-

turbed youngsters than reading a comic book or reading a story in a

magazine ?

Dr. Hacker. It undoubtedly has. I think the very marvelous and

technically very admirable combination and blending of auditory and

visual stimuli, of hearing and seeing, produces certainly a heightened

and cumulative effect, so that I would think that movies and televi-

sion, but particularly also movies, are in their social effect much more
important than all reading matter taken together.

Mr. BoBO. Dr. Hacker, how many children or juvenile delinquents

have you come in contact with in your practice?

Dr. Hacker. I think in the course of my practice I have certainly

seen many hundreds of them as patients individually and maybe in

groups and so on. I have been in some therapeutic contact with
many thousands of them, because that has been so much in Dr. Frym's
and my own field of interest in the immediate past.

Mr. BoBO. Do you think that children by looking at the scenes of

crime and violence might receive some vicarious outlet for their own
inward feelings in watching these movies ?

Dr. PIacker. Yes, I think again there is no doubt about the fact

that there is sometimes some relief of some tension or anxiety or some
vicarious gratification, as you put it. But it is very doubtful whether
that is a very therapeutic measure, because this relief that is provided
in that manner usually doesn't last for a very long time.

I3ut I think since maybe, today, at least, I appear as the only
psychiatrist on the witness list, it is fair to state beyond my own
opinion, that the ps3'chiatric opinion is such—it is maybe not surpris-
ing—it is somewhat divided on the issue, as they are on most issues

—

as most people are on most issues.

And you know, there is the one opinion that will have it that insofar

as there is a definite relationship between mass communication and
crime, and that insofar as mass communication is at least one thing
that one can alter, presumably, that one should very strictly censor

these media and subject them to either voluntary or involuntary cen-

sorship. Of course, there is the other point of view that claims this

is a surface manifestation of social ills altogetlier, and it is doing an
injustice to mass media to single them out and to treat something, you
know, very much on the surface, and one should rather attack the

underlying causes for those things, and from their point of view
there is, of course, a great fear of censorship that was voiced today by
some witnesses before your committee, too.

So, I mean, even among phychiatrists there is a somewhat divided

opinion as to what to do about it, though there is, I think, little dis-

agreement about the fact that in a very fundamental way the media
of mass communication does shape and influence criminal activity,

though they do not cause it.

Mr. BoBO. Do you think that in building up this vicarious outlet

that they might have, that the tendency might come for them to act

this out "in a more brutal form, having received their outlet there, that

it was only temporary.
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Dr. Hacker. Yes, I think that is a very distinct danger. I think
another witness pointed out that with the tremendous voraciousness
of modern mass media that swallows up material at a tremendous rate,

that the only way that some producers help themselves is to constantly
raise the emotional angle. In order to produce the same effect of
emotional impact they have to make the scene so vile it is more and
more emphatic and more and more distinct and more overt, and that
may then lead, not only may lead, but very frequently does lead to a
stimulation of an otherwise predisposed youngster.
Mr. BoBo. We have talked about the predisposed youngster. Under

the tension of the times in which we live, with our mass media of
television and movies and also reading it in stories and books, might a
normal youngster be led into an emotionally disturbed youngster by
this constant diet of crime and violence and brutality.

Dr. Hacher. I think that is quite correct. As you probably know,
though it has been said every generation feels that way about the sub-

sequent one, many older people now would consider the normal so-

called adolescent emotionally disturbed. So the dividing line between
the so-called normal and so-called emotionally disturbed one is some-
times very hard to draw, particularly in adolescence, which is tradi-

tionally and one could almost say physiologically for all of us a rather

disturbed and disturbing period. These influences may be very deci-

sive.

But, naturally, one should say—and maybe I am only adding that
for my own, because I have my own professional ax to grind, that
sociological conditions alone are never responsible for any kind of
emotional distress, and also not for crime. There has to be a certain
individual psychological predisposition or disturbance connected with
it, too.

Mr. BoBO. In your capacity as a phychiatrist and with the founda-
tion, in recent years have you noticed any increase in the number of
emotionally disturbed youngsters that come before you or come to you
for treatment?

Dr. Hacker. I am not in possession of large-scale statistics that
could decisively answer that question, but it is our distinct impression
that particularly crimes of violence have increased tremendously, that
such—I say that with all due caution—that such acts of seemingly un-
motivated violence, as you see them in wolfpacks and such, are really
almost a novel phenomena. That form of a gang organization of vio-

lence for violence's sake is something new that has been added, and
particularly, and this may be the thing I want to stress most, there
is an increased toleration of brutality and violence, even of the so-

called normal adolescent or person.
I mean, it may be one thing that the movies and television and comic

books have certainly done is to make us all impervious to violence. In
other words, as I tried to state in my statement, we accept that as a
part of normal, ordinary life and do not particularly protest against it.

This brutalization, even of the so-called normal—forgetting about
the emotionally disturbed for a moment—in terms of social engineer-
ing may be the greatest and most distinct danger.
Mr. BoBO. Are we becoming innnune to human suffering?
Dr. Hacker. Yes, and accept brutality and violence as part of

ordinary human living. And particularly also to feel—this is some-
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thing I believe everybody connected with the movie industry will

frankly admit, though he may say he does it for dramatic reasons

—

that to constantly describe the so-called hero, meaning the one that

gets the girl in the end, is the one who is particularly good in ]3hysical

combat and who usually wins the last fight, as if that makes hiin elig-

ible not only for the possession of the girl, but also for the heroic solu-

tion of all other problems that may confront him in life.

So that implicitly, without actually saying it, an atmosphere is

created in which there is emphasis placed on a kind of brutal rugged-
ness that appears of doubtful value in the solution of national, social,

international, or any other kind of conflict.

Mr. BoBO. You stated that extreme brutality and wolf gangs were a

new phenomena. Do you have any opinion as to the reason for this?

Dr. Hacker. Well, I think there again a great variety of reasons

probably contribute to that. It is probably a certain social condition-

ing, the frequent loss of parental authority and of the binding morals
of either state or church and so on, that predisposes this kind of gang
formation. And then the absence of any particular premium on think-

ing and intellectual activities very frequently drives the youngster
into doing something for doing's sake, in order to just pass the time.

They constantly have to, again here, too, raise the threshold of their

excitement and pretty soon they may engage in violence that doesn't

take any particular account of what damage it may do. This is a very
primitive explanation, but there are many, many more factors. But
I am sure it is something of a sequence of that nature.

Mr. BoBO. We couldn't ])roduce pictures in this country without
showing some form of life or some form of violence, as everyday life

is lived ?

Dr. Hacker. Certainly not. I certainly do not want to protest for,

not squeamish morals, but squeamish psychiatric reasons, for the sup-

pression of anything that is realistic.

But in movies, for instance, a great, great number of things that are

perfectly realistic are not shown; never shown and never will be

shown, and maybe they should never be shown.
For instance, certain intimate scenes, certain eliminative functions,

certain eliminative scenes of the human being that are perfectly

natural, they are perfectly human and certainly occur every moment
are certainly not shown in movies.

Why not? Because it is not believed this is a representative func-

tion of the human being and odd in any form. It is not only descrip-

tion as it Avas told today, but it is also representative description.

And I believe it is indeed a social danger to consider the young
healthy normal American male as being representatively described by
his combative efforts and by his brutality. Though it may occur, this

is not, I think, a sufficient explanation or excuse for showing it all the
time.

Mr. Bono. Do you think, Doctor, that same of the increase in sex

crimes, especially among juveniles, which has increased 110 percent

in the last 12 years, could be attributed to the looseness of sex as is dis-

played not only in motion pictures, but at times in television and maga-
zines and stories we read ?

Dr. Hacker. For that, certainly, however, the movies cannot be
blamed, because the few movies I do see seem to pay much more at-

tention to the elimination of these sexual factors and to measure the
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plunging necklines of the ladies, rather than the seeming deleterious

expressions of violence.

I am quite sure, however, that the constant stimulation by other
media of mass comnninication has maybe also something to do with
keeping this kind of abnormal sexual excitement alive.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, Doctor, as I understand, in summary,
you feel that the movie industry has shown some awareness as to its

public responsibility, as evidenced by the fact it has voluntarily
adopted a very good code and most of the pictures are wholesome and
educational and entertaining without being deleterious.

Dr. Hacker. I would think so.

Chairman Kefauver. In your experience as a psychiatrist, you
have had young patients who have committed acts which were based,
you feel, to some extent, at least, upon what they had seen or been
subjected to through the media of communication, movies or television.

Dr. Hacker. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Is that correct ?

Dr. Hacker. That is correct.

Chairman Kefauver. You don't claim the movies or the television

were the cause. They w^ere already of the nature where they might
get into trouble, and this was just a

Dr. Hacker. Trigger.
Chairman Kefauv'er. A trigger or a manifestation.
Dr. Hacker. Correct.

Chairman Kefauver. And you think that while the movies have
done a very good job, that in the field of crime and violence and por-
traying as the hero the fellow who is the most violent on occasions,
that they could have a better influence upon our young people.

Dr. Hacker. That is correct. I would say that since the principle
of the code has been adopted by the movie industry anyway, regard-
less of whether that is a correct or incorrect principle, and it is hard
to see why the main force of this code should be directed against—you
know, against only, let's say, various expressions of sexuality, rather
than also being directed against the equally dangerous or much more
dangerous forms of brutality and violence, since the existing instru-

ments of the code would already permit it.

One has almost the impression—almost—that the suppression of
overt sexuality and sensuality and so on is compensated for by in-

creased emphasis on physical violence.

Chairman Kefauver. Dr. Hacker, your statement is a great help
to us. We know that you have no ax to grind, that you have had
great experience. You do take a broad public interest view of this

matter.
Dr. Hacker. Yes.
Chairman Kefau\'er. I am certain your statement will be of assist-

ance to the movie industry, also, and to those who are concerned with
the type of picture they produce and show. We appreciate very much
your coming in.

Dr. Hacker. Thank you very much.
Chairman Kefauver. Wliile we have a lot of fine witnesses yet, and

we are going to hear all of our witnesses, even if we have to carry this
part of the hearing over until the morning ; it is now 12 o'clock, and
I think we had better stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
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(^Whereupon, at 12 noon, a recess was taken until 2 p. m. of the same
day.)

AFTERNOOiSr SESSION

(Whereupon, the hearing was resumed at 2: 15 o'clock p. m.)
Chairman Kefauver. We are delighted to have Mayor Poulson

with us for a while this afternoon. The mayor and I served in the

House of Representatives for many years together. Although we
were of different political faiths, we were close friends. One time I

took him down to see the Tennessee Valley Authority, trying to get

him to vote for the TVA. We spent the weekend at Lookout Moun-
tain Hotel. This was in 1947. I wasn't quite running for the Senate,

but I was getting ready to, so Mayor Poulson started managing my
campaign for the Senate, and thought he was doing pretty well. But
we ascertained we were over in the State of Georgia and he had been
campaigning with citizens of Georgia and not Tennessee so it didn't

work out. But I appreciated his good efforts, anyway.
We are glad to have Mr. William Rosenthal, who is a member of

the general assembly, and whom I have known pleasantly for some
time.

Mayor, we had one of your representatives here yesterday. Chief
Parker, and other officials, who told us about conditions in Los An-
geles. If you have anything to add, we will be glad to give you an
opportunity to speak.

Mayor Poulson. I think Chief Parker, as he stated, was testifying

in my behalf because, after all, this is a matter which experts have to

deal with, that it is a problem that comes under his jurisdiction, and I

feel that the proper method of approaching these problems is to have
the general interest in the problem, but at the same time it must be

handled primarily by the department heads who are responsible for it.

For that reason I asked Chief Parker to testify. I did come here

today solely to pay a personal visit to a personal friend of mine of

many years' standing and one whom I have always enjoyed his friend-

ship. One thing about it, politics never made any difference with us.

Chairman Kefauver. That is right. Thank you very much. You
stay with us as long as you can.

Our first witness this afternoon is Dr. Marcel Frym.

STATEMENT OF DR. MAECEL FRYM, DIRECTOR OF CRIMINOLOGY
AND CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE HACKER FOUNDATION, BEVERLY
HILLS, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. Dr. Frym, you are the director of crimi-

nology, or the research in criminology, at the Hacker Foundation.

Dr. Frym. That is right.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, do you wish to ask Dr. Frym any
preliminary questions about liis experience and background?
Mr. BoBO. Yes. Where did you receive your training. Doctor?
Dr. Frym. I want to correct a mistake on your background sheet,

gentlemen. I am not an M. D. I am not practicing medicine. I am
a doctor of jurisprudence, which means a doctor of law, with special

training in criminology and legal medicine, and now 10 years' expe-
rience in psychiatric work with the Hacker Psychiatric Clinic.
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I am a member of tlie faculty of the University of Southern Cali-

fornia, School of Public Administration, where I have been teaching
law enforcement officers in criminology for the last 2 years. I am
also teaching classes and graduate seminars in correction and psy-
chology and criminolog3^
Mr. BoBO. Have you done any extensive work in the realm of mass

media ?

Dr. Frym. Yes, I have been treating, the correction of psychothera-
pies, a member of the staff of the psychiatric clinic, delinquents, and
specifically juvenile delinquents for many years.

It was a topic of special interest for me in all these years, and also as

a research man, to establish correlation between mass media and
delinquency.
Mr. BoBO. Doctor, in your study of the relationship of mass media

to juvenile delinquency, what have been some of your conclusions

and findings ?

Dr. Frtji. Well, I agreed with those authorities in our field who
state that there is a relation between certain exhibitions of mass media
and delinquency. I believe it cannot be denied that certain crimi-

nology from juveniles is extremely affected, as Dr. Hacker pointed

out today, by signs, by character description in movies and in TV
shows. It cannot be denied and I wish there would be more research

material available to endorse his view. I am personally quite con-

cerned, quite convinced that these mass media are a very serious con-

tributor to delinquency. I would like to explain this briefly, if I may.
Any type of criminality is an act of aggression, a rebellion against

restrictions imposed by law and by moral codes.

Now, we have learned in modern psychology, that is, extreme ag-
gression and rebellion is usually generated by fears, by states of
anxiety, by insecurity, and very often by anxieties related to the sexual
position of the human being, if the man is sufficiently masculine and
the woman is sufficiently feminine.
As a matter of fact, I would like to state in this connection that in

my opinion most vicious and extremely brutal crimes have a strong
underlay of homosexual intentions. It is not necessary the person
has had, has ever had any homosexual experience, but they have had,
at least been tortured deep below the level of their consciousness about
the insecurity about their sexual position. And therefore I want to
say unwittingly and unknowingly it is in pictures and other mass
media which stimulates and overstimulates this basic mechanism.

I want to say I am extremely opposed to those views which would
try to censor mass media at large. I want to point to the tremendous
importance of pictures like, for instance, Snake Pit, which has demon-
strated very outrageous conditions in mental hospitals and alarmed
the public to these conditions.

For instance, a picture like Caged, dealing with most deplorable

conditions in women's prisons in the United States, and I wish there

would be more pictures that would be made to point to the condi-

tions in the United States prisons. By the United States prisons I

do not mean Federal prisons, but prisons in the United States which
are, in my opinion, too many of them a disgrace to our country.

I believe it is not the job of movies just to produce or present sugar-

coated unrealities. It should show caste conditions and alarm pub-
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lie indignation, but I personally am very, very leery about those

pictures which have no message whatsoever, or just pretend a message
and really only capitalize on viciousness and brutality.

Mr. BoBO. In the relationship among our juveniles of today and
juveniles in adolescence, where many of them don't receive any type

of sexual education in the home or in the school or through the church,

do you think it would eventually be possible from the mass media of

communication for them to learn about sex or get the wrong atti-

tude about sex from some of the media of communication ?

Dr. Frym. Yes. By all means. You see, our basic concepts of

right and wrong behavior are shaped in accordance to suggestive

examples, and the characters that are created and depicted in a mass
communication media are very suggestive examples of right and
wrong.
The hero is not the good guy in this type of picture we are now

concerned about. Actually glamorized is the brutal, vicious guy who
succeeds only by muscular strength.

Mr. BoBO. In view of some of the biological drives which we have

and some of the social controls we have over sex today, do you feel

that the mass media may stimulate sex desires in youth, and in view
of the existing social controls, these desires probably would not be

properly satisfied, and might account for some of the sex crimes ?

Dr. Frym. Yes, sir, Mr. Bobo. But I cannot conceive how this

could or should be presented, except if we accept in a limited way, at

least, the technique used in most European countries.

I think one of the witnesses today pointed to regulations in Eng-
land, and they exist in many other countries in Europe, that juveniles

are not admitted to adult pictures. I prefer this by far to reducing

pictures to an unreality, to a childlike quality, just in order to protect

youth. I don't know whether this is financially feasible. This is not

an angle which I can discuss, but I am worried that kids, especially

of relatively tender age, are admitted here in our country to any type

of pictures.

"\Vlien I traveled 2 years ago extensively in Europe as a crimi-

nologist, visiting law enforcement agencies and penal institutions and
especially being concerned with juvenile delinquecy, I was really sur-

prised how lower the incidents in juvenile delinquency are in Europe
as compared to the United States.

We must consider that Europe has suffered tremendously on de-

structive warfare and financial distress, and our country has been

spared in that regard. Still there is so much less delinquency there it

should make us more and more aware of all of the contributing factors,

and one of them definitely is some irresponsible productions in mass
media.
Mr. BoBO. Do you think that criminally disposed or an emotionally

upset youngster, by going to a movie, could pick up the outlines for a

crime which would cause him to have an outlet to perform this crime ?

Dr. Frym. Well, as was said before today it could trigger such a

certain recognition or proneness of the boy. We could, of course,

argue that something else completely different, something he may have
read in the newspapers, picture in a newspaper or magazine, or a scene

on the street might equally have triggered his mechanism or he must
be prone, and if he came out bad, outlaw all trigger mechanisms, I

don't believe this.
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What I would really suggest, if I may, my personal opinion, I am
very proud of our production code administration. I think they are

doing an outstanding job and very intelligently and in good taste.

But I would like to see a kind of advisory Ijoard to this agency or

to another agency to be created for TV, consisting of experts in human
behavior, for instance, educators, psychologists, psychiatrists, and even

criminologists.

Mr. BoBO. The purpose of this being to interpret for them what the

impact of a certain scene or a certain series of scenes might be.

Dr. Frym. Yes. I believe very much that human behavior is no
longer a matter of concern only to the layman. Of course, everybody
misbehaving as a hmnan being believes himself therefore, to be an
expert.

I was a prosecutor in the old days and I still can't understand what
I did to human beings just out of ignorance, out of the lack of knowl-
edge of the mechanisms of human beings.

I feel all who are concerned about delinquency, especially juvenile

delinquency, should avail themselves of more knowledge in the field

of the dynamics of human behavior. And only experts can assist those
entrusted with this job in doing the right thing.

I am very worried about the censorship, it could be hypocritical and
moralistic and very insincere. But I think this can be prevented by
choosing the right members to an advisory board.
Mr. BoBO. We oftentimes read in the newspaper when a contro-

versial picture is being played of a group of juveniles, one or more,
performing an act, and saying they had received the idea from seeing
a certain picture or reading a certain magazine or seeing a certain

television show.
Do you think it possible for children, so viewing one picture, to pick

up an idea and go out and commit a crime of violence ?

Dr. Frym. I would mistrust very much these statements. I want
to point out that it is equally wrong to believe that the motivations
which a human being offers, what he believes to be his motivating force,

is usually not a true dynamic factor in his behavior.
On the other hand, we should listen to it. It is very possible that in

one individual case a boy really may have, especially if he is a feeble-
minded boy, been tremendously impressed by something that stimu-
lated and touched at his weak spots.

On the other hand, many may deny this, many kids might say no,
"the movies and the TV shows I have been watching, they have no
bearing on what I did," and it might just in this case have been a very
important dynamic factor. We must realize that the human behavior
really originates on the unconscious level. A person doesn't know why
he does something. And it is time that we learned this.

Mr. BoBO. We couldn't say that the movie he saw would be the
cause of his performing a certain act.

Dr. Frym. In my experience this would be just an excuse of the
youngster. He wants to use it, just as a type of any other excuse. I
wouldn't trust this statement.
Chairman Kefaua^er. Have you given any special study, Doctor,

to advertisements for movies, such as you see here ?

Dr. Frym. Well, I must admit—I am almost ashamed to admit I
do not read funnies and do not look at these posters. But here, this
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is a very impressive series, I must say. I think they are very bad,

indeed. They are terrible and they shouldn't be permitted.

Chairman Kefauver. Some of them are much worse than the

movies ; aren't they ?

Dr. Frym. They certainly are. In defense of the movies, you must
say this. I believe it is another section of the movie industry which
is responsible for these posters, rather than the men who produce

the pictures.

Chairman Kefauver. Anything else, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. Do you think that the impact of some of these particular

posters could have an effect, a lasting effect on a child more so than

a movie would have ?

Dr. Frym. Well, yes, they could have a very strong dynamic effect,

but only as a trigger mechanism. I believe even adults should be pro-

tected from this kind of trash.

Chairman Kefauv^er. Then, Doctor, summing up, do you feel a lot

of movies are wholesome, educational, entertaining, and a good influ-

ence on children generally ?

Dr. Frym. Yes.
Chairman Kefauv^er. Some unfortunately are not. You feel that

really the wholesome movies can be as attractive, attract as good houses

as the other kind ?

Dr. Frym. I personally am an optimist. I believe this. Senator
;
yes.

Chairman Kefauver. We thank you very much for your statement

to our subcommittee.
Dr. Frym. Thank you.

Chairman Kefauver. We are glad to have Mr. Waters, the United
States attorney, and Mr. Kinnison, with us. Mr. Kinnison was here

sitting with us.

Mr. Waters. Mr. Kinnison has been here and gone.

Chairman Kefauver. He came and he went.

STATEMENT OE DOEE SCHAEY, VICE PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF

PRODUCTION, METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Mr. Dore Schary, vice president in charge of production, Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
Mr. Schary, we are glad to have you as a witness, and the chairrnan

is privileged to know Mr. Schary a number of years. We appreciate

your cooperation with our subcommittee. I thought that you had a

written statement.

Mr. Schary. No, I don't have a written statement.

Chairman Kefauver. You have something written out there.

]\Ir. Schary. Well, I have some notes on information that may be

of importance, depending on the questions. I figured that I'd best

come in with a very open mind, and let's see what happens.

Chairman Kefauver. All right, Mr. Bobo, do you wish to ask Mr.

Schary some preliminary questions?

Mr. Bono. Mv. Scliary, you are vice president in charge of produc-

tion, and how long have you been with the movie industry, and in what

capacity ?

Mr. Schary. I have been working for films for 23 years in the

capacity of a writer, a producer, and as an executive.
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Mr. BoBO. As vice president in cliarge of production, it is more or
less your responsibility to pass on the pictures that will be made, to

make decisions on scri])ts as to what will be shown in the pictures?
Mr. ScHARY. That's right.

Chairman Kefauver. I think that we have a very good biographi-
cal background of Mr. Schary which show^s his experience, some of
the awards that he has won, some of the pictures that he introduced
under his direction. Is this substantially correct? I think we will

have it read into the record.

(The document referred to is as follows :)

Vice president in charge of production and head of studio operations, MGM.
Newspaper and magazine columnist. Author alone and in collaboration on
numerous pictures from 19.32. Academy award, best original, 1938 ( Boys' Town,
MGM). In 1942 appointed an executive producer, MGM. In 1943 joined Van-
guard Films, Inc., as producer executive vice president in charge production
at RKO Radio Pictures, Inc. ; January 1947, July 1948, vice president in charge
of production, MGM.

Recent pictures : I'll Be Seeing You, Spiral Staircase, Till the End of Time,
Farmer's Daughter, Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer, Crossfire, Battleground,
The Next Voice You Hear, Go For Broke, It's a Big Country, Westward the
Women, Washington Story, Plymouth Adventure, Dream Wife, Take the High
Ground.

Mr. BoRO. Mr. Schary, in the production of a motion picture, from
the beginning of it in script form or book form, what is the attitude

of the company with which you work with regard to crime and violence

and brutality as are displayed in the movies that might be made?
Chairman Kefauver. Well first, Mr. Bobo. before he answers that

question, Mr. Schary has been in this business for a long time and he
knows about it; I think it would be interesting to those who read
the record and certainly the Members of the Senate who read the hear-

ings to have you state briefly just how a picture is produced from the
beginning to the end, whose hands it goes through, and what happens.
Mr. Schary. I'll be glad to try and do that, Senator.
I think you should know that every picture has its own particular

history and record. There are some 30,000 story ideas submitted dur-
ing the course of an average year at a major studio. Those 30,000

ideas are probably sifted down to 1,000 which are considered the best

by the reading department and/or the producer who may find the
story, or the writer who may come in to discuss it with you, or director

or the executive himself. I have to cover those thousand stories per-
sonally. Out of those 1,000 you pick then the 30 or 32 that will be
the core of your production for a fiscal year. Those 30 or 32 are picked
on the basis of balance of program, and hopefully on the artistic

and commercial success of the picture.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Schary, are these 30,000 that are sent in
by people all over the country ?

Mr. Schary. They are sent in by agents. There are television shows
that are covered. There are short stories covered in magazines. There
are original ideas that are brought in by people to discuss them with
you first by oral form and later on in script form. They come from
a variety of sources.

Chairman Kefauver. Some of them are produced by your own
writers ?

Mr. Schary. That's right.

Chairman Kefauver. About what percentage are sent in and what
percentage do your own people compose ?
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Mr, ScHARY. I'd better clarify it for yoii, sir. Of the 30 that are

done or finished each year, I would say that no more than 5 come
from within your organization. The other 25 usually come from
without your organization from sources other than your own people^

but your own people do the actual writing. The writers that you
employ develop those ideas, or take the novel or the play and turn them
into a screen play. It's only about, I would say 15 or 20 percent come
from within your own organization, an idea that a producer may have
for a picture, or a writer or a director. Does that clarify your ques-

tion?
Chairman Kefauver. Yes, it does.

Mr. ScHARY. Now, the selection of those stories, as I say, is based
on the balance you want in your program. You obviously can't make
u series of pictures all on the same subject. You cannot make them
all at the same cost. You have to balance cost and subject-material

mostly in the interest of a balanced public, hopeful for the interest of
a balanced public. Also another consideration today is the foreign
business that our industry is doing, and we have to bear in mind the
audience of other countries otlier than our own. This program is

balanced in so-called action pictures, dramatic pictures, music pictures,

color pictures, costume pictures, tropical pictures, and so on.

Chairman Kefauaer. Now, the 32 that you have in a normal year,

or was that last year that you produced 32 ?

Mr. Schary. Actually, last year we made 28. You usually prepare
about 32 and you make 28.

Chairman Kefaun'er. Would you give a breakdown generally of

the type of those 28 so that we can get some idea ?

Mr. Schary. Well, last year we probably made 8 musical films, 4
costume pictures, I would say 8 so-called modern stories, and a couple
of westerns, and the rest fell in those other categories in one way or
another.
Chairman Kefau\t.r. Very well. The idea, then, is accepted by

you, and then what happens ?

Mr. Schary. Well, after we agree to make the picture, the writer is

assigned to develop it with a producer, sometimes with a director.
They do a treatment of the story. During the arrangement of that
treatment, they may see me and discuss the tone of the story. They
may discuss the kind of a picture that it will be in terms of the size

picture. After they have prepared the treatment, I will read it, and
we will then have a discussion about it. We will have a discussion in
terms of its dramatic integrit}', its possibilities, its commercial as-

pects. They will then go and write a screen play, which is a regular
continuity with all the dialog. Following completion of that screen
play, we will have more discussion on the actual writing of the screen
play. Once that is approved and put into final form, it is sent to a
hundred-some-odd departments in the studio where it is analyzed for
cost by these departments, screnery, costuming, and so on, and then
the picture moves into its final stage of production, it is organized for
production.

Probably much before that time, however, a director has been
assigned to it; his ideas have been listened to and discussed with him,
and then he takes over the active making of the picture, that is the
shooting of the picture. The picture is put on the stage and shot. I
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will look at the film as it comes through, along with the producer and
the director, and then we begin to assemble the picture ; we begin to

put those daily pieces of work together.

Following the shooting of the picture it is all strung together. We
have what is called the rough cut, the rough showing. We look at it

and we make our final decisions about it, do some cutting, perhaps
some retaking of scenes that we do not like, and then the picture is

handed over to the sound and music department where it is finally

completed.
We then go out to preview the picture. If it is a good preview, we do'

very little; if it is a bad preview, we have to do a little bit more,
and depending on the success of the first preview, we may or may not

have a second preview, it is finalh^ finished and given its final dubbing
job, sound job, and then handed over to the various departments for

sales and distribution.

Chairman IvErAu%'ER. "U'Tiere is the script or the scenario submitted
to the code committee ?

Mr. ScHART. Well, that is submitted in its very first form, and
very often when we have a challenging story, a story that we feel may
run into certain problems affecting the code, we will submit the story

to them before we do the screenplay, and get their advice, and let

them warn us as to where the sensitive points are, and that will guide
us in the writing of the screenplay. Then we submit the screen play
to them, the first act of the screenplay, and they send us a letter tell-

ing us what's wrong or what's right, telling us where the areas of
danger are. If there seem to be points that need discussion, we will

meet with Mr. Shurlock or his representatives and get everything
straightened out.

Chairman IvEFAinTR. Well then, after the first run or the rough
film is made, does Mr. Shurlock or any members of the code commit-
tee review the picture as it

Mr. ScHART. They see the picture usually after we have previewed
it. At that time it is still in very loose form and they call the cor-

rections that they want to make. Sometimes they will see it before

preview.
Chairman Kefauver. And then if they do have suggestions about

changes, those are considered and usually made ?

Mr. ScHART. They are always made if they say they must be made>
Chairman Kefacts'er. And where is the advertising for the pictures

prepared ?

Mr. ScHART. In the New York advertising office.

Chairman Kefatjv^er. In j'our case by the Metro-Goldwjm-Mayer
Xew York office ?

Mr. ScHARY. That's right.

Chairman Kefauver. And each motion-picture producer has its

own advertising department.
Mr. Schary. Each producing company.
Chairman Kefau^'er. Each producing company.
Mr. Schary. That's right.

Chairman Kefau^-er. There are some producing companies, though,
that handle some advertising of some films for a number of inde-
pendents, aren't there ?

64765—55 8
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Mr. ScHARY. That's right. A company like United Artists handles

independent productions, and in those cases I imagine that the inde-

pendent producer has most to say about his own campaign.
Chairman Kefauver. Is there anything else you would like to tell

about the industry generally or operations at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
before

Mr. ScHARY. I think that covers generally our approach to finding

our story material. I think perhaps as Mr. Bobo asks me some ques-

tions, we may get into other points that may be of interest.

Chairman Kefauver. All right. Go ahead, Mr. Bobo.

Mr. Bobo. Mr. Schary, you recently released a motion picture which
has become rather controversial which is entitled "Blackboard Jungle."

Would you give us your idea of the reasons for the production of this

picture ?

Mr. Schary. Well, we knew from the start that it would be a con-

troversial film. AVlien the book was circulated tliere was a good deal

of interest in it. There were some people who were very shy about
making the picture. We felt at M-G-M that it would make a very
good report on a very serious problem of juvenile delinquency. I

feel that if films do not make occasionally a controversial film, so-called

controversial film, they will wither and die. It seems to be within

the nature of good film making to occasionally make a film that will

provoke talk and controversy, if you have a moral conviction that what
you are provoking the controversy about is deserving of that attention.

In the case of Blackboard Jungle, all of us have been aware of the

increasing vandalism and of the increasing problems of juvenile

delinquency.
I have a file here of dates, for instance, that we made before we

bought the picture, which outlined for us the increasing damage that

was being done by hondlmns not only in tliis State but through many
States in the United States. I am sure you are all familiar, must be
familiar, with the articles that appeared in magazines with Senate
investigating committees that already reported that this was a very
serious and terrible menace. We felt that Blackboard Jungle isolated

dramatically a way of making a report to the Nation. As soon as
we announced the production, there was a good deal of excitement
about the picture. Tliere were some souls who didn't want us to make
it. That's perfectly all right, because that happens very often. There
is hardly a successful picture, and I mean it when I say that hardly
ever is a successful picture made that does not have in the background
of its production a minority voice that pleads not to have it: made,
and that can go from as pleasant and certainly noncontroversial film

as say Caruso to Blackboard Jungle. There is always somebody who
has good reason why it should not be made. Usually when they are

made they turn out fine, because they reflect actually a kind of interest

in the subject, and in the case of Blackboard Jungle there were people,
as I say, who didn't want it made. As I say, we felt we could be
responsible and give an honest report. We believe at M-G-M that we
have presented a very honest report. We are not frightened or intim-
idated or self-conscious about the controversv it stirred up, because we
believe deeply and honestly that when the picture is reviewed a couple
of years from now, it will be found that it did an awful lot of good,
because it brought the subject into the public view.
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Mr. BoBO. Is it your theory, Mr, Scliary, that through the medium
of motion pictures such as this that certain subjects such as this, the

educational topic, the juvenile delinquency picture, can be brought
to the attention of the public so that correction will be made?
Mr. ScHARY. That's right. You see, in the history of motion pic-

tures—I wonder if I might take a few minutes to talk about public

opinion in connection with pictures. Motion pictures very seldom

—

and I actually don't know of any cases where they anticipate public

opinion or where they lead public opinion; in the main they reflect

public opinion, and in some instances accelerate public opinion. This
goes all the way back to motion picture making as far back as 1915

when the first so-called controversial film ever made was a picture

stimulated by Theodore Roosevelt. It was called The Battle Cry of

Peace, and it was a picture designed to alert American citizens to the

dangers of Kaiserism. The picture provoked a good deal of interest.

I am sure very few people have seen this picture, but I very definitely

remember seeing it, and it did an awful lot to excite people and alert

them to Kaiserism, and did a lot to fight the fight of the rather pro-

German attitude that existed in America here as late as 1916, early

1916.

During the gangster era, our pictures again reflected public opinion.

You remember those early gangster pictures, where the hero was
mainly a young man who had come back from war, had been given a

gun, had been taught how to kill, had his job taken away from him,
and went into bootlegging because it was now a rather respectable

business. That reflected public opinion because our attitude about the

bootlegger in the early twenty's was very tolerant. He seemed to us
to be kind of a nice guy. Sometimes he was our uncle or our cousin

or our friend next door, and we had no feeling that he was doing any-
thing highly immoral in terms of prohibition. Everybody was taking
a drink whether there was a law or not, and we had a feeling that the
bootlegger was a pretty nice guy, and that was reflected in our films.

It wasn't until the late twenties and early thirties when the menace
of what had happened to the country suddenly became apparent. We
became aware of the tremendous inroads that the Capone empire had
made. We were made aware by Edgar Hoover's report that this was
a serious condition. It was once compared by William Valeco, a
writer, as the closest thing to a true underworld empire since the days
of Catiline. And the public began to react to prohibition and to the
gangster and the hoodlum element. Hoover got aid from the Govern-
ment in terms of the FBI. We immediately reflected that public opin-
ion too because our films changed. We went into a large group of
G-men pictures at the time, and the very men who had played gangsters
in some of our early pictures like Ca;gney, Robinson, Paul Muni, Pat
O'Brien, et cetera, now were playing G-men, and they accelerated this
public antipathy toward the gangster, and they did accelerate public
opinion and did create a change.
This was certainly reflected by the interest the public had in those

pictures. During the early days of nazism public opinion was very
divided in the early thirties on the problem. Motion pictures actually
did Hot deal with this subject until public opinion was quite clear

about it. There were many of us in the industry who felt strongly
about it, but we were not able to deal with it in terms of pictures be-
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cause public opinion did not reflect a real serious anti-Nazi point of
view. I think it was as late as 1937 when a poll taken revealed that

a majority of the American people were not in favor of helping Eng-
land at the expense of getting into a war with Germany. Then in

1939, a period of 2 short years, public opinion had switched itself, and
a large portion of the public were willing to help England even at

the risk of going to war. It was in that period when we began making
the first anti-Nazi pictures, because we began to reflect that growing
feeling in the United States that nazism was a very serious and dan-
gerous menace. We perhaps did accelerate public opinion in con-

nection with those pictures, and we helped reflect the public attitude

toward this menace.
The same thing happened right after the war with the anti-Com-

munist pictures that we made. There have been somethino- like over
60 films made, anti-Communist pictures made, and I certainly think

that they reflect again the public attitude, the public feeling about
communism.

In connection with insulations against minority hatreds, pictures

like Crossfire, Gentleman's Agreement, Pinky, Home of the Brave,
Intruder in the Dust, they again reflected a public attitude against

the hatred that suddenly broke out immediately after World War
II when you had a little short, sharp rise of the Klan in America,
and also the Columbus group; I think it was in Georgia, and they
reflected the public revulsion against this type of hate, and we made
those pictures that reflected that kind of hate.

In connection with Blackboard Jungle, I believe that what we have
done is make a picture that again reflects a rise in public tide against

the menace of delinquency that has gone too long unchecked.

Mr. BoBO. Do you think, Mr. Schary, that in sometimes reflecting

the attitudes of the adult generation that we might at the same time
be affecting the attitudes of the adolescent and juvenile generation?

Mr. Schary. I suppose that is a very reasonable point of view to

take, and one would have to make a very definitive study, I think,

however, to prove that what you say is true.

It would be my hunch, based on showings I have seen of Black-
board Jungle, that we are not doing any damage at all. We are asso-

ciating younger people in terms of dramatic emphases with the school-

teacher and with those elements in the class that stand behind the

teacher. I have seen a couple of runnings of the picture now—when
I say "couple," by that I mean at least 5 or 6 runnings with audiences

that have paid to see the picture—and their reactions are pretty

much the same. One of the things is the usual demonstrations on the

part of the kids towards the exciting music at the beginning, which
now has that of a vogue, the rock-and-roll music, and in the early

section they are laughing really at the teacher; they are with the

gang. There is no doubt about that, and that's the way the picture

was designed. But as the picture develops, and as the teacher's prob-
lem becomes dramatically clear, and as the attitude of the audience
begins to switch away from the hoodlum elements in the class, they
are with the teacher ; they support those elements that support him,
and in the showings I have seen they always applaud the end of the

picture where the teacher triumphs over bad.

Mr. BoBO. Do you think it might be possible among some of the

more hardened elements as were represented in that picture that they
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know that the picture itself in the last reel is going to turn out with
the good triumphant, that they might have a tendency to emulate the

type of character there, thinking it wouldn't happen to them ?

Mr. ScHARY. Well, I don't know; I think wdiat Dr. Frym said

before is very interesting and it briught to mind an experiment we
made some years ago when we were working with film in connec-

tion with experiments in impression. There was a short film made
with the following scene, a very short scene in wliicli a man on a street

corner held a knife. A policeman came around the corner and grabbed
the man, very hurriedly. The man took the knife, swung it at the
policeman, the policeman then pushed him to one side, the man lunged
at him again with the knife, and then ran away as another policeman
approached. That was the scene. It was shown to people that we
thought might be susceptible to another point of view. These were
done without the people being aware they were part of an experi-

ment. In an amazing amount of cases, almost 50 percent of the cases,

some of the people reported tliat the policeman had come around
the corner holding a knife and had tried to kill tlie man on the cor-

ner. Now, this is the exact same film that many of them saw, and
I think it is very likely that there Avill be people wo go to see Black-
board Jungle or any other picture and come away with a point of
view which they have brought to the picture themselves. They could
see as harmless and has happy and as lovely a picture as Seven Brides
and come away determined that the only way to get a girl is to kidnap
her, and there is nothing much that we could do about that. I think
that is the normal kind of risk that you make with a free screen and
a free society.

Chairman Kepauver. Mr. Schary, it was reported in the Memphis
paper, I am sure you have had an account of it,—I haven't seen Black-
board Junole, but the report was that some girls went out and burned
down the big barn at the fairgrounds for some unexplained reason,

and when apprehended they said the reason they did it was they got
the idea from Blackboard Jungle. What could be in the picture that

could cause that ?

Mr. SciiARY. Sir, I haven't the faintest idea. There is no fire in

the picture; they can't pin that on us. I don't know, I'm inclined

to believe that these girls arrested decided to associate themselves with
some sort of a big headline subject.

Mr. Binford, as you know, had a point of view about the picture.

And based on Mr. Binford's background, I am not so sure he wasn't
a little irritated at the fact that one of the main characters was a
Negro. That may not be fair to Mr. Binford; I don't know.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Binford is the man that passes on pictures

in the city of Memphis ?

Mr. SciiARY. Yes. For a while he refused us a license. But he has
let the picture go by.

In any event, I just frankly believe it was an excuse. I don't believe

it is a serious point of view.
Chairman Kefau\'er. Have you had any other reactions of that

kind ?

Mr. Schary. Well, I know there was one instance in New York
City where a group of hoodlums were picked up and found witli a
copy of the book Blackboard Jungle in their pockets. I think that
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just happened to be a coincidence. They could have been found
witli any number of violent, busting novels available to them for sale

at a very, very cheap price at most bookstores.

We have had many people who have written in about the picture,

have said that the picture is very exciting, would provoke a change.
There have been newspapers that have supported the picture and
believe it will accomplish some good.

In New York City the recent study by the mayor's committee has
revealed the exact points that the picture makes, that the problems
of juvenile delinquency are reflections of the problems within the

home, of a rather aching society, as a result of a series of wars that

we have gone through and dislocations as a result of crowded city

conditions, as a result of apathy on the part of the teachers to their

student and as a result of apathy on the part of society to school-

teachers.

There are so many contributing reasons and Blackboard Jungle
doesn't pretend to be a panacea. It merely pretends—and I believe

comes oti' well—to be an honest report of serious conditions.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Schary, you said in the case of Black-
board Jungle you were interested in a picture that would help in the

juvenile delinquency problem. I know that was your intention and
it is still a controversy among some people, as to just what the picture

did do.

But who passes on matters of that kind, what advice do you have ?

You gave an instance a few minutes ago of the diiferent people
that saw the police escapade in a different way.
Mr. Schary. Yes.

Chairman Kefatjver. In the case of M-G-M do you have a kind of

a committee or what kind of council do you have, or is there someone
or some group for all the movie industry ?

Mr. Schart. Xo, No, there isn't. In the case of Blackboard
Jungle, that decision, whether good or bad, was my decision. Each
person in the responsible position in the picture business has his own
background and experience that he brings to making these decisions.

If he makes enough bad ones, he gets fired. If he makes enough good
ones, he remains in his job.

I have made some bad ones and will undoubtedly continue to make
them, but they are my decisions. And in the case of Blackboard
Jungle my decision was based on my own background, my own expe-
rience, my own knowledge about juvenile delinquency, and I know a
little bit about it, and my own background with so-called controversial
pictures.

The last one that involved me in a little bit of public struggle was a
picture called Crossfire. There were many people that didn't want
me to make this particular picture. They thought it would lead to-

more anti-Semitism. There were people that actually went into a
trauma when they saw the picture, and believed, because the picture
had violence in it, that it would encourage anti-Semites and bigots to
start killing Semites, Jews, all through America.
We felt, on the other hand, it would insulate against anti-Semitism.

We had tests made of the picture immediately following its release

by psychologists from NYU, and that point of view was reaffirmed.

The picture did insulate. And I think Blackboard Jungle will insu-

late against this, rather than accelerate it.
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Chairman Kefauver. My point was, while you have o-ood judgment,

would it be of some help in a picture like Blackboard Jungle if you

had actual experiences with the reaction of children themselves, or

at least study of the picture before it is too far along, by psychiatrists

and children experts 'i

Mr. SciiARY. Those studies are made, not quite as definitive perhaps

as you are suggesting, Senator. But the subject material was dis-

cussed with people that I know, in the case of Blackboard Jungle,

with 2 psychiatrists, 2 friends of mine.

The picture was then shown many times at previeAvs. We previewed
the picture four times, as a matter of fact, we showed it to a group
of schoolteachers here in California, teachers who work here in

California.

They had some points of view about it. We accommodated it for

those points of view, because we felt they were valid. We made
changes in this picture to accommodate for those reasonable points

of view.

I don't want you to get the impression, in the case of any contro-

versial film, that any one person or any one studio bulls his way along
without listening to a rational point of view from someone else.

There were people consulted on Blackboard Jungle and there were
people to advise us.

Chairman Kefauver. All right. Mr. Bobo.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. Scliary, in the production of movies, to get across

an emotional impact, may there sometimes be a tendency among
directors or producers to put in extra scenes, say, of violence or bru-

tality, or an extra fight to provide that extra emotional impact the

audience might get, to make it sell ?

Mr. ScHARY. I think that is possible, yes. I am sure that is possible.

We are in a position to, in some instances, to correct that. In talking
of pictures of violence, all of us must be aware there are certain pic-

tures in which the scenes of violence actually are perfectly acceptable

and very necessary to the audience. A case in point that comes to mind
is a picture recently that we made called Bad Day At Black Rock.
That picture had a very violent scene in it.

Our two toughest countries, in terms of violence, two countries

that fight a good deal against violence, are India and Australia, and
in both of these countries the picture was passed without a single

solitary cut, which is very unusual. They felt that the picture, the

violence in the picture was necessary to identif}^ it Avith the cause

of good.
Not every fight in the picture is bad. Not every bit of violence is

damaging. I think it is very likely and certainly very possible that

there are pictures in which there is too much violence and in which
violence is done for violence's sake. I certainly would like to see less

of that, but I don't know how possibly you could legislate that kind
of bad judgment out of the making of motion pictures.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Scliary, we had some testimony this

morning with reference to the competition between television and
movies, that television didn't act upon as strict a code basis and that

when they had more violence, then there was the inclination of the

movies to come up, or vice versa, whichever way it may be.

Have you noticed any evidences of that ?
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Mr. ScHARY. I don't think that is the accurate picture of the com-
j^etitive function of TV. Actually, TV performs pretty much the
same function that talking pictures provided in the theaters years ago.

When talking pictures came along there was a whole group of people
who believed the theater was through. Actually, the only thing
through in the theater was a long list of mediocre plays that the motion
jDicture business inherited, because we were able to make them cheaper
and make them available to the public on a cheaper basis.

The theater at that time produced, I would guess, somewhere around
220 to 250 plays a year. Today there are only some 90 plays produced
in the theater, but they are generally of a better caliber, they are more
provocative, and they are much more successful and they run for a

longer period of time, probably because there are less of them avail-

able to the public. Talking pictures took over that large amount of

storymaking.
Television has taken over again from us a large number of these

so-called budget pictures and smaller subject pictures. We used to

make somewhere between 450 and 500 pictures in this business. I

would guess that we will make somewhere around 300 or 350 and per-

liaps in years to come even less number, and that television has taken
that other group of stories from us. We hope that they have in-

Tierited some of our mediocrity for the time being.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Schary, do you make any pictures for

television ?

Mr. Schary. No, sir, not at our studio.

Cliairman Kefauver. Not at your studio ?

]\Ir. Schary. No, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Do any of the larger movie producers make
any pictures for television ?

Mr. Schary. As I understand it, Columbia Pictures, I believe, had
a subsidiary that makes some film for TV ; I don't know how much,
though.

Paramount I know does not make any. Twentieth Century-Fox, I

believe, has started a program of a small group of pictures that are

designed primarily to export their own product on television. I don't

think it is actual production for television. I am not sure of that.

Warner Bros. I think have the same kind of program as Twentieth-
Fox. We at this point are not making any.

Chairman Kefau\tr. My next question has to do with a rather

philosophical approach. I was interested in your remarks about the

time the bootlegger was accepted, that he was rather favorably pre-

sented ; that at the time that it was apparent that nazism was becoming
a menace, that you probably accelerated the antagonism toward
nazism and fascism. That, of course, is a tremendous responsibility

that you take in your hands, in deciding whether something is good
or bad.

Mr. Schary. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. It may be that a very little minority posi-

tion would be the correct position. Yet if public opinion were swing-

ing the other way or was predominantly the other way, according to

what you have just said, chances are your movies would reflect that

predominant public opinion.

Mr. Schary. I think that is a very, very good question and legiti-

mate. I thing it is a legitimate risk, sir. We can only hope there will
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be enough people in the motion picture industry constantly who will

reflect the better and best and big majority point of view that exists

in our democracy, which usually reflects, 1 believe honestly, those

things for the best.

There is always room for minority opinion in the making of a pic-

ture, and the proof of that is the pictures are made that some people

doir't want made.
You must understand that when a picture becomes controversial and

does reflect public opinion it may not at that time reflect a popular
point of view, even though it may reflect public opinion.

I think that, as I said before, is a normal, healthy risk you have to

take in a free society, free screen, and free press and free everything.
Chairman Kefauver. I can see that. I have frankly been somewhat

worried, in our country usually when we start to take a position we go
so far overboard usually in taking it, to such an extent that we some-
times lose the ability to reason about it.

Mr, ScHARY. I think that is very good, a very good observation.
Unfortunately, you have a good protection against that, which is the
public opinion. If the public opinion finally becomes surfeited they
stop going. And as soon as they stop going we stop making them.
You can depend on the public to always tip us off, whether we are out
of line or not. They just won't go to see those pictures that they don't
want to go to see.

Chairman Kefauver. But your pictures, though, tend to mold or
keep in an attitude that public opinion might be in the national in-

terest for it to be swinging back the other way.
Mr. ScHARY. I don't think that is true. I think again because we

are always 5 or 6 months late, we are 5 or 6 months behind, we will

shift in changes in public opinion. And if we have an opinion that
is not in tune, in we are late, if we have guessed wrong, the public
just is indifferent to the picture and they won't go.

We are not molding their opinion at all. They just dismiss the
picture if they are, for instance, tired of being talked to on the sub-
ject of communism or fascism or lynching or anything else, why,
they just won't go to see the pictures. We xjan make them and try
and get them to have a point of view about it, but it won't do any
good.
Chairman Ivefauver. But you have already got your investment

in them and you are trying to get your houses to show them.
Mr. Schary. That is right. Then we are out of luck, because the

houses won't show them. There is no love lost generally between the
exhibitor and the picturemaker. That is something you learn.

We can't show pictures that the public doesn't want to see. There
has been no way found of getting the public to buy a picture they
don't want to go to see. We can spend $5 million advertising it

and they won't go. And the records are full and bloody with in-

stances of that kind. They just won't go.

Chairman Kefau\ter. Mr. Schary, with all of the problem we have
with juvenile delinquency, is MGM—I assume you will—continue to

think about ways, as to the point of view, ideas you might have to

curb delinquency, to get people to give our kids a better opportunity
and create better attitudes on their part ?

Mr. Schary. I hope we will continue to search for material, and
I hope we can find material that will express other facets, other
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phases of this problem and perhaps other pictures that will have
constructive points of view to make about ways of licking this prob-
lem. Those are very hard to find. We are always open for any-
thing that we feel will do some good.
Chairman Kefaua-er. Do you have anything else that you would

like to tell us about ?

Mr. ScHARY. No, sir, I really don't think so.

I would only like to comment on something actually that you your-

self commented on in your opening statement, and that refers to the

list of pictures that were in the newspaper this morning.
I just had a little feeling that if we are to do a definitive study

of juvenile delinquency or the effect of motion pictures on juvenile

delinquency, it seems to me it would be like doing a study of how
do newspapers affect juvenile delinquency, and in doing such a defini-

tive study we would have to talk about all newspapers. We would

have to discuss the highly responsible ones along with the ones that

may not be responsible.

I felt if we were going to do a serious study of how movies affect

the younger generation, we would have to make up a different list.

We shouldn't just get the list of the 12 provocative and in some in-

stances not highly representative pictures. I think you would have

to deal with pictures like The Robe, Roman Holiday, Lili, Little

Boy Lost, Rear Window, and a long list of other pictures that have

a plus influence, and find out what kind of a balance we make on the

young mind. I think the balance would turn out to be a very, very

good one myself. I know it would be difficult to make such a study,

but I think at the time we study the negative we must try and study

the positive.

Chairman Kefauver. I certainly agree with you, and I hope we

have not left the imj^ression that we do not think a great predomi-

nance of the movies that come out are on the plus side. I think that

is true.

Mr. ScHARY. As I say, sir, you made that as your statement.
^

Chairman Kefauver.' A good part of them are good, but it doesn t

mean we wouldn't like to see less of the undesirable ones, fewer and

fewer undesirable ones.

Mr. ScHARY. I can assure you as a picturemaker I would also like

to see less unsuccessful pictures.

Chairman Kefaua^r. Yes.

Mr. Schary. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF Y. FRANK FREEMAN, VICE PRESIDENT, PARA-

MOUNT PICTURES, INC., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. I have a brief biographical sketch of Mr.

Freeman's business career, among which it says he was born in Georgia

and went to the Georgia Tech.
Mr. Freeman. That is right.

Chairman Kefauver. And you have been with Paramount since

1926; is that correct?

Mr. Freeman. Since 1933.

Chairman Kefauver. We will make this biographical sketch a part

of the record, which I feel fills in some details.
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Vice president, Paramount Pictures, Inc., born Greenville, Ga.,

December 14, 1890. Educated Georgia Institute of Technology, At-
lanta (EE).

AVith S. A. Lynch enterprises (theater), 1916-32 (division of Para-

mount from 1926)

.

Joined Paramount, New York, January 18, 1933 ; elected vice presi-

dent of Paramount Pictures in charge of theater operations, 1935 ; in

1938 named vice president in charge of studio operations.

President, Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc., 1940-44.

Member, National Committee, WAG ; chairman. Motion Picture Pro-
ducers Association, 1947-48 ; chairman, Los Angeles branch. Federal
Reserve Board, 1944-47 ; chairman, Research Council, Motion Picture

Producers, Hollywood, 1945-47; director, deputy chairman, Federal
Reserve Board, San Francisco, 1954-55.

All right, Mr. Bobo.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. Freeman, I think you as vice president in charge of

Paramount Pictures have some definite ideas on the role of motion
pictures in all the facets of human life, especially that dealing with
juvenile delinquency.

Do you care to make a statement about your experience in the mo-
tion picture field ?

Mr. Freeman. To start off, let me sa}' that I speak pure Georgian
English, and if the audience doesn't understand me, I know you and
the Senator will, being from the neighboring State of Tennessee.
Mr. BoBO. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Yes, indeed.

Mr. Freeman, we will get these mikes closer so they can bear yon,

whether they understand you or not.

Mr. Freeman. All right. I have spent the last 17 years of my life

in Hollywood. I spent the earlier part of my life in New York and
Georgia and in the theatrical field.

When I came to Hollywood I had no knowledge whatsoever of the

way or how or why you produced a motion picture. I was handed
a studio and told to operate it. The mistakes were never caught up
with because it took too long for them to find out just what I had done
wrong.
In my years of association with people in the Hollywood branch

of the motion-picture industry, that is, the branch that makes the pic-

tures, I have found simply a cross section of America, and, let me say,

of the world.
Our community is composed of about 25,000 workers in all fields

and they come from all areas of the country, small towns, big towns,

the country. They represent a cross section of the thinking, of the

lives and the morals of the people of this country, and let me say, also,

of other countries.

I would think that there are in our industry no less than 750 writ-

ers who work not all the time but at times in the development of stories

and scripts for motion pictures.

I would say there are 300 directors who act in their individual ca-

pacity with reference to the direction of a motion picture. I would
say that there are 150 producers, who also work in that capacity as

producers of pictures.

All of these people, thinking individually and not collectively, nor
dominated by any group that controls their thinking, that is, I think,
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the greatest safeguard that the American motion pictures have today.
God forbid that the time will ever come when the thinking of those

people must be through a controlled channel, from whatever source
it may originate. At that time you can rest assured the value, the
effect of the motion picture ceases to exist, because the motion picture-

is a medium of entertainment. It represents a field of entertainment
for the great masses of the people of the world. They are the quickest,

the people, and they recognize propaganda as such immediately and
they are not interested. And wherever in any country there has been
an attempt to base a control on pictures with propaganda on the pub-
lic, they are not successful.

I have found among these people that I have mentioned good men,,

the great majority good, and some bad ones, as you will find in your
hometown or in any city or any place you may go. I have found that

the majority of these people recognize that when they come into the
motion-picture industry they have accepted a trust, a trust that im-
poses upon them an obligation much deeper than maybe the man, the
average man in the street, or woman, layman, would feel they had,
because through this medium that is at their disposal they recognize
what they do, what they use in that medium can have its effect upon
people throughout the world, and are finally conscious of this.

I think we are the one industry that has a separate code, production
code. I am a great admirer of people that administer that code. I
think it is a safeguard to the public, that a great majority of motion
pictures will be in an area that is acceptable, in good taste and, cer-

tainly, never in an area where they simply know emotional impact
or know excitement. If so, the picture, as Mr. Schary so aptly said,

will not succeed, and the person Avho is responsible for the production
of such pictures will soon be looking for another job.

For anyone to sny that errors have not been made would be very
foolish. They will continue to be made. The perfect man, as I un-
derstand, has never been found, or the perfect administrator, nor
the fellow who can maybe make all the decisions right.

In the operation of the Paramount Studio it may differ somewhat
from the operation of the Metro Studio, the same as Fox may differ,

because there I do not have the experience that Mr. Schary has had
in fields of writing and in actual production of motion pictures. My
job has been as executive administrator, to employ the ]:)eople that are
creative and to have as my right-hand assistant a man who furnishes,

as Mr. Schary does, in the way of supervising the actual production
of the pictures.

However, no picture comes out of the Paramount Studios for which
I can in any way deny responsibility. I have full charge of the studio

and if an error is made, that error is mine, because I always have the
right to say no, and I do not lay at the feet of the men who may make
the picture a charge it was their fault or their responsibility. It is

mine. I have made some mistakes, I have made many. I will con-
tinue to make more. And tlie man that sits at the desk where I sit,

with an allocation of $35 million to be used in the making of 18 or 20
motion pictures—we do not make as many as Metro^—having to reach
a decision, and those pictures averaging anywhere from a million and
a half to our latest one, which is $11 million, and make that decision
upon a piece of paper which yet hasn't been developed into a screen-
play or into a final motion picture, and spend that money that belongs
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to somebody else—it is not liis money—it is a terriffic responsibility,

and one that you have to always, regardless of your personal opinion,

rely somewhat upon the economic situation and what the possibility

of box-office value is and the story or the idea you are thinkinjr of

might have at the box office, in order to see that stockholders, whose

money you are spending, get a fair chance of their investment being

safe and sound.
There are no peculiarities particularly in our business. I was born

in Greenville, Ga., a town of 814. I came to Hollywood with all of

the things that people say about Hollywood and Hollywood people,

that a stranger there would last 3 months, 4 months, 5 months. And
I have never found a more friendly, a more American, a more corial

group of people than composed in the motion-picture industry, and

a group that I wnll stand by and with at any time, any place, in de-

fense of their deep sense of obligation to their community, to their

public, and to the problems that exist in our country.

And doing that, I will tell you, Senator, I will still make a lot of

mistakes, but we will do it forthrightly, w^e will do it courageously

and we will take our penalty for the mistakes we make, Mathout asking

for any sympathy whatsoever. We will stand on our record of the

job that has been done by American motion pictures in every section

of the world, in carrying the American w^ay of life to all peoples of

the world, so that today 80 percent of the playing time on all theaters

of the world are American motion pictures.

I think that is about my statement.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Freeman, we appreciate your forceful

and good general statement. What particular considerations are you
giving at Paramount to this problem we are investigating, as to the

welfare of our children and the difficulty of juvenile delinquency?
Do you have any or are you planning any particular pictures that will

try to furnish leadership in bettering this general situation ?

Mr. Freeman. Well, in the end result I hope so. We are preparing
and trying to work out a story now that is on the delinquency of some
parents in their homes, and wliat they do that brings about maybe a
broken life and leads to greater contribution, I think, to juvenile

delinquency than any other media.
I am one who believes that the fault does not lie in the newspapers,

does not lie in television, does not lie in motion pictures. I am one of
those fellows born in a country town, raised by parents who I think
understood—and I think maybe you had the same experience, Sena-
tor,—what it meant for the children to recognize their mother and
father and for the mother and father to live the kind of lives that
would be something the children could respect, and bring them up in

a way that the problem that you have today doesn't exist.

In my opinion, when you wind it all up and make all the examina-
tions you can go through, all of the research you can make, it will come
right back to the source of the foundation of our way of life in this

country, and that is the home. Drinking liquor, divorce, we didn't
start it ; it starts at the source of the family heart.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Freeman, my hometown was not quite as

big as Greenville, but I know what you are talking about.
Mr. Freeman. Good. You knew what a hickory switch was.
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Cliairman Kefaua^er. "Hells Island" which you produced has
been criticized some, particularly the advertisements in connection
with it.

Mr. Freeman. I think it is very bad ; no excuse for it.

Chairman Kefau^'er. The advertisements?
Mr. Freeman. The advertisements.

Chairman Kefauver. You see it back there [indicating].

Mr. Freeman. I liave seen it. If you could see my criticism of it, I

don't think it would bear to go into the record.

Chairman Kefauver. How come you let the advertisement go
through ?

Mr. Freeman. I don't control it.

Chairman Kefauver. You don't control the advertisements?
Mr. Freeman. Xo, I do not. Advertising of all Paramount pictures

is controlled out of Xew York, under the direction of the head of dis-

ti'ibution and the general advertising manager. He can be honest in

Vvhat he does.

Because I disagree with him and say what I do doesn't necessarily

mean I am right and he is wrong. I don't mean that.

Chairman KEFAm'ER. Don't you have the authority to change this

man or direct what he does ?

Mr. Freeman. No, I haven't. My problem here at the studio is in

charge of production of the picture, the manufacture of the product.

When I finish it I turn it over to New York, to the distributing depart-

ment. It then takes charge of the sales policy and the advertising

policy and the distribution of the i^icture.

Chairman Kefauver. Don't you think the code ought to apply to the
advertising as well as to the picture itself ?

Mr. Freeman. There is an advertising code.

Chairman KErAU\'ER. But apparently it is not working too good.
Mr. Freeman. It is there in New York, in the office of the Motion

Picture Producers Association, and I say it is my understanding that

all ads and all stills have to be submitted to this code for approval
before they are released ; I say that is my understanding.
Chairman Kefau%t:r. Well, it would seem that since you have the

responsibility for the impression that Paramount pictures make for

the good or the bad, that it is not quite fair to impose advertising that

you don't agree with, upon the reputation of Paramount over which
you have charge.

Mr. Freeman. Well, I think that one of the problems which is hard
to understand, that exists in the making and in a company trying to

produce 18 pictures a year, or see that they are produced, is that you
have to delegate authority and you have to divide it up. No one man
is mentally or physically able to supervise the responsibilities of all

branches of producing, distributing and sales organization, such as

Metro or Fox or Paramount or Warner or any other major studio.

I want to be fair. Senator, because I disagree on something and
1 don't think it is right, I am not going to say that my position is

perfectly right and the other man's is perfectly wrong. There may
be an honest difference of opinion. I only express my personal

opinion.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Schary told how the code operated in con-

nection with Metro pictures. Is that about the same arrangement or

same system you have ?
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Mr. Freeman. I think it is exactly the same in every instance. The
idea is you buy a story, you take it up to see if there is objectionable

things with the code administrator. You follow it through with the

first script and present it. If they have things they wish to suggest

to you that are not according to the code, they do it and you change
it, and then when you finally make the picture you present it to them:

for approval and if there are scenes still in the picture that don't

come out ]ust right, the code says it has to be changed, you argue it

out with them, as to what changes, and finally decide on it.

Chairman KEFAu\Ti:R. With Paramount, does the opinion of the code
always finally prevail ^

Mr. Freeman. Paramount has never released a motion picture in

its history, insofar as I know—and certainly not within mv 17 years

of experience here—that did not have the code approval, the code
seal.

Chairman Kefau\^r. Mr. Bobo, are you going to bring out by some
witness how many of the producers there are that are, and whether
there are any or not, members of the code association?

Mr. Bobo. Yes, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Do you have any questions, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. I think that is all.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much.
Mr. Freeman. I would, before closing, like to say—and this is : call

it a plug for motion pictures, if you wish, but I think if you will

think about the responsibility the industry has assumed, for instance,,

in making a picture like The Ten Commandments, which is possibly

the biggest motion picture ever made by the industry, under the direc-

tion of a man like Mr. De Mille, you will find they do think in the area
of what an impact a picture of this kind can have on the world today.
And also, in pointing up what Mr. Schary said, it just happens to

be a Paramount picture, that Paramount is making The Ten Com-
mandments. It would be just as good or as great if it were made by
any other studio.

When you start to get ready to think of developing a story into a

final motion-picture production, there can be a period of time from
15 to 24 months before that final ]Droduct is seen on the screens of the
country. So many things can happen in that interim period that had
you known at the time you started you might have thought differently

about it.

But today if I start to get ready to have a picture produced or made
at the Paramount Studio an idea suggested, by the time the screen-
play is finished, by the time it is possible to cast it and find all the
different component parts necessary to make it, having completed the
shooting schedule on it, the process then of editing and, as Mr. Schary
said, going in for music and sound, finishing all of that and going, if

it is a color picture, to your color laboratory to get what you call your
answer print, and then find out from previews if it is right or not,

and finally get your print out, and a period in between to advertise
it, if you get it out within 18 to 20 months you have done a very good
job.

There are times when things happen in between that would make
you feel that maybe you wouldn't have done this had you known at
that day you started what was going to happen in September 2 years
later.
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Chairman Kefau\^er. We thank you very much for your coopera-

tion, for coming here and being with us, Mr. Freeman.
Mr. Freeman. Thank you.
Chairman Kefauver. The subcommittee will stand in recess for 10

minutes.

( Short recess taken.

)

STATEMENT OF JACK L. WARNEK, PRODUCER AND VICE PRESI-

DENT, WARNER BROS. PICTURES, INC., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Chairman Kjefau^^r. Mr. Warner, we appreciate your coming and
giving us the benefit of your many years of experience and your views
on the subject.

I have a biographical sketch here which tells all the good and bad
things you have done.

Apparently, you started in the business back in 1918.

Mr. Warner. Way back there. It was in 1905.

Chairman Kefauver. 1908. Entered distribution with formation
Duquesne Amusement Co. at Pittsburgh in 1908.

Mr. Warner. It was about 3 years before that. That is all right.

Chairman KErAU\-ER. That was with your late brother, Sam Warner.
This is a long experience you liave had, and we will put this biograph-
ical sketch in the record at this point.

With late brother Sam produced ''My Four Years in Germany"
( 1917) . In 1918 took charge of Warner Sunset studios in Hollywood

;

1919, with brothers pioneered in development of talking pictures; in

charge of west coast studios since.

Academy awards for best production: "The Life of Emile Zola,"

1937; "Casablanca," 1943.

In 1933, appointed by President Roosevelt chairman NRA board
of California. Commissioned lieutenant colonel, United States Air
Force. Many decorations.

Member: Committee for Economic Development, National Aero-
nautics Association, Air Patrol League, Southern California Sym-
phony Association, Beverly Hills Community Council, Beverly Hills

Chamber of Commerce, et cetera.

Now, you tell us about
• Mr. Warner. Yes, sir. There is only one thing I would like to

add as correction. I was born in London, Ontario, Canada. My
parents moved to Lynchburg, Va. I want to get the southern feeling

in this.

Chairman Kefauver, That is getting down in Davy Crockett
territory.

]Mr. Warner. That is correct. I want to make sure that

Chairman Kefauver. We had Georgia and South Tennessee and
now Virginia.

Mr. Warner. Yes. From Lynchburg we moved to Youngstown,
Ohio, where they really claim me.
About Davy Crockett—I don't know whether this is supposed to

be a pun or not—the local papers last Sunday carried a story of the

love and life of Davy Crockett. I don't know whether it has anything

to do with the order of business or not.

Chairman Kefauver. He is a great hero in Tennessee.

Mr. Warner. He is all over the world. He is doing a big job.
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Chairman Kefauver. I think it might be of interest in this argn-
ment whether Davy Crockett was born in Tennessee or North Carolina,

he wasn't born in either State. Back in 1792, what is now Tennessee
was created as the State of Franklin. It lasted three and a half or
four years. That is when Davy was born.

Mr. Warner. He has done a good job with his predecessors.

Chairman Kefauver. Yes, he is a fine man, Davy.
]\Ir. Warner. He has a corner on all the coonskin caps.

I think I would rather be serious; if you don't mind a little spice

of life occasionally, it is all right sometimes.
The cause you represent, I believe, is a serious one. I just tried to

diagnose and think over to myself in the last day or two of what could
have been, or what has caused the delin(iuency of juveniles throughout
not only America, but I believe it is throughout the world, and I came
across several phases, one in particular within the last 40 years, that

there has been a complete change in the mode of life in our country.

That era, the prohibition era, when law and order were completely

disregarded, tended to create not only juvenile delinquency, but there

was much adult delinquency. I feel during that period of time of

disrespect and disregard of law and order, we all know, especially

all the older fellows, and girls as well, that everybody tossed aside

—

law meant nothing, to any degree, and particularly I am speaking of

the prohibition era.

Therefore, I feel over the years there has come many, many children

of the parents of the period who saw this lack of law and order, and
the disrespect, it grew up into now wdiat may be many of the juvenile

delinquents, or it may be the parents of many of them. I feel that

had something to do with it.

Along that very particular order we happened to, I believe, have
made the first motion pictures that brought to the surface that very
era; naming one, the first one was "Public Enemy.'' We showed
conclusively just exactly the operation of the gangsters of the period,

the prohibition operation, whatnot, whatnot. We made a picture

"Little Caesar" and probably a half a dozen others, all with great,

with what I thought had social contact, so much so that it sounds
very much sort of a comic nature now, but at the time it was rather

serious.

When I went to New York then one of oin- films w^as showing at

our theater there and T went to some speakeasy and I met one of the

boys I knew, and I said that I thought they were mad at me because

we had been showing them up.

He said, "No, it is great. Me and my gal have been up here three

times. We are going again to see it."

I felt, although that was humorous, the seriousness behind it these

pictures brought to the surface, to the public, and to the hoodlums,
just exactly what they wei'e, and I feel had nnich to do with law and
order taking hold again or at least steering it into an avenue, Avhat-

ever it may be, and bringing it to the surface and stamping it out. It

had a lot to do with it, as a matter of fact.

Another film we made at the time was called "G-lNFen." It was a

history to a degree, more or less, of the G-man, J. Edgar Hoover, of

the time; I think about 1928, 19?>0. Many of the things we showed
in the film were things that Mr. Hoover was trying to get, such as his

6iT65—55 9
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FBI men being armed. They weren't permitted to carry arms at the

time. We showed the arming of FBI men and how they could pro-

tect themselves and protect law and order, and whatnot. It all came

to pass, which is now in existence.

I feel that motion pictures have done a great job in that respect.

We have really shown life in the raw, shown the cause, shown the effect

and we show the cure. In fact, the New York Times dubbed this as

combining good citizenship with good picturemaking. In fact, we

have used that slogan quite often ever since. In fact, it is quite a good

one. Not only in just this type of lilm, but I mean in pictures of

every walk of life, probably a thousand or more, in that number.

Chairman Kefauaer. Pictures certainly have a great impact on

the kind of citizens, good or bad, that we are going to have.

Mr. Warner. Yes. Another thing I felt, m addition to the pro-

hibition debacle, which I believe apparently it turned out, so far as

I am concerned, was the world wars that we have, both the hot and

cold, over the period of about 32, 33, 34 or 35 years. That, too, has

seen what I would say were life and human rights, where they were

at the lowest ebb.
.

I happened to have been in the war, at the end of the war, m Dachau.

I saw the operation of that particular camp, and there was no human

rights whatsoever. Naturally, we depicted films—when I came back

I happened to make a picture called "Hit or Live" where I redepicted

the things I am mentioning here. I won't go into a long dissertation

on it.

The world has, of course, been evolving around some very, very

troublesome times. The matter, as I see it in the last 40 or 50 years

of my life, has been that everybody—those years have been very, very

tough years, and that had a lot to do with the planting of the seed of

juvenile delinquency.

After all, if vou are in a war or in peace, whatever it may be, you

see law and order being disrespected, tossed aside, people getting off

easy or getting oft' hard, whatever it may be, I think it has a lot to do

witli creating the juvenile delinquency problem we are facing today.

I feel committees of your kind, all American citizens who think

right, can do a lot to eradicate and stamp out this ; I know they can.

Committees of your kind have done great jobs heretofore and I know
you can do this^ one by the very idea of going around to citizens and

bringing it to the attention of the people, the mothers and fathers and

kids themselves realizing j ust what they are doing.

Let's show them in pictures, if we can do good, or show it in every-

thing that is printed, if it does good. It does do good. There has

been a bad one here and there, which there is in everything. But on

the whole you will find—I have very rarely ever seen a film that hasn't

had some kind of a moral, either for good or bad, but they have some

kind of a moral. I feel the prohibition, the years of the wars has

planted all this. Kids are tough. I, too, was brought up in Youngs-

town, Ohio. It wasn't an easy town. It was a mixture of all races

and a pretty tough town; a steel town. I haven't been there in 30

years. I guess it is all right now,
^^^len we make these films we must have this dramatic content or

you just can't malce a motion picture. You are not living in a tranquil

world, Utopia, because it really doesn't exist. When you make a film
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you liave to show the bad and good and how good triumphs. Unless

you have a comparison, as I said before, you do not have the cause

and effect. That is about all I can say on that.

About parents not giving their children guidance and so forth and

so on, all that, that is every parent's own opinion. No doubt the fathers

and mothers who told their children what to do, they think they are

doing the right. That is only a personal opinion of the people, which
I wouldn't have any control over. It is up to the people themselves.

I just made some notes here to try to guide myself. Other people

have touched on the divorce problem of the homes and the environ-

ment, the confusion of children, and so forth, which is virtually the

A, B. C. of the whole juvenile delinquency project, is the way I see it.

I feel that motion pictures do a great social service on the whole,

and I heard Mr. Freeman say nobody is perfect. We have made many,
many bad films. We have the ma j ority of good films,

Not only—in addition to making motion pictures of feature lengths,

we make short features, we make cartoons for children like "Bugs
Bunny" and "Tweetie Pie" and, oh, all kinds of things, and patriotic

films, and we have the Warner-Pathe newsreels.

Going back to 1918, my brother and I produced a silent film called

My Four Years in Germany by Ambassador Girard at the time, de-
picting the coming of World War I. During World War II, oh, 50
films. To give you one or two, The Confessions of a Nazi Spy. T

was the first man Avho made a picture showing nazism in all its raw
form, who, under the threat of death in written form by the local

German consul—not the word "death," he didn't use that, but words
to that effect, "You better not do this." That was in 1932, called

Confessions of a Nazi Spy. I have the letter.

Also recently we just made a picture, I Was a Communist for the

FBI. We are always trying to do something for the good of our
country. Not always do we make it as a matter of a commercial proj-

ect, IMany of these pictures do not succeed, but, however, being in

a large business as we are we can afford to do something maybe the

individual fellow can't. We can try to make things good for our
country. Commercially, yes, and if not, nothing is lost.

Mr. Freeman put in what we term in the movies or motion pictures

as sort of a "plug" for big pictures. I want to name 2 ; he only named
1. Two, so I give him two for one. We have one called The Land
of the Pharaohs. We have over 45,000 people in it. We made it in

Egypt and in Italy.

We have another called Helen of Troy equally as big; on a big-

scale, tremendous investment.

We hope that these pictures—they are educational. The Land of
the Pharaohs is a great educational film and shows the building of

the pyramids, and Helen of Troy is, of course, Homer's Iliad orig-

inal love story,

I think I have about covered everything I have to say, other than
I have been in this business all my life, ever since I was about 9 years
old. I don't want to say how old I am now. But I have always found
it a great pleasure. When things go bad, why, you feel a little down
in the mouth. When things are good you are right up there smiling.

If you do a good film that does good for your country, commercially,
why, you feel wonderful, and if not, you keep trying.
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Chairman Kefauver. How many pictures does Warner Bros, make
a year ?

Mr. Warner. In the last 15 years we have made as high as 70 pic-

tures. We are down now to where we do about 30.

Chairman Kefauver. And what particular attention do you give
to the matter of juvenile delinquency—an opportunity for our kids

—

what contribution are you making to the cause we are talking about
here ?

Mr. Warner. We are producing, just about finished the film called

Rebel Without a Cause. It is not the book that we talked about the

other day, but it is a story where we are trying—not trying, we have
shown where the parents are at fault and probably switch it around
and call it juvenile delinquency of parents.

Chairman Kefauver. That hasn't been released as yet ?

Mr. Warner. No.
Chairman Kefauver. We have had some calls saying this is not a

good picture, from the viewpoint of influence on young people.

Mr. Warner. They must be working from radar, because I myself
haven't seen it put together. You mustn't believe everything you get

by call—I guess you know that by now.
Chairman Kefau\t5r. I don't believe everything I get by calls.

Some of these people seem to know what they were talking about.

One or two of them seemed right reliable. I thought I would ask
you about it.

Mr. Warner. They are not sore they didn't make the picture them-
selves, are they ? Are these competitors ?

Chairman Kefauver. No, I am very serious. No, they are not com-
petitors. They are people interested in the public interest and wel-

fare of people.

Mr. Warner. All I will say is that the picture will stand for what
it is. I am responsible for it personally. While I am not the producer
or director or writer, as Mr. Freeman explained, it works virtually

the same in all studios.

Chairman Kefau\'ER. Do you pass on the pictures finally, before
tliey are released ?

Mr. AVarner. Final editing, we call it ; yes, sir.

Chairman KE^AU^^:R. What group do you have in the way of
psychiatrists or people that know something about the reaction of

young people? What group do you have consider your pictures or

the parts of them, from that viewpoint ?

Mr. Warner. Well, in fact, every film we go into we go into with
expert advice. If we make a Navy, Marine film, whatever it is, we
have officers assigned from the Department of Defense.

In this particular film, it is very prevalent with what we are nat-

urally interested in. I would like to recite some of the people who
have helped in making the picture.

Chairman Kefauver. You mean some of the people you have con-

sulted with from the viewpoint of impact on youth ?

Mr. Warner. Not only did they help, but they aided and examined
the scenario and I would say steered us to more or less the things they
thought were not right, and we would naturally change it, from expert
opinions.

The first name is Dr. Douglas Kelly, criminoloo;ist of the I^niversity

of California at Berkeley, chief examining psychiatrist at the United
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States Army, at the Nuremberg war trials, lecturer and adviser to

the police department; and Dr. H. R. Brickman, California Youth
Authority; Dr. Coudley, chief psychiatrist at the juvenile hall; Hon.
Judge William B. McKesson ; Dr. David Bogen, director of juvenile

hall^ Mr. Gentilli of the Boys' Group Movement; Carl Holtman,
probation officer ; Capt. Ben Stein, California Youth Authority.

Furthermore, I have a letter here from Dr. Kelly to the director of

the film, stating that he had read the script, and so forth and so forth.

Here is one I l)rought from the youth authority for the State of

California, signed Dr. H. R. Brickman. It says

:

Dear Mr. Uris—
he was one of the writers

—

I consider it a privilege to have been of some possible aid to your very worth-
while artistic undertaking. You most certainly did not overstay your welcome.
As mentioned in our conversation, I would be most happy to be of any further
assistance at any time. My best regards.

And so forth.

We very thoroughly go into specialization, with people who know
their particular fields, when we do anything. And I would say in

every film there is the story of Dien Bien Phu. We had a French
colonel flown all the wa}' from Dien Bien Phu.
We made a film called Jump Into Hell. Schary or Freeman said

we were too late. Before we could make the film or put it out every-
body had forgotten it, Dien Bien Phu. It was all washed out. How-
ever, we made the film and took the loss. We were very authentic, by
the way, but nobody came to see it.

Mr. Young. May I rise, as you suggested ?

Chairman Kefauver. All right, sir. Tell us your name.
Mr. Young. Young ; Jack R. Young.
Chairman Kefauver. All right, Mr. Young. What do you arise

for?

Mr. Young. Mr. Warner, in stating of the pictures he has made,
Mr. Warner has failed to state that the Warner Bros, studio, under his

supervision, during the period of time, has made more gangster pic-

tures than all major studios combined, so much so that the churches

throughout the country had gotten together and preached to the con-

gregation not to attend these pictures, gangster pictures, where they

were shown.
And the late Mr. Will Hayes, who then was designated or engaged

as the producers' representative, had insisted that a code be drawn up,

whereby pictures of the nature of gangsters that would influence delin-

quency of children, as well as adults, be stopped.

For a while tliat code was adhered to, but siiice then. I regret to say,

as a motion picture cameraman—and Mr. Warner has known me for

many years, perhaps 30 or more—that that condition at this time is

prevailing: that children, youths, are influenced by the presentation,

such as was stated by Mr. Mooring, of Black Tuesday, whereby a

police officer had helped a criminal plant a gun in the execution cham-
ber under a chair.

That is not a true conviction of that criminal, but is exaggerated for

the suspense in showing, where a police officer in a penal institution

had ])lanted a gun, a loaded gun in the presence
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Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Young, Mr. Warner is on the stand.

You had something to say, and let's don't get ofi" the subject.

Mr. Young. That is right.

Chairman Kefauver. You said that Mr. Warner's company had
produced more gangster pictures than all the rest of them put to-

gether, Mr. Hayes had a lot of trouble with them, and they complied
with the code for a while, but had stopped complying with it now.
Is that a summary of what you were saying?
Mr. Young. That not only applies to Mr. Warner, but all the major,

and independent studios.

Chairman Kefau\ter. All right, sir.

Mr. Young. Thank you, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. You see, we have c(mtroversy, ^Ir. Warner.
What do 3'ou say about that ?

Mr. Warner. I don't agree with him. As a matter of fact, I don't

know how many pictures we have made that—whatever it was. I

really don't know what the man is talking about, other than we made
pictures, as I described. I named the real hard ones. I didn't

name
Chairman KErAU\TER. He said you kncAv him.

Mr. Warner. I probably do know him.
Chairman KEFAU^'ER. Ha^e you had any trouble with either the code

under Mr. Hayes or under ISlv. Johnson's dominion (

Mr. Warner. Xo, we had no more trouble tiian anyone else. Every-
body has trouble.

Chairman Kefaux-er. You do have arguments, and you finally

abide b}^ their decisions ?

JNIr. AVarner. xVbsolutely. There has never been a picture that our

company has put out that hasn't had the proper seal and full respect

of tlie code. I am highly in favor of the code, because they are doing

a very monumental job.

Chairman Kefaunter. Every picture you have put out has had the

approval of the seal of the code since it has been in existence (

Mr. Warner. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, do you have any questions you

want to ask ?

Mrs. George. May I ask a question ?

Chairman Kefau\^r. You make your statement to me.

Mrs. George. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. What is your name ?

Mrs. George. Mrs. S. George.
Chairman Kefauv'er. Mrs. George ?

Mrs. George. Yes. Mr. Warner has stated that 2 years later—he

was 2 years too late in making a war picture, because the current

topic wasn't interesting any more. But I would say this : If pictures

like the Blackboard Jungle, where the kids, as they say, are all het

up with turbulent emotions and crazy upside-down patterns of life,

why profit in dollars and cents to bring forth pictures that we already

know have hit home at families, and do not care to have it exploited

by him companies ?

Tliat is not teaching you anything. We read it enough, and the

familes have suifered ; we all know what it is. Why go to see it ?
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For instance, the kids that are doing that, they have done it. But
the other kids tliat haven't seen any part of it will go to see that,

because most of the adults do not go to see that type of picture.

We don't want all that brutality, and showing how degraded the
children are. But that will prove something to the children that are

a little weaker in their emotions, and will go to the movies to see the
picture, and probably do the. jame thing as they are doing in this

motion picture.

Chairman Kefauver. Have you had that experience with your
children or children you know ?

Mrs. George. Well, I have heard from other mothers that have
said they wouldn't allow their children

Chairman Kefauver. Well, Mr. Warner didn't make Blackboard
Jungle.

Mrs. George. No, no ; I am not assuming he made that picture. But
I am only bringing that as an example. If he has in mind something
like that to profit by horror things, where the hcildren's emotions are

turbulent now, why not kee]) them quiet or close down the studios

with that kind of picture, and give the children a breath of air i

Chairman IvEFAtrs'ER. All right. Thank you, Mrs. George.
Mr. Warner, what do you think the Warner Bros, and other pro-

ducers can do to help us in our problem 'i We are interested in work-
ing v.'ith you people to get your reconuiiendations to us, and to try to

to create public o]:)inion for better movies. Movies have a great im-
pact ujion the thinking of young people.

]Mr. Warxer. Yes.

Chairman Kefauver. What do you recommend ?

Mr. Warner. Well, I say, as I think—not to be repeating too much,
but I feel your committee and others like it will bring these types of

events to the surface, and you can only do good. I don't know how
much good, but there will be a lot of good come out of this.

I feel right-thinking men in the film industry certainly welcome it.

Certainly there will be mistakes. Naturally; everybody is human
and will make mistakes.

But I feel that we can do a lot and we will do everything that we
humanly can to cooperate and avoid repetition.

Chairman Kefaiwer. We have had some criticism of I Died a Thou-
sand Lives. Is that on the board over there ?

Mr. BoBO. No.
Mr. Warxer. That is just

Chairman Kefauvi^r. Have you had much criticism on that?
Mr. Warxer. That ])icture hasn't been shown yet. It is a rather

inotfensive film, of very little consequence.
Chairman Kefauver. It hasn't been shown yet ?

Mr. Warxer. No ; it hasn't been shown to the public.

Mr. Small. May I ask a question ?

Chairman Kefaitver. You can make a statement to me.
Mr, Small. Of the last 80 pictures that Warner Bros, have put

out, how many do not show excess drinking and smoking by women
and juveniles?

Chairman Kefauver. What is your name, sir ?

Mr. Small. Nathan Small.
Chairman Kefauver. Where do you live, sir ?

Mr. Small, Los Angeles.
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Mr. Warner. I can only answer that by "Why do yon beat your
wife V' It is the same thino;.

Yon must be living- in a backwoods conntry, boy, because everybody
is smoking and drinking nowadays in some form. Yon drink water

or something.
A Spectator. But not excessively.

Mr. Warner. But you have to drink
Chairman Kefatwer. All right.

Thank you very much, Mr. Warner.

STATEMENT OF JERRY WALD, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER, COLUMBIA

STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Mr. Jerry Wald. What is your address, IVIr. Wald?
Mr. Walid. Address or where do I work ?

Chairman Kefauver. Where do you work ?

Mr. Wald. I work—I am an executive producer at Columbia

Studios.
Chairman Kefauver. You are an executive producer?

Mr. Wald. Yes.
Chairman IvEFALn^ER. All right. ]Mr. Bobo, do you want to ask

any questions?

Mr. BoBO. We have a background statement of Mr. Wald.
Chairman Kefauver. You have been a radio editor, you have

publislied books and various magazine articles.

Produced short subjects for KKO and made eight radio shorts for

Warner called Rambling 'Round Radio Row.
You have written scenarios and have produced a number of pic-

tures, some of which are Task Force, Storm Warnings, Blue Veil,

Clash By Night, Lusty Men, Miss Sadie Thompson.
Mr. Wald. That doesn't cover it. Senator. I have been producing

pictures and writing them for about 2H years. Among the pictures

that I have been directly connected with in the production end were
two pictures in this investigation. One was Caged, mentioned by
Dr. Frym, and Johnny Belinda, which I understand was discussed

this morning.
Now, what amazes me is that anybody would single out Johnny

Belinda, because some person saw the film and raped a girl. The
seeds for this destructive force were in this man obviously much
before he saw the picture. But nobody here apparently took time
out to recognize the force for good that this picture did. This pic-

ture dealt with the problems of the mutes all over the world. We
found it did an innneasurable amount of good, because it gave a

better understanding to the world and to audiences of the problems
of the mutes all over the world.
On Caged, this was a picture I made at Warner's as a producer.

We were very much concerned about the problem of the criminal
code in California which allowed first oli'enclers to be thrown into

the same cell with second, third, and fourth offenders.

The picture was made with the cooperation of the penal authorities.

We tried to point out the damage being done by allowing any person
to be thrown into the same cell—a person Avho basically may have
been a hrst-time offender, to be thrown into a cell and meet up with
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second, third, and fourth otfenders, who were logically and obviously

perverts and had all sorts of criminal records.

Now, the one thing I don't understand. Senator, is that nobody
lias st()})i)ed to take the time out to recognize the force for good.

There was a gentleman here who was condemning Warner Bros, for

the amount of gangster pictures they made. But this gentleman
must be well aware of the pictures like Louis Pasteur, Zola, Midsum-
mer Xight's Dream, and the pictures that did a tremendous amount
of good throughout our country and all over the world.

It showed one thing to the rest of the world. It showed we had the

right to criticize ourselves, that we were a democratic nation, that we
had the right to, if we didn't like something in our own country—that

if we felt that what was being done was wrong, that we had the right

to present it on the screen.

I have not seen any picture criticizing the Russian Government that

has come out of Russia, and. in fact, I have never seen any film coming
out of any European country which takes the problems of their own
times and presents them on the screen, as we have done here.

I am connected with a company that in the last 2 years made a pic-

ture—has made several pictures that have caused—they haven't caused
any uproar, but they were tremendous box office films. From Here
To Eternity, On The Waterfront, Caine Mutiny, The Long Gray Line.

Each of these films were forces for good, we think.

The Long Gray Line was a story of the United States Military Acad-
emy. It tried to tell the story of the responsibility of the boys in our
country toward the Academy. The meaning of West Point and what
good it could do for good.

Chairman Kefauver. Yes; I have heard much favorable comment
about The Long Gray Line. Well, nobody is claiming, I don't thinly

—even the most severe critics—that many pictures are not great forces

for good. What we are dealing with here is the impact of certain

pictures upon the youth of our Nation, wdiether the motion picture

industry is doing all that it can do to help with our youth problems,

whether some of the excessive violence and brutality we see at some
movies is a good influence.

I don't know of anyone in the industry who will contend that some
parts of some movies haven't been rather deleterious to young people.

We are not diminishing the good that the industry has done. What
we are anxious to know is how are you going to have better movies,

insofar as the impact upon young people is concerned.

Mr. Wald. Senator, I have discovered in looking over the biggest

box office pictures made that none of them have had violence in them
for violence's sake. I have discovered that the greatest pictures—the

biggest box office films—From Here To Eternity, The Best Years of

Our Lives, Gone With The Wind, Going My Way—all these films,

that were really big box office films, and films that did not have a lim-

ited audience—they were pictures that w^ere made with good taste and
did not violate any rules of the Breen office or the Johnston office, as it

is called today.

And I have discovered, as a part of my responsibility in making pic-

tures, that we have to really ride on two horses at one time. The first

is not to make any story that wall offend the innocent, and at the same
time don't offend the intelligent picture-goers. Now, it is possible
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to ride on both horses. And it can be done with a piece of good ma-
terial that is done with good taste.

And I am convinced that part of our job is to appreciate and con-

tinue all that is good in our own national life. There are many things
that are wrong that we try to put on the screen, but it still has to be
done in good taste.

I can well understand, having two boys of my own—and, Senator,
you have a family of your own—that children are easily influenced.
But, at the same time, I think the basic upbringing we give them
in our own homes is what is the initial strength, so that they will

withstand any of the temptations they pick up from the daily papers
or motion pictures, perhaps, or from TV shows.
Chairman Kefauver. Well, I think we all appreciate the fact that

home is and the parents are the big things. But, undoubtedly, what
children read and see has a great influence on their lives.

Mr. Wald. Senator, do you think your children would be influenced

if they saw Blackboard Jungle ?

Chairman Kefauver. They haven't seen it. My daughter is 13

and we have a son 9. Some of the movies they have seen, they have
come home and been very upset all night, emotionally disturbed. I

don't think that is particularly good for a child.

Mr. Wald. No, it isn't, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Do you have any questions, INIr. Bobo?
Mr. BoBO. Yes. I was interested in this point, Mr. Wald: Of

course, the children of parents that are the right type of parents,

that would go to the theater with their parents, or come home to

their parents at night after seeing a motion picture, and have it ex-

plained to them as to any questions they might have, is one thing.

But how about the large number of children who are probably the

most avid moviegoers, who come from either broken homes or homes
that have inadequate parents, the child that is likely to ])ick up the

crime and violence, the techniques of crime as shown in the movies,

is liable to have more of an emotional impact on his life. There are

some million and a half of these youngsters in this country.

I think that is where our problem here would have to center, ^\^lat

is your feeling on that ?

Mr. Wald. We would liave to screen every child going to a movie,

to find out if they come from a broken home or not. Our big prob-

lem, Mr. Bobo, is that you are making pictures for a mass audience.

We can't stop to ask each individual patron, "What is your back-

ground and where do you come from ? Are you emotionally dis-

turbed ?" It would be pretty tough to do that.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Wald, would you not admit there are j^ictures that

have violence in them for violence's sake? I didn't see the picture

the other day, but I heard of one the other day that had—I can't

recall the name—35 people killed in it. I saw one the other night

myself that had 17 killed in it.

Mr. Wald. Undoubtedly you are correct, but Mr. Bobo, it is like

branding the book industry as being indecent because we read a lot

of paper-covered books, and we say, "My God." I read some detec-

tive stories that had 30 people killed and branded and kicked and
gouged the first 40 pages. But I like to measure the book business

by the good books that come out and not the bad ones.

Mr. BoBO. Well, I think that is the way the people will measure

the motion-picture industry, by the good pictures that come out.
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But certainly a number of people are disturbed about the crime and
violence and sadism and the long fights. Some fights last as long as

6 and 8 minutes.
I think the code is constantly aware of this. And I think I saw an

article of yours on Sunday on crime and violence in pictures.

Mr. Wald. I agree with you, Mr. Bobo. In fact, I don't under-
stand how any normal audience will believe some of the fights that are

on the screen. They run for 10 minutes. I don't think true prize-

fighters of the heavyweight talent could stand the—some of the
punishment lianded out in some of these pictures. I agree with you.
Mr. BoBO. I think in some of our gangster pictures, numerous times

Ave have spoken of them as showing the gangster age; I tlnnk in a
number of those pictures we portray the gangsters sometimes, and the
childi'en will go home and emulate that character, because he is a
well-known movie star. I think maybe some of those things we
should possibly guard against.

Mr. Wald. I have always told our writers this: If you look to

read Hamlet carefully, you will find there are quite a number of kill-

ings in Hamlet. The killings there result directly from character,

and it is not violence for violence's sake. I think some of the greatest

literature that has lasted through the years has contained violence,

but it is violence of a different caliber than we are talking about.

I mean it is violence that comes out of a character study, out of char-

acter delineations, and character motivation.
I agree with you that a picture that uses violence primarily to act

as a come-on for customers is in complete disagreement with the think-
ing that goes on by most of us in the motion-picture business.

Mr. BoBO. The question is. How do we get that minimized ?

Mr. Wald. I think we have a very good code administrator and
there isn't any picture we do that we don't work constantly with
Mr. Shurlock. I know I do and I know everyone at the major studios

does. But, like any other industry, there are always a few that try

to slip in under the wire.

"We have never released a picture that hasn't a seal. But yet I

can't speak for the entire industry. You can't judge the theater by
Minsky. You have to judge it by Rodgers and Hammerstein, for the

good and not for the low points.

Mr. Young. Mr. Senator
Chairman Kefau\^r. You have to take an average.

Mr. YoLTNG. Mr. Senator.
Chairman Kefauver. Just a minute, Mr. Young.
Does your question have to do with what Mr. Wald is saying ?

Mr. Young. Yes, sir. If I may again be permitted, with all due
respect to Mr. Wald, Mr. Wald said a gentleman stated about tlie bad
pictures Warner's made. It is true Warner's did make some fine

pictures, too.

The same applies, Senator, when you ciuestioned that hoodlum
Mickey Cohen. It was stated that Mickey Cohen had contributed
to various institutions charitably, but that did not condone the viola-

tions and the criminal acts he had connnitted, which he eventually

was sent to a penal institution for; indicted, convicted. He is there

now and may be convicted or indicted again.

I only refer to Caged that Mr. Jerry Wald had produced.
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Mr. Jerry Wald—Senator, I wish you would ask Mr. Jerry Wald
how old his children are he has referred to. I would like to know
what age, whether they were permitted to see Caged in some of the

outrageous scenes done in that particular picture pertaining to a

women's penal institution that were vulgar and common of its nature,

and it is not practiced in our penal institutions.

I, as a news photographer and motion-picture cameraman, for years
I have been in various institutions—not permitted to photograph in-

side of them, but outside, and have without my camera been in them
the same as any other newsman.
And I say that without the fear of contradiction, that Mr. Wald

state to us as to the age of these children. Then let's ask him
Chairman Kefauaer. All right. We appreciate your contribution.

We will let Mr. Wald have a chance to say what he has to say about it.

Mr. Young. Yes.
Mr. Wald. My children weren't born at the time—one of them was,

I guess. I have two boys, 9 and 12. Now, we will get over that point.

About Caged, the picture was passed by Mr. Shurlock's office here
and it was passed by the penal institutions here. The picture re-

ceived artistic awards all over the world. The young lady who played
the lead in the picture received the Venice him award and other

awards all over the country. The picture was wholeheartedly ap-

proved by the Federal Penal Board. We have had many, many
thousands of compliments, complimentary letters.

I don't know if Mr. Young was ever in prison or not. I wasn't,

either.

But I did do this, sir : I had a woman, a reporter, go into prison for

6 months. She worked there. Virginia Kellogg worked in prison and
got all the statistical information right from the prison.

And we had as our technical adivsers three women wardens who
were under instructions from us to constantly watch the film for any
technical errors and to make sure we were duplicating prison life as

it really existed.

When the picture was in script form, sir

Chairman Kefauver. Well
Mr. Wald. Just this one last thing. We had Dr. Frym, who is a

psychiatrist for the California Criminal Board, read the script and
come over and discuss it with us and he helped us remove any inac-

curacies in the script.

Chairman Kefalwer. Would you take your boys to see it?

ISIr. Wald. I would show it to them today; yes, sir. It was made,
I guess, 9 years ago. They were too young at that time.

Chairman Kefauver. Anything else, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. No.
Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much, Mr. Wald.

STATEMENT OF HAHRY JOE BEOWN, PRODUCER AND DIRECTOR,

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Mr. Brown, you are a producer and director; is that correct?

Mr. Brown. Yes.

Chairman Kefau\ter. Who are you with ?

Mr. Brown. Our own company. Producers-Actors Corp.
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Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, do you want to ask some ques-

tions i

Mr, BoBO, Yes,
Chairman Kefauver. Let's get down to the main points of Mr,

Brown's testimony as soon as possible.

We have a biographical sketch about your experience, Mr. Brown.
You came from Pittsburgh, Pa.

;
you have been in the industry a long,

long time.

All right, Mr. Bobo,
Mr, BoBO. Mr. Brown, is your company a member of the Motion

Picture Production Code ?

Mr. Brown. We are through our distributors, Columbia Pictures
Corp.

Mr. BoBO. Are your scripts approved, scripts for your movies ap-
proved prior to the making of those movies ?

Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mr. BoBO. Your pictures are mostly westerns?
Mr. Brown. At the present time they are

;
yes,

Mr. BoBO. Has there been any change in the western pictures in the
last few^ years, that you can speak of, as to more crime or violence or
more brutality shown in western pictures ?

Mr. Brow^n. I doubt it very much. I don't see any change or haven't
seen any change in the western picture, the format, than the first days
I made western pictures 35 years ago.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Brown, the other night at Columbia Pictures Studio,
I think it was, I saw the picture Ten Wanted Men, and in that picture
there were some IT persons killed.

Mr, Brown. I doubt it.

Mr. BoBO. You know how many were killed ?

Mr. Brown. I would say—to my recollection, it has been a little

while, but I would say 4 or 5. There are no 17. And every killing

there was a reason for. There was a good came out of that killing.

We never kill indiscriminately. We never kill just to kill. Any time
there is a death in a western picture, you will fiind there is an awful
big reason for it. There is a reason, good or bad, something to bring
home to the child—and if I may interrupt here just for a moment be-

fore I forget it, I have listened all afternoon to what these gentlemen
have had to say in the industry and Avhat you gentlemen are seeking I
believe is to find out.

The thought came to my mind—I suppose to you it is that you want
to know what a child carries away after viewing a motion picture.
Now, it comes to my mind, what does a child carry away after view-

ing a western picture, say, one with taste; you know, the ordinary
western picture. I am sure when he gets home he doesn't put on a
black mustache and gloves and become the heavy. Kather, he puts on
the coon cap and he becomes Davy Crockett. He becomes Bill Hickok.
He becomes all that is good, the law-enforcing man. That is what he
sees in the western picture; he sees a good iVmericano, like he would
like to be ; not the death,

I think the scenes, if they are violent or not, I think they are very
soon forgotten in the mind of that child or the mind of die adult.
But they carry away the good Americano. They carry away beauti-
ful scenery in many instances, where tliey can't afford to go. They
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carry away the good and bad; they carry all those thoughts. And,
therefore, I am a firm believer—believe me, I say this honestly—in a
decent, good western picture ; that it is great for the kids.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Brown, and I hate to single out your one picture,
but I did see it.

Mr, Brown, Yes.
Mr. Bobo. In that particular picture, where the brother of the lead-

ing man was shot and killed, he was shot in a very cold-blooded fash-
ion, standing right close to him, once in the hand and once in the
arm and once apparently through the chest. He had a very cold-

blooded death.
Mr. Brown, Yes ; it was.
]Mr. BoBO. I don't know what the children took home from that

picture. I am thinking about myself. I wonder if excessive violence
in that form might have more impact than Randy Scott as the hero,

Mr. Brown. That was a great exception to the case. There was
quite a battle over it with the Johnston office. It is very rare we do
a thing like that.

But the message brought home of that particular killing was the
great love that the father had for his son ; that was more important
than the killing. To bring home to the child what it means to have
a parent that would go through hell for you, be shot four times rather
than divulge the whereabouts of this boy, which these heavies wanted
to find.

That is what I meant, that when you find killings in our pictures

—

I am not just speaking of our pictures, I am saying for most West-
erns—theie was a very valid reason, it should be brought out.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Brown, in making Westerns—and I know here they
are all referred to as just another Western by a number of people

—

isn't it true that most of the scripts run pretty much the same and
that we have to have a little more violence or a little more impact or
a little longer fight for there to be the audience—the reaction audience,

which I think would be mostly children

Mr. Brown. Well, I think I may disagree with you. I think that

a very mistaken thought—that that is a very mistaken thought, that

just children see Westerns.
Go to your theater in the evening, where the big crowds are. Our

pictures fortunately play what we call at first-run theaters. For
example, we play here in our city the Hill Street and the Pantages
Theaters ; two very up-to-date theaters.

You go there in the evenings, and I will venture to say there won't

be 1 out of 10 which is a child maybe 10 or 12 years old. Your mati-

nees take it down very little. The fact that children do go to Westerns
I think is another good reason that folks sanction their going to them.

After all, they must get that 30 or 40 cents to attend. Because I

think the folks see what they see also in a Western, the good, and
not the bad that has been brought up here.

But getting back to your question, as I say, this particular picture

was an exception. There was more than we generally have, much
more. But I can say—go down through the killings, if we had the

time, and prove to you that each and every one was a great lesson

for their child, if he took enough interest in that killing.

Chairman Kefauver. You said a part of your pictures were ap-

proved by the code, those you sold to
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Ml". Browx. Oh, no; that is a mistake. All of our pictures have
the same code regulation as any other picture by a major producing
organization, because the fact that we
Chairman Kefauver. Do you get the seal on all your pictures?
Mr. Brown. We must get the seal on all our pictures, the same as

the other companies.
Chairman Kefauver. All right. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Adams. May I ask a question ?

Chairman Kefau\'er. What is your name ?

Mrs. Adams. ]\Irs. Jean Adams.
Because of the havoc that has been brought on the youths and the

adults because of this irresponsibility and the conscienceless work of
the Hollywood production code, I think that we should have a Gov-
ernment-appointed board censoring all of these movies and television

programs, and they can also at the same time see to it that pictures
be eliminated which have to do with racial discrimination and racial

hatred. I have seen so many of those. I think it is very necessary.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much, lady.

Mrs. Foster. Could I make a statement ?

Chairman Kefauver. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. Foster. In 1947 I took a trip to a foreign land and on the

ship there were many foreigners and juveniles. The picture that
was shown was the Farmer's Daughter. Now, that showed a United
States Senator drunk that was running for reelection. The farmer's
daughter was a girl not out of high school, not educated, but she
won the election. This United States Senator did everything crooked
that he could to win that election.

I would like to know—I have listened all afternoon—how all these

pictures aie done for good—I would like to know^ how much good was
done in this picture, how many juveniles respected the United States

Senator and how many foreigners respected the United States Senator.
Chairman Kefauver. I didn't see it.

Mrs. Foster. You ought to see it. I had a brother at one time in

the United States Senate.
Chairman KErAu\^R. I know you are very serious and your brother

is in the United State Senate. I know Senator Watkins quite well,

favorably.

I don't know the Farmer's Daughter, I didn't see the picture.

But I have seen many pictures that rather make fun of law-en-
forcement officials and of public officials, and I think this is one point
of criticism not only of some pictures, but of some television shows
which create some disrespect for law-enforcement officers and for

public officials.

Mr. George Murphy will be our last Avitness this afternoon.

STATEMENT OF GEOEGE MURPHY, ACTOR, OFFICIAL, SCREEN
ACTORS GUILD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Mr. Murphy, we are appreciative for the cooperation you have given

our subcommittee for coming here and testifying about the subject

matter we are interested in.

We have a short biographical sketch of your life and of the movies
that you have been in, beginning back in 1937, when you were on the
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stage, and then you came to the movie industry in 1934 in Kid Mil-
lions.

Mr. jSIcrpiiy. That is riglit, sir.

Chairman KErAU\ER. In 1950 you were chairman of the Hollywood
Coordinating Commission.
Mr. MuRPiiY. Committee. That is the connnittee that channels the

free appearance of the motion picture personalities: They started

working in close conjunction with all the national charities and armed
services. "We send all the shows overseas. It is an offspring of what
is called the War Activities Committee.
Chairman Kefauver. And your picture The Pilot's Girl won a spe-

cial academy award for interpreting the motion picture industry cor-

rectly to the country at large.

Mr. Murphy. Actually, it wasn't the picture. I personally was
given a unique Oscar for public relations work in connection with the

industry.

As the Senator probably knows, over the years our business thrives

on publicity and sometimes we are a little more in the sj^otlight than
we should be. In many cases, as Mr. Freeman explained today, there
are many writers here that write special stories about our people and
personalities. Sometimes they run out of material and the stories get

into the realm of imagination.
I found, traveling during the war, it was a very, very bad and a very

Avrong and false impression of Hollywood and its people and the
people in the motion picture industry.

So th;)t my boss at that time said, "If you feel that way about it,

why don't you do something about it?"' So since then I have done a

great deal. I have appeared in practically every city in the United
States, every large city, and before all sorts of groups and organiza-
tions and Rotary Clubs, and parent-teacher associations and ministers'

groups and the rest, and explained actuall}^ what hapj)ens in the

motion picture industr}^ and to tell the true story of its people.

We are, of course, like any other community. We have 2 or 3 or -1

people that, unfortunately, break the rules now and then. But, by and
large, I think we have a fine counnunity. We have a great record,

which I am sure my friend Ronald Reagan told you about when he
appeared this morning. That has been the major part of my work
for the last 7 or 8 years.

I have also been president of the Screen Actors Guild, so I have
been a representative of the labor side. Presently I am in charge of
public relations in M-G-jNI Studio.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, do you have some particular mat-

ter you want to bring up witli Mr. ]\tur]3hy ?

Mr. Bono. Yes. ]Mr. ^Slurphy, we have been discussing some of the
evil influences of television and the movies this afternoon. I think
you have an idea for some real constructive force to help in educating
the ]iublic on this ]iroblem and meeting it.

Mr. Murphy. I think there has been a great deal of talk here today,
for instance, it has been clearly brought forward, the process of mak-
ing a motion picture, the application of the code, which we are very,

very proud of and we are very unique, being the only industry that
has tried to guard our own morals.

It is true that once in a whole we will make mistakes and slip a little

bit. But, by and large, our people try to employ their good moral
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sense. We realize the treinendoiis iiifiueiice the motion picture has
on the public morals and on the country at large, and particuhirly

the international field.

I think that it has been well established here that if there has been
any bad influence created by pictures, it was certainly not intended;
that the intent was always good.
There were certain pictures, for instance, Blaclvboard Jungle, that

has been mentioned here. I quite honestly, in the beginning, when I

read the book, had some misgivings about Blackboard Jungle being
made into a picture. And when 1 saw the picture I was very, very
liappy it had been made and proud our studio had made it, because I

think by drawing attention to the actual stark realitj'—and I assure

everyone on this committee that that picture was not overdrawn, that

there are situations that happen right here in Los Angeles that are
just as bad, if not worse, in some conditions, because I have spent a

great deal of time talking to some of the juvenile officers and juvenile

court people. I have also been quite active. I am on the local council

of the Boy Scouts of America. I had the pleasure of making a motion
picture of their jamboree which took place here 2 years ago.

I think the impact of the motion picture is tremendous. We have a
great responsibility that goes with it and I think our people, our
leaders ai'e conscious of it.

As I say, if they make a mistake once in a while, it is not intentional.

I am sure that the fact your committee has come here will probably
act as a very good influence on their thinking, because it will make
us conscious of the fact the job we have is a great and important one,

and the moral responsibility that goes with it.

On the constructive side, which I think is more important than
pointing the finger at who caused the trouble—what do you do to

cause the trouble? I think that the motion picture and television

could probably do the greatest service to this country if a concentrated
eft'ort were made to bring to the attention of the people actual cases

based on case history. I know that 90 percent of the people in our city

haven't the slightest idea what goes on in juvenile court, because they
haven't taken the time to go down there and find out. I think every
so often these things ought to be put on television, and let the people
know.

I agree with the statements made here, and for a very good reason;

tlie basis of the trouble generall}' starts in the home. The basis of the

trouble is in the control of the parents. But I think this is a thing

we can discuss interminably and come up with all sorts of answers.

I am certain of one thing. If there is a concentrated effort on the

l>art of the motion-picture industry and on the part of television, to

make constructive series of pictures to show exactly what is happen-
ing, and then at the end of each sequence to have a short piece by one
of the outstanding juvenile court judges, with a little sort of a road
map to tell people what to do, how to combat the ])roblem, liow to get

active in it, what to do about it.

Of course, we get back to the simple basis. AVe all know of areas in

Los Angeles where juvenile delinquency was at its highest, and when
we got boys' clubs started or Boy Scout troops started in those areas,

that juvenile delinquency goes down. I believe completely with old

64765—55 10
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Father Flanagan, that there is no bad boy. That sometimes through
neglect, through his environment, that he doesn't have a chance to

play baseball and football—any number of reasons—that maybe he
gets into bad habits.

I think we can do a tremendous job and I am sure you will find,

sir, that the leaders of our industr}^ will be more than happy to

cooperate in any way they can to bring this program before the

public on a constructive basis. And I hope that we can find the

solution to what is now a very, very grave national problem.
Chairman Kefauver. That is a very worthwhile suggestion, Mr.

Murphy, I hope that all of the officials in the industry will be
thinking about ways and means they can bring the actual picture

home to our people. In a country—we have to live on the theory

that if people know the facts they will do something about it. That
is our great hope.
Anything else, Mr. Bobo ?

Mrs. Geokge. May I make another statement ?

Chairman Kefaumlr. All right, lady.

Mrs. George. Mr. Murphy was very
Chairman Kefauver. You ask me and I will decide whether I want

to ask Mr. Murphy.
Mrs. George. Mr. Murphy brings out the point, as the other gentle-

man brought forth, that they have made a great many mistakes. Now,
they are supposed to be very intelligent people and executives of their

own companies. How many nnstakes are they permitted to be very
profitable to the disadvantage of the family ancl the children ?

If it hadn't been for you, if the committee hadn't come and inves-

tigated, they would probably have gone on until the committee in-

vestigation, and then they come out and say they have made mis-

takes, which is a human element ; which is not true.

We are assuming that the people that are at the head of the industry

are intelligent. Now, what is to be done about that ?

Chairman Kefauver. I think your point is that this is a very sensi-

tive industry that we are dealing with. That we realize the impor-
tance of all mass media of communication, and particularly the im-

pression of pictures, so that the producers and the people who run
our studios, and the writers, must be constantly on the alert to try

to see that they take into consideration the public welfare always.

Mrs. George. May I also ask. Senator, what are they going to do
about these billboards, these posters that have all of the suggestiveness

you would find in pornography. I mean, down at the movie theaters,

where the children pass all the time with their mothers on chopping
tours, what are they going to do about that ?

I don't even want to look at them myself, and I am not a blue nose,

not old-fashioned. What is the impact on the children of that, that

passes down Broadway and sees all that nonsense, all those pictures i

Is that art or is it just to arouse their emotions ? Why don't they tear

them down ?

The children see these great big colorful posters, like the suggestive

one on The Prodigal. Now, what are they going to do? Are they

going to school and study history and algebra, or are they going to

talk about that [indicating] ?

I have seen pictures of it, where the students at John Marshall
High School, on Los Feliz, there is a big billboard sign there, and
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I saw those large suggestive poses. Maybe the motion pictures don't

have it, but the posters suggest it. And those kids are not thinking of

algebra when they go to school.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, I think your point is very, very well
taken, lady. And I haven't heard any members of the industry de-

fend a lot of these posters.

Mr. Young. They have been
Chairman Kefauver. Just a minute. Just a minute.
Mr. YouxG. They have been evasive of the very fact, not only are

these pictures exaggerated, but when they take still pictures—and
Mr. Murphy knows. I worked with Mr. Murphy, although Mr. Mur-
phy is a fine gentleman and clean, he comes from a clean family,
sport minded, football. He knows I know that because I covered a
story on his father, as to football. Is that correct, Mr. Murphy, at

EKb?
Mr. Murphy. Could be.

Mr. Young. I am not citing Mr. Murphy, because I know his back-
ground is one of the finest of the gentlemen associated, and I had the
pleasure' of being associated with him.
But when they take 24 sheets, as it is termed, that will cover prac-

tically the wall of this room, and they show these, as the lady has
stated, and then take featured players and take them over the sidelines

and take still pictures of them, exaggerating their exposure in their

seminudeness, and then send them out to these cheap, vulgar publica-
tions, to be used, as I have a record of right now in one of these little

magazines.
But I will say this, Mr. Senator, and the committee, that since

your arrival here—and I have made it a point to go to these 50 drug-
stores, to see these stands of these cheap publications, where children
sit down and look at these things, that they have removed them since

your presence here.

The question is, will they be replaced after you leave here ?

Thank you, Mr. Senator.
Chairman Kefau^^er. You are talking about some of the magazines

you have seen ?

Mr. Young. Yes, that show these featured players.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Murphy, you see what some of the people

are saying about these posters, and the comments of people who are
here. All that goes to make up public opinion. I am sure that is

something you are going to be thinking about.
Mr. Murphy. I have had a very broad experience in this field, Sena-

tor. As I say, I have traveled and gone to meeting of all types across
the country. I have heard, as I have heard this afternoon, objection
to too much violence in the pictures.

I assure you, if there is too much violence it is a case of bad judgment
on the part of the director or the cutter, because I am certain nobody
ever put violence in a ]5icture to the degree it is going to offend the
audience. The purpose for making the pictures is to please the audi-
ence.

If they go out and say the picture is a bad picture, then the business
is bad and nobody comes to see it. If they go out and say it is a good
picture, then more people come in and that is the object and that is

what we are trvinc: to do.
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The question of whether the pictures have had a good or bad

influence on children is one that has been discussed for many, many
years. I have gone back in research—I have a statement here written

by Judge Ben Lindsay, who is the originator of the juvenile courts,

back in 1936, wdiich would apply today. I would like to read the

statement into the record, because I think it is a good one and I think

it fits our case.

He had been aslicd about the effect of the motion picture on juvenile

minds.

I can be much more definite and certain, in saying I Ivnow of thousands of

children who have positively been elevated, inspired and made happier because

of the movies, who have been kept off of streets, out of alleys, the vulgar story-

telling of the barnyard, and the multitude of idle, evil associations by wholesome
appeals, the family gatherings and educational opportunities afforded them by
the movies. I really believe if we had never had any motion pictures at all

we would probably have more crime among youth than we now have, or at least

we would certainly have as much. Nothing in tlie last HO years of this most
eventful history oi" all times has perhaps done more to reduce sin and crime
and add to the happiness, education and progress of the human race than the

motion pictures. And if the right-minded, intelligent people of this, country
will support the producers in giving us wholesome amusement, they will

certainly do more in this regard in the years to come.

I think that is a fair statement of fact from a man who was Judge
Ben Lindsay, who certainly knew as much about this as any man I

know of.

I think, as has been said here continually, we are human beings and
we make mistakes. We will try to stoj) making the mistakes. We
will try for perfection. We will probal)ly never attain it, but it is

my sincere belief that the motion picture has done much more
good than bad, and in the future. Senator, I agree with Mr. Young,
that your very visit to this city will probably jog our memories a little

bit and make us a little more careful in our responsibilities. I
sincerely hope it will, and Avill have that effect.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. IMurphy, we are depending on men like

you to keep this issue before the picture people, and I know your
influence will be wholesome.
Mrs. Adams. Mr. Senator, may I make one more question?
Chairman Kefauver. We have to adjourn now. We are too late.

You come back in the morning, if you want to ask a question.

Mrs. Adams. Thank you.

Chairman IvEFAirsER. We will stand in recess until 9 : 30 tomorrow
morning. We will begin sharpl}^ at 9 : 30 in the morning.

(Whereupon, at 5 : 15 p. m., Thursday, June 16, 1955, the subcom-
mittee recessed until Friday, June 17, 1955, at 9: 30 a. m.)
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FRIDAY, JUNE 17, 1955

United States Senate,
Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary,

To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency,
Los Angeles^ Calif.

The subcomiuittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9 : 45 a. in., at room
518, United States Post Office and Court House Building, Los Angeles,

Calif., Senator Estes Kefauver presiding.

Present : Chairman Kefauver.
Also present: James H. Bobo, counsel; and William Haddad and

Carl Perian, consultants.

Chairman Kefauver. We will come to order, please.

The subcommittee is glad to have with us this morning—and I

hope he will sit with us after he has made a few statements—an old,

old dear friend of the chairman, a man who has contributed much
to the social and political life of this section. He is well known
throughout the United States. Supervisor John Anson Ford.

Mr. Ford has been of much assistance and help to our subcommit-
tee and to our subcommitee's staff, and we are certainly appreciative

of his presence here.

Mr. Ford, won't you come around and give us the benefit of any
suggestions and advice.

We were pleased to have Mr. ]Mile\', who has been associated with
you, read your very excellent statement, but any other remarks or

counsel for the subcommittee or for the people of this section, in deal-

ing with the problem of juvenile delinquency, we will be very glad
to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF JOHN ANSON FORD, MEMBER, BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr, Ford. Well, Senator Kefauver, I appreciate the opportunity
to supplement my remarks of the other day, which were transcribed
because my throat had given me a little trouble and I wasn't able to
appear, as I had hoped to respond to your initial invitation.

If I were to say a supplementary word. Senator, it would be to em-
phasize the importance of concentrating upon that section of our
3'ounger pojndation which feels that it is somewhat outcast. Part
of our great problem here in southern California, with all our mar-
velous facilities for recreation and rehabilitation, arises from the fact
that because of racial differences and language differences many of
our younger folks feel they are outcasts, they are declassed. That in
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many cases makes the YMCA, the Catholic Youth Organizations, the
various social agencies which do such a wonderful job. it makes them,
you might say, unavailable. These boj^s and girls, particularly the
ijoys, develop a resentfulness which at its worst is manifested through
zoot suit riots of a few years ago, but is always present in some de-

gree, even to the point where they sometimes fight among them-
selves.

I think in our studies with the youth we have found that sometimes
we don't appreciate the legitimate levels of their interests. These
boys, like all boys, are very fond of automobiles. They are fond of

mechanical gadgets.

And as you may or may not know—I don't know wliether tlier"

has been testimony regarding it here oi- not—one of the real social

forces among hundreds of these boys is the so-called car clubs. Boys
delight to take an automobile and strip it down and rebuild it and
give it more speed, more zip. I have shared with my colleagues on
the board of supervisors in trying to provide a safe well-regulated,

properly supervised race course or drag strip, as they like to call it.

where these boys, after weeks of pre]iaration with their cars, cannot
engage in racing, but, rather, they can' engage in a time and test

—

timing strip, they like to call it.

Strange to say. the public has resented the establishment of these

supervised timing strips. At least, they have resented it to a certain

extent. A few farsighted people, like some of the police officers, in

Bell and Maywood, have organized an association and have agreed
to underwrite the insurance for these boys, and agreed to write rules

for them.
I cannot go into the details, Senator, but it is things of that sort

which are very constructive in laying groundwork for a boy's con-

fidence in his fellow man, a boy's appreciation that society does under-
stand his interest and has a regard for him.
Chairman Kefau\'er. "Well, we have had some testimony about the

so-called

Mr. Ford. Timing strips.

Chairman Kefaua'er. Timing strips. And we had the police chief
from Pomona, and he told about how much better the situation is down
there. Mr. Miley gave us some information about it. It seems to be
working not only here, but in other parts of the country, for tlie better.

Mr. Ford. If I am not encroaching too much on the time I would
like to emphasize this, Senator: I went to a meeting of about 2.5 of
these clubs, time strip clubs, where the boys each had given his heart
to the building up of a high speed car for testing purposes.

We met in the chambers of one of the local justices one evening and
crowded the room full. We called the roll of these clubs and it was
almost pathetic that one president after another got up and said.

"What we need is some businessman who will sponsor our organization

so we can have a standing in the community."'
Chairman Kefauaer. Well. I was very delighted to hear from IVIr.

Ochoa, the chairman of the federation, as to the anioun.t of interest

there is in these clubs throughout the State. Bnt, as you say, in all

of these activities they need some good citizen or citizens to sponsor
them.
Thank you very much, Mr. Ford. We are delighted to hav<' you here,

and I hope 3"0u will come around and sit with us.
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Mr. FoKD. I would like to stay for a few minutes.

Chairman Kefauv'er. We have received a number of telegrams from
organizations that we will read into the record. Others will be

answered.
Mr. Bobo, you have a telegram from some group ?

Mr. Bobo (reading) :

Los Angeles Tenth District Parent Teachers Organization with a membership
of more than 237,000 has long been concerned about Blackboard Jungle and pro-
tested its being shown in this city. We believe this and other similar films are
detrimental and breed further delinquents in young people. As a volunteer
organization interested in child welfare we commend you on your investigation
and the interest of the protection of our youth. We are hopeful of positive
results.

Mrs. L. S. Baca, President.

Chairman Kefauvek. This morning we will continue our motion
picture hearings. Our last witness yesterday was Mr. George Murphy.
Our first witness this morning is Mr. Lou Greenspan, executive sec-

retary of the Motion Picture Industry Council.

STATEMENT OF LOU GREENSPAN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY COUNCIL, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, will you ask Mr. Greenspan pre-
liminary questions ?

We have a lengthy biographical sketch of Mr. Greenspan. It shows
his background. That you, Mr. Greenspan, were educated at North-
western University in theology, in journalism, literature, music and
arts.

Y^ou have been a reporter, publisher, produced a number of shows.

You have been w^ith the movie industry since 1931, is that correct, Mr.
Greenspan ?

Mr. Greexspax. Yes. I have been here before. I w^as here orig-

inally in 1026.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Greenspan, you move up and talk louder.

We will read into the record your long and distinguished career.

[Reading:]
Journalist, associate producer. Born Chicago, 111. Educated Northwestern

University, theology, then journalism, litei-ature, music and arts. Reporter, City

News Bureau, then Associated Press correspondent, Chicago. Publisher and

editor Heard and Seen, Chicago ; editor Variety Weekly in Chicago, New York,

and Hollywood.
Produced vaudeville acts and floor shows for night clubs, hotels, cafes, et

cetera.

In 1931, to Hollywood as independent producer.

In 19.32-35, executive producer assistant, T'niversal. Im 1930, president and

general manager. Motion Picture Advertising Corp., Hollywood. In 193U-3S,

executive producer assistant. Grand National. In 1939, special west coast repre-

sentative for ASCAP. In 1939-42, editor, Hollywood Reporter. In 1942, asso-

ciate producer RKO. Joined Motion Picture Society for Americans as assistant

to Joseph I. Breen, 1943 : resigned March 194.J. Joined Lou Irwin Agency, April

1945, as executive associate. In 1946, associate producer Star Pictures. Now
in public relations, Hollywood.

You are now in public relations, Mr. Greenspan, is that correct?

Mr. Greenspan. Yes. As the executive secretary of the Motion

Picture Industry Council, I am concerned with the good p)ublic rela-

tions of the industry at large.

I might tell you a little bit about the Motion Picture Industry

Council. It is a sort of a senate of the cinema, you might call it, or
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little ""TTnited Nations," as it represents all segments of the motion-
picture industry, both labor and management. This inclndes all the

guilds, all the unions, the various associations, et cetera.

I might also add that it is quite distinguished from other industries,

in that it is the only organization of its kind. I don't know of any
other industry in the world where management and labor can sit down
at a table and discuss common problems, common purposes and ideals,

for the good and welfare of that industry.

I am not talking about any labor discussions or conditions, or any-
thing of the sort, except for the good and welfare of the industry itself.

Our council has now been in effect for about 6 3'ears.

Incidentally, Dore Schary was one of the founders of it, Avho was
here yesterday.

That gives you a little of the background.
Chairman Kefauver. ]Mr. Greenspan, what do you mean by manage-

ment and the workers ?

Mr. Greenspan. I mean the representatives of the management and
the representatives of the labor unions and guilds sit around a table

and discuss common problems for the good and welfare of the industry.

Chairman Kefaluer. That is the writers

Mr. Greenspan. The writers, the actors, the art directors, A. F. of L.
film unions, all the technical unions, cameramen, soundmen, and all

the rest of them, as well as the Producers Association, the Independent
Producers Association, and so forth.

Chairman Kefauver. That is very interesting. How many unions
are there in the industry, incidentally.

Mr. Greenspan. There are about 26, 1 believe, unions, actually trade
unions in the setup of the American Federation of Labor studio unions.
In addition to that, there are some half dozen or more guilds, some

who are not affiliated, like the Screen Writers Guild or the Screen
Directors Guild, the Art Directors Guild.

jMr. Ford. 27 organizations or 27 chapters ?

Mr. Greenspan. No, unions. There are some 26 actual locals of
the various crafts in the A. F. or L. film studio union setup. Alto-
gether I would say there is approximately between twenty and twenty-
five thousand people employed in the motion-picture industry.
Chairman Kefauver. Very well, Mr. Greenspan.
Mr. Bobo, you had some specific questions to ask ?

Mr. BoBO. "Yes.

Mr. Greenspan, in the meetings of the Motion Picture Industry
Council, you say that you take up certain of the problems of the
motion-picture industry, and how to better foster the motion-picture
industry ?

]VIr. Greenspan. That is right.

Mr. BoBO. Do you take into consideration within these meetings
the public disapproval of certain types of pictures and wliat can be
done about that ?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, we do from time to time, although this is not
one of our main purposes. We are not concerned with attacks from
the outside, outside the industry, as well as we are concerned with the
good relations intra-industrywise among ourselves.

We try not to infringe on the autonomy of the various organization
members of our group. The matter of, let us say, so-called censor-

ship or attack on movies, of course, we are extremely interested in,
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because all ]iiiblic opinion is very, very important to ns, because it

helps us decide which way we are going. But we do not take any
definite action. We can discuss it among ourselves and make sug-
gestions, and perhaps even reprimand each other once in a while, or
even more than that. But it remains in camera, more or less.

]\Ir. BoBO. As a motion picture industry councilman, representing
all facets of the motion-picture industry, has your group given any
thought or made any recommendations to the motion-picture industry
within itself, as to types of pictures, as to content of pictures?

Mr. Greenspan. Xo, we have not.

]Mr. BoBO. The purpose of the council then is wdiat, Mr. Greenspan ?

Mr. Greenspan, The purpose of the council is not to engage in

film content to the extent of telling producers what they may or mnj
not make, or what they should or should not make. We can only
bring to them the reactions of the public and also the reactions of
other people in the industry. But as to any decisions, the individual

studios themselves must decide that.

Besides, we have the code, as you know, and all of the major com-
panies, as well as the independents, subscribe to the Motion Picture

Code. That is the organization where they do discuss film content,

Avhat may or may not, should or should not get on the screen. We
have no jurisdiction or function in that direction.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Greenspan, did you have a statement you wish
to make ?

Mr. Greenspan. Yes, I have several things here. It w^on't take

too long. They are both my own opinions and observations, as well

as some educated opinions.

I mean I have been here, as you know, the last couple of days, and
I have listened very attentively to a great deal of it, and I think some
of this has a bearing. I have a statement here that was made by the

field director of the United States National Child Welfare Associa-

tion. I will see if I can get his name here. If I may, I would like

to read this. Senator.
Chairman KEFAI:^ER. How long is it, Mr. Greenspan ?

Mr. Greenspan. Just a little thing.

Chairman Kefat:t\'er, Very well. Who is it by, sir ?

Mr. Greenspan. The field director of the United States National

Child Welfare Association.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, just tell us what it says. If we don't

know who it is by, there is not much use of reading it.

Mr. Greenspan. He says

:

Most have heard a great deal about the dninage certain types of modern pic-

tures are supposed to do to the minds of children. Reformers assure us that

the gangster pictures might well lead a child along the path of wrongdoing.
However, every once in a while someone familiar with the ways of children

rises up and says it isn't so.

The director went on to say

:

Even when a young delinquent himself puts the blame on a film, it doesn't

necessarily mean anything. Children have an almost remarkable capacity for

saying what they believe adults want to hear * * *. On being brought before

some judge for committing some crime they begin searching for an excuse—an
impressive excuse. The motion picture provides just that.

And then he went on

:

Newspaper readers whose memories go back 50 or 60 years ago can remem-
ber when the dime novel, instead of moving pictures, was the scapegoat. It
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used to be said that children who read of the exploits of gunmen in dime novels
would grow up to be gunmen themselves ; the current charge against the movies
is only an adaptation of that old complaint.

I think tliat covers what he has to say, but I woiikl like to supple-

ment that, if I may.
Mr. BoBo. Mr. Greenspan, on that one particular instance there,

have you also brouo;ht alon<>- with you other instances where people
might have taken a varying viewpoint with that person there ?

Mr. Greenspax. A varying viewpoint ?

Mr. BoBO. Yes.
Mr. Greenspax. No, I haven't.

Mr. BoBO. Has the council gone into any research ?

]Mr. Greenspax. The council has. We have gone into research from
time to time, and our findings more or less reflect some of the state-

ments that were made here yesterday by some our our studio heads.

For one thing, we agree and I personally agree that the public must
share the responsibility as well as the credit that motion pictures re-

flect. Don't forget it is the same public, the same people who pay
their money to see Blackboard Jungle, that also pay their money to see

A Man Called Peter or a Davy Crockett or a Disney picture. It is

the same people.

And we also know that "crime doesn't pay" has always been the key-

note that has been sounded by motion pictures. In fact, some year'^

ago—I am surprised Dora Schary didn't mention that—M-G-M led

the way in a series of crime shorts^some of you may recall—called

Crime Doesn't Pay, which was very, very effective.

Chairman Kefauver. He did mention that.

Mr. Greenspan. Did he ? I didn't remember that.

Chairman Kefau\t:r. He talked about the shorts, about the ones he

had the G-men in, which were the "crime doesn't pay'' shows.
Mr. Greenspan. I see. He didn't mention it by name. From time

to time efforts are made to take recognition of this problem. I can
recall during the 1930's, when the so-called gangster pictures were
being made, it had reached quite a pitch at one time, especially where
heroes were created, such as Jimmy Cagney and Eddie Robinson,
and kids were going around imitating them and emulating them.

I recall one picture in that time called Angels With Dirty Faces
in which a specific ending was arranged for that picture, in which
Jimmy Cagney, the star, is led to the electric chair. He was shown
as a cringing, cowardly, hystei'ical character, in order to cause the

children and the little kids who had made him an idol previously, to

change their minds about him.
Mr. BoBO. ]Mr. Greenspan, I have been interested in quite a bit of

the testimony here, where the good things, such as showing Jimmy
Cagney as a cringing person, would have an effect of teaching chil-

dren there that the good man in the movies would teach the children

this.

I wonder if the same thing is not true, when we show these par-

ticular scenes and teach children, and when we show the other scenes

of brutality, of crimes, of horrible fights, of an absence of respect

for law and order, aren't we teaching children at the same time, a

great number of children, these things are condoned by the public,

realizing there are a great many good movies and also in many of these

movies are bad scenes that miffht also be teaching them ?
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Mr. Greenspan. I don't liappen to be one who believes that you
can change a child's mind or his personality or his character to that

•extent.

I believe that if a boy is wrong, or even a girl, he comes in wrong to

see that movie. I don't think that any movie can that much change
any child.

I laiow I was raised in a very tough town, among very tough i)eople

in Chicago, and I know others who have been, and yet they have grown
up to be wonderful citizens and good Americans, and notliing lias

affected them. On the contrary, it served as an example.
Sometimes it is more important to see and know what not to do

than to know what to do. By seeing what you shouldn't do you learn

a great deal more along the line of what you should do. I just don't

happen to believe that, I don't believe that movies are the cause at all

of the juvenile delinquency. I am not one who subscribes to that.

Mr. B0P3O. Do you believe that movies contribute at all to society,

for good or for bad ?

Mr. Greenspan. As an influence ?

Mr. BoBO. Yes.
Mr. Greenspan. Yes. Yes, when you say, "Do they contribute to

good or bad,'" generally speaking, not specifying juveniles or adults,

I will agree witTi you.
It does have a definite influence for good or bad. There is such a

thing as good taste, and I will put in with you on that. I am a great
believer in good taste.

I think many times movies do often breach what is considered good
taste, but then again that is, too, a relative termn, because what is

considered good taste to one individual or group of people may be

€onsidered not good taste to another.

The same thing with morality. I know what is moral in one age is

immoral in another. Who is going to decide that ?

When Mr. Mooring spoke yesterday of a list of pictures and how
terrible pictures are and the content of them, and exposing children

to them, what about the Bible '\ I would like to have asked Mr. Moor-
ing about the Bible.

What about all the stories of crime and violence and passion and
adultery you can find all through the Bible ? I happen to be a biblical

student, so it is naturally on my mind.
Does that mean we shouldn't let our children read the Bible ? Does

that mean that we should expunge from the Bible these chapters ? I

don't believe it.

Mr. BoBO. No one would, I think, suggest in any motion picture or

any book or any novel we shouldn't have some reference to life as it is

ai'ound us every day, with some violence, but I don't think in many of
fsur books—and I think in tho realm of taste—where an extremely
lirutal and sadistic fight might be shown, that in the realm of taste I

don't think there can be much difference of opinion
Mr. Greenspan. No difference of opinion whatever.
Mr. Bor.o. In a coldblooded killing, where 3 or 4 or 5 take place in 1

movie. I don't think in that realm we would have an element of
taste. Some places in the sexual showings of movies, we might have
tliat.

Mr. Greenspan. I agree with you.
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Mr. BoBo. With the combined effect of magazines, Avith the com-
bined effect of television and radio and the movies as a contributing-

factor, what is yonr feeling as to whether or not Ave are becoming im-

mune to human suffering, to the impact of crime and violence through

all the media of communication ?

Mr. Greenspan. If we are becoming immune to human suffering,

crime, and violence. I wouldn't lay it at the door of the movies alone.

I wouldn't lay it at the door of comic books alone. I wouldn't lay it at

the door of telcA^ision alone. I would lay it at the door of civilization.

I think we become immune because of the 3 wars we have gone
through in the last 50 years, because a new generation of children has

grown up who have become hardened. They have become immune to

things because that has become a sort of way of life, a sort of an
expectancy, that we are sitting on a powder keg waiting to be blown
up. That in itself has created niore emotional upsets and disturbances

in children as they grow up than any other factor I know of.

Mr. Young. Mr. Senator.

Chairman Ki:rAu^^ER. Just a minute, Mr. Young.
Mr. Greenspan, I take it tliat your council does serve a very useful

purpose in bringing together representatives of all segments of the

industry for a general discussion of all aspects of

Mr. Greenspan. Eight.
Chairman Kefauver. Labor relations, tlie type of movies, the pub-

lic relations ?

Mr. Greenspan. Not labor relations, as such.

Chairman Kefaua'er. But I mean public relations.

Mr. Greenspan. Public relations as affects labor, yes.

Chairman Kefauver. The movie industry realizes, with the com-
petition it has from television and with also the criticism from time

to time of types of movies, it is incumbent upon all segments of the

people in the industry

Mr. Greenspan. To share that responsibility.

Chairman Kefauver. To not only haA'e good movies, to improve
the quality of some of the poorer ones, and to avoid mistakes.

INIr. Greenspan. I agree with that 100 percent. Senator.

Chairman Kefauver. I am certain your council does serve a good
and useful purpose.
Mr. Greenspan. Tliat is right.

Chairman Kefauver. We appreciate your coming in and telling

us about it.

I don't think you read all of the statement you had there. I would
like to have it put in the record.

Mr. Greenspan. You can have it put in the record.

Chairman Kefauater. That Avill be put in the record folloAving your
statement.

The document referred to Avas marked "Exhibit Xo. T," and reads

as folloAvs
:

)

Exhibit No. 7

Investigator Says Youth Not Damaged by Movies

Most have heard a great deal about the damage certain types of motion pic-

tures are supposed to do to the minds of children. Reformers assure us that

the gangster pictures might Avell lead a child along the path of wrongdoing.
However every once in awhile someone familiar with the ways of children

rises up and says it isn't so.
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The latest to voice this view is the field director of the United States National

Child Welfare Association, who has just finished studying the reactions of hun-

dreds of children to all types of movies during a 3-month i>eriod.

He took time, for instance, to investigate a number of cases in which juvenile

delinquents were supposed to have been led astray by things they had seen in the

movies. In every case, he said, hereditary environment conditions proved chiefly

responsible for the child's delinquency ; in many cases the child concerned had
never even seen a film that was supposed to have caused his downfall.

Said the director : "Even when a young delinquent himself puts the blame on
a film, it doesn't necessarily mean anything. Children have an almost remark-
able capacity for saying what they believe adults want to hear * * * On being

brought before some judge for committing some crime they began searching for

an excuse—an impressive excuse. The motion picture provides just that."

Newspaper readers whose memories go back 50 or 00 years ago can remember
when the dime novel, instead of moving pictures, was the scapegoat. It use to

be said that children who read of the exploits of gunmen in dime novels would
grow up to be gunmen themselves : the current charge against the movies is only
an adaptation of that old complaint.

Well, most of us read dime novels, years ago ; and somehow we managed to

escape the pitfall that was laid for us. The chances are that the same thing
is true of children today. They take their lurid movies just as we took those
old dime novels—with a grain or two of salt. Children usually have a better

balance in such matters than adults are willing to admit.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Young, what was it you wanted ?

Mr. Young. Mr. Senator, Mr. Greenspan made a reference to

Angels With Dirty Faces, at the end where the gangster was led to

the electric chair. Mr. Greenspan is well familiar with the picture

called Public Enemy No. 1, which Warner Bros, produced, with Jimmy
Cagney, where Jimmy Cagney in one sequence, scene, took a grape-
fruit and smashed it right into the lady's face at the table.

Now, at that time or right thereafter, children who had seen that

picture, Public Enemy No. 1, of Jimmy Cagney 's, this gangster,

hoodlum, portrayed in this picture, took this grapefruit and smashed
it into this lady's face, or sweetheart, or whatever—I don't recall who
she was—and a boy around 10, sitting with his little sister at the table,

did the very thing.

It seemed that the mother, when the little girl started to cry and
explain, et cetera, that she had called the motion pictures organization

at the time—and I am quoting the press—and complained of the inci-

dent.

If I remember correctly—I am not sure, and Mr. Greenspan is more
familiar with that—I have known Mr. Greenspan for many years and
he has me. Warner Bros, at that time, I believe, were not members
of the motion picture producers' organization and would not adhere
to any of their

Chairman Kefauver. Their code?
Mr, Young. Their code. I am not sure about that, but ]Mr. Green-

span is familiar with it. I am citing the fact. At that very time,

when that grapefruit incident was a big issue

Mr. Greenspan. I will answer that.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Young, I think Mr. Warner testified

they were members of the code from the time it began.
Mr. Greenspan. Yes. But I will answer the grapefruit charge.

Chairman Kefauver. We don't want the record not to present the

facts, as to their position.

Mr. Young. I will ask, Senator, if Mr. Greenspan will explain thnt.

Mr. Greenspan, do you want to answer that ?

Mr. Greenspan. Yes, I will answer that.
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In tlie first place, nobody—how did you put tliat grapefruit, what
did you say he did ? That lie smashed it into her face ?

Chairman Kefauver. He said into his little sister's face.

Mr. Greenspan. In the first place, he didn't do any smashing. He
shoved it gently.

In the second place, you may recall an actor by the name of Clifton

Webb in a picture called Sitting Pretty, where he, too, sort of shoved
a whole bowl of niush into a child's face, and got the biggest laugh that

I have heard in years. It is still being talked about. And anybody
here who has seen this picture I am sure will agree with me.
So that dissipates your argument about shoving grapefruits into

people's faces.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, Mr. Greenspan, we don't want to en-

courage shoving grapefruits into little children's faces.

]\Ir. Greenspan. No. Before I go, to keep this in the light mood
it started out in, I would like to show how movies get blamed for for

a lot of things.

I am reminded of the story of the alcoholic who was a great prob-
lem to his family, friends, and wife. Along came a picture whicli

Paramount made, incidentally, 'with. Ray Milland—an Academy
Award picture—called Lost Weekend. I am sure several of you
remember that, many of you do.

This man's friends advised his wife to take him to see this picture,

that it would be a good influence over him. And she did.

He sat with rapt attention and looked at that picture, and never
said a word. She was watching him. On their way out, he kept saying
to her, "Never again. Never, never again."
She looked at him and said, "You mean you won't ever drink again ?"

He said, "No, dear. I mean I will never go to a movie again."
Chairman Kefaua^er. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Green-

span.

Mr. Greenspan. It has been a pleasure.

STATEMENT OF GORDON S. WHITE. DIRECTOR, ADVERTISING CODE
ADMINISTRATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. l^liite, you are the director, advertising
code administration of the Motion Picture Association of America,,
is that correct?

ISIr. White. That is right, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. JNIr. Bobo.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. "\\'liite, for how long have you been associated in your

present capacity ?

JSIr. White. For IQiA years.

Mr. BoBO. What is the responsibility of yours, as director of the
production and how the advertising of the administration is handled?
Mr. White. Our responsibility is to pass on advertising submitted

to us by companies, both members of the association and nonmembers,
and to either approve or disapprove it, under our judgment, as to
whether it meets or does not meet the requirements of the advertising
code.

ISIr. BoBO. Prior to going with the Motion Picture Production
Administration, what was your background, Mr. White ?
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Mr. White. My first working experience was as a newspaperman,
as reporter and copy editor. After that I was a publicity man and
finally an advertising executive.

It might be of interest to you, possibly, to note that at the time the
advertising code was written 25 years ago I was the director of adver-
tising and publicity for one of the association's member com})anies,
and as such became one of the original signatories of the advertising
code. So I watched it in operation from both sides of the fence, so
to speak, since its inception.

]\Ir. BoBO. You have a statement outlining the work of the adver-
tising code administration?
Mr. White. I do, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. White, you read the statement or tell us
about it, whichever you wish.
Mr. White. Well, could I ask permission before I read this—because

of the peculiar circumstances—to nuike a few remarks aside from this

statement ?

Chairman Kefauver. Oh, yes; you can read the statement and make
any other remarks, or you can make any other remarks and read the
statement.
Mr. White. I would like to make a few comments first, if I could.

Chairman Kefauver. All right, sir.

Mr. White. I should see, I suppose, some special distinction in being
the first witness here who has had a special set built for him, or, at

least, I assume this display of advertising matter was arranged for

my special attention.

Chairman Kefauver. You are wrong about that, Mr. White. It

was gotten together so some of the producers could talk about the
advertising that went along with their shows.

I suppose this is advertising that was passed on by you. I should
think you would want to have it to make any explanation in connec-

tion with it.

]\Ir. White. I had hoped I might make a few comments, because I

think possibly my statement might have more significance if I may
do so.

First of all, a technical correction. This material was referred to

several times yesterday as posters. These are not posters.

A poster is a large display item, advertising item, usually litho-

graphed. They are pre])ared generally in certain established patterns,

beginning with what is known as a 1-sheet, which is a key size of a

]>oster, which is 28 by 42 inches. There are 3-sheets and B-sheets, in

corresponding sizes, that is, you multiply that by 3 and 6. And finally

the largest of the established ]:»oster, which is 24-sheet. I think that

runs about 8 feet 9 inches by 19 feet (> inches.

It is not, as it w^as suggested yesterday, a thing that would cover

this whole end wall, but it is a thing that would probably cover two-

tliirds of this panel of the wall here [indicating]. Those are posters.

These items here, most of them—I could make an exact count of

them by going around looking at them—but most of them. Senator, are

the covers of ]3ress books.

Now, a press book is a campaign book. It is put out by the producer

.or distributor of the picture, to present the entire promotional cam-
paign on a particular picture, including the advertising, the prepared

publicity, the special exploitation ideas, illustrations of the posters

in lobby displays, and so forth.
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Chairman Kefauver. Do you have one of the press books there with
yon, Mr. A\^iite ?

Mr. White. Yes, I do have several press books here. Those are
some press books which I hope might enter into the committee's
record.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, if we may do so, we will file these as
exhibits and they will be studied by the subcommittee.
Mr. ^\'hite. In connection with those, I recall Mr. Schary's hope

and Mr. Bobo's indication that it would be true, that in the full study
of the advertising of this industry, that such hlms as Marty, A Country
Girl, The Man Called Peter, that those things also might be taken
into consideration. But, anyway, most of these items appear on the
covers of these press books, which were never designed to go to the
public. They were designed to go to the theaters, the theaterman.
Much of the material included in the panels inside of those covers,

of course, is designed for public use. But these covers, as they stand
here now, were never intended for distribution to the public. They are
selling and service items, going to the theaters.

Chairman Kefauver. Let me get this, now. Let me see if I under-
stand this. Of course, the large 9 by 19, or 8 by 19 foot posters I have
seen. I didn't know how big they were. But aren't most of them rep-

licas, or just larger editions of what we see here?
Mr. White. Some of the units of art work in these would be included

in some of the posters, of course.

Chairman Kefauver. Do you mean to say that this press material or
press book is more unsavory than the larger posters ? Is that the point
you are making?

;Mr. White. No, sir. I was merely giving you a ]3oint of technical
information, as to what these were.
Chairman Kefauver. It is your judgment these are fairly represen-

tative of the larger posters, the 8 by 19 foot posters that we see?

Mr. White. Some items in here might be represented on those
posters.

Chairman Kefauver. Are these worse or better than the actual

posters ?

Mr. White. I don't know whether they are either worse or better.

Senator.
Chairman Kefauver. Then you think they are about the same?
Mr. White. Well, they might be.

Mr. Young. Mr. Senator
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Young, let us go along a little while.

JNIr. YouxG. This is very im])ortant.

Chairman Kefauver. I know it is important. Every question is

important.
Mr. YouxG. Thank you.
Chairman Kefauver. We will carry on for a while. We will give

evL'rybody a chance.
This is a very nice poster, tlie last advertising, the Glass Slipper.

We will put all of these in. We want to have a good cross section, so

any othei's you have here, we can ]iut in.

But your point is these are the front ])ages, ap]:)arently, or come
from the press releases ?

Mr. White. From the ]^ress books
;
yes, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Actually, the larger posters are just blown-up
editions of what we see her, in most cases, aren't they ?
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Mr. White. Not necessarily. I would have to look at the press book
on each one of these separately, to see what the poster was. I couldn't
possibly remember what the poster is, of course, on each one. Some
of the art work included in these, certainly, just be included in some
of the posters also.

^
As you would find in the case of, for example, Marty and the Country

Girl and Magnificent Obsession; the same thing would apply there.
Mr. BoBO. Does the particular theater have the option of choosing

from quite a number of press releases or pictures, as to the posters he
will put up ?

Mr. White. As to posters, he doesn't have very much choice. That
is, I was trying, for your information, to make a distinction as to what
a poster was.
As to posters, they are expensive and they are prepared usually in

possibly two styles in each size, so that the exhibitor who wants to use
a poster doesn't have a great deal of choice.
In tlie advertising going into the newspaper, he does have more

choice. You will see in these press books there are usually a number
of ads. There are usually 2 or 3 different types of ads on any particu-
lar campaign.
The exhibitor, of course, has that choice and then tlie exhibitor also

has the right, where he has the equipment he has the right to prepare
advertising of his own. That, of course, we have no control over.
The things we do pass upon are the items of advertising publicity

and poster items that go into these press books, on pictures which carry
our production code seal.

Chairman Kefauver. Very well, Mr. White, you go on with your
statement.
Mr. White. All right. The advertising code is an integral part of

the motion-picture industry's voluntary adopted system of self-regu-
lation, and as I said earlier, has been in effect since 1930.
As with the production code, all members of the association sub-

scribe to the advertising code and its services are open alike to non-
members and members. There is no discrimination between them.
There is no differentiation. Any producer or distributor of a picture
bearing the production code seal of approval voluntarily agrees to keep
the film's advertising in line with the advertising code.
In conformity with the principles of the advertising code, it is the

job of the advertising code administration to maintain good morale
standards and decency in advertising copy submitted to it.

The administration has two offices. One is in New York, where I
am located, and where much of the film advertising originates. The
other is here in Hollywood, in charge of Mr. Simmon Levy, associate
administrator.
While the production code administration and the advertising code

administration have identical principles and purposes, there are im-
portant differences in operations that I would like to discuss with you.
The production code administration has to do with the content of the

gory, the substance of the story, with the whole substance of a story.
Producing a motion picture is one thing but writing an ad to promote
IS quite another. Of necessity, in advertising a man can only high-
light some idea or theme in the picture. It reflects, it represents, it
treats symbolically of the picture. It is designed to attract attention

64765—55 H
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and sell the product. To induce tlie potential patrons to got out of the

house and down the street to the theater. In these days of comi^eti-

tion, motion-picture advertising must be especially striking and eiiec-

tive and appealing. It must convince m a line, m a word, m an illus-

tration, and it must convince quickly.

All these are perfectly understandable designs and ends, as i am

sure this committee fully realizes. But they are also the root, I am

afraid, of some of the misunderstanding about him advertising copy.

I^Iotion-picture advertising naturally is not expected to tell the story

of a film. There is not space, there is not time. And if there was it

would still be an error to do this, because it would take half the fun

out of seeing a picture, if you knew the whole story m advance. And

the advertising would thus defeat its own purpose.

What it does seek to do and what it should do is to convey the spirit,

the atmosphere, the feeling, the general impression of the photoplay.

This is fair. This is proper. This is accepted advertising practice.

It is neither misleading nor misrepresentative.
, , ^ , . ,

In another advertisement you might see a young lady touching her

ear with a particular brand of perfume that is designed to entice her

date to a marriage proposal. But we all know that this doesn t assure

that the girl, by buying the perfume, will get the good-looking man in

Such comparisons are endless. I mention them in the hope that all

persons will keep these things—these elemental factors of advertis-

fncr—in mind in speaking about and in judging motion-pictiire ad-

veT-tising. I think it would lead to better mutual understanding all

around. . „ , , ^. . -.

Now let me cret back to the direct operations of the advertising code

administration. We handle a steady flow of all kinds of advertising

material. Only a relatively small proportion of this ever causes us

any real difficulty.
* . .1 ^i j

The greatest part of the copy is readily passable. At the other end

of the scale is a small number of items, which are readily unpassable.

This too creates no great problem in reaching a decision.

In between is a sort of a gray zone. It is copy that is not so very

laro-e in volume, that is on the line between acceptable and nonaccept-

able, under the code. Some of the copy in this area can be satisfac-

torily revised with minor changes, and can be passed on resubmission.

In deciding on this material in the gray zone, it is a matter of my
judgment, as my responsibility as the director of the code administra-

I have to make decisions that are sometimes not easy. I have to

interpret the rules as I believe them to apply to the specific aclvertise-

ment You can see that I am like the umpire m baseball. He may

not be the most poinilar fellow in the world but the game couldn t

be played without him.
, , . . ^ .

I believe the ]n"oduction code and the advertising code have im-

measurably aided the American motion picture m reaching its present

hio-h state This is true, because the industry's long-established sys-

tem of self-regulation fulfills ethical and moral principles and aspira-

tions that reasonable men everywhere welcome and support.

In concluding, I am convinced that, in selling the product, motion-

picture advertising approved by the code administration, by and
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lar^e over the years, well meets this sound test of general accepta-
bility.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. White, you didn't tell us how many ad-
vertising items are passed. You have something in your statement
about it.

Mr. White. What we call an item. Senator, would be anything.
It could be a line of typewritten copy suggested for advertising use.
It might be a still photograph. It might be a poster displayed; it

might be anything.
We handle material that varies in volume, oh, maybe anywhere

from 120,000 to 140,000 pieces a year. Last year we handled approxi-
mately 130,000 pieces of material in the New York office and the
Hollywood office combined.
Chairman Kefauver. Now, does the code apply to shorts, trailers?
Mr. White. Trailers, yes, sir. Trailers, we include a trailer as

one item in keeping our quantity records.
Chairman Kefauver. ]\Iay they be passed upon either in Holly-

wood or in New York, according to where they are submitted ?

Mr. White. Yes, sir, they may.
Chairman Kefauver. If submitted here, and you living in New

York, w^ho passes them ?

Mr, White. Mr. Simon Levy passes on them here.
Chairman Kefauver. Is there communication between you and

him with reference to passing ?

Mr. White. We are in frequent communication, yes, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Some of these producers have their own ad-
vertising organizations, and others have outside, separate, distinct
organizations, do they not ?

Mr. White. All of the large producing and distributing organiza-
tions, the bigger companies, all have their own advertising depart-
ments. And many of them, in addition, employ outside agencies to do
some work for them, yes, sir. We get material both from the adver-
tising departments and from agencies.
Chairman Kefauver. Does all the industry work through your

code, all the producers and distributors ?

Mr. White. All of the producers are supposed to send in their
material if they carry a production code seal of approval on their
pictures.

Chairman Kefauver. What percentage carry a code approval ?

Mr. White. I don't know what the exact figure is. It is a very,
very high figure, in the high 90 percent of American-made pictures.
A great many of the foreign pictures don't carry our seal, don't
ask for it.

Chairman Kefauver. What American-made pictures do not carry
the code seal ?

Mr. White. Only a few of the—maybe the imitation burlesque type
of picture which, fortunately, perhaps, does not have usual mtijor
distribution or all the major play dates.

There is a small fringe of pictures that are made and played to a
limited distribution that don't carry our seal, but they are very few
HI number. The proportion of foreign-made pictures that do not
carry our seal is very much larger.
Chairman Kefauver. Is it possible for foreign-made pictures to

operate through your organization and obtain your seal ?
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Mr. White. It is possible for anybody who makes a picture any-
where in the world to submit his picture to the production code au-

thority. If it is judged to be in keeping with the production code,

he may have a seal on it under exactly the same terms as Metro, Para-
mount, or anybody else.

Chairman Kefauver. How is your organization financed ? By the

industry itself, of course. Is it by the number of items of advertis-

ing submitted ?

Mr. White. Mr. Shurlock will undoubtedly go into detail on the

handling of that. The production code is financed by each producer
or distributor paying a fee on his picture, whether he is a member or

not a member of the association. The advertising code administration

is financed by the dues of the association.

Chairman Kefauver, No particular fees ?

Mr. White. There are no fees on advertising or on our title regis-

tration bureau service.

Chairman Kefauver. How large an organization do you have, Mr.
White ?

Mr. White. We have the two men, I mean Mr. Levy and myself
in New York, and our clerical staff.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, do you have professionals to look at all

this material or do you try to do it all yourself ?

Mr. White. The final judgment is mine in all cases, or is Mr. Levy's
if the material is handled out here, just the same as the final decision

on production work is Mr. Shurlock's. There are people in our office,

of course, with whom I consult on this material.
Chairman Kefauver. In what form is it submitted to you, by the

producer or by the advertising agent of the producer ?

Mr. White. In any form at all. We will get a piece of typewritten
copy.
Chairman Kefauver. Here is MGM press book on Interrupted

Melody. Will they submit something like that and you pass on it?

Mr. White. Each piece of advertising there, Senator, was sub-

mitted in advance, and so with the page proofs showing the publicity

stories and the exploitation ideas ; they were all submitted in advance,
before the press book was printed.

Chairman Kefau\tsr. There is on the front of it, "Approved, Ad-
vertising Code Administration, New York."
Mr. White. That was our file copy.
Chairman Kefauver. After approval by you, anything in here can

be blown up, enlarged or used ?

Mr. White. They are already prepared when this press book is

printed, Senator. The only thing that shows larger in actual use

than it is indicated in there would be the posters and the lobby dis-

play cards. Those are merely illustrations, to show the exhibitor

what he can expect to get when he orders, say, a six -sheet poster.

There is an illustration there showing what he would get when he
orders that.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. White, in your own office, in dealing with the code,

your judgment is the final judgment on what constitutes good taste

or jrood morals in advertising ?
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Mr. White, My judgment is the final judgment as to wliether each
piece coming through separately does, in my opinion, reasonably meet
the requirements of the code, yes, sir.

Mr. BoBO. It is set forth under the code at No. 11, for instance:

Nudity with meretricious purposes and salacious postures shall not be used;
and clothed figures shall not be represented in such manner as to be offensive

or contrary to good taste or morals.

Eecently has there been an increase in the amount of sex-type
advertising, which has been received by the code arministration?
Mr. White. I have no figures. I don't think there has been any

material increase. There may possibly have been a few more pictures

in that category.

Tliere certainly have been a few more pictures in the crime and
violence category, of course, the advertising reflects it. I see a great

many of these displays on pictures which would be called crime and
violence stories [indicating].

Mr. BoBO. Mr. White, in the event you should disapprove of a cer-

tain piece of advertising, is it taken back and resubmitted to you for
flnal approval?
Mr. White. That is what we always hope will be done. Very, very

rarely there will be something come through which we feel is irrevo-

cably unacceptable. That is a very, very minute fraction of 1 percent.

Most of the material is corrected and resubmitted and approved.
Chairman Kefauver. You said you hoped that would be done. That

seems to express some idea it is not done occasionally.

Mr. White. Well, sir, this is a human endeavor. It is a very dif-

ficult thing. We do not operate an arbitrar^^, complete authority
where we can be dictators. We counsel, we advise.

Once in a while someone doesn't want to take our advice.

Chairman Kefauver. If they don't take your advice, what happens,
do they go on and put their advertising out anyway ?

Mr. White. Very, very rarely. I was sort of smiling at that. I
didn't want to make a 100 percent statement. Because it came up yes-

terday, I would like to tell you, if I may, about the ad over here on
Hell's Island, which was criticized. The vice president in charge of

the studio out here said he didn't like it.

I don't know what he objected to particularly. There are two pieces

of art work there. There is a reclining figure in which the girl is

covered, and also a figure of a girl in a bathing suit.

Now, this girl in the bathing suit is wearing a costume much more
modest than a great amount of the material we see in magazine and
newspaper illustrations, of bathing suits.

I didn't like the way they approached this campaign. I objected to

it. And I was called over to the Paramount office in a conference
with the advertising manager, the director of advertising publicity,

who was a vice president, and the executive vice president of the
company.
They felt and insisted that what they were doing was perfectly all

right. My judgment can be wrong in one direction as well as an-
other. I made the comparison with being an umpire. You try to

call balls and strikes and you can be wrong either way. I suppose
I am wrong as often in my judgment as any other human being is.

I didn't like this, but they insisted upon using it and I finally allowed
myself in this case to be persuaded
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Chairman Kefauver. You didn't like it; Mr. Freeman said he

didn't like it.

Mr. White. The executive vice president in New 1 ork thought

it was wonderful. Adherence to the code is a joint responsibility.

I wish to give no one the slightest impression that I am not willing and

eao-er to accept responsibility for my judgment. But it is a joint

activity. After all, the companies are pledged to this and they are as

much responsible for applying the code, of course, as we are. I

simply give it to you as an example, to show you what could happen.

Senator KEFAxi\T.R. I thought Mr. Freeman was the big boss in

Paramount. He said he was. Apparently, the executive vice presi-

dent in New York overruled vou and him both.

Mr. White. Mr. Freeman is the big boss out here m the studio in

charge of Hollywood operations. I have to deal with the executive

vicepresidentinNew York in charge of advertising.
. , .

You asked what would happen. I gave you an example ot what

might happen. Possibly I was persuaded, let us say, to make a judg-

ment which afterwards, as a Monday morning quarterback, I might

In tiirning out this volume of material,' of course, that is possible.

1 say it is a'loint responsibility, and since this particular ad was dis-

cussed vesterday, I thought you might like to have the facts.

I would like to ask two things, if I may. I would like to ask tor a

transcript of this part of the testimony, questions and answers, which

included this reference yesterday. I would J ike to send that to Mr.

Kaiburn in New York.

I would like also, when we get through here
. ^ ^r itti -^

Chairman Kefauver. We will send you that transcript, Mr. A\ hite.

Mr White. Thank you. I was hoping maybe I could pick it up

here, because I wanted to send it to New York m a hurry, while it was

^^Chairman Kefauver. AVell, if this young lady can get it out for

vou, you can have it.
t t ^^ . ^4-

Mr White. Wonderful. The other thing I would like to sugge:,t

is that vou lend me this display [indicating], the entire display. 1

would like to display it for the benefit of the advertising publicity

directors here in Hollywood as soon as I can, after this session is over.

And then I would like to take it back to New 1 ork with me and

display it to the top advertising and publicity executives back there.

I wish you would let me say this one thing about it. I don t want

you to thi'nk I want to defend any piece of copy, any particular piece

of copy. I have no such desire. n ,•

I do desire to say, though, that it is impossible to make a collection

of materials, such as this, and ]Dut them all in one mass display to-

o-ether, without their looking—even if they were good they wouldn't

look .rood in a display of this kind, where they are all massed together.

We handle all of this material, of course, as units. U e can go

through this and discuss it, the material, piece by piece, and we would

wind up probably as we did last summer m our office m New lork

when I took every item of criticism which had come in over a period

of 6 months or so, and I listed every subject that had been mentioned

in this criticism, even only once in an individual letter.

I had 12 picture titles. We got out advertising on these 12 titles.

We analyzed the advertising on each one of them, and we wound up
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ieeling that some of them might have involved a question of dispute

over good taste, some of them were perfectly all right and we would

pass them again. At the end there were two or three of them, looking

at them as Monday morning quarterbacks again, that we would have

just been as happy if they hadn't passed. I imagine that the same

thing would happen if we went through this display.

I notice over there, starting at the upper lefthand corner, we read

a display on a picture titled "Cell 24-15, Death Row." I looked at it

in amazement, trying to figure out what could possibly be wrong with

it. It is a simple illustration of a man behind bars, surrounded by
a one-color drab frame. The other extreme perhaps is a thing of

this sort [indicating].

I make no attempt to argue about any piece of it. The basic re-

sponsibility is mine, but the joint responsiljility is mine and the pro-

ducers of the material, that is, the advertising men who create it.

Mr. Bono. The advertising code, does it provide any type of penalty

or fine for violation of the code ?

Mr. White. Yes, itdoes provide penalty.

Mr. BoBO, In your history with the advertising code, has any pro-

ducer or advertiser been fined ?

Mr. White. Yes, once. There was a case when an ad was turned
down. The advertising manager announced emphatically he was
going to use it anyway, and he did use it, and the board of directors

did assess a penalty against that company, and I believe the company
took about half of it out of the man's salary.

Mr. BoBo. In the event of a picture, such as Hell's Island, where
one person in the studio will overrule your opinion and overrule others'

opinions, is there not a provision there where you can be more forceful

with the penalty?
Mr. White. I don't want to leave the wrong impression. He did

not overrule my opinion. He persuaded me to arrive at a decision that
I originally didn't want to make.
That is a human process, I suppose, of argument and persuasion.

That is what we are doing all the time, we are persuading all the

time.

Mr. BoBO. Do you find among some of the producers that they are a

little overeager in trying to push certain advertising, sexy ads or

violent ads tlirough the advertising code?
Mr. White. These men are always under great economic compul-

sion, Mr. Bobo, to sell their pictures. I believe it was Mr. Schary who
said yesterday that the man at the head of a studio, if he made too

many mistakes, wouldn't have a job long. The same thing applies

equally, of course, to the men who write these ads. If they don't do a

good job in selling a picture, they won't have their jobs very long.

They are constantly working under great pressure of deadlines, too.

This is a pressure business. They are under economic pressure to sell

the picture, once the great investment has been made. And they are

under all sorts of working pressures. We work with them under those

pressures,

Mr. BoBO. In the New York office where, I believe, the predominance
of the advertising comes from, there is yourself and your clerical staff.

Mr. White. That is correct, sir. And other members of the staff

Vfith whom I consult.
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As I tried to bring out in this statement, the quantity we work on
sounds possibly more important and impressive than it really is. In
fact, the handling of most of it is routine.

On a picture like Marty or a picture like Interrupted Melody, we
have no problem. We have to look at each piece of material as it

comes through, but if you look at that layout on Marty you will see

it warms your heart as you read it. It is elevating, it is inspiring, it is

no problem. We go through that material with the greatest of ease.

It is only when we come to approximately the last 2 percent that

it begins to be difficult. As I say, there is this gray area in which is

found unacceptable advertising copy at times. We have no difficulty

saying "No" on that. And the ad which is like a Marty ad, of course,

that is simple. In this gray area, there are pieces of material on which
it is very difficult, often, to make a decision. We look at a thing this

big and it is going to, you know, be 19 feet 6 inches long when it comes
out in 24 sheets.

Mr. BoBO. You speak of "we" and the staff with whom you consult.

How many members of that staff are there that do reviewing of the

motion-picture advertising.

Mr. White. They don't review officially. They only consult with
me when I go to them for the benefit of their judgment.
Mr. BoBO. Are they employed by the advertising code ?

Mr. White. They are not employed directly in the advertising code,

but they are emploj^ed by the association and they work in the same
office with us.

Mr. BoBO. In fact, you are the only one, so far as the advertising

code administration is concerned, that has any authority to review ads ?

Mr. White. Who has any authority to review them officially and
decide on them ; that is right.

Mr. BoBO. Every case of advertising must be followed from the be-

ginning to the end through with you for the advertising code admin-
istration ?

]\Ir. AVhite. That is right, or Mr. Levy in the office here.

]\Ir. BoBO. These others with whom you consult are employed by
the industry in an advertising capacity ?

IVIr. White. Employed by the association, but not directly in an
advertising capacity. There are, let's say, 3 or 4 with whom I consult

most regularly. One of them is a man who has been with the asso-

ciation twenty-odd years, since shortly after the First World War.
He has been a public relations man. He is head of the association's

community relations department, which is the department that deals

with the leaders of groups and public thought all over the country,

that is, the PTA groups, women's club groups, women's club groups,

and so forth. We call that the public relations department.
That man has a great mass of experience, including a great deal cf

work which he has done officially on both production code and adver-

tising code types in the past. Another of my consultants is a man who
was an advertising agency account executive for a great many years

and has been in governmental work and public relations work and is

now of our association staff. It is people of that kind with whom I

consult and advise on copy.

Mr. BoBO. When you review the advertising of the picture, do you
have before you a synopsis of what the picture is about ?
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Mr. White. Not always. As a matter of fact, here is one of the

things that makes the job a rather difficult job at times: This adver-

tising is largely written or started while the picture is still in produc-

tion out here, in a great many cases. Often not only do I not see the

picture at the time we pass upon the advertising, but maybe the adver-

tising man working on it doesn't see it. They work, of course, on the

basis of complete information from their unit men in the studios out

here.

We work generally on the basis of deciding whether the material

is per se acceptable or not. When something comes along that raises

a question as to what is in the picture, then we call for whatever in-

formation we want to call for. We may ask for a script and hold up
the advertising and not give them a decision until we have received

the script and read it. That I do constantly.

We may be satisfied with an adequate synopsis, or in a few cases

the picture may be in and finished and we will go and look at the

picture.

But as a general rule we don't wait for the picture or for reading

the script, but we pass on the material on the basis of its per se accept-

ability or unacceptability.

Mr. BoBO. The advertising code doesn't know whether the advertis-

ing of a picture, in the majority of instances, illustrates the text and
that the advertising faithfully represents the picture ?

Mr. White. Technically, you might say that. That is probably the

hardest part of the code to administer.

That was the question that arose in the case of our discussion on
Hell's Island. But, as a general rule, on pictures of the Marty type
and the Interrupted-Melody type, we know enough about the story

and the picture based on our files. I think you are acquainted with our
files. We have files in the New York office to show what negotiations

the Production Code Administration has had with the producer, and
we have those accessible to us at all times, so if there is any question

at all, we refer first to those files. We usually, therefore, know in a
general way what the story or the picture is about.

Mr. BoBO. In the ad East of Eden, that drawing in the center of it,

was a script of that picture. Does that truly represent the scenes as
depicted in that picture ?

Mr. White. I would like to show you a photograph. These photo-
graphs are actual reproductions of frames from the motion picture.

This is a Cinemascope print, so this is a squeezed print so it may be a
little difficult to try to analyze, but if you look at it closely you can
see there is the boy and girl and the tree.

(The photograph referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 8," and is

on file with the subcommittee.)
Mr. White. Now, these photographs, of course, obviously, are not

of sufficient clarity to be used for reproduction, so they made a sketch
of it and submitted the sketch.

Mr. BoBO. Was there some discussion between the advertising people
and yourself over this ad in East of Eden ?

Mr. White. They sent over a photograph and said they wanted to
work from that.

As I say, it was obvious to me it was not suitable for reproduction.
I returned the shots and told them that in my judgment it was all
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right, and they made a sketch and submitted it, and I told them in

my judgment that was acceptable.

Mr. BoBO. What is your opinion, Mr. White, of the representation

East of Eden had?
. ^

Mr. White. My opinion of it at the time it was submitted was that

it was thoroughly acceptable. It has created some criticism. I am
still of the opinion it does not represent the worst that I have heard

people interpret into it.

Again, it is easier to be a Monday morning quarterback and make

these decisions tlian it is to make the decision while a man is trying

to slide for second. This picture came to me in a small sketcli. I

approved it and I still think tliat it is acceptable and certainly I did

not see in it what some ]3eople have thought it was.

Mr. BoBO. In the motion picture advertising code, on a number ot

pictures dealing with crime and police officers, the story of a brutal

cop and the story of a cop that killed for money, stressing the fact of

the indecent type of policeman, are these ads approved with the seal

of the code ?
•

i i -d
Mr. White. Yes. I suppose you are referring particularly to Kogue

Cop, the story of the film, I think the advertisement was a fair repre-

sentation of the story of the iilm and I so approved it.

As another example of group villainy, there is the picture. New
York Confidential, which I see displayed up there.

Rogue Cop is the story of one individual. It doesn't say the police

department is wrong. It said one individual in the police department

was wrong.
New York Confidential is a gangster story, and there are a number

of killings in it. The police play a secondary part in it. The ads for

it are a result of long and serious negotiations between Warners and

myself.
. „ ^

You will find that, I think, every single piece of advertising copy

displayed here points up the fact that this gangster activity brought

about a great police crackdown, so that the forces of law and order

are credited with being in there and being in at tlie end.

Mr. BoBO. Without seeing the picture, a person would never know

that.

I was wondering about No. 8

:

Pictorial and copy treatment of officers of tlie law shall not be of such a nature

as to undermine their authority.

Mr. White. That is right. And I don't believe they are.

Mr. BoBO. If it is portrayed in the picture as that, it would be all

right for the officer to be portrayed in the advertisement in that respect,

and vice versa ?

Mr. White. Yes, I believe an individual officer can be a yillam,

just as an individual councilman in a city council or an individual

judge, even, possibly.
^ , n ,

The codes are quite definite in their recognition of the fact that ^ye

do not wish to present the forces of law and order or the judiciary in

such a way as to break down res]:)ect for them. But I do not believe

that enjoins the industry from making a picture or presenting an ad

showing one man in any one of these categories, who is a villain or

a crook.
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Mr. BoBO. The Blackboard Juno;le copy ad there, do you think those

scenes depicted in that one particular drawing there clearly represents

the story of that picture ?

Mr. White. I think they are fairly representative of the story of

that picture. The illustration at the top has been criticized. I think

I have heard three criticisms of it, specific criticisms of that particu-

lar ad. That is a stylized drawing of a scene which admittedly is only
a short scene in the picture. But it is a drawing which typifies, which
illustrates the general situation of these boys in this school, their atti-

tude, their character and, in my judgment, and I still say in my judg-

ment today, as w^ell as my judgment Avhen I passed on it, I think it is

permissible and should be permitted if the picture is permitted. I

w^ould pass it again today, yes, sir.

Mr. BoBO. And the rape scene in the movie shown in every acl of

the Blackboard Jungle scene ?

Mr. White. Not every ad, but most of them.
Mr. BoBO. I would say a great proportion of the ads of the Black-

board Jungle. Do you think the emphasis on the sexual angle, the

illicit, the illegal sex, and the rape scene is a justified advertisement
for a picture wdiich is supposed to portray the school system of the

United States ?

Mr. White. There are several things I could say about it. I am
not sure the uninformed person, looking at this picture, would know
it was a rape or attack of any kind, a murder or robbery, or anything
else.

Which reminds me of the mention made yesterday of the picture of

Johnny Belinda of several years ago. That was a classic example in

our office.

That was a story of a rape attack on a girl. The illustration which
became the basis of most of the advertising was a picture in which a

man was approaching this girl in a menacing way, somewhat along
this order. He wasn't touching her. His hands were grasping for

her throat.

I wrote back a letter of congratulations to the company on the way
they handled it, because they had an illustration w^hich was suitable

to the picture, and yet they didn't specify it was a rape. It was an
attack of some kind coming upon this w^oman. It w^as adequate, it

was dramatic, but it was not specific to the point of being offensive.

This ad, I think, has a little of that cjuality. I submit no one who
doesn't know the story of Blackboard Jungle would know that this

is a rape. They wouldn't know what it is.

Suppose it is rape? That scene in the picture w^as a scene which,

in my judgment, motivated much of the action which followed. So,

in my judgment, it was one of the key scenes of the picture. So
whether we passed on it or not simply got itself down to a question of

whether the presentation itself of the illustration was acceptable or

whether it was offensive. If we had considered it offensive, we w^ould

have said, "No."
Mr. BoBO. In the Prodigal ad, which is admittedly the front cover,

but wdiich portrays some of the black and white ads we have seen—

—

Mr. White. As to color, I don't wish to leave any niisleading im-

pression. This illustration will be seen in a number of itenis, but not

exactly that w^ay, and that is the principal cover but the illustration

will appear.
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Mr. BoBO. Do you have any opinion as to the impression of sex

within that ad?
Mr. White. I think it is probably an extreme case we have here.

That is a retouched picture, to start with. The costume, as it showed

in the stills when submitted to us, had nothinjr over the girl's hips,

except beads. We required them at least to put some panties on the

girl. I think that probably that is a borderline case, subject to argu-

ment. I don't wish to make any special show of defending it.

Mr. BoBO. In the retouching "of that particular ad, do you notice

that the costume varies on the two different legs of the girl there ?

Mr. White. Yes, I do notice that.

JMr. BoBO. Did that come to your attention at the time the ad was

submitted ? Is it not in your opinion that offers much more of a sug-

gestive pose?
Mr. White. Possibly; I don't know.

. .

Mr. Bono. Well, what would be vour opinion of that at this time,

Mr. ^^Hiite, as to whether it would be approved or disapproved by the

advertising code as of this time?

Mr. White. Again I am being a Monday morning quarterback, it

I had it come through now, I would insist, in the light of our experi-

ence and discussion of it, I would insist, at least, on having the same

costume to be carried across it.
t t ^ ^^

Mr. BoBO. Would it be your opinion now that borders slightly on

the point of pornography?
, • t 4.

Mr. White. No. I don't think that is pornographic. 1 am not

defending it, Mr. Bobo. ...
I thorouixhly acquiesce in your right to question and criticize. But

I don't think there is anvthing in a motion picture bearing our seal or

any ad running that has our approval that approaches pornography,

as I understand pornography.
Mr. Bobo. T airree with vou in most cases. That was one ad that was

of particular interest to me, and I am sure at the time it went through

that you didn't realize that one person would see it in one light and

another person would see it in another light. ,,^-01 -ixr

Mr. White. May I add this suggestion in the record, Mr. Bobo We
heard a great deal of discussion of the picture Blackboard Jungle. I

understand that the principal criticism of that picture has come from

people in the educational field. I think it is obvious that any one ot

the individual action scenes mi<rht have taken place somewhere in the

United States in some school at some time, but what raises criticism is

the fact that in the picture these actions are all packed into an hour

and a half. It all happens in 1 school in 1 location in 1 season and, m
the opinion of some critics, this makes it highly questionable and

certainly overbearing. -1.1,
That "is what we have here right now. We have what might be

called the worst possible examples, picked out, as Idid last summer

in our office, the worst possible examples, put up into one display.

Even if they were good, thev would look bad in this display.

I^Ir. Bono. Most of these examples. Mr. White, we have scattered

around, are pictures of recent releases. They are all combined in a

group of pictures practically now in release and are showing in all

the newspapers, practical Iv, over the country.

Mr. White. Might I call your attention to this : I left New York

last Thursday morning. As I left, I picked up the New York Times.
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As I left Washington that niglit I picked up the Washington Post.

And as I went through Chicago I picked up the Daily News and an
early edition of the Chicago Daily Tribune.
And as I went through a town in Colorado, I picked up the Denver

Rocky Mountain News.
And here are the advertising pages from those papers. There is

no selection. I just picked up the latest papers as I went through
the towns.

I submit there isn't one ad in any one of those papers to which any
reasonable person would object. That is what I call a cross section.

Those are what I call more truly representative of our work than
are these, most of them [indicating] . And I would like, if I might
Chairman Kefaua^ee. These will be filed as exhibits, and I think

the advertising code, we will have that printed into the record and
made a part of it.

(The documents referred to were introduced as exhibit No. 9 and
are on file with the subcommittee.)

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 10," and reads
as follows:)

Exhibit No. 10

An Advertising Code for Motion Pictures and Regulations for Its Admin-
istration

an advertising code for motion pictures

(The advertising code was adopted by the board of directors of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
(now the Motion Picture Association of America, Inc.) June 10,
1930. It was amended and reaffirmed by the board of directors
of the Motion Picture Association of America, Inc., July 30, 1947,
and further amended December 3, 1947, and June 21, 1950.

)

Preamhle
The purpose of the advertising code is to apply to motion picture advertising,

publicity, and exploitation, within their range, the high principles which the
production code applies to the content of motion pictures.
The provisions of the advertising code shall apply to press books, newspaper,

magazine and trade-paper advertising, publicity material, trailers, posters, lobby
displays and all other outdoor displays, novelty distribution, radio copy, and
every form of motion picture exploitation.
We urge all motion picture producers, distributors and exhibitors, and their

advertising agents, whether affiliated with the undersigned or not, to adhere to
these principles ; and, for ourselves, we pledge compliance with these principles
without reservation.

The Code

1. We subscribe to a code of ethics based upon truth, honesty and integrity.
All motion picture advertising shall

—

(fl) Conform to fact.

(6) Scrupulously avoid all misrepresentation.
2. Good taste shall be the guiding rule of motion picture advertising.
3. Illustrations and text in advertising shall faithfully represent the pictures

themselves.
4. No false or misleading statements shall be used directly, or implied by

type arrangements or by distorted quotations.
5. No text or illustration shall ridicule or tend to ridicule any race, religion

or religious faith ; no illustration of a character in clerical garb shall be shown
in any but a respectful manner.

6. The history, institutions, and nationals of all countries shall be represented
with fairness.

7. Profanity and vulgarity shall be avoided.
8. Pictoilal and copy treatment of officers of the law shall not be of such a

nature as to undermine their authority.
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t). Specific details of crime, inciting imitation, shall not be used.

10. Motion picture advertisers shall be guided by the provision of the pro-
duction code that the use of liquor in American life shall be restricted to the
necessities of characterization and plot.

11. Nudity with meretricious purpose and salacious postures shall not be
used ; and clothed figures shall not be represented in such manner as to be
offensive or contrary to good taste or morals.

12. Court actions relating to censoring of pictures, or other censorship dis-

putes, are not to be capitalized in advertising or publicity.

13. Titles of source materials or occupations or names of characters on which
motion pictures may be based, should not be exploited in advertising or upon the
screen if such titles or names are in conflict with the provisions of the production
code affecting titles.

14. No text or illustration shall be used which capitalizes, directly or by impli-
cation, upon misconduct of a person connected with a motion picture thus
advertised.

Regulations for the Administration of the Advertising Code

(The following regulations were adopted by the board of directors
of the Motion Picture As.sociatiou of America, Inc., April 22, 1948,
and amended June 21, 1950.

)

1. These regulations are applicable to all members of the Motion Picture Asso-
ciation of America, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the "association"), sub-
sidiaries of a member producing or distributing motion pictures, and to all pro-
ducers and distributors of motion pictures with respect to each picture for which
the association has granted its certificate of approval, pursuant to an application
therefor.

2. The term "advertising" as used herein shall be deemed to mean all forms
of motion picture advertising and exploitation, and ideas therefor, including,
among other things, but without limitation thereto, the following: press books;
still photographs ; newspaper, magazine and trade paper advertising

;
publicity

copy and art intended for use in press books or otherwise intended for use in

press books or otherwise intended for general distribution in printed form or for
theater use ; trailers

;
posters, lobby displays and other outdoor displays ; ad-

vertising accessories, including heralds, throwaways, etc. ; novelties ; copy for
exploitation tie-ups ; radio and television copy.
The term "company" as used herein shall be deemed to mean any person, firm

or corporation.
3. All advertising shall be submitted to the advertising code administration of

the association for approval before use, and shall not be used in any way until

so submitted and approved as hereinafter set forth. All advertising shall be sub-
mitted in duplicate with the exception of press books, which shall be submitted
in triplicate.

4. The advertising code administration shall proceed as promptly as it finds

feasible to approve or disapprove the advertising submitted on the basis of
whether it complies with the advertising code.
The advertising code administration shall stamp its approval on one copy of

all advertising approved and return such stamped copy to the company sub-
mitting the same. If the advertising code administration disapproves of any
advertising, there shall be stamped the word "disapproved" on one copy thereof,

which shall be returned to the company submitting the same ; or, if the advertis-

ing code administration so desires, it may return the same with suggestions for

such changes or corrections in the advertising as will cause it to be approved.
5. After advertising (as defined in sec. 2 above) for a motion picture shall have

been approved by the advertising code administration, if circumstances arise,

either before or after the picture's release, which in the judgment of the admin-
istrator seem to require the withdrawal of all, or any portion of such previously

approved advertising, then, after consultation with the advertising advisory

council, lie shall immediately file a written report with the president and secre-

tary of the association (a) setting forth the situation existing at the time such
prior approval was granted for such advertising, (6) reciting the intervening

circumstances with resultant changes in the situation, (c) listing the reasons

why in the opinion of the administrator all or a designated portion of the adver-

tising previously approved should be withdrawn and (rf) certifying that if such
advertising were then being presented to him for the first time, it would not be

approved by him under the advertising code for stated reasons.
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If the president of the association (or a vice president of the association in
the absence of the president), upon receipt of sucli report from the advertising
code administration, is of the opinion that the situation presented is sufficiently
serious to justify consideration l)y the board of directors, the secretary of the
association shall be instructed to call immediately an emergency meeting of the
board, at which meeting the board shall sit as a board of appeal with adequate
opportunity for the producer and/or distributor of the motion picture to appear
in person or through a duly authorized representative and present reasons orally
or in writing, or both, as to why the prior approval of the advertising should be
affirmed, and with adequate opportunity for the administrator of the advertising
code to appear and present reasons, either orally or in writing, or both, as to why
in his judgment all or a designated portion of such previously approved advertis-
ing should be withdrawn.

Thereafter, the board, meeting in executive session with the producer and/or
distributor of the picture not voting, shall determine by vote of a majority of
the directors present and voting, whether all or any portion of the previously
approved advertising shall be withheld from use and/or withdrawn, and such
action of the board of directors shall be final and binding upon the producer
and/or distributor of said film.

When any previously approved advertising for a motion picture is withdrawn
pursuant to action of the board hereunder, the company withdrawing same shall
be reimbursed the unrecoverable portion of its out-of-pocket expenditures for
such advertising to tlie exent deemed equitable and proper under all the circum-
stances by the board. The amount of such reimbursement shall be prorated
among all members of the association including the company affected on the same
basis as dues to the association are currently paid.

If neither the producer nor the distributor of said film is a member of the asso-
ciation, then the nonmember withdrawing such advertising shall be reimbursed
the unrecoveral)le portion of its out-of-pocket expenditures for such advertising
by the members of the association to the exent deemed equitable and proper
under all the circumstances by the board.

6. Appeals. Any company whose advertising has been disapproved may ap-
peal from the decision of the advertising code administration, as follows :

Within 10 days after its advertising has been disapproved, it shall serve notice
of such appeal in writing on the director of the advertising code administration
and on the secretary of the association. Said notice of appeal shall set forth the
grounds upon which the appeal is taken. Within a reasonable time after the
receipt of such notice by the director of the advertising code administration and
the secretary of the association, the president or, in the event of his absence from
the country or his inability to act, a board consisting of three members of the
executive conuuittee of the board of directors of the association appointed by
him, shall hold a hearing to pass upon the appeal. Oral and written evidence
may be introduced by the company and the advertising code administration.
Oral argument shall be had at the hearing and written memoranda or briefs may
be submitted by the company and the advertising code administration. The
president or said board, as the case may be, may admit such evidence as is

deemed relevant, material and competent, and may determine the nature and
length of the oral argument and of the written memoranda or briefs to be sub-

mitted. The president or said board, as the case may be, shall decide the appeal
as expeditiously as possible and shall notify the company and the director of
the advertising code administration in writing of the decision. Such decision

shall be final.

A company appealing from a decision of the advertising code administration
under section 14 of the advertising code shall have the right, by written notice

to the secretary of the association, to appeal directly to the board of directors of

the association, whose decision shall l)e final. The provisions relating to evi-

dence, argument and written memoranda or briefs, set forth in these regulations,

shall apply to such appeals.
7. Any company to which these regulations are applicable, which publishes, or

makes available for sale or lease, or which in any way iises advertising without
prior approval as hei-einabove provided, may be brought up on charges before

the board of directors by the director of the advertising code administration, or

by any of the following officers of the association, viz : the i)resident, a vice presi-

dent, the secretary or the treasurer. The company shall be entitled to receive

a written statement of the charges and to a hearing before the board of directors.

Within a reasonable time after the receipt of said statement of charges by the

<:ompany, the board of directors of the association shall meet in a special meet-
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ing to hear and pass upon such charges. Oral and written evidence may be intro-

duced by the company and by the advertising code administration. Oral argu-

ment shall be had and written memoranda or briefs may be submitted by the

company and by the advertising code administration. The board of directors may
admit such evidence as it deems relevant, material and competent, and may
determine the nature and length of the oral argument and of the written memo-
randa or briefs to be submitted. The board of directors, by a majority vote of

those present, shall decide the matter as expeditiously as possible.

If the board of directors finds that the company has published, or made avail-

able for sale or lease or in any way used advertising without prior approval as

hereinabove set forth, the board may take one or more of the following actions :

(«) Direct the production code administration to void and revoke the cer-

tificate of approval granted by the association for the picture so advertised and

require the removal of the association's seal from all prints of said picture, and
the production code administration shall thereupon do so

;

(6) Require the company, if a member of the association, to i)ay to the asso-

ciation as and for liquidated damages, not more than .$100 for each publication,

lease, sale, or use of an unapproved item of advertising which has been pub-

lished, made available for lease or sale or used, provided, however, that the total

sum assessed for advertising relative to one motion picture may not exceed the

sum of $25,000. The amount so assessed and collected shall be used by the asso-

ciation for expen.ses incurred in the administration of the advertising code. It is

recognized that any violation of the advertising code will disrupt the stability

of the industry and cause serious damage to the association and its members
which cannot be definitively computed.
The decision of the board of directors shall be final.

8. Each company shall assume responsibility for seeing that all its employees

and agents comply with these regulations.

Chairman Kefauver. Anything else, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. Bobo. No.
Chairman IvEFAm^ER. Mr. White, what percentage of the display

pictures are actual scenes in the picture and what percentage of them

are pictures especially made and not taken from the actual scenes ?

Mr. White. I couldn't give you an accurate percentage. The major-

ity of pieces of artwork that go into these displays are scenes or they

are approximate reproductions of scenes in the picture.

Chairman Kefauver. Maybe it is what somebody thinks the scene

is eventually going to be.

Mr. White. No ; because the stills are made on the set.

Chairman Ivefauver, I thought you said the advertising is fre-

quently started before the picture is anywhere near completed.

Mr. White. I said while it is in production and hasn't been finally

completed. The stills are made beginning with the day the picture

goes into production. There is usually a still man around, making

pictures, every day. As a mater of fact', there has been a great growth

in the last few years of the use of the high speed, small size camera,

where a cameraman can simply stand on the set and shoot while a

scene is taking place, while it is being acted. Those stills are printed

up and they go through the process of the advertising code opera-

tions, usually submited out here, and then they come back to New
York and they begin to go to work on them. A picture will not be

finished, completed and available for seeing until some time after

the last day's shooting on it. There might be a gap of anything you

want to giiess, a month or 2 months between the day of the last day

of the shooting and the time you see a picture in New York.

Chairman Kefauver. You said frequently, when they presented

their pictures or their ad sheets for final approval, that the large bill-

boards had already been prepared, is that so ?
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Mr. White. It varies. Sometimes when the press books are pre-

sented, the big posters may ah'eady have been lithographed.
Chairman Kefaitv^er. My question is then : The economic force for

approval would be pretty great, because they would already have a
whole lot of money in

Mr. White. I tried to explain that each item in that press book
is supposed to have been submitted to us before the press book goes,

to press. We are supposed to see those as they are in operation.

We see a layout, we see the artwork, we see a photostat of the art-

work, we see a photograph of it, and we are supposed to see it before it

goes into printing.

Once in a great while there is a fluke and if there is trouble in the
thing we have that pressure, yes, but that is a rarity.

Chairman Kefauver. On page 3 of your statement, Mr. White, the
middle paragraph

:

What it does seek to do and what it should do is to convey the spirit, the
atmosphere, the feeling, the general impression of the photoplay. This is fair,

this is proper, this is accepted advertising practice. It is neither misleading
nor misrepresentative.

I think that is a fine statement of a principle that advertising ought
to follow.

A fair presentation of what the product is going to be. And these
producers have told us that in all of the pictures, horror and crime
and sex pictures, there is some moral they are trying to prove. I
just wonder if you get the moi-al in this advertising up here. There is

a "Kiss Me Deadly. White Hot Thrills. Blood Red Kisses." That is

all it says about it. What is moral ^

Mr. White. I don't like that any more than you do. Senator.
Chairman Kefauver. What is the moral in "The Prodigal"?
Mr. White. I don't think it is a moral. I think it is merely enter-

tainment. This ad is designed to sell this. I said awhile ago that
making the picture and telling a story of a picture is one thing. Writ-
ing an ad to sell it is another. The first part is art. The second part
is industry, business.

An ad has to do three things, as the late Mr. Brisbane used to say.

I has, one, to attract attention. It has, two, to have interest in the
form of getting you to read it, and, three, it has to convince you to
the point of buying the product. Otherwise, it is not successful. If
these do not attract, then, of course, they cannot possibly achieve
points Nos. 2 and 3.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Wliite, my point is your statement is a
very good one, that what it should do is convey the spirit.

Mr. White. I think that contains the spirit.

Chairman Kefauver. Do you think these ads convey the spirit?

Mr. White. In most cases, particularly in the crime things over
here [indicating].

Here is a point that might have been of interest : This is a business

of cycles. Pictures are made in cycles. There has been a cycle that
involved a large number of these crime or violent pictures. I think,

if you will take each one of those ads separately and analyze them
separately, you might object to them, but if they did not present
this picture as a picture of violence, as a picture of crime, they would

64765—55 12
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not be honest advertising. They would not be fair to the mothers
who don't want their youngsters to go to see this crime picture.

So I think they have a very definite point of honesty. If they do
not go overboard in tlieir gruesomeness, which the advertising code
provides against and which we try to avoid, but still tell the story, e. g.,

it is a picture of crime and violence, the ads are the fairest possible

representation we can give to the picture. If the mothers do not want
their youngsters to see these crime pictures, they are warned and we
have given them fair and honest warning.
Chairman Kefauver. The purpose of advertising is to get the

people into the theater.

Mr. White. Into the theater
;
yes, sir.

Chairman Kefau\^r. Mr. Freeman was talking about the moral a

great deal in Hell's Island. I can't see all the writing there.

Mr. White. I thought he was talking about a moral in the Hell's

Island, the picture. I don't think he was talking about a moral in

the ad.

Chairman Kefauver. What is the moral in that ad ?

Mr. White. I am not offering any moral in the ad.

Chairman Kefauver. What you say here that you did was "to con-
vey the s]:)irit, the atmosphere, the feeling, the general impression of
the photoplay."

Mr. White. And the argument that was given to me and the argu-
ment to which I finally yielded in this case was this was a fair repre-
sentation of the principal girl character in this picture.

Chairman Kefauv-er. Did you read the scenario before you passed
it?

Mr. White. I saw the picture in this case, Senator. That was one
of the cases in which, as I said, occasionally we even go to the point of
seeing the picture. The picture was finished in that case, and we saw
it.

Chairman Kefauver. AVhat is the moral in "Girl Confesses Life
With Big Combo Boss" ?

Mr. White. I insist again I am not trying to offer a moral in these
ads.

Chairman IvEFAtrvER. What you are telling us then, Mr. White is

that "this is fair, this is proper, this is accepted advertising practice.

It is neither misleading nor misrepresentative."

Now, these producers tell us that all these pictures have morals. I
think a great many of them do have morals, some good morals and
very helpful. But I haven't seen a moral in any one of these, these
posters you have up here.

Mr. White. The fact that in a ]Dicture that may run an hour and a
half you may be able to develop a moral, I don't think can necessarily
be carried over into an ad you see in a flash. And I have never heard
of anyone requiring, as a requirement of advertising, that each piece
of advertising produce a moral.
This came up in the case of Blackboard Jungle, Senator. Some

criticism came in on one or two pieces of this material, and I went to
the advertising manager at M-G-M and I showed him the criticism for
his information.
And he said this, "Our job is to sell this picture. The people who

come to see this picture, by and large, go out liking it."
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Now, if tliey are induced to come in to see the picture and they get

the moral out of seeing the picture, I would think that is enough. I

don't know how we can require them to tell a moral in an ad.

Chairman Kefauver. I am just comparing what you have done here

w^ith what you say you are doing, and I don't mean to argue with

you about it.

Mr. White. I don't, either. Senator.

Chairman Kefalwer. In your statement you would give the im-

pression that your advertisements give the spirit and portray what
the picture is. If they portray what the picture is, then Kiss Me
Deadly would all be one thing, apparently.

Mr. White. Possibly it is. Have you seen it ?

Chairman Kefauver. No ; I haven't seen it. But here is your state-

jiient, sir

:

What it does seek to do and what it should do is to convey the spirit, the

atmosphere, the feeling, the general impression of the photoplay. This is fair,

this is proper, this is accepted advertising practice. It is neither misleading nor

misrepresentative.

So I would think by that, if there is a moral in these things, that

you have completely overlooked in these pictures the

Mr. White. I am sorry, Senator, but I just don't get the connection

between producing a moral in a picture that runs for 2 hours, and
trying to illustrate or produce a moral in a small ad layout, which you
read in half a minute.

Wliat I say in the statement is that we should represent the spirit

of the picture, sir, yes ; we should represent the theme of the picture.

Chairman Kefauver. Then, according to your analysis, if you
represent the theme of the picture, the theme of the picture is not any
moral, because you say you represent the theme and general impression,

but none of these show any moral.
Mr. White. I think in most cases these ads do represent the theme

of the picture.

Chairman Kefauver. Very well. I know your problem is difficult,

Mr. "Wliite.

Mr. White. It is a very difficult one.

Chairman Kefau\t:r. We appreciate that fact. We will be glad for
you to have these exhibits when we get through with them here today.
Keep them intact and send them back to us.

INIr. White. I will keep them intact.

Chairman Kefauver. I think it is fair to say that the correspondence
and complaints we have, that we literally have hundreds and hundreds
of letters from people and organizations, sending samples of protests,

a whole lot more about the advertising form of these than we have
on the movies themselves.
There is a rising tide of public resentment against some of these ads

that you have passed. We will be glad to show you a lot of our letters

if that will help in your battles with the advertising agencies. We
want to cooperate with you. We know your task is hard, it is difficult.

You show something to get people into the house. But this isn't a
healthy thing, to have criticism by so many organizations, by people,
as to the ads for some of these movies.
We will go over all of these with you, and we want to help you with

your problem, if there is any way we can do it.
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Mr. White. As a starter, as I said, I would like to display this

material to a meeting of the advertisino; directors here, and take it

back to New York with me and have another meeting with the heads
of the departments there. It will certainly convey to them your expres-

sions, Senator.
Chairman Kefauver. We don't want to be unfair in our criticism.

We just want to let you know what has been coming to us. That
doesn't mean thnt a great amount of j^eople are not entirely satisfied

with the advertisements. It does mean, though, that out of the few
mistakes, or a few that go too far, cause criticism of the whole mass
of them, as you know.
Mr. White. Of course, they do. I know that better than any of

you could possibly. Criticism of 2 or 3 ads usually winds up in a
blanket criticism, that they are all wrong. And there is the proof in

the six newspapers that they aren't all wrong.
Chairman Kefauver. That is right. All right. Thank you very

much, Mr. White.
INIr. Young. I wonder if I may speak to you about Mr. White's

statement. It is very important to the Senate and the public, as well.

Chairman Kefauver. Let's see what Mr. Young has. Make it short

and to the point, Mr. Young.
Mr. Young. I will make it very brief. As to the advertising that

Mr. White refers to

Chairman KEFAu^^R. You address your remarks to me, if you have
any.
Mr. Young. I do, Mr. Senator, I do, sir, and the committee.

As to the advertising that Mr. White refers to, which I am familiar

witli, as I stated before, having been associated with motion-picture

studios, these display advertisiments that are taken from still pictures

and then exaggerated to excite the emotions by an artist using what
we term the 1-sheet and the 24-sheet, I want to call your attention,

Mr. Senator—when Mr. White made a statement as to viewing and
approving the code of advertisements—a publication known as Bold

—

B-o-l-d—Bold, one of these promiscuous publications sold on the

newsstands, in the various drugstores, or magazines that you see young
boys and your children sit there and look at them, sit and look at them,

of' July 15, on page 60—6-0—^where one of the featured players or

leading ladies, by the name of Jan Sterling, is publicized in that type

of a picture.

Mr. Senator, I ask if the Senator would please ask Mr. White
whether he saw that picture before it was sent out, whether he ap-

proved of that.

I also call attention to a publication known as the Variety and that

Variety is read by everyone—when I say everyone I mean the motion-

picture industry and show people, but is displayed and sold on news-

stands, and also on the magazine stands—of June 16 which was
j'esterday, Thursday, the back cover.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Young, we want to be democratic in this

meeting. If anybody has any observations they want to make, all

right, but you will have to get to the point.

Mr. Young. Yes. This particular picture sent out and publicized

on the back cover of Variety of yesterday, June 16

Chairman Kefauver. Do you have a copy of it there ?

Mr. Young. I have, yes.
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Chairman Kefauver. Let's see it.

Mr. Young. I wanted to ask, Mr. Senator, whether Mr. White saw
that picture on the back cover, wliich is sent way in advance, and not as

a deadline, because they have to reserve that space.

Chairman KefxVUver. Well, Mr. White
Mr. Young. I think I left that at home. I am sorry. But that

cover is very important to the committee and the public at large, as

to what is permitted to go in publications that adolescents and children

see.

As to these pictures, if I may make the statement, when that is ex-

hibited in the lobby of the theaters and on our streets—on Fairfax,
with thousands of cars and thousands of pedestrians walking by

—

showing that very 24 sheet. And also the adolescents and children see

these pictures in our theaters, first-rate theaters, let's say, on a Satur-
day afternoon or in the evening
Chairman Kefaua^er. Mr. Young, I want to be patient wath you, but

don't make a speech. State any facts you want to state.

Mr. Young. When adolescents see this picture in the lobby and enter

the theater and see the picture on the screen, as he approaches that
particular scene, isn't it true that the adolescents whistle at that very
attempt that is about to be made or is made ?

Let him answer that, if that isn't so. That it is made to excite the

emotions of children and adolescents in our audiences, in our theaters

and in our displays in the lobbies, and on the streets. Thank you, Mr.
Senator.
Chairman Kefauver. I take it that Mr. White doesn't have any-

thing to do with what happens inside. I know there is a lot of
whistling and whatnot.

Mr. Young. Mr. Senator, Mr. White did state he approves these

pictures—rather, he passes on them. And if he does pass on them, that

is the very thing that the Senator called attention to, whether he ap-
proved of these very things. And they are distributed by the thou-
sands throughout the country, sent throughout the country, to the

various magazines.
And when he shows you a newspaper advertisement, that they are

not as bad as the ones that they exhibit, there may be a possibility that

different cities and different States do not print that type of thing.

They do send them there.

They send all those pictures there as fast as they can send them, by
airmail, to these various publications, and so forth, so they can use

them, what they believe to be good copy, and draw them into the box
office.

Chairman Kefauver. All right, Mr. Young, you get a copy of that

Variety and send it in.

Mr. Young. I will do that, sir. Thank you.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. White, a question has been brought up

about some picture on Variety. Do you know what the matter is ?

Mr. White. I never heard of it. As far as the other magazine is

concerned, I never heard of it.

If you want a serious comment on the matter of publicity pictures

in publications, they include, it should be remembered, not only ap-

proved still material but perhaps to a much greater extent pictures

over which I could possibly have no control at all. There are millions
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and millions of photographs that go into circulation for release hy
publications of all kinds, all over the country. Heaven knows I don't
want
Chairman Kefauvee. Of course, we know about the other material.

We are only talking about the material that advertises movies.
Mr. White. This gentleman was talking about something that ap-

peared in a magazine called Bold or something.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Young, is what you are talking about in

the magazine Bold, does it have anything to do with movies ^

Mr. Young. Yes. It is one of the pictures that is made
Chairman Kefau\^r. Do you have a copy of that?
Mr. Young. The Bold magazine?
Chairman Kefauver. Yes. With you ?

Mr. Young. No, I have not. I don't like to carry those things on
my person.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, we can't tell whether what you are talk-

ing about has anj^thing to do witli ])ictures or not. It would be better

it you submit it. We don't know exactly what the ])ictures are.

Mr. Young. Mr. White can if he thinks so much will come out of

—

let Mr. White submit it and see whether it is one of those he approved
of.

^
Chairman Kefauver. Very well, Mr. Young. Sit down. We don't

know what the pictures were and you don't know anything about them ?

Mr. White. No.
Cliairman Kefauver. The Bold magazine.
Mr. White. No.
Chairman Kefauver. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. White.

We will have a short recess at this time.

(Short recess taken.)

Chairman Kefauver. Unfortunately, we are getting a little behind
with our time schedule.

The chairman is glad to see an old colleague in Congress, a former
Congresswoman, former Congresswoman Bosone from Utah, who is a

very distinguished juvenile judge in Salt Lake City, and has been for

a number of years. ]\Irs. Keva Beck Bosone is here somewhere. We
will be glad to have her come u]) and sit with us.

She has done a great deal of juvenile work and s]Donsored a number
of bills for the welfare of young people when she was a Member of

Congress.
Also Stanley Long, a former assistant supervisor, is with us.

And we are also glad to have with us State Senator Dick Ricliards,

who has been interested in legislation in the general assembly or legis-

lature of California. He is one of our fine leaders in the California

Legislature.

It is good to have you here, Dick. Would you like to have anything
to say ?

Mr. Richards. I would like to just make one statement, if I may.
Chairman Kefauver. All right, sir.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD RICHARDS, CALIFORNIA STATE
SENATOR, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Richards. Having just gotten back from the State legislature,

I want to extend a welcome, which is belated for the reason I wasn't
able to extend it before, on behalf of the State senate of the State of
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California, welcoming you to our State, and on behalf of the people
of the county of Los Angeles, whom I am privileged to represent in

the senate.

We are all vitally interested in what you are doing and appreciative

of the efforts you are extending here in our area. I am aware as an
individual that that which you are doing is seeking objectives, which
I think the majority of the public would like to have sought. I am
convinced, so far as the motion-picture industry is concerned, that

they and the advertising industry connected therewith, are as anxious
as are you and all of us to bring improvements into the picture whicli

you are seeking.

I might only comment, in passing, very briefly, that we in the State
legislature liave recently faced similar problems, have not been analyz-
ing exactly the same field, but those problems with which I am certain

you are familiar. The problem of the crime comic book, upon which
and around which there is a great deal of public interest in the course
of the last session of the State legislature.

Frank Bonelli authored in the assembly and I was privileged to

carry in the senate, assembly bill No. 183, which, after the rejection

of many other bills, aimed in the direction of trying to curb or elimi-

nate the real evil that does exist in crime and horror comic books.
This particular bill was passed. It will now be put to a test. And I
feel it will be a step in the direction of improvement along the same
lines that you are, of course, seeking in the broader field you are now
investigating.

I am sure that you are as acutely aware as we were in the State
legislature, in analyzing of connnunications, of the problems of dif-

ferentiation, of the problems of censorship, which are very real prob-
lems and which we have to avoid, whenever and however we can, wdiile

we still seek the objectives that the public wants us to reach, and that
is general improvement in the communications field and the elimina-
tion of the abridgment and the violations of the privileges which exist

in those fields.

I would merely like to say, congratulations on the work you are
doing now, senator, and it was a pleasure to be able to sit with you
briefly this morning, listening tc the testimony of Mr. White and the
others.

Chairman Kefauver. Thank you very much. Senator Richards.
We appreciate your welcome and we ap]:)reciate your interest as a

member of the State senate in this general problem.
We do not have a copy of the act passed by the legislature. Do you

have a copy ?

Mr. Richards. I do happen to have one with me.
Chairman Kefauver. Good. You are right on the job.

For the information of other States considering this, who will read
our hearings, we will have this printed in the record, so it will be in
our Senate hearings.
Thank you very much, and you stay with us as much as you can.
Mr. Richards. Thank you.
Chairman Kefauver. During Mr. White's testimony Mr. Young-

indicated that he had seen on the back page of Variety of June 16 a
large picture of a woman mostly nude. We have gotten a copy of the
Variety of that day, and what Mr. Young said about it is correct.
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Also, on Friday, June 17, a picture explaining what was on the

back cover of the preceding day's Variety, but the inference may
have been this was in connection with a motion-picture advertisement

which Mr. White had some jurisdiction over. That is not the case.

It is an advertisement of a young lady who is going to appear in a

night-club show and has nothing to do with the movies. I don't want

the record to have any inference Mr. White had anything to do with it.

We realize the difficult position Mr. White has, and he seems to be

a sincere man. I know he is trying. I hope we can be of some

assistance to one another.

I think in the number of people who have spoken to me about want-

ing to ask questions, or what not, that if we had a lot of time I would
give everybody who wanted to ask a question a chance to stand up
and say something about it or make a statement. I think, though, as

a rule, in view of the shortage of time, that anyone who has a ques-

tion, if they would write it out and submit it to me. I will go over

them and if they wish to make a statement, if they will write it down
and give a summary or indication of what they want to talk about,

w^e would probably save time.

Our next witness will be Mr. Max Gilford, of the Independent
Motion Picture Producers and Independent Motion Picture Producers
for Television.

(Assembly bill No. 183 was marked '"Exhibit No. 11" and reads as

follows:)

Exhibit No. 11

Amended in Assembly May 27, 1955

California Legislature—1955 Regular Session

assembly bill no. 183

Introduced by Mr. Bonelli, January 6, 1955. Referred to Committee on Judiciary

An act to add Section 299 to the Penal Code, relating to comic booliS and magazines

The people of the State of California do enact as follows :

Section 1. Section 299 is added to the Penal Code, to read

:

SOOt S'^ery pereeftT fe=i» o? eefporutioft is gtH^t-y ef a HiiedcmcaHep whe eells-j

gives ftway ©f ift any way f«fmefeee to asy pei'9e» «ftde* *fee age ©I iS yea^s afty

aft aeee«ftt ef efitae aad wfeiefe depie4«T fey %fee «9e ef dfawiftge ©* photographa
ihe commigsieft ©? ftttefi*pte4 eoftiflftissieft ©f -fefee eriffiee ef- ai^ofty aesawii wii-fe

eawstie efeem ieaisT assatii-t witfe a deadly -weapefty fetH=giafy? feidftappiftgj mayhetft;

ftiHi=dei=7 paper i^efebery, thefti ef yektHta ry jmaftektHghtcfr
299. Every person who sells, gives away, or otherivise furnishes to any minor,

or who has in his possession roith intent to sell, give away, or otherwise furnish
to such a minor, any illustrated crime comic hook or magazine devoted to the
publication and exploitation of real or fictional deeds of violent bloodshed, lust,

or imniorality, or of horror, so massed, as reasonably to tend to incite minors to

violence, or depraved or immoral acts against the person, or any book, pamphlet,
magazine or other printed matter, specifically including comic books, devoted to

the publication and exploitation of sex or of matter of an indecent character,
rvhich, for a minor, is obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, indecent, or disgusting, is

guilty of a misdemeanor.
As used in this section "illustrated crime comic book or magazine" means any

book, magazine, or pamphlet in whicifi an account of crime is set forth by means
of a series of five or more draicings or photographs in sequence, which are accom-
panied by either narrative writing or xvords represented as spoken by a pictured
character, whether such narrative tvords appear in balloons, captions or on or
immediately adjacent to the photograph drawing.
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This section shall not apply to those accounts of crime wMeh fH=e ft part of -tiie

geHeml dieseBWftft^ieft ©f news ««*= 4.© 4Fftwi«gH ft«d phe^'OgFap+ie «eed *e illuotratc
e«efe fteeettH-ter which appear in a newspaper of general circulation or to those
accounts of crime which delineate actual historical events, or to those accounts
of crime ichich delineate occurrences actually set forth in the sacred scriptures
of any rclifjioti.

Sec. 2. In adding Section 299 to the Penal Code by this act, the Legislature
finds that there is a great increase in the number and variety of illustrated crime
comic books and magazines being offered for sale in this State which deal in sub-
stantial part with crimes of force, violence and bloodshed and that many of
such books and magazines are designed to resemble closely those devoted to
matters of humor and adventure and published primarily for sale to children
and are often placed for sale side by side with such humor and adventure maga-
zines. The Legislature also finds that children below the age of 18 years are
of a susceptible and impressionable character and are often stimulated by col-
lections of pictures and stories of criminal acts, and do in fact often commit
such crimes partly because incited to do so by such publications and the pos-
sibility of harm by restricting free utterance through harmless publications is
too remote and too negligible a consequence of dealing with the evil of the pub-
lication herein described, when in the hands of children. The Legislature also
finds that many public organizations including local governing bodies, fraternal
groups, service clubs and the like have publicly urged that a statute be adopted
which would prohibit the dissemination of illustrated crime comic books and
magazines to the extent that it is possible to do so without interfering with the
freedom of the press.

Amended in Senate June 3, 1955

Amended in Assembly May 27, 1955

Caifornia Legislature—1955 Regular Session

assembly bill no. 183

Introduced by Mr. Bonelli, January 6, 1955. Referred to Committee on Judiciary

AN ACT To add section 299 to the Penal Code, relating to comic books and magazines

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
Section 1. Section 299 is added to the Penal Code, to read :

299. Every person who sells, gives away, or otherwise furnishes to any minor,
or who has in his possession with intent to sell, give away, or otherwise furnish
to such a minor, any illustrated crime comic book or magazine devoted to the
publication and exploitation of real or fictional deeds of violent bloodshed,
lust, or immorality, or of horror, so massed as reasonably to tend to incite minors
to violence or depraved or immoral acts against the person, or any book, pam-
phlet, magazine or other printed matter, specifically including couiic books, de-
voted to the publication and exploitation of sex or of matter of an indecent
character, which, for a minor, is obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, indecent, or
disgusting, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
As used in this section "illustrated crime comic book or magazine" means any

book, magazine, or pamphlet in which an account of crime is set forth by means
of a series of #ve w mete drawings or photographs in sequence, wliich are
accompanied by either narrative writing or words represented as spoken by a
pictured character, whether such narrative words appear in balloons, captions
or on or immediately adjacent to the photograph drawing.
This section shall not apply to those accounts of crime which appear in a

newspaper of general circulation or to those accounts of crime which delineate
actual historical events, or to those accounts of crime which delineate oc-
currences actually set forth in the sacred scriptures of any religion.

Sec. 2. In adding Section 299 to the Penal Code by this' act, the Legislature
finds that there is a great increase in the number and variety of illustrated
crime comic books and magazines being offered for sale in this State which
deal in substantial part with crimes of force, violence and bloodshed and that
many of such books and magazines are designed to resemble closely those de-
voted to matters of humor and adventure and published primarily for sale tO'
children and are often placed for sale side by side with such humor and ad-
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venture magazines. The Legislature also finds that children below the age of

18 years are of a susceptible and impressionable character and are often stimu-
lated by collections of pictures and stories of criminal acts, and do in fact often
commit such crimes partly because incited to do so by such publications and
the possibility of harm by restricting free utterance through harmless publica-
tions is too remote and too negligible a consequence of dealing with the evil

of the publication herein described, when in the hands of children. The Legisla-
ture also finds that many public organizations including local governing bodies,

fraternal groups, service clubs and the like have publicly urged that a statute
be adopted which would prohibit the dissemination of illustrated crime comic
books and magazines to the extent that it is possible to do so without interfer-

ing with the freedom of the oress.

STATEMENT OF MAX M. GILFORD, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL
SOCIETY OF TELEVISION PRODUCERS, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. We are calling Mr. Gilford a little out of

turn. His statement is brief and we will have to recess for lunch
shortly.

Mr. Gilford. Could I say, Senator, I am Max Gilford. I am gen-
eral counsel for the National Society of Television Producers and
also an attorney here for 26 years. I didn't happen to bring a bio-

graphical sketch or anything like that, so that is why I mentioned that.

I have also been a feature motion picture and television producer
myself.

Before I read this statement, I wonder if I could call to your atten-

tion that I have arranged for half of the television ]:)roducing industry,

on a 2-day notice, to attend a meeting for you, at the Bitter-Sweet
Restaurant, and it is slated to start at 12 : 20. I have a police car
downstairs for you and have arranged to bring you out there ex-

peditiously and to return here for your 2 o'clock meeting on time, so

that that meeting could terminate at 1 : 80.

Could I be excused and be asked to appear before you at 2 o'clock,

and could we discontinue at the present time so we could meet with
these producers, who would like to hear you. The press, I think, is

there and everybody wants to know your attitude and some of the

things that have been uncovered. I have arranged this under about
2-day notice. I think some of your staff are aware of this.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, you would rather testify when we come
back at 2 o'clock ?

Mr. Gilford. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, how many more witnesses do we

have on the motion picture matter ?

Mr. BoBO. We will have two more.
Chairman Kefau\t.r. All right, Mr. Gilford.

Mr. Gilford. Thank you.
Chairman Kefauver. AVell, under the circumstances, we will stand

in recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon.

(AVhereupon, at 12 : 05 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 p. m. of the

same day.)
afternoon session

Chairman Kefauver. We had matter of Mr. Wliitfield scheduled the

other day and we got mixed up on the time. Mr. IVhitfield has been

here 2 or 3 times and is ready to testify about the work he is doing
with young people, and he is a fine example of a good American,
young athlete.
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STATEMENT OF M. G. WHITFIELD, COUNTY PAEKS RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES,
CALIF.

Mv. Whitfield good afternoon. We are glad to see you. We are

glad to have you with us. Mr. Bobo, you take over.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Whitfield, what type of work and in what activi-

ties are you engaged that envoive you ?

Mr. Whitfield. I am commissioner of the county parks recrea-

tional facilities for the county of Los Angeles. I am also in business.

Chairman Kefauver. You are a great Olympic champion. Speak
a little louder.

Mr. Whitfield, Yes, sir. I was a member of the 1948 Olympic
team and in 1952 I won three gold medals in the Olympics.
Chairman Kefaltver. You did the half mile, didn't you ?

Mr. Whitfield. That's right, 800 meter.

Chairman Kefauver. What did you do that in ?

Mr. Whitfield. I set both the 1948 and 1952 Olympic world's rec-

ord, 1 minute, 49.2 seconds.

Chairman KEFAu^^R. You still hold the record, don't you ?

Mr. Whitfield. That is correct, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. I used to be a track man myself. I was a
discus thrower. [Laughter.]

Well, we pay tribute to your accomplishments as an Olympic cham-
pion. I don't know of many who have w^on the record twice in suc-

cession, and you are a fine influence among your people. You have
been recently appointed to this position by the board of supervisors?

Mr. Whitfield. Yes, by Kenneth Hahn, Supervisor Kenneth
Halm.
Chairman KEFAu^'ER. Tell us your recommendations and something

about your work and what you think this subcommittee or the people
can do to help with our problem of juvenile delinquency.

Mr. Whitfield. Thank you very much. Recently I returned from
a 5-months tour with the Department of State as Ambassador of Good
W^ill through the field of sports, and of course the State Department
is using spoi'ts more than ever before to try and help foster good will

between our country and countries abroad, and of course the prob-
lem, the tour was a success, and I was very happy to take part in it.

Of course I felt it was very eft'ective and most educational to me.
From the program I learned that the people of the world think that
America is the father country, and they feel they would look to pat-

tern their country after America and their way of life, but I find

some of things we have done in the past that these people have found
out about, such as the gangsterism in Chicago and several other places,

and making pictures showing these many things, they have come to

criticize the American way of life, and they feel that a child, learning
and seeing these things, develops the same attitude of what he sees

in the picture, that that is not going to do the child too much good.
They have criticized our way of life here in letting the youngsters
find out too much about the way of life here, such as what older people
are doing.

Also I think from my experiences that I have found that working
with groups, families, mothers and fathers have really not done their
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job like they should. In other words, teaching a youngster the correct

way to be a good citizen at the early stages of his learning, the age
of 6 to 10, not waiting until he reaches the age of 16 and trying to

correct them then. I feel if they start early enough that we won't have
too many problems in America.
With respect to the churches, of course many of the churces have

been visited by me in the past. Religion has not played such an
important part. In some countries it does. In America we are free

to worship under the type of religion we desire. Of course, I find

my experience in working with groups that the churches are not work-
ing together enough. In other words, the Catholics and Protestants

should get together more and organize programs which will develop
better citizens in the community rather than working separately in

their own groups.
I feel that documentary films should be made more and used in the

schools in the early stages of learning, teaching the boy, for instance,

the fundamental methods of being coordinated in mind and body,
whether in athletics or everyday society, and not waiting until the

boy has reached 16 or 17 years of age.

Also I think that factories and firms and companies should get

together and sponsor more activities for the youngster, in other words,
not trying in all of the effort of the company just to become rich. I

think they should put back into the group the wonderful things they
have received from the group in order to help elevate it, in other

words, sponsoring boys and girls through community centers, having
more of them. Now in this part of the world, California, it is grow-
ing so rapidly that I think we should expand more and faster.

Of course the elder people are responsible, those who are qualified

to help give aid to the youngsters in order to prevent juvenile

delinquency.

From what I have experienced in my travels and as ambassador of

good will in the field of sports, I feel that this should be a national

organization rather than brought forth by each State because there

is not enough finances to support this wonderful thing to help combat
juvenile delinquency, and of course I feel that if it w^as on a national

basis and brought before the Senate or the committee members, then

of course people in those areas in the different States would be able

to benefit in committee organizations, and I think they would be able

to stamp out or knock out some of the unfortunate things which have
ha])pened in the past.

Chairman Kefauver. Tell us about what you are doing in the city

of Los Angeles.
Mr. Whitfield. Well, the city of Los Angeles, for instance, along

with many other groups, this summer I am sponsoring four basketball

teams of youngsters of all nationalities throughout the city. I am in

the cleaning business, and of course I have set aside funds to sponsor

this basketball team to keep the boys active and to send them to camp
to keep them busy so that they will not be able to think about things

which will destroy our society and also working with the county where
we organize programs to help develop better citizens in our city, and
of course trying to keep these youngsters as busy as possible so that

they will not have any time to think of things which would destroy

our State or our city.
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Chairman Kefauver. Do you have any program for part-time youth
employment for kids in the summertime ?

Mr. Whitfield. Only camps, and of course we don't have enough
community centers to finance or to promote such.

Chairman Kefauver. But you do organize a number of camps and
have a number of camps where boys can go ?

Mr. Whitfield. That is correct, sir.

Chairman Kefauaer. You have them for kids that can't afford to

pay their own way ?

Mr. Whitfield. Yes, sir. They are sponsored by groups, break-

fast clubs and various groups and social groups throughout the city of

Los Angeles.
Chairman Kefauver. Well, we thank you very much for coming

and being with us, and good luck to you. We will see you again. [Ap-
plause.]

I wish to make an announcement before we call our next witness.

We had anticipated this to be a 3-day hearing. We had general sub-

ject matter and the movie industry and also we are going to go into

pornographic literature and some crime and comic books testimony.

We have gotten badly behind with our witness schedule, so that we
have made arrangements to stay over and have a short hearing to-

morrow in order to finish up. This afternoon will finish up the wit-

nesses in connection with the movies. All of the witnesses who have
been summoned to come and testify about other matters, pornographic
literature and other things, will come back please at 9 : 30 in the morn-
ing. I regret that a Saturday session disrupts perhaps some who have
planned to get away, but it is unavoidable. We have changed some
of our engagements in Washington ourselves to have the hearing to-

morrow. We thought that while we are out here that we should try

to hear everyone who has been called.

All right, Mr. Bobo.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. Geoffrey Shurlock.
Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Shurlock, will you come around, sir ?

STATEMENT OF GEOFFREY SHURLOCK, DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTION
CODE ADMINISTRATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION

OF AMERICA, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefau\ter. We aie glad to see you, Mr. Shurlock. Are
you the director of the production code administration of the Motion
Picture Association of America ?

Mr. Shurlock. Yes, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. All right, Mr. Bobo.
Mr. Bobo. Mr. Shurlock, for how many years have you been director

of the production code administration of the Motion Picture Associ-

ation of America ?

Mr. Shurlock. I have been connected with it for 23 years but have
only been director since last October.
Mr. BoBO. In your position as director, the duties of this office

are what ?

Mr. Shurlock. To pass upon all scripts and all finished pictures to

make certain that they meet the requirements of the industry's volun-

tary production code.
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Mr. BoBO. What have been your positions prior to being associated

with the production code administration?
Mr. Shurlock. I was connected with Paramount Studios for 6 years

prior to that, beginning in 1926.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Shurlock, what is the composition of the staff in the

office of the motion picture production code?

Mr. Shurlock. The Production Code's staff consists of a director

and seven members.
Mr. BoBO. And is it the duty of these seven members to review and

pass on all motion pictures produced in America ?

Mr. Shurlock. It is the duty of the staff to review and pass on all

pictures produced by the members of the motion-picture associations

who are signatory to the code, and also on any and all other scripts or

jjictures which independents may wish voluntarily to submit to us.

I want to say that that includes probably 99 percent of the pictures

produced in the United States for theatrical entertainment.

Mr. BoBO. In addition to the seven staff' members and the director,

is there any type of advisory board composed of professional persons

in psychiatry of psychology or crnninalogy connected with the motion
picture code ?

Mr. Shurlock. No, sir; there is not. We are bound in our duties

under our own code and not authorized to go very far outside of that.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Shurlock, the funds for the operation of the motion
picture production code are secured from what source?

Mr. Shurlock. Each producer submitting a picture pays a fee based

on the negative cost of the picture.

Mr. BoBO. You have a statement, Mr. Shurlock. Would you like

to give it ?

Mr. Shurlock. Yes, sir, if I may.
Chairman Kefau\'er. All right, Mr. Shurlock. You have a brief

statement here which goes to the point, so suppose you read your
statement.

Mr. Shut^lock. My name is Geoffrey Shurlock. My home is here in

Los Angeles. I have worked for the Motion Picture Association of

America since 1932, and have been on the staff of the production code
administration since its formation in June 1934, under its first direc-

tor, Joseph I. Breen. Upon Mr. Breen's retirement in October 1954,

I became the director.

This year is the 25th anniversary of the voluntary adoption by the

industry of the Motion Picture Production Code. The code, as this

committee of course knows, sets forth principles to assure good moral
standards and decency in motion-picture entertainment.

Looking back over this quarter of a century I think it must in right

and justice be said that the code truly marks the embodiment and
acceptance of moral responsibility on the part of the industry to the

vast worldwide public that it serves.

Our industry was the first among the media of communications in

the United States to adopt a system of self-regulation. Other media
have since paid us the sincerest form of flattery by imitating our code.

We are pleased that this has been so. For example, the Television

Code, adopted not long ago, was patterned upon our code, and indeed,

contains much the same language.
But our system goes much further. It provides efficient machinery

for supervision during production and for enforcement before a pic-
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ture is seen by the public. We are still alone among; the mass media in

having machinery of this kind.

The production code administration, charged with enforcement of
the code, consists of eight members, with headquarters in Holly-
wood. As an autonomous unit, it is responsible for its own decisions.

Any producer who disagrees has the right to appeal to the board
of directors of the Motion Picture Association of America, in New
York. Appeals have been few over the years.

The services of the administration are open to all producers of

motion pictures, members as well as nonmembers of the association,

foreign as well as domestic. In actual practice all but a very few
of the films were made in Hollywood are submitted to the produc-
tion code administration for its approval.

Last year the code administration approved 303 feature-length pic-

tures. Of these, 228 were submitted by member companies and 75
by nonmembers.

I might inject here some further figures. Since June of 1934, at its

inception, the production code has given its seal of approval to 10,401

feature pictures and to 12,243 shorts.

Members of the association, having voluntarily subscribed to the

code, are required to submit their films to the code administration
before releasing them for public exhibition. Nonmembers are not

required to do so, but I want here to say to the everlasting credit of

nonmember producers that practically all of them do voluntarily sub-

mit their pictures and do abide by the principles^ of the code. In all

my years in Hollywood I have yet to meet a responsible producer who
would wish to abolish the sytem of self-regulation.

I can confidently say that the code is as strongly supported and as

warmly approved in Hollywood today as it has ever been. There
are no signs of weakness or wavering.
In the early days, there were those wdio feared that the code would

rob films of integrity or reality, that it would impede advancement
and development. These fears have proved groundless.

In the early days, too, there were those who felt that the code might
be observed more in the breach than the performance. Like
the other doubters, they have been proved wrong, too. The code's

accomplishments, the industry's steady adherence to it, have been con-

vincing rebuttals of tliese misgivings.

Now I don't mean to tell you that the code is perfect, or that its

enforcement is perfect. It is, after all, a human document, and it is

administered by human beings, who assuredly lay no claim to being
always right and who are always infallible.

We have made mistakes, of course. I have made mistakes. But
whatever mistakes we have made have been errors of judgment, and
nothing else. We call 'em as we see 'em within the framework of the

code—and 1x1 like to brag just for a moment about my staff. I know
of no more conscientious group of men anywhere. The success the

code enjoys is due in the largest measure to their able and ceaseless

efforts to make it work.
Sometimes we are criticized as severely, or more so, for alleged mis-

takes of omission as for reputed mistakes of commission. Senators

doubtless understand that. As is perhaps similar in political affairs,

we sometimes find, when we run down complaints, that the critics are
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familiar neither with the picture assailed nor with the code. And
we sometimes find that critics judge us not by the standards of the

code, which are the only fair criteria, but by their likes or dislikes, by
their own particular set of principles or beliefs, even by their prej-

udices.

We are far from impervious to the public's attitude, I assure you,

but I must also add that we would be serving neither the audience nor
the industry well if we were to sway and bow before every breeze of

criticism that comes along. That would certainly not be good or re-

liable self-regulation. Our job, as I view it, is always to maintain the

code's honesty and forthrightness and integrity.

Now, Mr. Chairman, to sum up

:

Our industry a long time ago, a quarter of a century ago, recognized

its public responsibility by adopting voluntarily a system of self-

regulation. This system has made positive and constructive contri-

iDutions to the welfare of the public by assuring good moral standards

and decency in motion picture entertainment.

Under this system American motion pictures have achieved the

highest artistic and dramatic stature and are universally welcomed
the world over. Under this system the American motion picture has

achieved the universal distinction of being the most popular form of

iamily entertainment that there is.

And, finally, this system assures that the American motion picture

will always remain moral and decent entertaiimient.

Thank you very much for listening to me.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. Shurlock, in receiving the motion picture code seal,

do the theaters around the country require that they have the seal

before they show the picture ?

Mr. Shurlock. No, sir ; not now.
Mr. BoBO. Have you been aware, Mr. Shurlock, during the last

year or the last few years of the criticisms of motion picture context

which contains excessive brutality and violence, both in this country

and abroad?
Mr. Shurlock. Yes, sir. Recently there has been some,

Mr. BoBO. Have you given this information that you have received

on this or brought it to the attention of the producers about the increas-

ing amount of violence in the films ?

Mr. Shurlock. Yes, sir. About last November, shortly after I took

over, I went back to New York and discussed the matter with the

president of the association, Eric Johnston. I then came back and
started a very definite campaign to warn producers that there seemed
to be an increasing resistance on the part of the public to being enter-

tained or amused by seeing violence or brutality in pictures or pic-

tures that seemed to be of a violent nature.

I may explain here that this thought of mass criticism has occurred

before in the course of the 20 years we have been applying the code.

In the early thirties, 1936 perhaps, 1937, there was quite an outcry

against the industry because of the fact that there seemed to be an

excessive number of what were then known definitely known as gang-

ster pictures, I mean definite gangster pictures in the sense tliat they

dealt with the gangs of the prohibition era. The industry took notice

of this fact. In fact at that time they actually staggered tlie release

of this accumulation of this type of picture and stopped making them,

at least in mass. Later on, about 1940, there was some complaint
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of the fact that there was an unusual number of what we call horror

pictures in circulation—Dracula, the Wolfman, Frankenstein, the Son
of Frankenstein, Daughter of Frankenstein, and so forth. AVhen
the industry found out that these were no longer being liked, and
we live by pleasing the public, they stopped making them.
About 4 years ago we seemed to be getting a great number of com-

plaints about drinking in pictures. We took this up with the pro-

ducers, and they decided they would take care of the complaints, which
they did rather successfully. I think it would be interesting to explain
what they did. The complaint seemed to be over the fact that there

was too much drinking portrayed in the American home. I don't

think actually we were portraying more drinking than exists in the

American home, but if the public didn't like it, it was a matter wdiich

we took under advisement. So the producers pretty well agreed that

from that time on they would confine drinking to such places as night
clubs and bars, and keep the display of liquor as much as possible

out of the average American home.
This worked so successfully that w^e have corresponded with the

Methodist Board of Temperance in which they acknowledge greatly

the cooperation of the industry in reducing the emphasis on drinking.

Now, we have these complaints against violence, and as I say, we
started as recently as last November to urge producers to tone down
these scenes. It will be a little time before the effect of this cam-
paign will show up. I think Mr. Freeman yesterday indicated that

it sometimes takes him 18 months to get a picture finished after the

initial idea is set in motion. So it will take at least until the end of

this year before the improvement which we feel is coming will be

apparent on the screen.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Shurlock, if the Production Code Administration
feels that in certain movies there is an excessive amount of violence,

an excessive amount of brutality, or a low tone of morals shown in the

picture, would it be possible for them to withhold their seal if there

was a signatory member of the association ?

Mr. Shurlock. It would be possible for us to hold our seal under
any circumstances.
Mr. BoBO. How many pictures since the office has been inaugurated

has the seal been withheld on ?

Mr. Shurlock. I don't really know. I would have to go through
our records. Maybe I should amplify that. Of the major com-
panies
Mr. Bono. About how many, just approximately; do you know?
Mr. Shurlock. Well, I want to give you a reasonably correct

answer In the early days, we had to withhold quite a few because all

pictures—because a great many unsatisfactory pictures were being
presented.

Let me say this : Of the major companies in the last 10 or 15 years,

I only know of two. There have been a number of foreign films also

submitted to us which we had to refuse the seal, and I cannot count
them up in my mind at this moment.
Mr. Bono. What were these ]:)ictures, Mr. Shurlock ?

Mr. Shurlock. One was an independently produced picture called

The Moon is Blue and one was a picture produced by one of our studios

64765—55 13
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called the French Line. I must hasten to add that that picture has
since been reedited and it now has the code seal.

Mr. BoBO. In the event that a producer that is a signatory member
or has submitted a film to you for approval, is the only recourse that

you have to withhold the seal ?

Mr. Shurlock. If we cannot come to an agrement on how the pic-

ture should be satisfactorily reedited.

Mr. BoBO. If he goes ahead and releases the picture there is no sys-

tem of fine or regulation within the association itself ?

Mr. Shurlock. Yes, there is a fine of $25,000 for the release of any
picture not bearing our seal by a member company.
Mr. BoBO. The pictures you mentioned that were released without

the seal, were the producers of these pictures fined by the association?

Mr. Shurlock. Neither the producer nor the distributing company
was then a member of the association, so they were not subject to the
fine. In the case of the French Line, the fine was never assessed, I

understand, and of course now, since the picture has been brought in

line with the code, I suppose the matter has been dropped. That I

know nothing about. That is a matter that would be handled by the
board of directors in New York.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. Shurlock, you state that you have brought this to the

attention of the producers, the excessive crime and violence. What
has been the reaction of them to this criticism ?

Mr. Shurlock. As in the former cases, they agreed that if there is

a public reaction against any element in the picture to the point where
the pictures are not being enjoyed, they will change their type of pro-

duction and their approach.
Mr. BoBO. Do you think that this particular type of approach to

crime and violence has materially changed withhi the last 6 months?
Mr. Shurlock. I think it is definitely beginning to change. I

think that there will be an improvement visible in the pictures released

this fall, or certainly this winter.

Mr. BoBO. Do you have opinion, Mr. Shurlock, as to what might be
the cause of this constantly increasing violence in movies ?

Mr. Shurlock. I think the following : I think first of all that the

type of violence that is being objected to—I should say that the reason
that some of this violence is being objected to is that it no longer ap-

pears in the old type western picture, but has been brought up to date
into a type of picture in which the characters are more readily recog-

nizable and identifiable.

In the standard weapons there is an area of the fairy tale about the

portrayal that does not bring an audience into direct identification.

I think when that type of story is told in modern setting, the violence

and the brutality affect the public more strongly.

I also think the following, that there is on the part of the public

a greater resentment against violence because unfortunately there have
been recently fewer of the old style family type of picture. I don't

think we are making many more than we did previously. I think per-

haps we have been making fewer of the domestic comedies and pictures

completely divorced from violence, so that when the family goes to

the movies they see during the course of the year a greater proportion
of violent ]3ictures than they may have done previously, and I also

have a feeling—it is my personal guess—that a family which has sat

through a television play between 5 and 6 : 30 of good standard western
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violence, and then they put the children to bed and go out to the
theater, sit through a double bill consisting of Crashout and that type
of thing, they simply feel that they have had too much violence for

the day. I think they take out their resentment on the movies which
are not necessarily any more violent than the previous shows because
they had to pay for the movies.
Mr. BoBO. Do you think it would be possible, Mr. Shurlock, that

the children that they put to bed might also see the twin bill and have
a tremendous amount of violence thrust at them in one evening's
entertainment ?

Mr. Shurlock. Yes, it is possible.

Mr. BoBO. Do you feel that the ads that we have displayed around
the room today, do you think that they accurately reflect the type of
picture which they are supposed to sell—the Prodigal, Womens' Pri-
son, Blackboard Jungle, or Kiss Me Deadly ?

Mr. Shurlock. I know very little about advertising, I will admit.
It has always been a mystery to me. None of these ads would get m©
anywhere near a picture, I admit. But I suppose the advertising
people in New York know what they are doing or are kept on the
payroll on the basis that they know what they are doing.

Mr. Gordon White, who is head of the advertising in the code ad-
ministration, I thought explained the matter as thoroughly as it could
be done. He is an advertising expert. I am not.
Mr. BoBO. I was asking that question in line with the regulations

as set forth in the code that subjects would be treated with care and
within the limits of good taste would be brutality, the sale of women
or a woman selling her virtue, things such as that. In the Big Combo,
for example, would that be the theme of the picture which a person
would see?

Mr. Shurlock. I didn't see the picture. I doubt very much in the
Combo whether it is about a girl who gives herself to the boss, I think
there is more aljout the boss than the combo, whatever that is.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Shurlock, you were here and heard the testimony
the other morning of Mr. Mooring in which he introduced a number
of pictures and gave an opinion on them, one of them being Black
Tuesday. The description of that picture has been brutal killings, a
new and unique trick for concealing a gun, a perfect pattern for crime,
escape from the just process of law, and excessive brutality, all of
which are expressly forbidden by the code. Were you familiar with
that particular picture? Does that adequately describe the tvpe of
picture that it was ?

^ j i

Mr Shurlock. Here is where I think I fall on my face. I never
saw the picture.

Mr. BoBo. Did you receive a report of the picture from a member
of your staff or pass on it for tlie approval of the code ?

Mr. Shurlock. I don't believe so. I think it was probably passedm the usual routine of our office. Two staff members must liave read
the script and reviewed the picture, and I do not recall that they called
me or anybody m for a review, a real review of the picture or any i)art
of it. Apparently the question was not raised.
Mr. BoBO. The Big House dealt with the kidnaping of a child which

became the main theme, despite even efforts to cover the fact by intro-
ducing prison breaks as a secondary theme. I am quoting the words
of Mr. Mooring. It has also introduced excessive brutality and gave
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details of the crime of kidnaping which is also in violation of the

Production Code.
Mr. Shurlock. I know something about that picture, although I

did not see it all. I reviewed some sections of it which seemed to be

excessively brutal and we agreed with the producer that there would
be some eliminations made. I do not know about the discussions at

the script level on the basic story. As far as we in our interpretation

of the code are concerned, Mr. flooring is in error. There is no kid-

naping in the story. Now, I speak without having seen the picture,

but this is what we agreed with the producer would be permissible.

The child is not kidnaped. The criminal, having broken out of jail,

hiding out in the hills, the child stumbles in on them. They had no

kidnaping plans at all. They tried to hold him for ransom which

was never paid. In fact, the child was killed unfortunately in the

course of their operations. This is one episode in the story, which is

by no means the basic story, so it did not violate the rather involved

regulations in the code on kidnaping.

Mr. BoBO. Actually, in the script, he was originally a kidnaper

and as the picture finally came out the child was held as a hostage

rather than being kidnaped.

Mr. Shurlock. That is correct. The original story which was re-

jected by us had the leading criminal a kidnai^er. We told the producer

this is in violation of the code. He thereupon came back some days

or weeks later with his revised treatment which did not in our esti-

mation violate the kidnaping provisions of the code.

Mr. Bono. And in the picture the child was thrown over a cliff and

brutally killed.

Mr. Shurlock. I think it was. I did not see that episode.

Mr. BoRO. In Cell 2455 Death Row, it dealt with the life of a

notorious criminal of current times, and identified him in the screen

title, thus while sidestepping the rule against the use of the crimnal's

name in the film, it violated the expressed purpose of the rule. It also

contained intimate reference to sexual behavior, detailed partly by

pictorial means, then confirmed by sound effects.

Mr. Shurlock. I don't quite know what the second charge means.

The first charge I will answer as follows : "VVlien the regulation about

criminals, notorious criminals, was written into the code, I don't

think that anybody thought that one of these criminals would be

literary enough to write a book. Chapman did write a book and the

studio"bought his book. Now, I have not gone into this phase of the

matter, but I think that the reason his name appeared on the mam
title probably comes from the fact that the Authors League insists

that when a property is purchased for tlie screen the author of the

book will be given proper credit on the main title. The studio endeav-

ored, and I think successfully, to sidestep this legal inconvenience. In

the whole body of the story the name was never used.

Mr. BoBO. in the scenes he is referring to of a sexual nature, Mr.

Shurlock, would it be proper for the motion picture to lead up to an

actual scene and then drift oft' into a background of music; would

that meet with the requirements of the code without showing the

actual act?

Mr. Shurlock. We would not approve any scene at all unless it

had first of all a real moral basis in the picture. We would probably

insist that they cut the scene short, very short, of any actual prepara-
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tion for seduction or adultery. We also would insist that the scene end
very abruptly and avoid any of this lingering music which suggests
that intimacies are being indulged in while the music plays or the
cameras fan through the trees or the moon or whatever it is. We have
been for years cutting out those scenes and insisting that the scene

end after the embrace.
Mr. BoBO. Well, is it true that in a very brutal or sadistic type of

fight that it teaches a moral lesson within the picture, that it could
then be approved by the code ?

Mr. SiiURLOcK. No, not if it got into the area of excessive brutality

which the code forbids. ''Excessive," of course, is a matter of opinion.

The producer has the one idea of what is excessive, as do we, and very
often the public changes its mind as to what is excessive. I'd like to

bring up a picture which has now become a classic. It was Shane.
There was one of the longest and bloodiest fights I ever saw in my
life in Technicolor. I never heard a complaint about it. If Shane
were released today, I think, there would be complaints about the

length of that fight. Within the industry, in the first version we
thought the fight went on too long and after some discussion with the

studio, we got I think about a third of it trimmed down, so even then
we were concerned, as we should have been with excessive brutality,

and that picture seemed to have satisfied the public.

Mr. BoBO. In the picture Son of Sinbad, it exploits nudity which
the code forbids, coming under the heading of immoral actions. It

also presents dancers identified with sexual actions, and after the

fashion of burlesque, and is intended to excite emotional reaction of an
audience through exposure and movement.
Mr. Shurlock. Yes, I understand that. I was just thinking how to

answer that. I would like to tell something of the story of the Son of
Sinbad. That picture was submitted to us at least 16 months ago. We
refused to approve it in its then form. It lay on the shelf until

J.
think last February when the company had a change of heart evi-

dently and came to us and said, "Look we will do whatever we can
within reason to reedit this picture so that it will be given a seal and
put in circulation." We did the best we could with a picture which
was in its first form quite unacceptable. We took anywhere between
40 and 60 percent of the footage out of the dances. One particular

dance which was originally 247 feet long ended up 80 feet long, and
that isn't all dance. It includes other scenes of cutting away to the
people watching. We cut out as much of the questionable costuming
as we could.

Now, we have been criticized for not having cut enough. That is

possibly an error in judgment. I was worried about the possible re-

action to this film. I would like to say that I went down to a theater

here Tuesday and Saturday night deliberately. I caught the 8 o'clock

showing and would like the committee to believe me when I say I lis-

tened most carefully and I heard not one single whistle, wolf call,

laugh, or wisecrack at any of the dances. The audience apparently
accepted it as just another Arabian Nights fantasy. We make 2 or 3

of them every year. There was considerable laughter but it was all

at legitimate jokes in the picture, and I was much encouraged by this

public reception of the picture which seemed, inasmuch as I could see

of the picture that evening, to sustain our judgment that we had done
a reasonably good job on the reediting.
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Mr. BoBO. Mr. Shurlock, it seems that if we do, and we do get re-

actions such as we got from Mr. Mooring and from others, that what
has come out after you have approved and put a seal on it, that the

version of tlie picture which you see must be a mighty terrific version

of the picture in its brutality or its sex scenes. Is there quite a bit

of cutting and editing done by your organization on this type of pic-

ture ?

Mr Shurlock. No. I want to be fair to the industry. If I may,
I will except Son of Sinbad which was a bit of an exception. Most
of the pictures are in reasonable shape when they come to us. We do
get into an argument with them on degrees of brutality, as to the
length of these scenes. We have just had an argument in 1 studio,

cutting down a fight which ran I think 4 minutes, a western, a stand-

ard western barroom brawl which had been acceptable for 40 years,

I suppose. We thought this one went too long in the first place. We
further adduced the fact that there had been some complaints about
the length and the violence of this type of fight. We got the studio

to cut it down, I think—well, just a little over 2 minutes.
Now, most of the scenes, however, are rather short scenes and are

much more easily susceptable to filming. For about 4 years we have
steadily insisted, vigorously insisted, that all excessively and unusually
brutal acts such as specifically, kicking or kneeing or eye gouging
should be omitted entirely. Occasionally on the set a couple of these

stunt men, mixing up and putting on one of these phony movie fights

get a little overenthusiastic and put in a couple of imaginary kicks.

We then insist that they be cut out. I think if you will look at the
picture, you will see that there is occasionally an indication that a
man has been kicked out of play. That was because he got into the
fight when he shouldn't have, but the studio eventually trims it out
and most of these fights are just straight fist fights and avoid the ex-

cessive details, the brutality of kicking and kneeing and gouging that
we sometimes see in some other media.
Mr. BoBO. In the picture Fort Yuma I think the Motion Picture

Production Code office reduced 24 personalized killings in that picture

to the number of 10. The other night I saw the picture 10 Wanted
Men and there were IT killed within that picture. What is the criteria

that you use as to the number of people that will be killed in any 1

picture ?

Mr. Shurlock. There is no very definite criteria. Each story, of
course, is pretty much sui generis and has to be judged by its own
merits.

We took cognizance of the fact in reediting Fort Yuma that there
were complaints about the number of killings, and the producer agreed
that this was not good entertainment now even if it had been 6 montlis
ago, and being a sensible man he concurred in our suggestion to reduce
it. We did not evidently take that action with Ten AVanted Men, a

picture which I have also not seen. Maybe we should have, I don't
know. I would have to see the picture. But anyhow, the Fort Yuma
episode, I think, will indicate to the committee that the industry is

definitely out to reduce and eventually perhaps stop a great deal of
this excessive violence.

Mr. BoBO. I notice in one of the pictures that we have that the
l^icture is advertised as the story of a perfect crime, the picture being
Five Against the House, which presents a pattern of crime conceived
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by four young college men. These are Mr. Mooring's statements

here. One of them, a popular TV film hero. It was executed by
methods most calculated to inspire others with the desire for imita-

tion, which is contrary to the Motion Picture Production Code which
says methods of crime should not be explicitly presented.

Mr. Shurlock. Mr. Mooring is a little in error. The crime is not
perfect. It does not come out. In our interpretation of the code

—

and I might explain that we have been guided since about 1936 by
a vei-y interesting interview we had with a crime expert named Aug-
ust Balmer who was at that time, I think, professor of criminology
at Berkeley. We had him down for a day, and we threw all kinds
of crime situations out of scripts before him and asked him for his

advice. His advice boiled down to something rather simple as a rule

of thumb. He said

—

The more involved the crime, the more easy it is for the police to come upon a
clue and for the criminal to make a slip.

He encouraged us to believe that rather involved crimes would not

cause any serious social damage. He says the thing to watch out for is

a simple way of committing a crime.

Now, in this particular picture, the crime, not perfect, was so in-

volved by—if I were to tell it to you, I would tell you very simply
that it consisted of putting a tape recording machine inside one of

those wagons in Harold's Club in Reno where they pick up the money
and carry it from the tables to the safe. This tape machine made a

speech which suggested that there was a dwarf inside this little trolley

with a gun, and if the man didn't drop the money, he would shoot

him. This seemed to be so fantastic that anyone who really tried to

do it would be rather simple minded. Of course it did not work in

the picture.

Mr. Mooring gives a little unfair portrayal also of the college grad-

uate. They do ]:)lan the perfect crime, and then they decide they will

not go through with it, but one of them because of a wound has got

some psychopathic features in his character suddenly changes his

mind and at the point of a gun he forces the rest of them to go through
with the attempt after they had said, "Well, fellows, let's call this

whole thing off. This is silly."

Mr. BoBO. Well, then, the advertisement would mislead you if you
w^ere to go to see the story of The Perfect Crime.
Mr. Shurlock. Yes.
Mr. BoBO. Well, in the picture Violent Saturday, again dealing

with violent crime and methods of committing criminal acts, it ex-

pressly details the methods of a bank robbery crime.

Mr. Shurlock. I did not see the picture, but I checked that accusa-

tion with the members of the staff who had seen the picture. They
said that it was no more explicit than walking into the bank and
saying, "Give over the money," and by the way, the crime there is

frustrated too. There were no interesting or conceivably successful

plans that would excite anybody's interest anymore than he might
learn from a weekly perusal of the newspapers.
Mr. BoBO. In the picture, Kiss Me Deadly over here, wliich is white

hot thrills, blood red kisses, and Mickey Spillane's latest H bomb, is

the tone of that picture of an acceptable nature as far as violence and
brutality and dealings with the opposite sex ?
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Mr. ShtjRlock. Well, fairly. This is a rather low-tone type of
literature to bring to the screen. There is no use denying that. It

must be said, however, in its defense, that it is a story of Mickey
Spillane trying to solve a crime, not to commit one. He undertakes
unconventional methods of doing this. There is a very good repre-

sentation of the police department who denounce Mickey Spillane,

who call him a cheap divorce lawyer who is trying to horn in on
their territory. Tliey speak very severely to him. They blame him
for confusing their own work. It is true that at the end, as in so
many of these private-eye stories, he does solve the problem, but his

unconventional methods are put in their proper light by a very well
presented police officer.

The sex situations were very mild in as much as it is one of the
characteristics of Mickey Spillane that while the girls are crazy
about him, he pays very little attention to them. So at no time is there
any getting together on that score, though a lot of tlie girls made
passes at him.

]Mr. BoBO. Was there at one time a discussion as to whether the
seal would be withheld from this picture, or the picture approved ?

Mr. Shtjrlock. I don't think so.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Shurlock, in your feeling of the presentation of
crime and violence and the presentation of crimes, is it your reaction
that because of the revulsion of the public to these particular scenes

is the reason they should be trimmed or do you have an opinion on
what adverse effect it might have on the personality development or
the emotional development of our juvenile population ?

Mr. Shurlock. That is an area about which I do not know too
much, frankly. I have confined my activities and thoughts almost
entirely to the code. We would be very happy to accept any author-
itative judgment in the matter, but heretofore the literature that has
come our way has seemed to suggest that pictures have not been having
loo serious an effect on the j'outh. I liave some pamphlets in my
office based on a study hj some organization in England. Now, the
British liave always been the most sensitive of the foreign markets
about our violence. They were the ones who were the most sensitive

about the horror pictures back in 1940 to which I adverted. In fact,

they put a special category on what they called a horror picture

—

H pictures. They classify pictures over there and the picture in the
H category meant that no child under 16 could go in to see it even
if accompanied by a parent. They also have been very much con-
cerned about violence and brutality, but this study coming from them
states rather categorically that they do not believe that the movies
have any seriously deleterious effect upon the youth or upon children,

perhaps.
Mr. BoBO. Thank you, Mr. Shurlock.
Mr. Stewart, May I present just a thought to Mr. Shurlock, Mr.

Chairman, which I think is fundamental and pertains to his organ-
ization?

Chairman Kefauver. Just a minute. I had suggested that people
write out any questions that they want to ask and send them up here.

What is your name ?

Mr. Stewart. Mr. Stewart. Ted Stewart. I am a retired police

officer, and I am very much interested in juvenile work.
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Chairman Kefalwer. What is your observation, Mr. Stewart?
Mr. Stewart. My observation is this : In view of the fact that his

organization O. K.'s 99 percent of our movies, and in view of the fact

that they have O. K.'d possibly ten or twelve thousand of them over

a period of time and in view of the fact that he and his committee are

not able to see all of those at one time, and also in view of the fact

that I am the subject matter to which his propaganda is subject, I

think it would be wise—or maybe it would be—I would like to offer

the suggestion that over a period of time his organization consider the

use of maybe 5 or 10 psychiatrists in different parts of the country as

an advisory committee to find out just what the audience reactions are

in the various parts of the country, because it might help them to pre-

sent better j^icures.

Chairman KEFAtn^ER, What do you think about that, Mr. Shurlock ?

Mr. SiiuRLOCK. That is not exactly in my area. That is a public

relations job, and I would not want to speak with any apparent au-

thority.

Chairman Kefau^'er. In other words, his idea, I take it, is that you
or the member of your staff that reviews the picture might think it is

all right, that the subtlety of it or something that you might not see

in it might have a different effect, and that psychiatrists or someone
specially trained in the reaction of children, there might be something
in the picture that would be helpful to you in passing upon it that you
might miss, I understood from Mr. Johnston with whom I talked at

length that you did have psychiatrists, that you used from time to time

W' ith these pictures.

Mr. Shurlock. I would like to say this : If such a plan were to be

adopted, it would be essential that the psychiatrist or the counselor

get to work on the script before the picture is finished. Whether we
Avould have a psychiatrist read every script that comes in, I don't know.
In pictures dealing with psychiatry I am quite certain that the studios

get technical advice. In a good many of the pictures dealing with the

police, they get police advice. In the case of Blackboard Jungle I

believe ]\Ir. Schary testified yesterday they had considerable advice be-

fore proceeding and releasing the picture. I think the companies
themselves would prefer to handle the question of getting this kind of

advice in their own way and with their own staffs, and leave us to be

concerned witli tlie morals code. The technical points of psychiatry or

such fields I think, should be handled in the case of an individual pic-

ture by tlie company producing it.

Chairman Kefau\t:r. I don't wish to press the matter, but I do think

that the gentleman has a suggestion which is worth considering.

Mr. Shurlock. Thank you, Senator, I will pass it on.

Chairman Kefauver. Now, Mr. Shurlock, your administration is

part of the motion picture general overall association of which Mr.
Johnston, Eric Johnston, is the chairman or president ; is that right ?

Mr. Shurlock. The president
;
yes, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. And does the advertising part of the industry

come under Mr. Eric Johnston as well as the production ?

Mr. Shut^lock. Well, inasmuch as Mr. Johnston is the president

of the association, all of the activities eventually come under him.
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Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Johnston has been quite cooperative in

helping us to get information for this hearing. I have had a good

deal of admiration for Mr. Johnston, and I am glad to report that he

too has told us when we went into this hearing that they were con-

cerned—that he was concerned about amounts of violence and brutali-

ty, and in some cases sex, that he thought in overly large amounts, had

been getting into recent pictures. So I think that it is a healthy sign

that you indicate, and I am glad that you are taking some cognizance

of it as are the motion pictures people themselves.

On the bottom of page 2 of your statement

:

In actual practice all but a few films made in Hollywood are submitted to

the production department code administration for its approval.

There are some made in Hollywood that are not submitted ?

Mr. Shurlock. Well, in the past there have been occasional films

made there that were of the type that, of course, we wouldn't even

begin to think of approving. There are very few. Now that state-

ment is merely a generalized statement to indicate that there may be

1 or 2 a year.

Chairman Kefauater. Are there some particular companies, pro-

duction companies, that don't submit their pictures to you ?

Mr. Shurlock. No, sir. These are entirely fly-by-night producers.

They verge on the type of sex exploitation picture and they know that

they cannot conceivable get the production code seal of approval.

Chairman Kefau\t:r. Is there any significance to the word, "Holly-

wood" ? How about pictures made—of course some of them are made
here, but some are not made here.

Mr. Shurlock. Yes; that is correct. It would be better if I had

said in the United States. Some are produced in New York.

Chairman KErAU\TER. And then, sir. what is your connection with

foreign companies with reference to the operation of your code ?

Mr. Shurlock. Occasionally a foreign producer would like to get

his picture released in the United States. There is nothing to prevent

him from releasing the picture without our seal. Sometimes, how-

ever, he would like to obtain the services of one of our major releasing

companies who require our seal before they will handle the picture.

In that case he sends or brings the picture to us and asks us to review

it and report whether or not it conforms with the code and we grant it

our seal, which would enable him to then ask a major releasing com-

pany to handle the picture. I suppose in this way he would possibly

get a larger circulation.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Shurlock, what is the relationship

between your association and the actual showhouses, the theater?

owners, themselves ? Do the theater owners through their organiza-

tion, Theater Owners of America, require the seal of approval as a

prerequisite for the showing of pictures in their particular houses?

Mr. Shurlock. No, sir. Since divorcement, brought about by
Government decree in which the producing and distributing com-

panies were ordered to sell all of their theaters, the members of the

Motion Picture Association of America, own no more theaters.

Chairman Kefauver. And so there is no working agreement as to

requiring a seal of approval on the part of the theater owners at the

present time.

Mr. Shurlock. As far as I know, none at all.
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Cliainnan Kefau\'er. Now, in your work of course you read the

script and study it. Do you always actually see the picture itself,

either you or some of your men ?
i

•.
^.i

Mr. Shurlock. It is mandatory upon the producer to submit tlie

finished picture to us before we give it the seal, and as a matter of

fact, whenever we write them a letter on the script, we always add a

tinal paragrapli saying, "You understand, of course, our final opinion

will be based upon the hnished picture."

Chairman Kefauver. Now, will you explani again how your asso-

ciation—of course, vou are just a part of the overall association, and

I suppose the assessments or the dues are paid to the Motion Picture

Association and they in turn finance your part of the work.

Mr. Shurlock. No, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. Is there a fee for the passing upon a picture?

Mr. Shurlock. We are financed autonomously by the fees. We
do not get any money from the parent association. The fees are made
out to the Production Code Administration. We have our own
accounting system, all of this under the control of an auditor in New-

York. That was done originally because a great many of the people

submitting their pictures were not members of the association, and

it was thought better that we operate entirely as an autonomous asso-

ciation, not hnanced by the major companies. In that way the inde-

pendent might think that he was dealing with a company which was
not controlled by the majors. This was set up in the early days. It

has become less important in the last 10 years, perhaps, but the system

still persists.

Mr. Young. Mr. Senator
Chairman Kefauver. Just a minute, Mr. Young. This organiza-

tion started, your part of it, in 1932

Mr. Shurlock. 1934.

Chairman Kefauver. 1934. It was the public opinion at that time
that the major picture industry felt it has to regulate and control

itself. That was at the time that Mr. Hays was appointed; is that
right?
Mr. Shurlock. No, sir. That is not quite the sequence of events.

Mr. Hays had been president of the association since 1922. The pro-
duction code was written and adopted in 1930. It, however, was not
until 1934 that the successful method of implementing the code was
worked out. That method is the granting of the certificate of
approval and an agreement on the part of the producers and distribu-
tors not to handle a picture that did not bear the certificate of ap-
proval. Up to that time there had been no such definite sanction,
and this is what made it work, of course.
Chairman Kefauver. Anything else, JSIr. Bobo ?

Mr. BoBO. No.
Chairman Kefauver. This is the latest code that I have here ?

Mr. Shurlock, Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. I will order this to be printed in the appendix

of the record, or as a part of the appendix of the hearings, as part of
our record. Is this code altered from time to time?

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 12," and
reads as follows:)
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Exhibit No. 12

A Code To Govern the Making of Motion Pictukes, the Reasons Supporting
It, and the Resolution for Uniform Interpretation

(Motion Picture Association of America, Inc., 1930-55)

preamble

The Motion Picture Production Code was formulated and formally adopted by
the Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc. (California), and the Motion
Picture Association of America, Inc.^ (New York), in March 1930.^

Motion picture producers recognize the high trust and confidence which have
been placed in them by the people of the world and which have made motion
pictures a universal form of entertainment.
They recognize their responsibility to the public because of this trust and

because entertainment and art are important influences in the life of a nation.
Hence, though regarding motion pictures primarily as entertainment without

any explicit purpose of teaching or propaganda, they know that the motion
picture within its own field of entertainment may be directly responsible for
spiritual or moral progress, for higher types of social life, and for much correct
thinking.

During the rapid transition from silent to talking pictures they realized the
necessity and the opportunity of subscribing to a code to govern the produc-
tion of talking pictures and of reacknowledging this responsibility.

On their part, they ask from the public and from public leaders a sympathetic
understanding of their purposes and problems and a spirit of cooperation that
will allow them the freedom and opportunity necessary to bring the motion
picture to a still higher level of wholesome entertainment for all the people.

the production code

General principles

1. No picture shall be produced which will lower the moral standards of those
who see it. Hence the sympathy of the audience shall never be thrown to the
side of crime, wrongdoing, evil or sin.

2. Correct standards of life, subject only to the requirements of drama and
entertainment, shall be presented.

3. Law, natural or human, shall not be ridiculed, nor shall sympathy be
created for its violation.

Particular applications

I. Crimes against the laiv.^—These shall never be presented in such a way as
to throw sympathy with the crime as against law and justice or to inspire others
with a desire for imitation.

1. Murder

:

(a) The technique of murder must be presented in a way that will not
inspire imitation.

( h ) Brutal killings are not to be presented in detail,

(c) Revenge in modern times shall not be justified.

2. Methods of crime should not be explicitly presented.
(a) Theft, robbery, safecracking, and dynamiting of trains, mines, buildings,

etc., should not be detailed in method.
( ft ) Arson must be subject to the same safeguards.
(c) The use of firearms should be restricted to essentials.

3. The illegal drug traffic, and drug addiction, must never be presented.
II. Sex.—The sanctity of the institution of marriage and the home shall be

upheld. Pictures shall not infer that low forms of sex relationship are the
accepted or common thing.

1. Adultery and illicit sex, sometimes necessary plot material, must not be
explicitly treated or justified, or presented attractively.

2. Scenes of passion :

(a) They should not be introduced except where they are definitely essential

to the plot.

1 Until December 14, 1945, the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
2 The code as presented in this edition contains all revisions and amendments through

1954.
8 See also Special Regulations on Crime in Motion Pictures.
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(&) Excessive and lustful kissing, lustful embraces, suggestive postures, and
gestures are not to be shown.

(c) In general, passion should be treated in such manner as not to stimulate

the lower and baser emotions.

3. Seduction or rape :

(a) These should never be more than suggested, and then only when essen-

tial for the plot. They must never be shown by explicit method.

( &) They are never the proper subject for comedy.
4. Sex perversion or any inference of it is forbidden.

5. White slavery shall not be treated.

6. Abortion, sex hygiene, and venereal diseases are not proper subjects for

theatrical motion pictures.

7. Scenes of actual child birth, in fact or in silhouette, are never to be pre-

sented.
8. Children's sex organs are never to be exposed.
///. Vulgarity.—The treatment of low, disgusting, unpleasant, tht)ugh not

necessarily evil, subjects should be guided always by the dictates of good taste

and a proper regard for the sensibilities of the audience.
IV. Obscenity.—Obscenity in word, gesture, reference, song, joke, or by sug-

gestion (even when likely to be understood only by part of the audience) is for-

bidden.
V. Profanity.—Pointed profanity and every other profane or vulgar expres-

sion, however used, are forbidden.
No approval by the Production Code Administration shall be given to the use

of words and phrases in motion pictures including, but not limited to, the fol-

lowing : Bronx cheer ( the sound ) ; chippie ; God, Lord, Jesus, Christ ( unless
used reverently) ; cripes; fairy (in a vulgar sense) ; finger (the) ; fire, cries of;

Gawd; goose (in a vulgar sense) ; hot (applied to a woman) ; "in your hat";
madam (relating to prostitution) ; nance; nuts (except when meaning crazy) j

pansy; razzberry (the sound) ; S. O. B. ; son-of-a ; tart; toilet gags; whore.
In the administration of section V of the production code, the Production Code

Administration may take cognizance of the fact that the following words and
phrases are obviously offensive to the patrons of motion pictures in the United
States and more particularly to the patrons of motion pictures in foreign coun-
tries : chink, dago, frog, greaser, hunkie, kike, nigger, spig, wop, yid.

It should also be noted that the words "hell" and "damn," if used without
moderation, will be considered offensive by many members of the audience.
Their use. therefore, should be governed by the discretion and the prudent
advice of the Code Administration.

VI. Costumes.*—1. Complete nudity is never permitted. This includes nudity
in fact or in silhouette, or any licentious notice thereof by other characters in

the pictures.

2. Undressing scenes should be avoided, and never used save where essential

to the plot.

3. Indecent or undue exposure is forbidden.
4. Dancing costumes intended to permit undue exposure or indecent move-

ments in the dance are forbidden.

VII. Dances.—1. Dances suggesting or representing sexual actions or indecent
passion are forbidden.

2. Dances which emphasize indecent movements are to be regarded as obscene.

VIII. Religion.—1. No film or episode may throw ridicule on any religious

faith.

2. Ministers of religion in their character as ministers of religion should not
be used as comic characters or as villains.

3. Ceremonies of any definite religion should be carefully and respectfully

handled.

IX. Locations.—The treatment of bedrooms must be governed by good taste

and delicacy.

X. National feelings.—1. The use of the flag shall be consistently respectful.

2. The history, institutions, prominent people, and citizenry of all nations shall

be represented fairly.

XI. Titles.—The following titles shall not be used :

1. Titles which are salacious, indecent, obscene, profane, or vulgar.

* See also special resolution on costumes.
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2. Titles which suggest or are currently associated in the public mind with

material, characters, or occupations unsuitable for the screen,

3. Titles which are otherwise objectionable.

XII. Special subjects.—The following subjects must be treated within the

careful limits of good taste

:

. , . » •

1. Actual hangings or electrocutions as legal punishments for crime.

2. Third degree methods.

3. Brutality and possible gruesomeness.

4. The sale of women, or a woman selling her virtue.

5. Surgical operations.

6. Miscegenation.
7. Liquor and drinking.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS ON CKIME IN MOTION PICTURES

Resolved {December 20, 1938), That the board of directors of the Motion

Piftuie Association of America, Inc., hereby ratifies, approves, and confirms the

rnterp?etat?ons of the production code, the practices thereunder, and the resolu-

tions Sicating and confirming such interpretations heretofore adopted by the

AsJociTtion of Motion Picture Producers, Inc., all effectuating regulations rela-

tive to the treatment of crime in motion pictures, as follows :
. ^ , „

1 Details of crime must never be shown and care should be exercised at all

times in discussing such details. „^c
^Action suggestive of wholesale slaughter of human beings, either by criminals

in^conflict with police, or as between warring factions of criminals, or in public

disorder of any kind, will not be allowed.
, 4. i-^

3. There must be no suggestion, at any time, of excessive brutality.

4 Because of the increase in the number of films in which murder is frequently

committed, action showing the taking of human life, even in the mystery stories^

is to be cut to the minimum. The.se frequent presentations of murder tend to

lessen regard for the sacredness of life. ^ „

5 Suicide, as a solution of problems occurring in the development of screen

drama, is to be discouraged as morally questionable and as bad theater—unless

absolutely necessary for the development of the plot. It should never be justified

or glorified, or used to defeat the due processes of law.
^ i,

.

6 There must be no display, at any time, of machine guns, submachine guns,

or other weapons generally classified as illegal weapons in the hands of gangsters,

or other criminals, and there are to be no off-stage sounds of the repercussions

7 Thel-e must be no new, unique, or trick methods shown for concealing guns.

8. The flaunting of weapons by gangsters, or other criminals, will not be

9. All discussions and dialogue on the part of gangsters regarding guns should

be cut to the minimum. . ^ • „
10 There must be no scenes, at any time, showing law-enforcing oflicers dying

at the hands of criminals, unless such scenes are absolutely necessary to the

development of the plot. This includes private detectives and guards for banks,

11. With special reference to the crime of kidnaping—or illegal abduction-

such stories are acceptable under the code only when (a) the kidnaping or abduc-

tion is not the main theme of the story ; (&) the person kidnaped is not a child

;

(c) there are no details of the crime of kidnaping; (rf) no profit accrues to the

abductors or kidnapers ; and (e) where the kidnapers are punished.

It is understood, and agreed, that the word "kidnaping," as used in paragraph

11 of these regulations, is intended to mean abduction, or illegal detention, in

modern times, by criminals for ransom.
12. Pictures dealing with criminal activities, in which minors participate, or

to which minors are related, shall not be approved if they incite demoralizing

imitation on the part of youth.

13. No picture shall be approved dealing with the life of a notorious criminal

of current or recent times which uses the name, nickname, or alias of such notori-

ous criminal in the film, nor shall a picture be approved if based upon the life

of such a notorious criminal unless the character shown in the film be punished

for crimes shown in the film as committed by him.
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SPECIAIi RESOLUTION ON COSTUMES

On October 25, 1939, the board of directors of the Motion Picture Association

of America, Inc., adopted the following resolution

:

''Resolved, That the provisions of paragraphs 1, 3, and 4 of subdivision VI of

the production code, in their application to costumes, nudity, indecent, or vmdue
exposure and dancing costumes, shall not be interpreted to exclude authentically

photographed scenes photographed in a foreign land, of natives of such foreign

land, showing native life, if such scenes are a necessary and integral part of a
motion picture depicting exclusively such land and native life, provided that no
such scenes shall be intrinsically objectionable nor made a part of any motion
picture produced in any studio ; and provided further that no emphasis shall be
made in any scenes of the customs or garb of such natives or in the exploitation
thereof."

SPECIAL REGULATIONS ON CRUELTY TO ANIMALS

On December 27, 1940, the board of directors of the Motion Picture Associa-
tion of America, Inc., approved a resolution adopted by the Association of Mo-
tion Picture Producers, Inc., reaflBrming previous resolutions of the California
association concerning brutality and possible gruesomeness, and apparent cruelty
to animals

:

"Resolrcd, hy the hoard of directors of the Association of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, Inc., That

"1. Hereafter, in the production of motion pictures there shall be no use by
the members of the association of the contrivance or apparatus in connection
with animals which is known as the running W, nor shall any picture sub-
mitted to the production code administration be approved if reasonable grounds
exist for believing that use of any similar device by the producer of such picture
resulted in apparent cruelty to animals ; and

"2. Hereafter, in the production of motion pictures by the members of the
association, such members shall, as to any picture involving the use of animals,
invite on the lot during such shooting and consult with the authorized represent-
ative of the American Humane Association ; and

"3. Steps shall be taken immediately by the members of the association and by
the production code administration to require compliance with these resolutions,
which shall bear the same relationship to the sections of the Production Code
quoted herein as the association's special regulations re crime in motion pictures
bear to the sections of the production code dealing therewith ; and it is further

"Resolved, That the resolutions of February 19, 1925, and all other resolutions
of this board establishing its policy to prevent all cruelty to animals in the
production of motion pictures and reflecting its determination to prevent any
such cruelty, be and the same hereby are in all respect reaffirmed."

REASONS SUPPORTING PREAMBLE OF CODE

I. Theatrical motion pictures, that is, pictures intended for the theater as
distinct from pictures intended for churches, schools, lecture halls, educational
movements, social reform movements, etc., are primarily to be regarded as enter-
tainment.
Mankind has always recognized the importance of entertainment and its value

in rebuilding the bodies and souls of human beings.
But it has always recognized that entertainment can be of a character either

helpful or harmful to the human race, and in consequence has clearly distin-
guished between

:

(a) Entertainment which tends to improve the race, or at least to re-create
and rebuild human beings exhausted with the realities of life ; and

(b) Entertainment which tends to degrade human beings, or to lower their
standards of life and living.

Hence the moral importance of entertainment is something which has been
universally recognized. It enters intimately into the lives of men and women
and affects them closely ; it occupies their minds and affections during leisure
hours ; and ultimately touches the whole of their lives. A man may be judged
by his standard of entertainment as easily as by the standard of his work.
So correct entertainment raises the whole standard of a nation.
Wrong entertainment lowers the whole living conditions and moral ideals of

a race.
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Note, for example, the healthy reactions to healthful sports, like baseball,
golf ; the unhealthy reactions to sports like cockfighting, bullfighting, bear baiting,
etc.

Note, too, the effect on ancient nations of gladiatorial combats, the obscene
plays of Roman times, etc.

II. Motion pictures are very important as art.

Though a new art, possibly a combination art, it has the same object as the
other arts, the presentation of human thought, emotion, and experience, in terms
of an appeal to the soul through the senses.

Here, as in entertainment

—

Art enters intimately into the lives of human beings.
Art can be morally good, lifting men to higher levels. This has been done

through good music, great painting, authentic fiction, poetry, drama. Art can
be morally evil in its effects. This is the case clearly enough with unclean art,
indecent books, suggestive drama. The effect on the lives of men and women
is obvious.
Note : It has often been argued that art in itself is unmoral, neither good nor

bad. This is perhaps true of the thing which is music, painting, poetry, etc.
But the thing is the product of some person's mind, and the intention of that
mind was either good or bad morally when it produced the thing. Besides, the
thing has its effect upon those who come into contact with it. In both these ways,
that is, as a product of a mind and as the cause of definite effects, it has a deep
moral significance and an unmistakable moral quality.
Hence : The motion pictures, which are the most popular of modern arts for

the masses, have their moral quality from the intention of the minds which
produce them and from their effects on the moral lives and reactions of their
audiences. This gives them a most important morality.

1. They reproduce the morality of the men who use the pictures as a medium
for the expression of their ideas and ideals.

2. They affect the moral standards of those who, through the screen, take in
these ideas and ideals.

In the case of the motion pictures, this effect may be particularly emphasized
because no art has so quick and so widespread an appeal to the masses. It has
become in an incredibly short period the art of the multitudes.

III. The motion picture, because of its importance as entertainment and be-
cause of the trust placed in it by the peoples of the world, has special moral
obligations.

A. Most arts appeal to the mature. This art appeals at once to every class,

mature, immature, developed, undeveloped, law abiding, criminal. Music has
its grades for diiferent classes ; so have literature and drama. This art of the
motion picture, combining as it does the two fundamental appeals of looking at a
picture and listening to a story, at once reaches every class of society.

B. By reason of the mobility of a film and the ease of picture distribution, and
because of the possibility of duplicating positives in large quantities, this art
reaches places unpenetrated by other forms of art.

C. Because of these two facts, it is difficult to produce films intended for only
certain classes of people. The exhibitors' theaters are built for the masses, for
the cultivated and the rude, the mature and the immature, the self-respecting

and the criminal. Films, unlike books and music, can with difl3culty be confined

to certain selected groups.
D. The latitude given to film material cannot, in consequence, be as wide as

the latitude given to book material. In addition :

(a) A book describes: a film vividly presents. One presents on a cold page;
the other by apparently living people.

(&) A book reaches the mind through words mei'ely; a film reaches the eyes
and ears through the reprodviction of actual events.

(c) The reaction of a reader to a book depends largely on the keenness of
the reader's imagination, the reaction to a film depends of the vividness of pres-

entation.
Hence many things which might be described or suggested in a book could

not possibly be presented in a film.

E. This is also true when comparing the film with the newspaper.
(a) Newspapers present by description, films by actual presentation.

(&) Newspapers are after the fact and present things as having taken placer

the film gives the events in the process of enactment and with the apparent
reality of life.

F. Everything possible in a play is not possible in a film :
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(a) Because of the larger audience of the film, and its consequential mixed
character. Psychologically, the larger the audience, the lower the moral mass
resistance to suggestion.

(ft) Because through light, enlargement of character, presentation, scenic
emphasis, etc., the screen story is brought closer to the audience than the play.

(c) The enthusiasm for and interest in the film actors and actresses, developed
beyond anything of the sort in history, makes the audience largely sympathetic
toward the characters they portray and the stories in which they figure. Hence
the audience is more ready to confuse actor and actress and the characters they
portray, and it is most receptive of the emotions and ideals presented by their
favorite stars.

G. Small communities, remote from sophistication and from the hardening
process which often takes place in the etJiical and moral standards of groups in
larger cities, are easily and readily reached by any sort of film.

H. The grandeur of mass settings, large action, spectacular features, etc.,

affects and arouses more intensely the emotional side of the audience.
In general, the mobility, popularity, accessibility, emotional appeal, vividness,

straightforward presentation of facts in the film make for more intimate con-
tact with a larger audience and for greater emotional appeal.
Hence the larger moral responsibilities of the motion pictures.

REASONS UNDERLYING THE GENERAI, PRINCIPLES

I. No picture shall be produced which will lower the moral standards of those
who see it. Hence the sympathy of the audience should never be thrown to the
side of crime, wrong-doing, evil, or sin.

This is done

—

1. When evil is made to appear attractive or alluring, and good is made to
appear unattractive.

2. When the sympathy of the audience is thrown on the side of crime, wrong-
doing, evil, sin. The same thing is true of a film that would throw smypathy
against goodness, honor, innocence, purity, or honesty.
Note : Sympathy with a person who sins is not the same as sympathy with the

sin or crime of which he is guilty. We may feel sorry for the plight of the
murderer or even understand the circumstances which led him to his crime. We
may not feel sympathy with the wrong which he has done.
The presentation of evil is often essential for art or fiction or drama.
This in itself is not wrong provided :

(a) That evil is not presented alluringly. Even if later in the film the evil

is condemned or punished, it must not be allowed to appear so attractive that the

audience's emotions are drawn to desire or approve so strongly that later the
condemnation is forgotten and only the apparent joy of the sin remembered.

(b) That throughout, the audience feels sure that evil is wrong and good is

right.

II. Correct standards of life shall, as far as possible, be presented.

A wide knowledge of life and of living is made possible through the film.

When right standards are consistently presented, the motion picture exercises

the most powerful influences. It builds character, develops right ideals, incul-

cates correct principles, and all this in attractive story form. If motion pic-

tures consistently hold up for admiration high types of characters and present

stories that will affect lives for the better, they can become the most powerful
natural force for the improvement of mankind.

III. Law, natural or human, shall not be ridiculed, nor shall sympathy be

created for its violation.

By natural law is understood the law which is written in the hearts of all

mankind, the great underlying principles of right and justice dictated by
conscience.
By human law is understood the law written by civilized nations.

1. The presentation of crimes against the law is often necessary for the carry-

ing out of the plot. But the presentation must not throw sympathy with the

crime as against the law nor with the criminal as against those who punish him.

2. The courts of the land should not be presented as unjust. This does not

mean that a single court may not be represented as unjust, much less that a single

court ofiicial must not be presented this way. But the court system of the

country must not suffer as a result of this presentation.

64765—55 14
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REASONS UNDERLYING PARTICULAR APPLICATIONS

I. Sin and evil enter into the story of human beings and hence in themselves

are valid dramatic material.

II. In the use of this material, it must be distinguished between sins which

repel by their very nature, and sins which often attract.

(a) In the first class come murder, most theft, many legal crimes, lying

hypocrisy, cruelty, etc.

(&) In the second class come sex sins, sins and crimes of apparent heroism,

such as banditry, daring thefts, leadership in evil, organized crime, revenge, etc.

The first class needs less care in treatment, as sins and crimes of this class

are naturally unattractive. The audience instinctively condemns all such and
is repelled.

Hence the important objective must be to avoid the hardening of the audience,

especially of those who are young and impressionable, to the thought and fact

of crime. People can become accustomed even to murder, cruelty, brutality, and
repellent crimes, if these are too frequently repeated.

The second class needs great care in handling, as the response of human nature

to their appeal is obvious. This is treated more fully below.

III. A careful distinction can be made between films intended for general

distribution, and films intended for use in theaters restricted to a limited audi-

ence. Themes and plots quite appropriate for the latter would be altogether

out of place and dangerous to the former.
Note : The practice of using a general theater and limiting its patronage dur-

ing the showing of a certain film to "Adults Only' 'is not completely satisfac-

tory and is only partially effective.

However, maturer minds may easily understand and accept without harm
subject matter in plots which do younger people positive harm.
Hence : If there should be created a special type of theater, catering exclusively

to an adult audience, for plays of this character (plays with problem themes,

diflBcult discussions and maturer treatment) it would seem to afford an outlet,

which does not now exist, for pictures unsuitable for general distribution but

permissible for exhibitions to a restricted audience.

I. Crimes against the law

The treatment of crimes against the law must not

—

1. Teach methods of crime.
2. Inspire potential criminals with a desire for imitation.

3. Make criminals seem heroic and justified.

Revenge in modern times shall not be justified. In lands and ages of less devel-

oped civilization and moral principles, revenge may sometimes be presented.
This would be the case especially in places where no law exists to cover the crime
because of which revenge is committed.
Because of its evil consequence, the drug traffic should not be presented in any

form. The existence of the trade should not be brought to the attention of
audiences.

//. Sex
Out of regard for the sanctity of marriage and the home, the triangle, that is,

the love of a third party for one already married, needs careful handling. The
treatment should not throw sympathy against marriage as an institution.

Scenes of passion must be treated with an honest acknowledgment of human
nature and its normal reactions. Many scenes cannot be presented without arous-
ing dangerous emotions on the part of the immature, the young or the criminal
classes.

Even within the limits of pure love, certain facts have been universally
regarded by lawmakers as outside the limits of safe presentation.
In the case of impure love, the love which society has always regarded as

wrong and which has been banned by divine law, the following are important

:

1. Impure love must not be presented as attractive and beautiful.
2. It must not be the subject of comedy or farce, or treated as material for

laughter.
3. It must not be presented in such a way as to arouse passion or morbid

curiosity on the part of the audience.
4. It must not be made to seem right and permissible.
5. In general, it must not be detailed in method and manner.
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///. Vulgarity; IV. Ohscenity; V. Profanity

Hardly need further explanation than is contained in the code.

VI. Costumes
General principles.—1. The effect of nudity or seminudity upon the normal

man or woman, and much more upon the young and upon immature persons, has
been honestly recognized by all lawmakers and moralists.

2. Hence the fact that the nude or seminude body may be beautiful does
not make its use in the films moral. For, in addition to its beauty, the effect
of the nude or seminude body on the normal individual must be taken into
consideration.

3. Nudity or seminudity used simply to put a "punch" into a picture comes
under the head of immoral actions. It is immoral in its effect on the average
audience.

4. Nudity can never be permitted as being necessary for the plot. Seminudity
must not result in undue or indecent exposures.

5. Transparent or translucent materials and silhouette are frequently more
suggestive than actual exposure.

VII. Dances
Dancing in general is recognized as an art and as a beautiful form of expressing

human emotions.
But dances which suggest or represent sexual actions, whether performed solo

or with two or more; dances intended to excite the emotional reaction of an
audience: dances with movement of the breasts, excessive body movements
while the feet are stationary, violate decency and are wrong.

VIII. Religion

The reason why ministers of religion may not be comic characters or villains
is simply because the attitude taken toward them may easily become the attitude
taken toward religion in general. Religion is lowered in the minds of the
audience because of the lowering of the audience's respect for a minister.

IX. Locations

Certain places are so closely and thoroughly associated with sexual life or
with sexual sin that their use must be carefully limited.

X. National feelings

The just rights, history, and feelings of any nation are entitled to most care-
ful consideration and respectful treatment.

XI. Titles

As the title of a picture is the brand on that particular type of goods, it must
conform to the ethical practices of all such honest business.

XII. Special subjects

Such subjects are occasionally necessary for the plot. Their treatment must
never offend good taste nor injure the sensibilities of an audience.
The use of liquor should never be excessively presented. In scenes from

American life, the necessities of plot and proper characterization alone justify
its use. And in this case, it should be shown with moderation.

KESOLUTION FOB UNIFORM INTERPRETATION

As amended June 13, 1934

1. When requested by production managers, the Motion Picture Association
of America, Inc., shall secure any facts, information or suggestions concerning
the probable reception of stories or the manner in which in its opinion they
may best be treated.

2. Bach production manager shall submit in confidence a copy of each or any
script to the production code administration of the Motion Picture Association
of America, Inc. (and of the Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc.,
California). The production code administration will give the production man-
ager for his guidance such confidential advice and suggestions as experience,
research, and information indicate, designating wherein in its judgment the
script departs from the provisions of the code, or wherein from experience or
knowledge it is believed that exception will be taken to the story or treatment.
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3. Each production manager of a company belonging to the Motion Picture
Association of America, Inc., and any producer proposing to distribute and/or
distributing his picture through the facilities of any member of the Motion
Picture Association of America, Inc., shall submit to such production code
administration every picture he produces before the negative goes to the labora-
tory for printing. Said production code administration, having seen the picture,,

shall inform the production manager in writing whether in its opinion the picture
conforms or does not conform to the code, stating specifically wherein either by
theme, treatment or incident, the picture violates the provisions of the code..

In such latter event, the picture shall not be released until the changes indicated

by the production code administration have been made ; provided, however, that

tile production manager may appeal from such opinion of said production code
administration, so indicated in writing, to the board of directors of the Motion
Picture Association of America, Inc., whose finding shall be final, and such
production manager and company shall be governed accordingly.

Mr. Shurlock. Yes, whenever the industry generally and the board
of directors in particular feel that certain amendments are advisable,

the get the board of directors together and approve such amendments,
which are then put into the code.

Chairman Kefauver. Anything else, Mr. Shurlock ?

Mr. Shurlock. May I make one additional observation inasmuch
as Mr. Mooring's statement has been referred to of this afternoon?

I would like to say a few words in that respect. Mr. Mooring was
very gracious about me personally yesterday, and I would like to be
equally gracious about him. He is a very intelligent reviewer of pic-

tures, and he is a very sincere and honest man whom we know per-

sonally and whom we admire. I'd like to say first of all that inas-

much as Mr. Mooring stated categorically that the Production Code
Administration has been lax in its operations recently, I want to cate-

gorically deny that. Mr. Mooring cited a number of pictures as being
code violations in his opinion. If I may, I Avould like to explain how
impossible it is and how dangerous it is for an outsider to pass judg-
ment on the code operations, and our reasons for approving a picture.

Now, Mr. Mooring spoke twice about the picture Not as a Stranger.

He evidently was very much concerned about a certain scene in which
an act of adultery was indicated, by a cross-cut to some horses paw-
ing the ground. The producer insisted this particular element was
vitally important to the proper moral understanding of the point he
was making, xldultery of course, is a sin, and the producer says, "I
want to suggest that people about to commit adultery are, to use the
standard phrase we always use, giving in to their animal passions.

That is why I want this counterpoint of the animals." He wanted
to completely deglamorize adultery, the very point we try to make in

code operations. Movies are often accused of glamorizing illicit sex.

It is rather ironical that in a case in which a producer sets out to de-

glamorize the act and to pass a moral judgment on it, a moral con-
demnation on it by associating it with animal passion, that we are
accused of violating our own code.

I want to say again that we are still as careful and as conscientious
as we ever have been in the application of this code.

Chairman Kefauver. "Well, Mr. Shurlock, I think I should say
frankly to you that Mr. IMooring's criticisms, whetlier you agree with
them or not, he is intelligent and sincere and it represents a fairly
good cross-section, what he had to say of hundreds of letters and
things that we are getting through our subcommittee. I mean a lot

of people are thinking along the same lines. I am sure you are aware
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of that, that doesn't indicate that the movies generally are not good,

but there has been a rising amount of criticism right along the line,

Mr. SriuRLOCK. Yes, sir.

Chairman Kefauver. And frequently, of intelligent, thoughtful

people. All right, thank you very much, Mr. Shurlock.

Mr. BoBO. Mr. Roger Allbright. Will you come around here,

please ?

Mr. Young. Senator Kefauver, I wanted to answer one point.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Young, I have suggested that you write

down any questions that you want asked and send them up.

Mr. Young. I wanted to answer one point as to Mr. Shurlock. If

I may s])eak for a minute, then I will leave. When they say the seal

of approval is based on the picture, isn't it a fact that the complaints

that come into the investigating committee and Mr, Mooring are be-

cause these pictures are viewed not with a seal in the theaters that they

pay the admission to, that thereafter the seal has been given and ap-

proval given and certainly it is not a true statement as to the elimina-

tion of scenes, because after the picture goes out they are not em-

powered to eliminate these scenes, because they go all through the

country.
Chairman Kefauver. I think, Mr. Young, in fairness, and if there

is any misunderstanding on the record, I think the seal must be placed

on them before they go out to the theaters. Mr. Shurlock, is that

right ?

Mr. Young. That's right. That's right. I agree that they are,

but the complaints come in from the viewers, from the public, from
these mothers of children that see these pictures in the theaters.

Chairman Kefauver, Your point is that Mr. Shurlock's office should

reconsider the matter then.

Mr. Young. If they approve the picture, it goes out and the public

goes to see it, and the adolescents go to see it, and these children see it

on Saturday afternoon, like "The Moon is Blue," which is considered

one of the most risque plays in the country.

Chairman Kefau"ver. Well, I don't believe "The Moon is Blue"

got the code.

Mr. Young. And this play is put on in the major theaters—United
Artists Theaters which is a" member of the code—and that is not a

true statement. Your Honor—Mr, Senator.

Now, the "Moon Is Blue" is of a risque quality and it has been

stopped in some cities and States.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, I think one weakness that there may
be here in one part of the situation is that there is no relationship in

the theater owners. Apparently some will show pictures whether
they have a seal or not. That is not the matter we are investigating

here now. We are not investigating the theater owners.

Mr. Young. I will grant you that. But your complaints, Mr. Sen-

ator and the committee, come from the mothers and the public who
see these pictures.

Chairman Kefauver, We know that. Well, thank you, Mr, Young,
very much.
Mr. Young. I shall write that.

Chairman KErAU\^R. Yes, all right. We will look for you. I

want to state that I appreciate Mr, Young's questions and suggestions

from anyone else, I think it is a good thing to get public reaction.
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Some people in the audience have good ideas and good thoughts. I

have had 2 or 3 questions sent up here which are very, very good ones.

If anyone else in the audience thinks they have something worthwhile
to contribute, I would rather prefer that they write me a little note
about it because we want to get along, but if they don't feel they can
write, just let me know, and I will give them a chance.

STATEMENT OF EOGER ALBRIGHT, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE, MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Albright, you are the director of the Department of Educational
Services of the Motion Picture Association of America, and this is

another branch of the overall organization headed up by Mr. Eric
Johnston.
Mr. Albkight. That is right, sir.

Chairman Kefaitvter. And how long have you been head of the
educational services ?

Mr. Albright. For 8 years, sir, and prior to that I was with the
association as assistant to the director of community service. This
was a type of program which has a similar function in the overall

setup of our association.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Bobo, do you want to bring anything out
about the size of the staff he has before he reads or tells us about his

statement ?

Mr. Bobo. Your statement sets forth the size of your staff ?

Mr. Albright. It doesn't happen to, and I shall be glad to describe

that. I have my offices in Washington where there are three of us,

myself, and assistant and secretary and then in addition to that we
have in New York City an office where there are 9 peo]^le, 4 of whom
are professional staff and 5 of them are secretarial staff in New York.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. Albright, I think you have a statement which ex-

plains the work which you do there. Do you wish to read your
statement ?

Mr. Albright. Yes, thank you, Mr. Bobo.
So far our discussion has been in the area of what some people may

think a motion picture has, contributes to juvenile delinquency. There
has been for many j^ears a program through which the industry has
consciously been trying to exert an influence in the other direction.

It takes a long time to tell it, and I thought it would be better to re-

duce it to writing.

Chairman Kefatater. All right, Mr. Albright, you proceed in your
own way. Just talk so that everybody can hear you.

Mr. Albright. Mr. Chairman, my name is Roger Albright. My
business address is 1600 Eye Street, Washington, D. C. I am director

of the department of educational services of the Motion Picture As-
sociation of America, an organization of the 10 principal producers

and distributors of motion pictures in the United States.

For the record, these 10 companies are Allied Artists Pictures Corp.,

Columbia Pictures Corp., Loew's, Inc., Paramount Pictures Corp.,

RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., Republic Pictures Corp., Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox Film Corp., United Artists Corp., Universal Pictures Co.,

Inc., and Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
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Here on the west coast, where motion-picture production is concen-
trated, there is a companion but separate organization known as the
Association of IMotion Picture Producers. Nine of the ten companies
are also members of this producers group. United Artists, which is

engaged solely in ]3icture distribution, is therefore not a member of
the producers organization.

I ap])ear here as a representative of the IMotion Picture Associa-
tion, with which I have been actively identified for 20 years. I will

endeavor to present to your committee a comprehensive summary of
the affirmative policies and programs of an industry which volun-
tarily initiated a quarter of a century ago the first self-imposed code
of public responsibility ever undertaken by an industry in this coun-
try or in the world. We are proud of that and of how it has w^orked
because we think it is the best evidence of our awareness of the obliga-

tion we have to millions of people wdio see and enjoy our product each
week throughout the world.

First, however, as one who has been rather intimately associated with
educational and community problems for nearly a quarter of a century,

I Avould like to take the opportimity to commend this committee for
undertaking its study of juvenile delinquency.

I use the word "study'' advisedly since I am sure the committee and
its competent staff know that there are no pat answers, no magic
formulas, no quick and easy solutions to this question. It is a con-

tinuing issue, shifting both in degree and character with changing
world and national conditions.

But because it is a subject that requires patience and an alerting
of national attention, this Senate committee is doing a praiseworthy
job with its hearings in dramatizing the situation and examining what
appear to be contributing causes of juvenile delinquency.

In a different way, we in the American motion picture industry have
sought to take strong affirmative steps in coping with the problem.
As we look back we know we have made substantial progress. We
look forward confident that we are on the right track, Ave welcome
advice, suggestions, and counsel from every responsible source, and
in fact much of our program is based on the help of the representa-
tives of literally millions of members of public spirited organizations
and groups who for years have been an integral part of our policy
of providing decent, moral family entertainment.
This policy is actively expressed through and is constantly enforced,

enhanced, and bulwarked by five basic activities, which I shall deal
with in some greater detail hereafter. Briefly described, they are:

1. The quarter-century old self-enforced production and advertis-

ing codes through which the companies conform to acceptable moral
and social standards in both content of pictures and type and kind
of advertising.

2. The classification of our pictures by outside, wholly independent
viewing groups into what they regard as suitable for different age
groups.

3. The selection by outstanding educational leaders of pictures of
social, cultural and patriotic values for use in the classroom for fur-

ther emphasis of discussion.

4. The development of local community programs throughout the
Nation which under the auspices of many national organizations
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regularly use pictures with special significance for children adoles-

cents.

5. The production by our individual companies of hundreds of
pictures specially intended to stress high moral values with the pur-
pose of making the screen a force for education and good living as
well as entertainment.
The first four activities are the day-by-day concern of our associa-

tion. We have departments staffed with employees who devote their

full time to these activities. In further answer to 3'our question,

Mr. Bobo, I counted up on my fingers last night and found the various
departments which are concerned with these activities, and they sum
total 19. They are under the supervision of the production code
administration here in Hollywood, tlie advertising code administra-
tion in New York and Hollywood, the title registration bureau in

New York, the community service department in New York, and the
educational services department in Washington. The operations of
these departments of the association involve the cooperation of and
close liaison with scores of national organizations, and the fulfillment

of thousands of requests from those who want the help which motion
pictures can give to their particular needs and programs.
Now, to discuss the specific activities

:

1-2. THE PRODUCTION AND ADVERTISING CODES

Mr. Geoffrey Shurlock who is responsible for the administration of

the production code, and Mr. Gordon White who is responsible for the

administration of the advertising code, have already described to you
in detail the procedures by which these codes are applied to motion
picture production and advertising.

3. THE FILM ESTIMATE BOARD OF NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

In addition to the production and advertising code operations, there

exists a national motion picture previewing group made up of and
controlled and operated by the representatives of 13 universally re-

spected nationwide organizations with a national membership of many
millions. They are: American Association of University Women,
American Jewish Committee, American Library Association, Chil-

dren's Film Library Committee, National Society Daughters of the

American Revolution, National Federation of Music Clubs, National
Federation of Women's Clubs, Girl Scouts of the LT. S. A., National
Council of Women of the U. S. A., Protestant Motion Picture Coun-
cil, National Congress of Parents and Teachers, Schools Motion Pic-

ture Committee, and the United Church Women.
I think the committee may be interested in just how these organiza-

tions screen and classify motion pictures. Each has its own national

previewing chairman who appoints a motion picture previewing com-
mittee. This results in the establishment of 13 previewing groups
with a large combined membership. Then the combined membership
is divided into numerous subcommittees each having a complete cross-

section representation of all 13 participating organizations. The sub-

committes screen, judge, and rate pictures in the following categories:

A for adults over 18 years ; F for family all ages ; YP for young people

over 12 years; MYP for mature young people; CPR for children's
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proj2:ram recommended 8 to 12 years; CPA for children's programs
acceptable 8 to 12 years ; and Fli for family recommended.
Before pictures are released to theaters, prints of all films are made

available by each of our producing companies for screening by these

subcommittees. Our people cooperate carefully to maintain conven-

ient schedules for the viewing groups to insure that every film is seen

and appraised.

Each member of the viewing committee makes an individual report

and these are then assembled and referred to a joint editorial com-
mittee which prepares the final joint estimate. When there are ap-

preciable variances among those who evaluate a picture, these vari-

ances are included in the published appraisal.

The final estimate, widely know^n throughout the United States as

the Green Sheet is now ready for publication and distribution.

Throughout the N'ation this advance information on forthcoming mo-
tion pictures becomes available to thousands of parents, teachers, cler-

gymen, and community leaders of all kinds. Most of the participat-

ing national organizations also print the Green Sheet estimates in

their national publications. Libraries and schools and churches regu-

larly display them. The Parent-Teacher magazine, for example, car-

ries in every issue two pages of these motion-picture estimates. These
estimates are available to the parents and the teachers and to the

people who are directing the thinking of juveniles throughout the

country. We are very regretful they are not more widely used even
than they are.

I have taken the committee's time to explain the operation of the

Green Sheet because I think it merits special consideration. It is not

censorship. It is a kind of an independent audit of our product b}''

a representative cross section of the American people. It is a critical

analysis intended primarily as a guide, for parents and teachers who
have a specific responsibility to juveniles. But it is helpful to us, too.

You can be sure that we read the Green Sheet appraisals with great

care and reflection.

Operating apart from the 13 national groups which prepare and
edit the Green Sheet is another large national organization, the Cath-
olic Legion of Decency. It too views our films and publishes its rat-

ings. It appraisals, an important and persuasive guide to millions

of theater ]^atrons, are expressed in these categories : Class A, section

I—Morally unobjectionable for general patronage; Class A, section

II—morally unobjectionable for adults; Class B—Morally objection-

able in part for all ; and Class C—Condemned.

4. SCHOOL AND EDUCAnONAL USE OF MOTIOIST PICTURES

I come now to the fourth activity of the industry, that of making
films available for schoolroom and general educational use. This is

a program now in its 16th year, during which more than 900 motion
pictures have been selected by committees of educators in almost every

field of teaching for classroom vise.

It is a program administered by Teaching Film Custodians, a non-
profit affiliate of the Motion Picture Association. Nine of America's
distinguished educators are its board of directors and nine leaders from
the motion-picture industry work hand in hand with them. Our pro-

ducing companies, without a penny of financial return to them, set up
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previewing facilities for committees of educators, make 16-millimeter

prints of the pictures selected, and then distribute the prints to the

1,100 16-millimeter film libraries maintained throughout the country.

Some idea of the extent of this program is evidenced when it is realized

that about 70,000 diti'erent prints of these films have been prepared
and distributed.

I think the full significance of this program of classroom use of so

many of our pictures lies in the fact that impartial, competent authori-

ties have felt that such a large amount of our product has affirmative,

positive, cultural value. It is committees of teachers in the helds of

literature, music, history, science, sociology, and family life problems
that have initiated the program and selected the pictures.

They come from T national teacher organizations with a member-
ship of more than 120,000. They work with Teaching Film Custo-
dian's to develop motion-picture programs in their special fields of
study. They represent the American Association for Health, Physical
Education, and Eecreation ; Home Economics Department of the Na-
tional Education Association; American Home Economics Associa-
tion; Music Educators National Conference; National Council for

the Social Studies ; National Council of Teachers of English ; National
Science Teachers Association ; and American Vocational Educational
Association.

These committees are continuously enthusiastic about the contribu-
tions which these many subjects make to the development of desirable

viewpoint of the growing generation. It would be difficult to describe

with certainty all of the educational values with accrue from this pro-
gram. For thousands of students the steady stream of excellent enter-

tainment pictures which are seen in the school creates a wholesome
appetite to see excellent pictures in the theater. The classroom dis-

cussions of these selected pictures tends to hx attitudes and create be-

haviour which is socially desirable. The great men of the past, the

great events of the past, the great literature of the past, are made at-

tractive and understandable, and the total impact in the view of educa-
tors is enormous. They frequently express themselves as being im-
pressed with the fact that so many motion pictures with such great
constructive value have been shown to the American people in the
theater, thus bringing to this great public these same values which are
now being selected for special emphasis to the adolescents in the high
school.

In addition to this Motion Picture Association program, which all

of the companies support, several of the companies—Twentieth-Cen-
tury Fox, Warner Bros., Columbia, Universal, EKO Radio—have
their individual, nontheatrical programs which their companies' mo-
tion-picture product is similarily made available to schools.

The total volume of school use of films which have been intelligently

selected by teachers and education supervisors far outbalances the

relatively exceptional pictures which some seem inclined to criticize.

Finally, Senator, there are the things which have been done in

cooperation with other community agencies outside the educational
field.

More than 20 years ago the Committee on Social Values in Motion
Pictures came to the motion-picture industry for help in the develop-
ment of a series of character education subjects. The committee was
headed by Dr. Howard M. Le Sourd, then dean of Boston University,
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and included criminologists like Dr. Miriam Van Waters, of Massa-

chusetts, and Dr. Phyllis Blanchard, of Philadelphia. Our member
companies were glad to help and a series of iilms was made by excerpt-

ing footage from feature films. We paid the cost. The films were

given free distribution to schools throughout the country and were

used to discuss behavior problems with elementary and high school

groups. It was discovered that the students were willing to discuss

frankly the conduct situations which were thrown on the screen even

though they might not have been willing to discuss similar situations

present in their own lives.

Subsequently this series of films was transferred to a larger group
Ivuown as the Commission of Human Relations of which Dr. Alice V.
Iveliher, now professor of education at New York University, was the

directing head. The film series was expanded to 55 subjects, again

with our aid and without cost. These pictures are still in distribution

and use.

Another worthwhile project was developed at the request of the

National Council of Teachers of English. This group felt that there

would be decided advantage in having student study guides made on
about 100 motion pictures based on such classics of literature as David
Copperfield, Treasure Island, Les Miserables, and others. The Na-
tional Council of Teachers of English, through a specially appointed

committee, authored the study guides, and each member comj)any

which had produced the classic prepared research information and
other data and financed the printing of the guides. These were then

distributed to local high schools through the theaters.

In 1936 the public libraries wanted materials which would stimu-

late the reading of books from which motion pictures had been made
and requested research display charts to be placed in public library

lobbies.

The first such exhibit, developed experimentally, was on Romeo
and Juliet. This activity was carried on with the cooperation of the

American Library Association, and at its peak more than 2,600

libraries were using these materials.

Eight years ago the Children's Film Library Committee requested

the cooperation of the industry in selecting subjects for juvenile en-

tertainment. These films would be used in special children's matinees
on Saturday mornings in theaters throughout the country. Some 53

pictures were selected and the pi'oducing companies had sufficient num-
bers of prints made so that they would be promptly and easily avail-

able to theaters wherever interested community groups sponsored the

jjroject. Nearly 5,000 theaters have participated in these weekly pro-

grams.
Another cooperative project with the American Library Associ-

ation is the motion-picture industry's participation in their American
Heritage program. This is a progi'am in which public libraries

throughout the Nation show an appropriate patriotic or historical film

as the basis for a film forum in which are discussed the basic elements
of the American heritage.

One of the most valuable programs is the production by all of our
member companies, without regard to their general box-office appeal,

of films of significant constructive value to America's 3'oung people.

I would like to list a few.
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1. CRIME PREVENTION^ CRIME DOES NOT PAY

Beginning more than 15 years ago, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pro-

duced a series of dramatized incidents proving that crime doesn't pay.

Some of these incidents relate to serious crimes like arson, armed
robbery, and murder ; some have to do with racketeering which milks
the public, such as dishonest loan agencies, dishonest employment
agencies, and dishonest charity solicitations ; and some deal with sucli

civilian practices as smuggling. These pictures have had very wide
distribution in the theaters throughout the years. The crime preven-
tion bureaus of several States have availed themselves of these pic-

tures in 16 mm. film for use in juvenile courts and elsewhere after tri«

theatrical distribution has been completed.

2. CITIZENSHIP AND PATRIOTISM

(a) The Washington Parade series

Those of US who live in Washington realize how many thousands oi

high-school students come to Washington to see the Nation's Capital

and the shrines which are associated with it. These, however, are but
a small fraction of the millions of J^oung people who should have
this inspiring experience.

With this in mind, Columbia Pictures made a series of pictures

called the Washington Parade with separate subjects on the Capitol,

the White House, the Treasury, the Library of Congress, the FBI,
the social security program, and others.

These were made with the close collaboration and advice of the

Government departments, and the pictures were distributed in

theaters throughout the country. Each subject reached many millions

of people.

Following theatrical distribution, they were then made available

to the schools of the United States, with no profit to the company, and
are still being seen and enjoyed by the many who don't have the op-

portunity to visit Washington in person.

(
h ) Epics of A 7n erican history

For a number of years. Paramount Pictures has dramatized expan-
sion movements which have made the United States the great Nation
it is. The list is too large to detail here in its entirely, but included

are such motion pictures as The Plainsmen, Union Pacific, Maid of

Salem, Wells Fargo, and High, Wide and Handsome, which is the

story of the discovery and development of oil.

(c) This is America series

K.KO Radio Pictures has produced and distributed a series which
interprets various phases of American life and thinking. The series

is called This is America. In this way, the movements and mores of

America Have been interpreted not only to our own people, but in

showing the rest of the world some of the things that make America
great.

(d) The Warner patriotic series

Another project is the series of 12 patriotic short subjects produced
by Warner Bros, as a tribute by its president, Mr. Harry M. Warner,
to what he called the only country in the world where I could have
realized my achievements.
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These short subjects, widely known both because of their theatrical

and nontheatrical use, dramatize the contributions of our Founding
Fathers and clarify the basic principles of freedom on which our
Republic was founded, and through which it has developed. Some
of the titles of these short subjects are The Declaration of Independ-
ence, the Bill of Rights, Give Sle Liberty, The Romance of Louisiana,
Man Without a Country, the Monroe Doctrine. Currently, these pic-

tures form basic curriculum materials in thousands of American his-

tory classes in the high schools of the United States.

3. BIOGRAPHIES OF GREAT MEN

(a) The Passing Parade series

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has produced a Passing Parade series which
gives recognition through biographical dramatization of more than 30
outstanding heroes of peace. About half of these are Americans.

(h) Dramatized biographies

Twentieth Century-Fox has produced dramatized biographies of
some of America's great men—Alexander Graham Bell, Brigham
Young, Woodrow Wilson, Rev. Peter Marshall, to name only a few.

4. INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLES

Universal Pictures has financed the sending of five camera crews
into all parts of the world to film motion picture studies of how people
live. These 36 films will contribute to better world understanding, and
we in America will know our world neighbors better because of them.
This summary of some of the activities of our member companies

and the association in the public-service field reflects, I think, the

basic policy that has guided our industry for n:iany years.

We are conscious always of our responsibility as producers and
distributors of a medium which has, perhaps, greater worldwide
appeal than any other thing made in America. And in producing
and marketing our pictures we are conscious too of the likes and dis-

likes of the more than 250 million people who each week all over the
world are our customers. The American motion picture industry,

the only free, unsubsidized motion picture industry in the world,

would shrivel away if it did not keep up with the changing times,

if it did not produce what the overwhelming majority of the people
want and like.

This brings into sharp focus the constantly changing human be-

liavior pattern, the plain simple fact that customs, social views, and
ideas have undergone substantial shifts in 20 years. These are facts

wdiich we in our industry must deal with in our day-to-day operations.

WTiat I am talking about is the moral climate in which those of us

who are primarily concerned with the problems of younger people

live and must work.
The most striking outward evidence of changed public attitudes is

public acceptance and even approval of the frankness and the casual-

ness with which the facets of human behavior, notably those dealing

with sex matters, are discussed and written about. Best-selling books,

stage plays, paintings, even national magazines and daily newspapers
are the best evidence of this trend.
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Not more than 2 or 3 generations ago, Nathaniel Hawthorne's

Scarlet Letter was regarded by many educators and most parents as

questionable reading for young people. This generation is con-

fronted daily with sordid stories of rapes, abortions, and heinous sex

crimes in the news columns of daily newspapers. Best-selling novels

concern themselves with themes of sexual aberrations and revolting

brutality. Hit plays on Broadway deal openly and frankly with

plots and situations which would have been regarded as licentious

20 years ago.

Widely read and reputable magazines carry articles on sexual and

social behaviour patterns among adolescents in Sweden and France

which are at great variance with acceptable practices in this country.

Publications of tremendous circulation with these and similar articles

in the medical and scientific field are part of the every-day reading

habit of millions of our people.

I want to say as emphatically as I can that the motion-picture

industry has strongly resisted this trend. We are not at the head of

this parade, nor indeed in the middle of it. We are, in fact, far be-

hind and are rather proud that we are. Our people, our producers,

our writers, our directors, and our executives have been lambasted by
some critics for being namby-pamby, for being pollyannish, and for

failing to produce mature entertainment.

Our production companies through the production code and the

advertising code, have placed upon themselves definite restrictions of

morality and decency. We have over the years adliered to these self-

imposed restrictions, and have thus eliminated from motion pictures

many types of material which are openly treated in other mass media
and entertainment forms. Moreover, I repeat, this was the first

industry to impose on itself these standards of decency and we remain
as the only non-Government regulated enterprise to continue this

practice.

From all of these things two facts must be apparent. The leaders
of the motion-picture industry have shown their desire to make this

medium a constructive social force in the United States with particu-
lar emphasis on its impact for good on the J^oung people of America.
The second fact, perhaps more significant, is that the reaction of
public leaders and national organizations to the motion-picture indus-
try's product and their use of it is the best evidence that our contri-
bution has been fruitful.

So long as creative works are produced by human beings, there will,
of course, be unevenness of quality and value. Not all books were
written by high-minded authors; not all Elizabethan plays were
written by Shakespeare; not all religious leaders have necessarily
always pointed to the higher life.

We must expect that our young people will be confronted with some
nonconstructive experiences which must be offset with many other
experiences which will overcome with good effect those influences
which have had bad conotations.

I was very much interested Wednesday afternoon, Senator, when
Mr. Sanders, Mr. Lindquist, Mr. Johnson, and Mr. Wyley stressed
over and over again that the thing that they felt was important was
that those who are socially impaired or socially maladjusted shall have
many many experiences of a constructive kind that will be offsetting
influences.
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For many years, the motion-picture industry has been providing a

wide variety of those wholesome offsetting experiences. They have

doubtless counterbalanced much that has been less good. Through the

operation of our code, through the sincerity of our leadership, and
through the cooperation of thousands of community leaders, our in-

dustry is producing a great volume of motion pictures which resist

trends that are destructive to the morals, ideals, and behavior of our
young people.

I am sorry I have taken so much of the committee's time. Thank
you for hearing me out.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, thank you, Mr. Albright, for a very
comprehensive and good statement in explaining the work of the
educational services of your association. It shows a great many fine

accomplishments have been made.
Mrs. Foster. Mr. Chairman, pardon me, but while these members

of the hirelings of the movie industry are here, how about those kind
of pictures for our children ? Is that what you call constructive Mr.
Chairman? I'd like to know if those things are constructive, that's

all I'd like to know.
Chairman Kefauver. Thank you Mrs. Foster. I don't think Mr.

Albright would approve or would think very well of these posters
back here.

Mr. Albright. I think you have come to a very worthwhile conclu-
sion in that matter.
Chairman Kefauver. That is a part of the industry, of course Mr.

Albright. But what Mrs. Foster said is what a lot of people are
thinking.

Any questions, Mr. Bobo ?

Mr. Bobo. No questions.

Chairman Kefau^ter. Well, Mr. Albright, we think that you have
given us a good statement, and undoubtedly the pictures that you have
talked about here are great educational efforts, and in the schools they
have played a very important part. I think lot of good and a tre-
mendous amount of real education will be derived from what they
see in these pictures in the schools. I know the sincerity with which
you carry on your part of this work, and I want to compliment you
and to congratulate you.
Mr. Albright. Thank you.
Chairman Kefau\'er. I ho]:>e that the criticisms that have been

brought out here will be considered by all of you in carrying out your
program in the future, and our criticisms have not been directed to
the pictures going into the schools. I think they have been very well
considered. We have very few letters of criticism about them. Thank
you very much.
Mr. Albright. Thank you.
Mr. Irving Benesch. I would like to ask the chairman a question.

I will have to read part of Mr. Albright's statement in order to ask the
question.

Chairman Kefauver. Wliat is your name, sir?

Mr. Benesch. Irving Benesch.
Chairman Kefauver. Tell us where it is.

Mr. Benesch. Page 3, under "This policy" under paragraph No. 1

:

The quarter century old self-enforced production and advertising codes through
which the companies conform to acceptable moral and social standards in both
content of pictures and type and kind of advertising.
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Now, mark this well, "and type of kind of advertising." This sort

of underlines the question you just asked, Senator. This is Mr. Al-
bright's statement. Shall we believe the first part of it or the last part
it?

Chairman Kefauver. Well, he doesn't say that particularly that
he approves of what is being done in the advertising part of the code.

Mr. Benesch. This is the statement.

Chairman Kefatjver. He says

:

The quarter century old self-enforced production and advertising codes through
which the companies conformed to acceptable to moral and social standards * * *

Mr. Benesch. I maintain they do not conform.
Chairman Kefatjver. I take it, Mr. Albright, that you would amend

your statement on page 3 where you say

—

to acceptable moral and social standards in both content of pictures and type
and kind of advertising * * *

that you don't mean to approve of all of the pictures or all of the
advertising.

Mr. Albright. I certainly would limit that statement to develop-

ment of the code. You have been discussing today with Mr. Wliite

and Mr. Shnrlock the application of that code to the material, and I

think we have had a rather thorough sifting of that.

Chairman KErAu\^R. I took it that what you meant there was that

this is what your conception of what the code was designed to do, and
so far as the application of the code, that is not your matter.

Mr. Albright. It doesn't happen to be my bailiwick.

Chairman Kefauver. Does that answer your question ?

(Mr. Albright's statement reads as follows :)

Statement of Roger Albuight, Dikectok, Department of Educational Services
OF the Motion Picture Association of America

Mr. Chairman, my name is Roger Albright. My business address is 1600
I Street, Washington, D. C. I am director of the Department of Educational
Services of the Motion Picture Association of America, an organization of the

10 principal producers and distributors of motion pictures in tlie United States.

For the record, these 10 companies are Allied Artists Pictures Corp., Columbia
Pictures Corp., Loew's, Inc., Paramount Pictures Corp., RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,

Republic Pictures Corp., Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., United Artists

Corp., Universal Pictures Co., Inc., and Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.

Here on the west coast, where motion picture production is concentrated, there

is a companion but separate organization known as the Association of Motion
Picture Producers. Nine of the ten companies are also members of this pro-

ducers group. United Artists, which is engaged solely in picture distribution,

is therefore not a member of the producers organization.

I appear here as a representative of the Motion Picture Association, with which
I have been actively identified for 20 years. My associates and I will endeavor
to present to your committee a comprehensive summary of the affirmative policies

and programs of an industry which voluntarily initiated a quarter of a century
ago the first self-imposed code of public responsibility ever undertaken by an
industry in this country or in the world. We are proud of that and of how it

has worked because we think it is the best evidence of our awareness of the

obligation we have to millions of people who see and enjoy our product each week
throughout the world.

First, however, as one who has been rather intimately associated with educa-
tional and community problems for nearly a quarter of a century, I would like

to take the opportunity to commend this committee for undertaking its study of

juvenile delinquency.
I use the word "study" advisedly since I am sure the committee and its com-

petent staff know that there are no pat answers, no magic formulas, no quick
and easy solutions to this question. It is a continuing issue, shifting both in

degree and character with changing world and national conditions.
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Rut because it is a subject that requires patience anrl an alerting of national
attention, this Senate committee is doin,^ a in-aiseworthy job witli its licarin;;s in
dramatizing- the situation and examining what aiiptar to be contributing causes
of juvenile delinquency.

In a different wny, we in the American motion picture industry have sought to
talve strong affirmative steps in coping with the problem. As we look back we
know we have made substantial progress. We look forv.ard conlldent that we
are on the right track. We welcome advice, suggestions, and counsel from every
responsible source, and in fact much of our program is based on the help of the
representatives of literally millions of members of public-spirited organizations
and groups wlio for years have been an integral part of our policy of providing
decent, moral family entertainment.

This policy is actively expressed through, and is constantly enforced en-
hanced, and bulwarked by, five basic activities, which I shall deal with in some
greater detail hereafter. Briefly described, they are

:

1. The quarter-century-old self-enforced production and advertising codes
through which the companies conform to acceptable moral and social standards
in both content of pictures and type and kind of advertising.

2. The classification of our pictures by outside, wholly independent viewing
groups into what they regard as suital)le for different age grouiis.

3. The selection by outstanding educational leaders of pictiu-es of social cul-
tural, and patriotic values for use in the classroom as an educaliojial r..edium

4. The development of local community programs throughout die Nation under
the auspices of many national organizations which regularly use pictures with
special significance for children and adolescents.

5. The pioduction by our individual companies of hundreds of pictures specifi-
cally intended to stress high moral values with the purpose of making the scieen
a force for education and good living as well as entertainment.
The first four activities are the day-by-day concern of our association We

have departments staffed with employees who devote their full lime to these
activities. They are under the supervision of the production code administra-
tion here in Hollywood, the advertising code administration in New York
and Hollywood, the title registration bureau in New York, the community
service department in New York, and the educational services department
in Washington. The operations of these departments of the association in-
volve the cooperati(m of and clo.se liaison with scores of national organiza-
tions, and the fulfillment of thousands of requests from tho-e who \vant the help
whicli motion pictures can give to their particular needs and programs.
Now, to discuss the specific activities :

1-2, THE PRODUCTION AND ADVERTISING CODES

Mr. Geoffrey Shurlock, who is responsible for the administration of the produc-
tion code, and Mr. Gordon White, who is responsiI)le for the administration of the
advertising code, will describe to you in detail the proceduies by which these
codes are applied to motion picture production and advertising

3. THE FILM ESTIMATE BOARD OF NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

In addition to the production and advertising code operations, there exists a
national motion picture previewing group made up of and controlled and oper-
ated by the representatives of 1,3 universally respected nationwide organizations
with a national membership of many millions. They are : American Association
or University Women, American Jewish Committee, American Library Associa-
tion, Children's Film Library Committee, National Societv Daughters of theAmerican Revolution, National Federation of afusic Clubs. National Federation
of Women's Clubs, Girl Scouts of the USA, National Council of AVomen of the
U.b., Protestant Motion Picture Council, National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, Schools Motion Picture Committee, and the United Church Women

I think the committee may be interested in just how these organizations screenand classify motion pictures. Each has its own nationnl previewing cbaiiinan who
appoints a motion picture previewing committee. This results in the establish-ment ()f 13 previewing groups with a large combined memb;>iship. Then thecombined membersliip is divided into numerous subcommittees each having acomplete ci-oss-sectiou representatic.n of all 13 participating organizations Thesubcommittees screen, judge, and rate pictures in the following categories- \for adults over 18 years; F for family all ages; YP for young people over 12

C4765—53 15
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years ; MYP for mature young people ; CPR for children's programs recommended

8 to 12 years ; CPA for children's programs acceptable 8 to 12 years
;
and FR

for family recommended.
, ., u.

Before pictures are released to theaters, prints of all films are made available

by each of our producing companies for screening by these subcommittees. Our

people cooperate carefully to maintain convenient schedules for the viewing

groups to insure that every film is seen and appraised.

Each member of the viewing committee makes an individual report and these

are then assembled and referred to a joint editorial committee which prepares

the final joint estimate. When there are appreciable variances among those who

evaluate "a picture, the variances are included in the published appraisal.

The final estimate, widely known throughout the United States as the greeu

sheet is now ready for publication and distribution. It is printed every 2

weeks and 20,000 copies are distributed. Throughout the Nation this advance

information on forthcoming motion pictures becomes available to thousands

of parents teachers clergymen, and community leaders of all kinds. Most of

the participating natonal organizations also print the green sheet estimates in

their national publications. Libraries and schools and churches regularly dis-

play them. The Parent-Teacher Magazine, for example, carries in every issue

two pages of these motion picture estimates.

I have taken the committee's time to explain the operation of the green sheet

because I think it merits special consideration. It is not censorship. It is a

kind of independent audit of our product by a representative cross-section of the

American people. It is a critical analysis, intended primarily as a guide for

parents and teachers who have a specific responsibility to juveniles. But it is

helpful to us, too. You can be sure that we read the green sheet appraisals

with care and reflection.
, ,.^ ^,

Operating apart from the 13 national groups which prepare and edit the green

sheet is anotiier large national organization, the Catholic Legion of Decency.

It too views our films and publishes its ratings. Its appraisals, an important

and persuasive guide to millions of theater patrons, are expressed in these cate-

gories • Class A, section I—Morally unobjectionable for general patronage
;
class

A, section II—Morally unobjectionable for adults; class B—Morally oijjection-

able in part for all ; and class 0—Condemned.

4. SCHOOL AND EDUCATIONAL t^SE OF MOTION PICTURES

I come now to the fourth activity of the industry, that of making films avail-

able for schoolroom and general educational use. This is a program now in

its 16th year, during which more than 800 motion pictures have been selected by

committees of educators in almost every field of teaching for classroom use.

It is a program administered by Teaching Film Custodians, a nonprofit afl[iliate

of the Motion Picture Association. Nine of America's distinguished educators

are its board of directors and nine leaders from the motion picture industry

work hand in hand with them. Our producing companies, without a penny of

financial return to them, set up previewing facilities for committees of educa-

tors, make l(5-millimeter prints of the pictures selected, and then distribute the

prints to the 1,100 16-millimeter film libraries maintained throughout the coun-

try. Some idea of the extent of this program is evident when it is realized that

about 70,000 different prints have 'neen prepared and distributed.

I think the full significance of this program of classroom use of so many of

our pictures lies in^the fact that impartial, competent authorities have felt

that such a large amount of our product has affirmative, positive, cultural value.

It is committees of teachers in the fields of literature, music, history, science,

sociology, and family life problems that have initiated the program and selected

the picture.
_ , ^. ^

They come from 7 national teacher organizations with a membership of more

than 120 000. They work with Teaching Film Custodians to develop motion

picture p'rotri-ams iii their special fields of study. They represent the American

Association lor Health, Physical Education, and Recreation ; Home Economics

Department of the National Education Association; American Home Economics

Association; RInsic Educators National Conference; National Council for the

Social Studies; National Council of Teachers of English; National Science

Teachers Association ; and American Vocational Education Association.

Of course, neither this program nor that of the classification and rating activi-

ties could be effective without our industry's warm and friendly cooperation.

There are costs entailed in both programs which we cheerfully bear as a worth-

while contribution to a better society of free people.
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There are, of course, other programs and projects in which our industry
through the association has played an important part.

More than liO years ago the Committee on Social Values in Motion Pictures

came to the motion picture industry for help in the development of a series

of character education subjects. The committee was headed by Dr. Howard
M. Lo Sourd. then dean of Boston University, and included criminologists like

Dr. Miriam Van Waters of Massachusetts, and Dr. Phyllis Blanchard of Phila-

delphia. Our member companies were glad to help and a series of films was
made by excerpting footage from feature films. Vv'e paid the coPt. The films

were given free distribution to schools throughout the country, and were used to

discuss behavior problems with elementary and high school groups. It was
discovered that the students were willing to discuss frankly the conduct situa-

tions which were thrown on the screen even though they might not have been
willing to discuss similar situations present in their own lives.

Subsequently, this series of films was transferred to a larger group known as
the Commission of Human Relations of which Dr. Alice V. Keliher, now pro-
fes.sor of education at New York University, was the directin.g head. The
film series was expanded to 5.5 subjects, again with our aid and without cost.

Thche pictures are still in distribution and use.

Another worthwhile project was developed at the request of the National
Council of Teachers of English. This group felt there would be decided ad-
vantage in having student study guides made on about 100 motion pictures based
on such classics of literature as David Copperfield, Treasure Island, Les
Miserables, and others. The National Council of Teachers of English, through
a specially appointed conimittee, authored the study guides, and each member
conjpany which had produced the classic prepared research information and
other data, and finaiiced the printing of the guides. _ Sfcese were then dis-
trli iited to \tH\\\ high schools through the theaters.

In 188G, the public libraries wanted materials which would stimulate the
reading of books from u'hieh motion pictures had been made, and requested
research display charts to be placed in public library lobbies.

The first such exhibit, developed experimentally, was on Rvmieu and Juliet.
This activity A\as carried on with the cooperation of the American Library
Association, and at its peak more than 2,600 libraries were using these materials.
Eight years ago, the Children's Film Library Committee requested the coopera-

tion of the industry in selecting subjects for juvenile entertainment. These
films would be used in special children's matinees on Saturday mornings in
theaters throughout the country. Snme 53 pictures vrere selected, and the pro-
ducing companies had sufficient numbers of prints laade so that they would be
promptly and easily available to theaters wherever interested community groups
sponsored the project. Nearly 5,000 theaters have participated in these weekly
programs.
Another cooperative project with the American Library Association is the

motion picture industry's participation in their American heritage pro.gram.
This is a program in which public libraries throughout the Nation show an ap-
propriate patriotic or historical film as the basis for a film forum in which
are discus.sed the basic elements of the American her'tage.
One of the most valuable programs is the production by all of our member

companies, without regard to their general box-office appeal, of films of sig-
nificant constructive value to America's young people. I would like to list a
few.

Crime prevention—Crime Does Not Pay series

Beginning more than 15 years ago, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer produced a series
of diamatized incidents proving that crime doesn't pay. Some of these inci-
dents relate to serious crimes like arson, armed robb>ery, and murder ; some have
to do with rar-keteering which milks the public, such as dishonest loan agencies,
dishonest employment asrencies, and dishonest charity soliciations, and some deal
with such civilian practices as smugicling. These pictures have had verv wide
distribution in the theaters throughout the years. The crime prevention bureaus
of several States have availed themselves of these pictures on ir.-mili'meter
film for use in juvenile courts and elsewhere after the theatrical distribution
has been completed.

Citizenship and patriotism

(a) The Washi>wton Pnrade nrries.—Those of us who live in Washington
realize how many thousands of high school students come to Washington to
see the Nation's Capital and the shrines which are associated with it. These,
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liowever, are but a small fi-action of the millions of young people who should
have this inspiring experience.
With this in mind, Columbia Pictures made a series of pictures called the

Washington Parade with separate subjects on the Capitol, the White House, the
Treasury, the Library of Congress, the FBI, the social-security program, and
others.

These were made with the close collaboration and advice of the Government
departments, and the pictures were distributed in theaters throughout the
country. Each subject reached many uiillions of people.

Following theatrical distribution, they were then made available to tne

schools of the United States, with no profit to the company, and are still being

seen and enjoyed by the many who don't have the opportunity to visit Washing-
ton in person.

(h) Epics of American history.—For a number of years. Paramount Pictures
has dramatized expansion movements which Jiave made the United States the
great Nation it is. The list is too large to detail here in its entirety, but
included are such motion pictures as The Plainsman, Union Pacific, Maid of
Salem, Wells Fargo, and High, Wide and Handsome, which is the story of
the discovery and development of oil.

(c) This Is America series.—RKO Radio Pictures has produced and distrib-

uted a series which interprets various pliases of American life and thinking.

The series is called This Is America. In this way, the movements and mores
of America have been interpreted not only to our own people, but in showing
the rest of the world some of the things that make America great.

(d) The Warner Patriotic series.—Another project is the series of 12 patriotic

short subjects produced by Warner Bros, as a tribute by its president, Mr.
Harry M. Warner, to what he called "the only country in the world where I

could have realized my acbievements."
These short subjects, widely known both because of their theatrical and non-

theatrical use, dramatize the contributions of our Founding Fathers and clarify

the l)asic principles of freedom on which our Republic was founded and through
which it has developed. Some of the titles of these short subjects are The
Declaration of Independence, The Bill of Rights, Give Me Liberty, The Romance
of Louisiana, Man Without a Country, The Monroe Doctrine. Currently, these

pictures form basic curriculum materials in thousands of American history

classes in the high schools of the United States.

Biographies of great men
(a) The Passing Parade series.—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has produced a

Passing Parade series which gives recognition through biographical dramatiza-
tion of more than 30 outstanding heroes of peace. About half of these are
Americans.

(&) Dramatized biographies.—Twentieth Century-Fox has produced drama-
tized biographies of some of America's great men—Alexander Graham Bell,

Brigham Young, Woodrow AVilson, Rev. Peter Marshall, to name only a few.

International understanding—The world and its peoples

Universal Pictures has financed the sending of five camera crews into all parts

of the world to film motion picture studies of how people live. These 36 films

will contribute to better world understanding, and we in America will know
our world neighbors better because of them.

This summary of some of the activities of our member companies and the

association in the public service field reflects, I think, the basic policy that has

guided our industry for many years.

We are conscious always of our responsibility as producers and distributors

of a medium which has, perhaps, greater worldwide appeal than any other thing

made in America.
And in producing and marketing our pictures we are conscious, too. of the

likes and dislikes of the more than 2.50 million people who each week all over

the world are our customers. The American motion picture industry, the only

free, unsubsidized motion picture industry in the world, would shrivel away
if it did not keep up with the changing times, if it did not produce what the

overwhelming majority of the people want and like.

This brings into sharp focus the constantly changing human behavior pattern,

the plain simple fact that customs, social views, and ideas have undergone

substantial shifts in 20 years. These are facts which we in our industry must
deal with in our day-to-day operations. What I am talking about is the moral
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climate in wliich those of lis who are primarily concerned witli the problems
of yovmger people live and must work.
The most striking outward evidence of changed public attitudes is public

accei)tan('e and even approval of the frankness and the casualness with which
the facets of human behavior, notably those dealing witii sex matters, are
discussed and written about. Best-selling books, stage plays, paintings, sculp-

ture, even national magazine and daily newspapers are the best evidence of this

trend.
Not more than 2 or 3 generations ago, Nathaniel Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter

was regarded by many educators and most parents as questionable reading for
young people. This generation is confronted daily with sordid stories of rapes,
abortions, and heinous sex crimes in (he news columns of daily newspapers.
Best-selling novels concern themselves with themes of lesbianism and revolting
brutality. Many modern paintings and sculptures are frankly perverted in
theme. And some recognized and widely applauded writers and artists are
openly and notoriously psychotics in the Kralft-E]bing pattern. Hit plays on
Broadway deal openly and frankly with plots and situations wliich would have
been regarded as pornographic and licentious 20 years ago.
Ami abroad, in some countries, there is even greater liberty and license.

Widely read and reputable magazines carry articles on sexual and social
behavior patterns among adolescents in Sweden and France wliich are at great
variance with acceptable practices in this country. Publications of tremendous
circulation w,ith these and similar articles in the medical and scientific field are
part of the everyday reading habit of millions of our people.

I want to say as emphatically as I can tliat the motion-picture industry has
strongly resisted this trend. We ai'e not at the head of this parade, nor indeed
in the middle of it. We are, in fact, far behind and are rather proud that we are.

Our people, our producers, our writers, our directors, and our executives have
been lambasted by critics for being namby-pamby, for being pollyannish, and
for failing to produce mature entertainment.
Our production companies, through the production code and the advertising

code, have placed upon themselves definite restrictions of morality and decency.
We have over the years adhered to these self-imposed restrictions, and have thus
eliminated from motion pictures many types of material which are openly treated
in other mass media and entertainment forms. Moreover, I repeat, this was
the first industry to impose on itself these standards of decency and we remain
as the only non-Government-regulated enterprise to continue this practice.

So long as creative works are produced by human beings, there will, of course,
be unevenness of quality and value. Not all books were written by hgih-minded
authors ; not all p]lizabethan plays were written by Shakespeare ; not all religious
leaders have necessarily always pointed to the higher life.

And so long as human beings are the judges of what is desirable and undesir-
able, there will be honest differences of opinion about the effect on the reader,
listener, or viewer. Criticism is a subjective thing, a product of man's mind
conditioned by his training and experience.
We in the motion-picture industry are not perfect. We have made mistakes

and I assume tluit we will make them in the future. But I want to emphasize
that the men and women who produce our pictures and the men and women who
administer our codes are decent, high-minded people who adliere conscientiously
to the standards which the industry has imposed upon itself.

We believe that any fairminded analysis of our overall operations will disclose
that we do a remarkable job—a job deserving of commendation.

I want to thank the committee and its staff for this opportunity to appear
and for its uniform courtesy and fairness in its study of a problem which
desei'ves the most earnest consideration of all our people.

STATEMENT OF PAUL JACOBS, CHAIRMAN, CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauvtsr. Mr. Paul Jacobs, chairman of the Civil
Liberties Union, has asked for permission to testify for a few minutes.
All right, Mr. Bobo.
Mr. BoBO. Mr. Jacobs, will you identify yourself and your con-

nection ?
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Mr. Jacobs. My name is Pan] Jacobs, and I am the chairman of
the censorship committee of the American Civil Liberties Union in

southern California.
Chairman Kefauver. Are you a lawyer?
Mr. Jacobs. No, I am a writer by trade, by profession.

Chairman Kefauver. Yon are chairman of the censorship com-
mittee of the Civil Liberties Union.
Mr. Jacobs. Yes. The Civil Liberties Union has a censorship com-

mittee whose function it is to investigate cases of alleged censorship,
illegal censorship. We are concerned with censorship of books in

school libraries. We are concerned with the censorship of films. We
are concerned with the censorship of comic books, and we are con-
cerned with the relationship between all of these and juvenile

delinquency.
I should like to state the Civil Liberties Union doesn't profess to

be a group of sociologists or experts in juvenile delinquency. Our
concern, our interest, and our knowledge is restricted to civil liberties,

but we are rather deeply concerned over the professed relationship

between films and comic books and juvenile delinquency. The Civil

Liberties Union isn't prepared to accept the concept of censorship
for these media based on Vv'iiat we believe to be as yet rather uncertain
knowledge of the real effect of comic books or films, even of the kind
described here, upon juvenile delinquency. It seems to us that there

are at least three points of view.
Chairman Kefauver. Well, Mr. Jacobs, I thought you said you

didri't know anything about the sociological or the psychiatric effects

of these things upon juveniles.

Mr. Jacobs. No, I don't profess to, but I am willing to concede
Chairman Kefauver. If you don't profess to, how do you get into

the field of being willing to—you say it hasn't been shown to you—if

you don't pretend to know anything about it ?

Mr. Jacobs. Well, because the Civil Liberties Union and I have
made some study of the varying statements in this field. There are

eminent sociologists and psychologists who believe that there is a

relationship between juvenile delinquency and comic books. There
are equally eminent sociologists and psychologists who believe that no
such relationship exists.

Chairman Kefauver. Who are those ?

Mr. Jacobs. Well, I'll be glad to give you some names. In the first

group, the group who believe that there is a relationship

Chairman Kefauver. We know all of them.
Mr. Jacobs. In the second group there are a group of people who

take the position that there is some relationship but not a very sig-

nificant relationship between the reading of comic books and
Chairman Kefauver. Wlio are the ones who say there is no rela-

tionship ?

Mr. Jacobs. Those who say there is no relationship are Filip Och-
ard, a French sociologist, who published a book called The Child's

Voice. There is Charles Glock who is director of the Bureau of Ap-
plied Research at Columbia University. There is Eric Ericson who
is senior staff member of the Austin Riggs Center, Avhich is a center

dealing with juvenile delinquency. There is Eldon Winsto" of the

North Carolina State Board of Public Welfare. There is Wallace
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Ciiralt, superintendent of the Department of Public Welfare in North
Carolina. There is John Doyle who is the probation officer in Minne-
sota. There is Mr. E. W. Brewer who is the case work supervisor
of the Superior Court, Kinjjs County, There is a Joseph Homer,
probation officer in the Juvenile Court of Allegheny County in Pitts-
burgh.
Now, we don't pretend that we are experts ourselves
Chairman Kefauver, Well, Mr. Jacobs, I don't know what all of

these men have said, but I have read the writings of some of them,
and you don't quite correctly represent the writings of some of them
in saying that they say there is no relationship. They say that they
don't think it is particularly important or not primary or' not a lead-
ing relationship, but some of them do give some significance to porno-
graphic literature and horror and crime comics.
Mr. Jacobs. Well, Senator, Mr. Glock, for example, states

:

On close examination the ervidence which has been accumulated in the report
is not conclusive. We are still groping to learn just what effects exposure to
the mass media do have on our children.

Chairman Kefauver, Well, but you said that he said there wasn't
anything to it. He says he doesn't know.
Mr. Jacobs. No, as a matter of fact, he says there isn't ; he doesn't

have any evidence to indicate that there is any relationship.

Chairman Kefauver. I don't want to argue the point, except I
feel like several of those who say they just don't know yet ; they haven't
made up their minds. That's inconsequential. "Wliat is your point
here?
Mr. Jacobs. Well, the point is that since we don't know whether

there is any direct linkage between juvenile delinquency and the effect

of comic books or the effect of films, it seems to us that to blame comic
books or films for juvenile delinquency, that that is stretching it, with
all good intentions, too far, because the effects of such blame will be
perhaps to lead to censorship of either films or of comic books. I think
the thing that troubles many a great deal, is that this implies almost
a total breakdown of the home relationship and of the church and of
society. If our children are unable to stand up to the impact of comic
books or films without becoming prone to supposedly obscene acts that
would be related to this, this would seem to indicate that all of the
influence of the home and the church and the school has gone for
naught. We like to think that the children in our society are able to
withstand any of this.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Jacobs, apparently you haven't followed
the work of this subcommittee very closely. Personally, censorship
is repugnant to me, governmental censorship. I hope that in all phases
of mass media connnunication and information that there will always
be such a restraint and such a handling of their responsibility that
there will never be Government censorship, I would certainly hate to
see Government censorship of movies, even of comic books, I am not
in favor of it. I would hate to see Government censorsliip of any-
thing. But the point is, actually what we are doing is helping to pre-
vent censorship. V^e are not advocating censorship, but censorship
will come in a lot of these things eventually unless the industry and
the people who are responsible do something about it themselves. So
if you are interested in censorship, I think you ought to join with us
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in trying to expose and ferret out and get these people to stop doing a

lot of things they are doing.
Mr. Jacobs. Well, Senator, we would bo opposed to even industry

codes such as were discussed here this afternoon. We would think
that this is a form of censorship. You say self-imposed censorship.

It seems to us that the good taste and intelligence of the American
people is a forceful guide and a sufficient guide to a mass media as to

what goes on the screen. We don't think that anybody has the right

to determine for anybody else what they ought to see on the screen or
what they ought to read within the limits of what you indicate your-
self, that is of salacious material. But salacious material can be han-
dled by coast pu lication, trial if necessary. If somebody publishes an
obscene book, he could be tried. While prior censorship of this means
that some group of individuals, in this case in the movie industry, hap-
pens to determine what all of us shall see on the screen. Now, perhaps
wo might agree with that. But on the other hand, it sets a kind of
uniformity and a kind of conformity of the pattern of all the movies
that we see, and I'm not sure that we think that that is a desirable
thing. We would rather when people complain, and that I am sure

they do, and I am sure that their complaint is quite legitimate about
what they see in the movies or what they see on television or what
they read. It seems to us that the simplest solution is for them not to

look at these things. It's a very simple matter to shut the television

set otl'. It's a simple matter not to go to a movie if one thinks it is a
bad film, and certainly children ought to be directed by their parents.

We subscribe to this completely. If a parent thinks a lilm is a bad
film, he ought not to allow his child to see that film. But for adults

—

and it's extremely difficult to censorship something for children with-
out ending up censoring it for adults—it seems to us that the whole
concept of democracy is based on a man's individual right to choose
for himself what he wants. And there are lots of people who Avould
think James Joyce Ulysses is an obscene book. I don't happen to think
so. I wouldn't force them to read the book. On the other hand, I
wouldn't like the book publishers to say to me that I can't read it.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Jacobs, of course in the movie code and
the other codes that we have, I think it should be pointed out that a

producer doesn't have to work with the code authorities uidess he
wants to. lie can go on and write his plays and then get them pro-

duced and get pictures to show it. It is just a voluntary method of

trying to meet certain standards that the\' have imposed on tliem-

selves. I can appreciate that in a highly technical, legalistic sense

that you do have a point. On the otlier hand, we all censor ourselves

a certain amount even in our own person. We say we have freedom
of speech. That doesn't give us freedom to go out on the street and
curse and take the Lord's name in vain and call ])eople bad names, to

expose ourselves.

Mr. Norman Thomas for whom I know 3^ou have great respect

wrote us a letter in New York when we were there and asked for per-

mission to testify. We didn't call him ; he came himself. The burden

of his testimony was that while he has been the greatest defender of

civil liberties always, he was in favor of outright censorship of the

pornographic material. You remember his testimony.

Mr. Jacobs. Yes ; I do.
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Chairman Kefauver. I didn't aoree with liini. He went further
tlian I Mould go. But his statement was that freedom of the press
or freedoin of speech doesn't give the right or license for indecency,
and if it is used as a license for indecency, sooner or later you would
lose your freedom, as he says, of the pressand your freedom of speech.
Mr. Jacobs. You know^. Senator, I would like to direct your atten-

tion to this code that you spoke of in the motion picture industry.
There is indeed an economic faction attached to nonconformity with
that code, and this is what troubles us. If a producer makes a picture
which doesn't get a seal, that picture will have great difficulty in being
shown, and this thing is some kind of economic restraint upon the
individual producer.

I would agree that in general my standards, and I am sure your
standards, would be ])robably close to that of the code. Nevertheless,
I don't want to impose my standards upon anybody. I think these
things are in bad taste to me. They are in bad taste to me. But I
think that the movie industry ought not to be specially singled out.
I don't think it has any more effect upon anybody, and 1 think that in
many cases, this voluntary code, goes much much further, and that
is one of the great difficulties. We start out with a code to eliminate
references to sex, to eliminate references to violence, and we end up
in a code which tends to be all-inclusive, which you must have seen
in looking at that code ; there are many things in the motion picture
code which have nothing Avhatsoever to do with either violence or sex,

and yet there is part of the burden which any motion ])icture pro-
ducer carries with him. I think it would be pretty dreadful if the book
publishers got together and set up a code and set their standards.
They might not agree with your standards or my standards as to what
or what not to be published.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, Mr. Jacobs, I think one trouble with
codes is that people sometimes get to feel that anything approved by
a code authority like the crime book code, anything approved by them
is going to be all right; whereas they may pass many things that

people will accept as all right that really are not so good. So I think
in the case of movies and television and crime books and what-not,
while we might do some things to stop the circulation of the bad ones,

in the final analysis it is the interests and the attitudes of the people
at the local level that will be the deterrent.
Mr. Jacobs. We would like to suggest that the one thing that cer-

tainly be done in which your joint committee would be extremely
helpful in recommending that research be done into the relationship
between delinquency and mass media, because this really is an area
in which there are sharp and divergent opinions by all sincere people.

Senator Kefauver. Well, as far as I am concerned, we have had a
lot of testimony by very eminent authorities on that subject, and I
don't think that—the more I get into this juvenile delinquency prob-
lem, the more convinced I am that there are so many, many reasons.
What might be a reason in one case would not be a reason in another.
Different environment would affect different people in different ways.
But certainly certain types of pornographic literature, certain crime
and horror comics, according to the great weight of the evidence, some
violence and brutality on television, some suggestive brutality in some
movies, maybe don't cause delinquency but maybe in an unstable kid
they give him a little push along the road. It might be the trigger.

64765—55 16
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We have had an awful lot of evidence on it, and I hope you will get

our hearings and read them. Thank you for your statement.

Mr. Jacobs. Thank you.
Chairman Kefauater. We are going to adjourn shortly, but before

I do, I had a letter a little while ago from Mrs. Alice Good. It says

:

Me. Senator. In the interest of good citizenship, will you please ask the audi-

ence if they would join me in an informal meeting or two to determine if we
can form a permanent group which will continue to explore delinquency. Our
purpose will be to try to formulate some constructive ideas which will benefit

the community and channel these ideas through existing organizations.

It is signed, "Mrs. Alice Good."
We are glad to have people who are interested in calling the citizens

meetings for purposes of that sort. I understand Mrs. Good is a
highly respected lady, and if any one would like to stay here and meet
with her after we adjourn, the custodian of the building and the of-

ficers have been so kind about it, I am sure they will cooperate with
you.
Mrs. Good, will you stand up and tell us your name, I mean who

you are?

Mrs. Alice Good. Well, I am really a very ordinary person. I am
not anybody of great importance, and I am sorry to say that I haven't

given these things much attention in most of my life. I happened
to have been brought up in an environment where the political situa-

tion was pretty rank, and I turned my back on all types of political

interests and I have just made myself happy with my own interests,

but of recent years I couldn't help but be attracted by conditions

and the circumstances of our living, and in fact, any ordinarily intelli-

gent person couldn't help being attracted to it.

Chairman Kefau^'er. Well, Mrs. Good you are just a good house-

wife and citizen who wants to generate some activity and interest in

helping out children with a lot of their problems and create an inter-

est in it, and I think that is a very noble purpose, and I hope that some
of these good people will stay and meet with you.
Mr. Robert L. Loucks. Did I understand you are going to adjourn ?

Chairman Kefauver. Yes, we are about to adjourn.
Mr. LoucKS. I would like to be heard. I have been trying to get in

contact for about 10 days.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, I have considered the matter you want
to talk about and I don't exactly see the relation to this subject matter
here. It is a pretty general subject matter you have, Mr. Loucks.
Mr. LoucKS. It is the point on that relationship.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, if you want to call a meeting of your
own
Mr. LouGKS. If I want to what ?

Chairman Kefauver. Well, all right. We will give you about 2
minutes. What is it you want to say ?

Mr. LouGKS. Two minutes ? Can an American citizen present his

opinion in 2 minutes ?

Chairman Kefauver. But we are talking about juvenile delin-

quency.
Mr. LoucKS. I am talking about juvenile delinquency and what is

back of it. I am talking about that relationship.

Chairman Kefauver. I understood you had some constitutional

amendments.
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Mr. LoucKS. I have some amendments, and I have the ways and
means. I have charts and compasses that will assist your committee

on the one hand, and for an understanding that will help the industry

on the other. It will harmonize the whole thino; in accordance with

teh United States Constitution construction, and I happen to be a law-

yer and retired attorney and student of fraternal law all my life. I'd

like to present some of those laws that I have found in the Constitution

of the United States, in our Bill of Rights.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, now, what is the law that you want to

present ? You are Mr. Robert G. L. Loucks, L-o-u-c-k-s.

Mr. LoucKS. Yes.
Chairman Kefauv^er. I have asked you to explain all of this to one

of our counsel, and he didn't think it related to juvenile delinquency.

Mr. Loucks. I just gave him a summary. I didn't explain all of

it. I didn't get started with your counsel.

Chairman Kefattver. Well, if you couldn't explain it to our coun-

sel, I don't know how you could here, I mean how we are going to be

able to give you time to explain it here.

Mr. LoucKs. I'd like to get acquainted with you first to find out the

scope of wdiat I am trying to give you. I'm trying to present some
constitutional points that will help you on juvenile delinquency and
like to present some of those laws that I have found in the Constitution

and the Bill of Rights doesn't mean that it is going to interfere with
the problem of juvenile delinquency or the solution of it. It is a

solution to the problem of building character and manhood under
the Constitution. It's a process, a ways and means that will help

you. It will help the United States Supreme Court in getting these

ways and means and the procedure started, and to give us more light

and enlightment.
Chairman Kefauver. Well, I'll tell you, Mr. Loucks, ordinarily I

have our counsel or associates talk with witnesses who want to present
some viewpoint, but you are so sincere and you have been so patient,

after we adjourn this afternoon you go with me back to a little office,

and I'll look over what you have got to present.

Mr. Loucks. I have been wanting to meet you, Senator, for a long
time.

Chairman Kefauver. All right, sir.

Mr. Loucks. But I'd like to get it in the record. I want a petition
to the United States Congress in the three departments, I want to
make a motion in accordance with a recent decision in the United
States Supreme Court in the Negro segregation cases presenting these
problems back to local government and recognizing them as impor-
tant, because that is the place of the origin, the place where the
trouble started, where the trouble is. It is right here, and they say
that the United States district court has prescribed rules and regula-
tions and procedures to carry out the instruction, instead of having
all of these run arounds, and these meetings; let the Congress of the
United States, the three departments jointly and severally do it. I'll
give you this to start with: They are obligated to uphold and j^iotect
the Constitution of the United States. All right, let those three de-
partments get together jointly and severally and adopt the rules and
regulations and the procedures.
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Chairman IvEFAtnER. Yes, sir. Well, now, Mr. Loiicks

Mr. LoucKS. Not one department.
Chairman Kefaitster. Just a minute, sir.

Mr. LoucKs. Now, how about that ?

Chairman KE^AU^^ER. Well, you are getting on to something that

doesn't pertain immediately to juvenile delinquency and that is the
subject matter of our hearing here. But you have a seat, and when
we get through
Mr. LoucKS. That goes right to the protecting of the American

home.
Chairman Kefaitv^r. I don't want to interrupt j^ou, but if you will

have a seat, I will go over it with you
Mr. LoucKS. You don't give me a chance to be heard, and I have

been trying for 10 days to get to you, Senator. You don't under-
stand me.
Chairman Kefauver. Yes, Mr. Loucks, but I don't find that what

you have to present pertains to the subject matter of our hearing, but
when we adjourn here, I will go into it with you personally.

Mr. LoucKS. Well, listen

Chairman Kefaitver. I will ask you to take your seat now.
Mr. LoucKS. One sentence more.
Chairman Kefau\^er. No, sir. No, Mr. Loucks
Mr. LoucKs. Under the Constitution, I am asking for that insur-

ance and that security.

Chairman Kefauver. I will ask you to take your seat now, Mr.
Loucks
Mr. LoucKS. For domestic tranquillity.

Chairman Kefauver. You take your seat.

Mr. LoucKS. I have got the insurance and the security record when
you want it.

Chairman Kefauver. I asked you to take your seat, Mr. Loucks.
Mr, LoucKS. We have been shut off now for

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Loucks, we are going——
j\Ir. Loucks. We have been shut off here for 50 years. I'm anxious

about this, that's all. I am an American citizen, and I want the con-

stitution enforced for security and security insurance for domestic
tranquillity, and if they perform their duty in Washington, with
proper procedures we will have an American home.
Chairman Kefauv'er. I am the chairman of this subcommittee, and

I have asked you to take your seat.

I would like to insert into the record at this point two communica-
tions received by the subcommittee in answer to a letter of inquiry

regarding the movie investigation. One is from the Joint Estimate
of Current Entertainment Films and the other is from the National
Legion of Decency.

(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibits Nos. 13 and 14,"

and read as follows :)
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Exhibit No. 13

Joint Estimates of Current Entesitainment Ftlms,
New York, N. Y., June 10, 1955.

Senator Estes Kefauver,
United States Senate, Juvenile Delinquency Committee,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Gentlemen : In response to your inquiry of June 2, 1955, we are unable to

volunteer as witnesses before your committee because of the travel involved.
This board, composed of representatives of 13 national organizations whose com-

bined membership totals 40 million Americans, reviews those 35-millimeter fea-

ture-length entertainment lilms intended for widespread distribution in the
United States. This voluntary work consists of screening, appraising, and clas-

sifying each film as to audience suitability. The frank and unbiased reviews
are distributed gratis, upon request, to schools, colleges, libraries, churches, club
groups, local newspapers, radio stations, and motion-picture exhibitors.

Over the past several years, this board has been well aware of the alarming
rise in the incidence of juvenile delinquency. We are also aware of the pervasive
and worldwide climate of violence which has found increasing expression in con-
temporary novels, plays, motion pictures, comic books, radio, and TV, and in

the public press. Regarding the possible influence of any one medium or another
on present or potential juvenile delinquents, we are in accord with the findings
of Secretary Hobby's Special Conference on Juvenile Delinquency, June 1954,
which stressed the home and the child's individual environment as the real roots
of such delinquency. We also believe that in the maladjusted child any item of
his or her experience, either real or vicarious, may suggest antisocial or illegal

actions.
With regard to your specific question concerning the presentation of illicit sex

in motion pictures, we have found that such situations are implied rather than
shown or verbalized ; we believe that they would not necessarily affect adoles-
cents. However, we have been concerned with the increase of sex suggestive-
ness in recent films.

During the last year there has been a definite increase in the number of crime
films as well as films with specific instances of unnecessary violence. We fully
realize and accept the fact that in action, war, adventure, or historical films,

violence is an inevitable ingredient. We must see the enemies biting the dust,
the villains coming to a bad end ; these are obligatory scenes. But now, in such
films, we have not 1 or 2 villains, but a whole score, all of whom come to bad
ends, so that the amount of footage devoted to violence has increased.

Secondly, the kind of violence shown has assumed many new forms. Instead
of a swift bullet disposing of the malefactor, he meets his end in a variety of
fashions, either shown or implied. Similarly, almost all heroes are now required
to prove their courage and stamina by prolonged brutal fights or seniilethal

exhibitions of jujitsu. Although each single episode of violence may conform
to the restrictions of the Production Code, we feel that the cumulative effect is

often an overdose of mayhem.
Finally, we feel that present-day scenes of violence exercise enormously in-

creased audience impact because of the technical advances in photography and
projection. Vividly lifelike color, giant screens, and stereophonic sound accen-
tuate such scenes so that they frequently become overpowering. Since Januar.v
19.55, this committee has been cooperating with Mr. Shurlock, director of the
Production Code, at his request, in advising him of specific scenes in specific
pictures, which, in our opinion, contain excessive brutality or unnecessary
violence.
At this point, we wish to go on record once again as opposing censorship of

any of the mass media whether by Federal. State, or local ordinance, as being
thoroughly undemocratic. On the other hand, we feel that the mass media of
communication must not confuse freedom with license; they must exercise due
responsibility for the type of material which they present to the public.
While affirming our support of the principle of self-regnlafion. wo do. however,

urge that the motion-picture companies uphold the spirit as well as the letter of
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the Production Code so that motion pictures may accurately reflect and reenforce

our traditional American culture.

Very truly yours, ^ . ^. . , ^ ^ „^
Film Estimate Board of National Organizations: Ada Comerford,

American Association of University Women; Rose Marie Alex-

ander, American Jewish Committee; Marilla Waite Freeman,

American Library Association; Lillian A. Lilly, Children's Film

Library; Dorothy Grover Cooper, Daughters of the American

Revolution; Sigmund Spaeth, National Federation of Music

Clubs ; Charlotte Baruth, General Federation of Women's Clubs

;

Alvina E. Murphy, Girl Scouts of the U. S. A. ; Louise S. Walker,

National Congress of Parents and Teachers; Golda E. Bader,

Protestant Motion Picture Council, United Church Women ;
Clara

Edwards, National Council of Women of the U. S. A.; Marie

Hamilton, Schools Motion Picture Committee.

Exhibit No. 14

National Legion of Decency,
New York, N. Y., June 7, 1955.

lion. EsTES Kefauveb,
Chairman, Committee on the Judicianj,

Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile DeUnqnency,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Senator Kefauver: Pursuant to your recent correspondence, we are

enclosing a breakdown, statistically, of those pictures found either objectionable

in part or completely objectionable from October 1953 to October 1954 and from

October 1954 to June 1955.

We are also forwarding, Your Honor, the comparative statistics on feature

pictures reviewed and classified by the Legion of Decency since 1938.

I trust that Your Honor will find this breakdown sufficiently self-explanatory

to answer the questions which you have posed in your recent letter.

With best personal wishes, I remain,
Sincerely yours.

Rev. Thomas F. Little,
Executive Secretary.

Comparative statistics on
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Comparative statistics on domestic and foreign feature pictures

DOMESTIC
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Oljections for B pictures

DOMESTIC

Suggestiveness in—
Song
Situations '

Situation 2

Dances
Costuming
Sequence 2

Sequences '

Dialogue
Tends to degrade dignity of marriage
Light treatment of marriage
Reflects the acceptability of divorce

Tends to condone immoral, illicit actions

Suicide in plot silution or sympathetically portrayed

Material ssriously offends Christian and traditional standards of morality and
decency

Methods of crime too minutely detailed

Excessive brutality
Low moral tone
Tends to arouse sympathy for wTongdoing
InsufTicient moral compensation
Objectionable sequence
Misrepresents or ridicules religion

Tends to glorify crime and criminals

Undue sympathy for immoral actions

Tends to arouse disrespect for law and order --

Taking the law into one's own hands
Light treatment of the virtue of purity

October
1953-54

October
1954-June

1955

25
1

8
30
10
11

15

1

5

6

1 Multiple offense.
2 Single offense.

Objections for C pictures

FOREIGN

October
1953-54

Suggestiveness in—
Situations
Costuming
Sequence
Dialogue

Tends to condone immoral, illicit actions

Contains material offensive to religion

Suicide in plot solution or sympathetically portrayed ---

Material morally unsuitable for entertainment motion-picture theaters or audi

Gncos -— "*

Offends Christian and traditional standards of morality and decency

Disrespect for the virtue of purity
Sympathetic treatment of divorce.-

October
1954-June

1955

DOMESTIC

Suggestiveness in—
Dances
Costuming
Dialogue-
Situations

Offensive to Christian and traditional standards of morality and decency

Contains grossly obscene and indecent action

Contains material capable of grave evil influence --

Material morally unsuitable for entertainment motion-picture theaters or audi

ences
Disrespect for the virtue of purity
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Explanation of Legion Classifications

A-I: Morally unobjectionably for general patronage.—These films are con-
sidered to contain no material which would be morally dangerous to the average
motion-picture audience, adults and children alike.

A-II: Morally unobjectionable for adults.—These are films which in them-
selves are morally harmless but which, because of subject matter or treatment,
require maturity and experience if one is to witness them without danger of
moral harm. While no definite age limit can be established for this group, the
judgement of parents, pastors and teachers would be helpful in determining the
decision in individual cases.
B: Morally objectionable in part for all.—Films in this category are con-

sidered to contain elements dangerous to Christian morals or moral standards.
C: Condemned.—Condemned films are considered to be those which because

of theme or treatment are what has been described by the Holy Father as "posi-
tively bad."

Separate classifiication.—A separate classification is given to certain films
which, while not morally offensive, require some analysis and explanation as
a protection to the uninformed against wrong interpretations and false conclu-
sions.

Chairman Kefauver, We will recess until 9 : 30 in the morning.
We hoiDe to get through about 12 : 30.

("V^rhereupon at 5 p. m., Friday, June 17, 1955, the subcommittee
recessed to reconvene at open session at 9 : 30 a. m., Saturday, June
18,1955.)





JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
(Motion Pictures)

SATURDAY, JUNE 18, 1955

United States Senate,
Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary

To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency,
Los Angeles^ Calif.

The subcommitee met, pursuant to recess, at 9 : 40 a. m., at room 518,

United States Postoffice and Courthouse Building, Los Angeles,
Calif., Senator Estes Kefauver presiding.

Present : Senator Kefauver.
Also present: James H. Bobo, counsel; and William Haddad and

Carl Perian, consultants.

Chairman Kefauver. Before we proceed with the chief matter of
obscene and pornographic materials this morning, Mr. Max Gilford
was to have appeared yesterday, and we excused him until tliis

morning.
Mr. Gilford, you come around. I am glad to see you again this

morning.
Mr. Gilford. Thank you, Senator. Good morning.

STATEMENT OF MAX M. GILFORD, GENEEAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL
SOCIETY OF TELEVISION PRODUCERS, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Chairman Kefauver. Mr. Gilford, you have a statement written
out. Suppose you file your statement. We will treat it as read, and
you summarize briefly just the points that—let me have a copy.
Mr. Gilford. Yes.
Chairman Kefauver. Oh, here it is.

Mr. Gilford, first will you identify yourself ? You are the attorney
for the National Society of Television Producers 'I

Mr. Gilford. That is correct. I am general counsel for the National
Society of Television Producers ; and, as I stated, I have been an attor-

ney for 26 years and in the motion picture industry for about 20, and
have also acted as a feature motion picture producer and television

producer.
I appreciate the opportunity of presenting the viewpoint of the

independent television producer so that the television industry will

have some representation before this committee, and so that the com-
mittee can get the viewpoint of the independent television producer.
I have filed a statement with Mr. Bobo which contains the viewpoints
that I feel most of the television producers will believe and follow in.

The statement, unfortunately, we didn't have time to liave confirmed
by the board of directors of the National Society of Television Pro-
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ducers or the Alliance of Television Producers. I might summarize
and say that we feel that we have done everything possible in the tele-

vision field to keep the television pictures in accordance with the code.

The National Society of Television Producers has a code and, of

course, you know that the Motion Picture Producers Association has
a code. Even though the television producers do not have an en-

forcement organization to enforce any code provisions. I believe that

between the producers, the advertising agency, the directors, and those

connected with the technical phases, in every way and at all times
attempt is made to follow the code provisions and see to it that tele-

vision motion pictures keep up a very high moral standard.

I do think that some of the complaints that you have received re-

garding television pictures probably are the western type of picture,

wherein and whereby in the pictures there are some shootings and the
heavy, as we call him, is done away with. Xow, I don't think that
that has affected juvenile delinquency in any way, because that can
be shown by the merchandisers. The merchandisers will tell you that

children buy the suits or replicas or assembl ies of the hero, and that is

true from the days of Hopalong Cassidy to Davy Crockett. They
don't try to emulate the heavy or the evil men.

I also believe that most of your complaints that have arisen in tele-

vision are because of the fact that in television in the past, in order to

use up the time and in order to take care of the time that was avail-

able, many of the exhibitors, distributors, networks, and independent
stations have purchased films, theatrical films, for release over televi-

sion. It is to be noted that these films were made at a time when tele-

vision was never thought of nor was it ever thought that these pictures

would be telecasted over a television station. Therefore, they do not
have the view point of television production. Consequently, in those
films probably they have violence and things of tliat natui'e, which
when shown over television—and the impact is therefore much greater

than in motion pictures—much complaint has arisen and has come to

the attention of this committee.
Now, in conclusion, as you will find in the statements, we have at-

tempted to distribute our code to most of the television producers.

"We have asked them to conduct themselves on a voluntary basis;

and as it has been said here before, I think the sponsor is a terrific ad-

ministrator of a voluntary code himself and doesn't want anything dis-

seminated over television wherein and whei-eby the show might re-

flect upon his i)roduct. We have done, because of all of those things,

a pretty good job; but I say in the end that if for any reason this com-
mittee, after its thorough investigation, finds that the voluntary code
conduct on the part of the television producers is inadequate, then I

would say that—and if you feel that the code should be operated by the

television producers on more of a compulsory basis, somewhat similar

to the motion picture producers association code and that we should
follow through by the seal method, granting seals; then I call to your
attention a very important item in television. If 50 percent of the

television that is telecasted is on film 12 hours a day, 7 days a week,
and motion pictures for television are generally sold on a o9-week
cycle, and breakdowns of 13 weeks for each group of films on a \)nr-

ticular subject; you would have almost 294 hours of film a week that
would have to be reviewed. That is, the teleplays would have to be
reviewed by a code administration committee. You can see that the
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job there to do that woukl be almost 20 times gi^eater than the job
ill supervisi no; the motion picture fihn by the Motion Picture Produc-
tion Code Administration Committee. So because of that terrific job
it would be a very voluminous and very costly one, and I would sug-
gest that the Government, the Federal Government, subsidize for a
period of time the organizations of television production code ad-
ministration until by the voluntary cooperation of the producers they
could between themselves accumuiate sufficient funds and operate on
a pay-as-you-go basis.

Chairman Kefauver. Well, Mr. Gilford, you do feel that some of
these shows that were made a long time ago before television was
thought of were not intended primarily for juvenile
Mr. Gilford. Consumption.
Chairman IGsfauver. Consumption and audiences; but that since

television came along they are being shown late in the afternoon at a
time the kids, particularly, view television ; and you do feel that there
is too much crime and too much shooting and violence in some of those
pictures that they have been seeing that were made a long time ago ?

Mr. Gilford. Yes ; I agree with you, Senator, that that is very pos-
sible

; and you realize that as time goes on—I should say here, though,
that the major motion picture producers have not let any of their
films loose for distribution on television, and you can miderstand why
that is. That is because of the fact that they have to feed their films
to motion-picture exhibitors and theaters. Consequently, the accumu-
latioa of film that the exhibitors and distributors for television could
get were only these old films that were made by independents and were
not tied up in the vaults of the major producing companies. Conse-
quently, I think we have something that is also in the future that may
help this situation, and that is that eventually television producing
companies will make feature-length films for television of an hour
length or so, and also the pay-as-you-go plan that is now being inves-
tigated by the Federal Communications Commission may be the thing;
because I personally believe that if a man wants to buy something, he
is entitled to have that privilege. I think eventually that may come
about and be a solution, too.

Chairman Kefauver. Then, as I understand, your second point is
that if you were to have inspection or going over of all the television
programs, it would be too big a job for the industry itself and there
would have to be some Government subsidy?
Mr. Gilford. Yes; I think they would need assistance. Censorship

is not the answer. Self-regulation has proven to be the best means,
and if the television industry could get help in that connection, I think
then your problem would be completely solved or pretty well solved.
Chairman Kefauver. Well, I want to say this personally, speaking

in that connection: That I am highly in favor of self-regulation; but
1 hope that we never get to the ]:)oint where it becomes a province of
the Government to review and quasi-censor television programs. I
think the Government's only i)rovince, and the only one I would sug-
gest in that connection, would be a consideration of the type of pro-
grams when the application for renewal of the license comes before
the Federal Communications Commission. I hope the inclustry
doesn't p^et the idea that the Government is going to take over any
responsibility in connection with viewing, and with its self-regulation.
Of course, I don't think that is really our province.
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Mr. Gilford. I am certainly giad to hear you say that, Senator.

I think you will find that every effort is being made by the Motion
Picture Producers Association code administration committee to keep

the motion pictures under hand, and I think that if the television

producers are given a similar opportunity, you will find that they will

cooperate in the same respect. The National Association of Eadio
and Television Broadcasters Code is doing a fine job. That is the

code that the television broadcasters and the networks are affiliated

with, and all shows that are played by the networks or are made for

the networks by contracted producers make every effort to abide by
that particular code. That code is also similar to the Motion Picture

Producers Association ; so I agree with you, and I know that the tele-

vision is very pleased to hear you say thai self-regulation is the aLSwer
and not censorship.

Chairman Kefauver. That is the way I feel about it; but I must
say, frankly, also I think the television industry has a long way to

go, in the first place, to get all of the industry into the self-regulation

association ; and then we are not actually satisfied with the compliance
with the code on the part of some parts of the industry in connection
with some of the programs that have been produced. We think that

some of them are definitely deleterious to our young people, but we
hope that there are signs of headway being made and we hope that

progress continues.

Mr. Gilford. I think you will find it that way. I appreciate the
opportunity of presenting the television viewpoint.
Chairman Kefau\'er. Thank you very much, Mr. Gilford.

Mr, Gilford. All right. Goodb3^
(The subcommittee concluded its hearing on the subject of obscene

and pornographic materials.)

X
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